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RESULTS OF INVESTIGATIONS ON A 0.004-SCALE
 
IOC MODIFIED CONFIGURATION SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE
 
ORBITER MODEL (74-0)
 
INTHE NASA/LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
 
HYPERSONIC HELIUM TUNNEL (OAl09)
 
By 
P. J. Hawthorne, Rockwell International Space Division
 
ABSTRACT
 
This report documents data obtained during a wind tunnel test of a
 
0.004-scale 140C Modified Configuration SSV Orbiter in the NASA/Langley
 
Research Center 22-inch Hypersonic Helium Tunnel. The test was conducted
 
during August 1974 with 80 occupancy hours charged. All runs were con­
ducted at a nominal Mach number of 20 and at Reynolds numbers of 0.7,, 1.0 
9.8, and 1.1 x 106 based on body-length. 
The complete -140C modified.model was tested with various elevon, 
settings at angles of attack from 10 to 50 degrees at zero yaw and from 
angles of sideslip of -10 to +10 at 350 angle of attack. 
The purpose of this test was to obtain high hypersonic longitudinal
 
and lateral-directional stability and control'characteristics of the up-­
dated SSV configuration.
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14 	 EFFECT OF COMBINED ELEVON AND BDFLAP' (A) , ELEVON & BDFLAP 45-49
 
DEFLECTION (RE, L = .71)
 
15 	 EFFECT OF COMBINED ELEVON AND'BDFLAP (A) ELEVON & BDFLAP 50-54
 
DEFLECTION (RE, L = 1.11)
 
FIGURE 
NUMBER TITLE 
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Concluded) 
SCHEDULE OF 
COEFFICIENTS 
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VARVING PAGES 
16 EFFECT OF COMBINED ELEVON AND BDFLAP 
DEFLECTION (RE, L = 1.91) 
(A) ELEVON & BDFLAP 55-59 
17 EFFECT OF AILERON DEFLECTION (D) AILRON 60 
18 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS DUE TO AILERON 
DEFLECTION 
(C) 61 
SCHEDULE OF COEFFICIENTS PLOTTED: 
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(A) CN, CL, CAB, CA, L/D, XCP/L, CLM versus ALPHA 
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CL versus CD 
(B) DLTCL, DLTCN, DLTCD, DLTCA, DLTL/D', DLTCLM versus ALPHA 
(C) DLTCBL, DLTCYN, DLTCY versus ALPHA 
(D) CBL, CYN, CY versus ALPHA 
NOMENCLATJRE 
General 
PLOT 
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
a 
Cp CP 
speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec 
precsure coefficient; (pv - P.)/q 
M 
p 
q 
RN/L 
MACH 
Q(NSM) 
Q(PSF) 
REL 
Mach number; V/a 
pressure; N/m2 , psf 
dynamic pressure; l/2pV2 , N/m2 , psf 
Reynolds number based on body length 
V velocity; m/sec, ft/sec 
Ct 
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ALPHA 
BETA 
angle of attack, degrees 
angle of sideslip, degrees 
PSI angle of yaw, degrees 
-P 
PHI angle of roll, degrees 
mass density; kg/m3, slugs/ft3 
Reference & C.G. Definitions 
Ab base area; m2 , ft2 
b 
-BREF wing spaff or reference span; m, ft 
c.g. center of gravity 
AZEF 
c 
S 
-LREF 
SREF 
reference length or wing mean 
aerodynamic chord; m, ft 
wing area or reference area; m2 , ft2 
MRP moment reference point 
)MrP moment reference point on X axis 
YMRP moment reference point on Y axis 
ZMBP moment reference point on Z axis 
SUBSCRIPTS 
b 
1 
s 
t 
base 
local 
static conditions 
total conditions 
free stream 
OfWPOO QUAS
 
PLOT 
SfltOL SYNBOL 
CN
CN 

CA
CA 

C CY 

bqS CAB 

CAf CAF 

CM 
 CrM 

C
Cn 

CI CBL 

CL 

CD 

CL 

CD 

CDb CDB 

CDf CDF 

Cy CY 

CM 
 C12 

C CLN 
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Ci CSL 

L/D L/D 

t/Df L/DF 

NOMenCLATURE (Continued) 
Body-Axis System
 
DEFINITION
 
normal-force coofficient; normal force
 
qS 
axial-force coefficient; axial force
qS
 
side-force coefficient; side force
 
qS 
base-force coefficient; base force
 
-Ab(Pb - p )/qS
m
 
forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CAb
 
pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
 
yawing-moment coefficient; yawing moment
 
qSb
 
rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment
 
qSb
 
Stability-Axis System
 
lift coefficient; lift
qS
 
drag coefficient; drag

qS
 
base-drag coefficient; base drag
qS
 
forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb 
side-force coefficient; side force
 
qS
 
pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
 
qS4RE
 
yawing-moment coefficient; yawing moment
 qSb
 
rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment
 
qSb 
lift-to-drag ratio; CJCD 
lift to forebody drag ratio; L/Co 
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ORIGINAL PAGE lB 
or POOR 
NOMENCLATURE (Continued) 
Additional Nomenclature 
Plot 
Symbol Symbol Definition 
Xcp/ XCP/L longitudinal center of pressure location, fraction 
of body length 
6a AILRON aileron deflection angle, degrees 
6BF BDFLAP bodyflap deflection angle, degrees 
ae ELEVON elevon deflection angle, degrees 
6R RUDDER rudder deflection angle, degrees 
aSB SPDBRK speedbrake deflection angle, degrees 
BALANC denotes balance used - BALANC = 20 indicates HH-20 
balance, BALANC = 06 = HN-06 balance 
cw wing mean aerodynamic chord, in 
FRL fuselage reference line 
IML inner mold line 
fuselage body length 
MPS main propulsion system 
MRC moment reference center 
OML outer mold line 
OMS orbital maneuvering system 
Xo orbiter longitudinal station, in 
Y 0 orbiter lateral station, in 
Z 0 orbiter vertical station, in 
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Plot 
Symbol Symbol 
AC2 DLTCBL 
ACN DLTCN 
ACD DLTCD 
ACA DLTCA 
AL/D DLTL/D 
ACy DLTCY 
ACn DLTCYN 
ACL DLTCL 
ACM DLTCLM 
6e DLTELV 
6BF DLTBFL 
6a DLTALN 
NOMENCLATURE (Concluded)
 
Additional Nomenclature
 
Definition
 
rolling-moment coefficient change due to the
 
deflection of a control surface;- control
 
deflected - control neutral
 
normal-force coefficient change due to the
 
deflection of a control surface; control
 
deflected - control neutral
 
drag-force coefficient change due to the
 
deflection of a control surface; control
 
deflected.- control neutral
 
axial-force coefficient change due to the
 
deflection of a control surface; control
 
deflected - control neutral
 
ratio of lift to drag change due to the deflection
 
of a control surface; control deflected - control
 
neutral
 
side-force coefficient change due to the deflection
 
of a control surface; control deflected - control
 
neutral
 
yawing-moment coefficient change due to the 
deflection of a control surface; control deflected ­
control neutral
 
lift-force coefficient change due to the deflection
 
of a control surface; control deflected - control
 
neutral
 
pitching-moment coefficient change due to the 
deflection of a control surface; control deflected ­
control- neutral 
change in elevon deflection angle, degrees
 
change in bodyflap deflection angle, degrees
 
change in aileron deflection angle, degrees
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REMARKS
 
During test OAf09, data were obtained in two portions;first with the
 
HH-20 balance on a 35' dogleg sting and then with the HNO6 balance on a
 
25 degree dogleg sting to investigate sting effects.
 
The (redundant) data obtained using the 250 sting and the single yaw
 
run (datasets 4, 8, 11, and 20) are considered to be of questionable
 
quality by the Test Facility and are not presented in this report except
 
for dataset 8,which is presented in the tabulated data only.
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED
 
The basic aircraft'is of blended wing body design with a double delta
 
wing, full span elevons, and a single centerline vertical tail with rudder
 
and/or speed brake capability. A body flap and short pod orbital maneuver­
ing system (OMS) are mounted on the aft fuselage bottom edge and upper
 
sidewalls,respectively.
 
The following letter designations are used to denote thecomponents
 
of the -140C 	modified configuration:
 
Component 	 Description
 
B62 	 Fuselage to the outer mold line contours of drawings
 
VL70-000202C, -000200B & -000203 for the aft body contour
 
(except OMS), the VL70-000202B drawing was used in lieu
 
of the C revision specified on the VL70-000140C control
 
drawing since the C revision was not available. The MPS
 
nozzles are not simulated.
 
C12 	 Canopy to VL70-000202B lines; see B62 above.
 
E43 	 Elevon used with VL70-000200B wing, with 6" gaps. The 
hingeline is unswept and located at Xo = 1387. 
Flo 	 Center pivot body flap hinge line at Xo = 1532 and 
planform as denoted on VL7O-000200B drawing. 
M14 	 Baseline short nose Orbital Maneuvering System (OMS) pods
 
mounted on the upper base of the fuselage, shape is
 
defined by drawing VL70-08457. Rocket engine nozzles are
 
simulated.
 
R5 	 Rudder utilized with V8 vertical tail and shown on
 
VL70-O00O46A.
 
V8 	 450 sweep leading edge single centerline mounted vertical
 
tail of modified diamond section as per VL7O-000146A.
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Concluded)
 
° 
W127 .VL70-000200B wing. Wing is of 81'/45 sweep leading edge
 
and is 6 inches F.S. thicker at the body than -140A. Ait­
foil is RIC modified NASA 0011.3 at Yo = 199, 0012.64 at
 
theoretical tip. ai = +00 30', dihedral = 30 30' at TE.,
 
tip is defined by VL70-006092.
 
Component descriptor sheets are given as Table III. The tested con­
figuration was,therefore, denoted as: 
-140C (modified) = B62 C12 E43 F10 M14 R5 V8 W127. 
1I
 
TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
 
The NASA/Langley Research Center 22-inch Hypersonic Helium Tunnel is
 
a blowdown facility with a normal operational time of 30 seconds for aero­
dynamic force and moment tests. Studies are conducted in the 22" diameter
 
test section at Mach numbers from -18 to 22.2, at stagnation pressures from
 
300 to 2000 psi, and at total temperatures from 480°R to 960°R with the
 
minimum total temperature being a strong function of prevaiiling local meter­
ological conditions. These test conditions allow-for a Reynolds number
 
variation of 0.7 x 106 to 11.5 x 1O6 per foot.
 
The tunnel isalso equipped with an Electron Beam Flow Visualization
 
System which allows color photographs with depth of field to be made of
 
the shock system.
 
Operational parameters of the contoured nozzle flow-characteristics
 
are available inNASA TN D-2489, 1964, Longitudinal: Characteristics of
 
Several Configurations.at Hypersonic Mach Numbers in Conical and Contoured
 
Nozzles, by Arrington,,Joiner and Henderson.
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DATA REDUCTION
 
The LaRC HN06 and HH-20 balances were used to measure Orbiter forces
 
and moments at four Reynolds numbers. Data were converted to standard 
NASA force and moment coefficients and are presented about a moment re­
ference center located at X0 = 1076.7, Yo = 0, Zo = 375 inches full scale. 
Data are presented in both stability and body axis systems. 
Additionally,the normal force center of pressure is presented as
 
XMRP Cm (E
W )
 
cp/Z= - CpB kB 
 CN kB
 
where Xcp is the longitudinal, distance from the inner mold line nose
 
station (Xo = 238 inches full scale) to the center of pressure.
 
Sign conventions and axis systems are presented in Figures la and lb.
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TABLE I,
 
TEST : OA1O9 [DATE - Aug. 74 
TEST CONDITIONS 
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE 
MACR NUMBER (body length) (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit) 
18.3 0.72 x 106 0.65 65 
1g.1 1.10 x 106 0.94 65 
20.3 1.91 x 106 1.59 65 
BALANCE UTILIZED: LaRC HH-20 
COEFFICIENTCAPACITY: ACCURACY: TOLERANCE: 
0.5%
NF 3.4 Ibf 

SF 7.0 Ibf 0.5% 
AF 1.8 Ibf 0.5%
 
PM 7.0 in-lbf 0.5% 
RM 1.5 in-lbf .0.5%
 
YM 2.1 in-lbf 0.5% 
COMMENTS: Utilized with 35' dogleg HHT sting 
Applies to datasets 1, 2, 3,5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15,
 
16, 17, 18, 19, 21
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TABLE I. - Concluded.
 
TEST I OA109 JDATE? Aug. 74
 
TEST CONDITIONS
 
MACH NUMBER REYNOLDS NUMBER(body- length) DYNAMIC PRESSURE(pounds/sq. inch) STAGNATION TEMPERATURE(degrees Fahrenheit) 
19.1 1.1 x 106 0.94 65 
(nominal) 
BALANCE UTILIZED: HN06 
COEFFICIENT 
rAPACITY: ACCURACY: - TOLERANCE: 
NF 
SF 
I0lbf 
5,1bf 
0.5% 
0.5% 
AF 5 lbf 0.5% _ _ 
PM 10 in-lbf 0.5% 
RM 5 in-lbf 0.5% 
YM No filexure .... 
COMMENTS: Utilized with 250 dogleg HHT sting
Applies to datasets 04, 11, 20
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TABLE II. - Concluded. 
,\ \oTEST: 4!'G- 0, ) 1 DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY DATE 
DATA SET SCHD. PARAMETERS/VALUES NO. MACH NUMBERS
 
IDENTIFIER CONFIGURATION r ROF
 
-e -r (- - RUNS 2- ­
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AA 
in
 
C 
- z 
Cz
a) 
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COEFFICENTS IDVAR (I) IDVAR (21 NDV 
a OR $S 
SCHEDULES
 
TAKBD III. MODEL DIIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT : BODY - B/11 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : Confifniratinn 1OC orbi ter fus-1 a2P MCR POO-R 4. 
Similar to 140A/B) fus-lap except aft bo0v revised and Imnroved 
widbody-wing-boot fairing X = Q40 to X -1010 
MODEL SCALE- 0 .0 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL7O-000140C -0002020 -000205A 
-000200B -000 203,000202B 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (OML: Fwd Sta. X,=235). In. 1293.3 5.173
 
Length (ImL: Fwd Sta, Xo= 23 ). In. 1290.3 J.161 
Max. Width (@ X = 1528.3). In. 21.0 1a5 
Max Depth (@X =3464) In. 95l 0 1 -wo 
Fineness Ratio 4.899 4.899(0ML Length 'Max. Width)
 
Ft 2
 Area-
Max. Cross-Sectional 340.885 0.0055 
Planfom 
Wetted 
Base 
18 
TABLE IIL. (CONTD)
 
MODEL COMPONENT CANOPY - CI p 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : Configuration" IhOC orbiter canopy. vehicle 
cabin No. 31 undated to MCR 200-R, U-ed with fuselage B62. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.004 
DRAWING NUMBER: V170.-O001hOC -0002028 -000204 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (X0 =434.643 to 578), In. 143.357 O,.7 . 
Max Width (@ X = 513.127), In. 152.412 0.610 
Max Depth (Z0 501 to 449.39).In. 51.61 0,206 
Fineness Ratio 
Area
 
Max. Cross-Sectional
 
Planform
 
Wetted 
Base
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TABLE III. (CONTID)
 
MODEL COMPONENT: EJV0N F,.
- 3 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 1WA/B orbiter elevons.
 
DATA are for ne aide. iupd on 71-0 mopl with W12 F4 .I 6" F.S. atraight 
slotted ,ap version of E2,. an" arp at -c1yon 'body flai'e juncture and at 
Yo = 311.0 MODEL SCALEr 0,004 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL7O- 9Q002g_0_-OO6O89, -.006092 , 000200B 
K8006 Lockhpd iissile & Spa'ce Co., Huntsville, Ala. 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Ft2
Area - 187.5 0.003 
Span (equivalent). In. 349.2 ,1.97 
Inb'd equivalent ,chord, In. 1.004 0.472 
Outb'd equivalent chord, In. 55,192 0.221
 
Ratio movable surface chord/
 
total surface chord
 
At Inb'd equi-v. chord 0.2096 ,b.2o96
 
At Outb'd equ'iv. chord 0.4004 0.4004
 
Sweep Back -Angles, ,degrees 
Leading Edge 010 0.00 
Tailing Edge - 10.056 -120,5b. 
Hingeline 0.0 0.0 (Product of area & c)
 
Area Moment C)Ft 1587-21.;.nn.
 
Mean Aerodynamic Chord, In. 90.7 0.363
 
PAO- 20 
TABLE III, (CONTID)
 
MODEL COMPONENT BODY FLAP - Fla 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : Confiruration 140C body flap. Hinr'eline located 
at X0 = 1532, ZO = 287.
 
MODEL SCALE: 0.004
 
DRAWING NUMBER. VL7-0001TOC. VL70-355114., VL70-000200B 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (X =1525.5 to 1613) In. _2.59 _O O.350O 
- 0 
Max Width (@ L.E., X0 = 1525.5).In. 256.00 1.024
 
Max Depth (Xo = 1532), In. 19.798 0.792
 
Fineness Ratio
 
- Ft 2 Area 
Max. Cross-Sectional (@H.L.) 35.196 0.00056 
Plan form 135.O0 0,002 
Wetted 
Base (@Xo,= 1613) 4.89 0.000078 
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TABLE III. (CONT'D)
 
MODEL COMPONENT OMS POD - MIi,
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION Prelirrinary 1ML version of short OYS pod.
 
(First u~ed on 0.015 ;cale Yodel 3(-0 for test No. 0A83),
 
MODEL SCALE,: 0.004 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-008457 . .. 
DIMENSIONS : (For 1 of 2 sides) FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (OMS Fwd Sta. Xo =1311),In. 251,0 - 1,016 
Max Width (@X0 = 1511) In. 135.6 0.5424 
Max Depth (@Xo = 1511). In. ,73, 6 ... 2e 
Fineness Ratio 2.5AQ 2.5L080 
Area - Ft 2 
Max. Cross-Sectional 54.507 . ,_ 0.00087 
Planform 
Wetted .,, 
Base 
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TABLE III. (CONTD) 
MODEL COMPONENT: RUDDER - R5 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140C orbiter rudder (identical to 
CnnPrniEratinn /IA/T1riidri.r). 
MODEL SCALE: 0.004 
DRAWING NU"IRE: VL70-0001,46A -000095 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area - Ft2 100.15 O.0016 
Span (equivalent) , In. 201.00 0.804 
Inb'd equivalent chord . In. 91.58, 0.366 
Outb'd equivalent chord In. 50.833 0.203 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 0.,400 0.400 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 0./LO0 0.400 
Sweep Back-Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 34.83 34,.83 
Tailing Edge 26.25 26.25 
Hingellne
(Product of Area'& c) 3 
34183 34-81___ 
Area Moment (Ns xa4) s ') . Ft 610.92 0.000039 
Mean Aerodynamic Chord. In. 73.2 0.293 
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TABLE III-i(CONTD) 
MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL - V8 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Confimiration 140C orbiter vertical tail (identical 
to confiFuration lhOA/B vertical tail).
 
MODEL SCALE: 0.004
 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL7O-00014oA. .ftS2 
DLMENSIONS: 
TOTAL DATA 
Area (Theo) - Ft 2
 
Planform 

Span (Theo) - In. 

Aspect Ratio 

Rate of Taper 

Taper Ratio 

Sweep-Back Angles) Degrees.
 
Leading Edge 

Trailing Edge 

0.25 Element Line 

Chords:
 
Root (Theo)-WP 
Tip (Theo).W 
MAC 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC 
B.L. of .25 MAC 
Airfoil Section 
Leading Wedge !ngle - Deg. 
Trailing Wedge Angle - Deg. 
Leading Edge Radius 
Void Area 

Blanketed Area 

FULL SCALE 
1O6i 
315.72 

1.675 

0'.507

0..LQ. 
45.000 

26.2 

4.1.13 

268.,50 
108.47 

199,.81 
463.5 

635.52 
0.0 
10.,000 
14.92 

2,00 
13.17 

Q,0 

MODEL SCALE 
1,261
 
1.675
 
0..Q507

,Q04_
 
45.000 
26.2
 
4.13
 
l.07&
 
0.434
 
0.799
 
5,853 
2.542 
0.0 
10.000 
___2 
0.O08
 
A02_ 
0-0
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TABLE III. (CONL'D)
 
M.ODEL ZOMPONNT:- WING-41,l , 
GtNERAL DESCRIPTI0ON: Configuration 1lhOC orbiter winR. RCR 200-Rl cimilar to 
14OA/B wing W,I( but with refinenirntt: imnroved wing-boot-midbodv fairing 
.Xo = 940 to X, o ,o). 
MODEL SCALE- 0.00, 
-:.STO. DWG. NO. V70-0001C, -000200B 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
TOTAL DATA 
Area t.neo.) FtZ 
Plan form 
Span (Theo In. •q16-6 
.2902LDO0) 
a -710 
Aspect Ratio _.2L5 2-26 
Rate of Taper 1-177 1.177 
Tauer Ratio 0 .­20 0-200 
Dihedral Angle, degrees
Incidence angle, degrees 
L,.500 
0. 00 
3..5o0 
0-500 
Aerodynamic Twi st, degrees .ILW- A-00
 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge 45.000 45.000
 
Trailing Edge 0-056
-10.056 

0,25 Element Line 35.209 - 35.209 
Chords: -
Root (Theo) BP.O.O. 689.24.
 
Tip, (Theo) B.P. . ,,, 5L
37.85S 
MC 47&.81 1.89) 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1196.83 L.50 
W.P. of .25 MAC 290,58 1 -

B.L. of .25 MAC 12,1 0.729
 
EXPOSED DATA
 
Area (The Ft 1751.50 7.006
 
Span, (Theo) In; BPIO8 ,,720.68 2.883
 
Aspect Ratio 2.059 2.059
 
Taper Ratio 0.245 0.245
 
Chords
 
Root BP108 562.09 2.248
 
Tip 1.00 b .137.85.55
 
MAC f . 392.83 1.571
 Fus. Sta. of..25 MAC 1185.q8 4.4
 
W.P. of .25 MAC 294-.30 1,177
 
B.L. of .25 MAC 251.77
 
Airfoil Section (Rockwell Mod NASA)
 
0!113 0.113
Root b X 

Tip b - 0.120 0.120 
Data f6o".) of (2)Sides
 
Leading Edge Cuff
 
.0-±-0_;-anfc-m Area Ft 
2 
tains Edge Intersects Wing @ Sta o21,,0o0 
ueading Edge Intersects Fus M. L. @ Sta 500.00 

25 
oF POOR 
Notes: 
. 
2. 
Positive directions of force coefficients, 
moment coefficients, and angles are 
indi cated by arrows 
For clarity, origins of wind and stability 
axes have been displaced from the center 
of gravity 
Cmo 
Cn 
N m,w 
C y 
-
C-L 
.xC ,w 
Ciw 
, 
CD 
CL 
a. General
 
Figure 1. - Axis systems.
 
RUDDER AND SPEEDBRAKE DEFLECTIONS FOR OA109 
(PARALLEL TO THE FRL) 
84.92= NOMINAL "/8 SB 
.-
-0 
=SB ENTIRE r55& + 
0 TEST8r 

ELEVON DEFLECTIONS FOR OA109 / ae 400 
-__PARALLEL TO THE FRL : .
5 40 +20­
a = _40°__.+00o -- - e ~ 
e
 
BODY FLAP DEFLECTIONS FOR OA109 
8BF 11.7 0 -+ 16.30 
HFF 
_.+ ; - - .._: .... f-. -- z = 76.4 
-~+ 0 
a BF- +16.3 
Xo 1532 . - ­
b. Definition of Angular Measurement
 
Figure 1.- Concluded.
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F HINGE LINE X0 = 1387 
NOTE SHORT OMS PODS 
Mr's tOZZLES I0T SIMULATED 
'ALL DIMENSIONS 
FULL-SCALE 
IN INCHES 
ccc 
= 235 (OML) X 
Z 
= 1076.7 
- 375 
-
1 5.72457 
x0 
4 
= 238 (n) 
c-~~ 
~1290.3 -_ 
Figure 2. -
~ZX o = 1532 
I 936.68 
__ 
x0 1 .3(NOT BLdy fla,) hinge line ) 
SSV Orbiter Configuration 140C Modified for Test OA109. 
DATA FIGURES
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OATA SET SYMBOL COWIGURAT!ON DESCRIPTICN RE.L ELEV&I BLAP SP0{K REFERENCE IFORIATIG4 
CHEOII 
ECA0E0022 
ICiE0033 
(D 0OAIOS LARC22HE431 B62Cl2FI0MI4)(I27E432CV8R52 
OAI9 LARC22HE431 C%2C2FI0MII4(V27E43VBRI 
OA09 LARC22hE431 CB62CI2FIMI4JCWI27E433CV8R5I 
.710 
1.110 
1.210 
-40.000 -11.700 
-40.000 -11.700 
-40.CIX -10.700 
55.000 
55.0CC 
55*00 
SEF 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
2690.OM0 
474.81w 
93S. 
1076.7000 
SO.FT. 
INHES 
INES 
1N-ES 
YRP .0000 INCHES 
ZW'1. 375.0000 INCHES 
SCALE .0040 
2.2* 2.2­
:J ­
2.0 2.0
 
1.8 1 B­
1. 1 1.6­
1 .2 --- 1.2--­
1.8-0-.z. -
Liu I 
0­
.4----------------------.4--­
.2 0 2,- 40-------- -.- -. 
.4 ,.
 
------------------------. 4
 
0 20 40 60 .2 0] --. 2 - .4 
ALPHA CLM
 
FIGURE 4 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER CELEVON: -409 BDFLAP=-1l.73
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RE.L ELEVN I')FLAP 9CSRt REFERENCE IN OMATIN'DATA SET SYMBOL COWIiRATI0N DESCRIPTIO SO.FT.CARDS9 LARC22HE431 (B2CI2FIOMI4CWI27E43CV8R53 .710 -iD.000 -11.700 55.W SIEF 2G90.0000ICHEWCCHEC02I I ] CAID LARC22HE4SI 1.2C2F10M14310V127lE431CVS) 1.210 -40.000 -21.700 55.:000 LREF 474.8100 INCHES
 
ICE003) V 0AI0 LARC22KIE431 1B62CI2FIC0M41(VI27E43
-HX03P tVSi5) 1.910 -40.000 -11,700 55000 BREF S. IO-ES
1076.70C00 INCHES
 
yMRPi .0cc INCHES 
ZThRP 375.0C0 INDoES 
SCALE .0040 
"'
 
... .....I .... 1 ..... ................. ~ ....... f
.4 ....l.... ..  TT . 00 It *4 " ri-IT  . it
 
.3 1.3 
S-- ­
i.2 -- 1.1---­
.4- .8 ­
..5- -- .5-­
.a , ,­
.6-' ,,.6--­
.4 i* ---­
.2A .2
 
•I
ILt.JL 
-2-! - 2 -- ­
0 l aH wI LLM ISI I1W1W elAM~l WA0 AM M M IM . A1M3 lMlMI WJl WAl WIA 
0 20 40 so .2 0 -. 2 -. 4 
ALPHA CLM
 
FIGURE 4 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER CELEVON= -40, BDFLAP-11.7)
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RE.L ELEVN BFLAP SPOERt REFERENCE IINFMATION 
(C EOOI I - 0AIOS LARCZ2HE431 C22CI2FI0Mi4J(VIflE43[VR5) .710 -40.000 -11.700 55.000 SREF 2M .0 SO.FT. 
ICCO022 I J AIG9 LARC22HE431 CB2CI2FIOMI42(VI27E43[VSRS) 1.110 -40.000 -11.700 55.00 LREF 474.8100 INCHES 
tCHE0032 0AIOS LARC22HE43I CB62CI2FIM42CVI727E43CV6R52 1.910 -40.0o0 -11.700 55.000 BREF 936.68W ItCfESXMRP 1076 .7000 INCOES 
yKRP .000 INC-ES 
ZMiP 375.000 INO-ESSCALE .0040 
. . .. ... . 7 . . . . .. .. mT', r fi . n I i, i fim l I t y .. .f . Tr ( . T. .. ... .i I , , Ti T. . t F.. , m y y, ... n.. .. ..I . li L Ir 
.30-
- -......... I
 
.25­
.20­
.15 ­
.10­
-10 010 20 30 ALPHA 
40 50 60 70 80 
-. 00 . 11.I di0i1 II7I I IIIF111 111Ti .111 'jl ll I1t ITFm I i 11 *Tfl fllii  i t nfl Il i. 
- .0010I . -
.0015­
-. 002000 
u -. 00250 ­
-. -- 0030 

-. 0035 

LU WA1 MUI Ufl U llliSA 141 Wiiii BW USE US1 WA UL USAI Afl I thi LW i iI ilSI1 ll L t 1 IS I IUSAi flWI L A W FL l 44 h th WA LW l t l 
-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
ALPHA
 
FIGURE 4 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER CELEVON= -409 BDFLAP=-11.7)
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DATA SET SYMOL CONFIGL.ATION tESCRIP'TION 
ICIEWI I C) CAI LAR22HE431 CB62CI2FIDMI4)CWI77E43[V8R51(CHEDO22 CAlOS LARC22HE431 BQG2CI2FIO-Il4)VI27E433EV853CCHE0O3) 9 AIDS LARC22HE4SI CG2cl2FOMl42cvI2E43CvaRS1 
REL 
.710 
IIto 
1.O1 
ELEVON 
-40.000 
-40.000 
-40.000 
80FLAP 
-11.700 
-11.700 
-11.700 
SCB( 
5ODD 
55:000 
55.000 
REFERENCE IWORAT16N 
SREF 26S0.o00 !Q.FT 
LREF 474.8100 'FlES 
BREF 936.6900 INCFESxNRP I075.7000 INCES 
YMfP :COW INCHES 
ZN*4P 375.0000 1INCHES 
0 
u 
2.001 ii" gr t 
1.51111-
1.0 
itgi" n Iii 
-
, 
ilit 
-- -
li 
- -
iifi 
-
il1, 
--
,! 
i tt. 
-
lI 
-
SCALE 
.lrgl ~1tg 
- - ---
.0040 
iifl 
-
.5--
o - i 
-10 
1.2­
--­
0 
-
10 30 
ALPHA 
, 
40 
,, 
50 
-
0 
,­
70 80 
1.0. 
- t -
.4-­
.2! 
-. 2 0 .2 4 
FIGURE 4 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER 
,6 .8 1.0- 1.2 
CD 
CELEVON= -40, BDFLAP=-11.7) 
1.4 
PAGE 
1.6 
4 
DATA SET SYN4M ONlF|RATION OESCRIPTIN RE L ELEVON BYFLAP S'OBRt REFEREICE INWMATI(N 
CCHEO I I OA10O LARC22HE4I3(S52C12Ft" I 4tIVlTE43]VIR2 .710 -40.000 -11.700 55.000 SREF 2690.000 S.FT. 
ICHE002 0 ICAJO 1.110 -40.000 -11.700 55.000 LREF 474.8100 I, -ESLARC22HE431 (WS2C12FDM1431V127E43)VE45
tCHE003 Q OA]09 LARC22HE431 (B2Cl2FIDMl4CV127E43)(V8R)5 1.910 -40.000 -11.700 55.000 BREF 936.6800 INC-ES 
XRP 1076.7000 INCHES 
YMRP 0000 INCHES 
ZMfP 375.000 INCHES 
SCALE .0040
 
.2- ,,, _ _ _ . . 
o -- - - -- ­[ i -- - --( - -- - - - - -.. . . . . .
 
0i 2: - 1- - - - - - - ---­
-.2
 
-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
 
ALPHA
 
.....' . 
..........
.. 
........... ..
 

....... .............
1 . ...  

c-i 
.4..­
-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
ALPHA 
FIGURE 4 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER (ELEVON= -40@ BDFLAP=-11,7) 
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RE,L ELEVON KELAP Sp0SRK REFERNCE IW 4HATIJNOATA SET SYMl COW"IG"AT!N DESCRIPTION 

CCHEOC91 0 OAI09 LARC22HE431 (862CI2FQMI4)(WIV27E43)(VBS .740 .000 .00 55.000 SEF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
INCHESCCHE010 I- 0A109 LARC22- E431 (B2CI2FI0MI4]VI77E43)tV8R5) 1.120 .000 :000 55.000 LREF 474.8100 1F 
yp .0000 INCHES 
ZtWP 375.0000 I tlES 
(CHE012 0 OA109 LARC22HE431 C862CI2FI0MI4)CVI27E43CV8R52 1.510 .0CC .0O0 55.000 P SS6.GS0 ItC-fSIN H-ES•XN1 1078.7000 
SCALE .0040 
tn- Tn- rM-I nlfnnn, WITUMTiir- nit Itin 1"t 
2.2 2.2 
-2 -- - ­
• +i 
1.2 -- ­
1.4 ... 1 . 0 
1.2.----- ­1 
.6 - - --- ­
.2----- .2­
-. 2[--. 
--. 
4F
-. 4 
20 40 60 .2 0 -. 2 -. 4 
ALPHA CLM
 
FIGURE 5 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER (ELEVON= 0. BDFLAP= 0 )
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REL ELEVON BDFLAP SPDBRt REFERENCE INORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(CHcOos) Q OAf09 LARC22HE431 (BS2CI2FIOMI4)CVI27E43CV8R5) .740 .000 .000 55.0WC SREF 2603.O000 SO.FT.
 
ICI-EIO) 01) AIM LAFrC2-HE431 cr2CI2l-tFIqM4rvI27 43)(VR52 1.120 .000 .000 55.000 LREF 474.1100 IiCHES 
CCHEOIS) DA109 LARC22HE431 (B2CI2FIOMI4IVI27E43)CVBR53 1.910 .000 .000 55.000 BREF 935.680C INC-ES 
XMRP 1076.70 INCHES 
YMRp *00 INCHES 
ZMRP 375.0000 INCHES 
SCALE .0040 
Lz----------1.3-­1 3 
-.3 - - -1 3- S­
1.1 1..1 
1.0 , - - .-
.9. - --- - I.9. ­
.8 - -- - - .8* 
.7--.7­
.4 -! . 
j Li 
.5- - - --. 
.4 --- .4-.-
3 .3.3
 
.2- .2 -­
-i
ClI-.1 
WW IlMW M WMdAMM A0.M MW MMI A A M0 IW d W ~ 6&M 
0 20 40 60 .2 0 -. 2 - .4 
ALPHA CLM
 
FIGURE 5 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER (ELEVON= 0, BDFLAP= 0 )
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DATA SET SYI-2L COWIGLRATION DESCRIPTION RE.L ELEVON BDFLAR SPOBR REFERENCE tFORMATJ[ON 
tCHE0092 
CCHEOIO3I (CHE012J C' 
OA109 LARC22HE431 
CA109 LARC22HE431 
0A LARC22HE431 
tBS2C12FI0MI43(CI77E43CVff5
c(82Cl2FIOM142tvl27E433(VmeR3(BS2C12F10MI42CW2'7E43][V6R5) 
.740 
1.120 
1.910 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
55.000 
55.000 
55.0 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
YmRP 
2S690.0000 
474.8100 
936.6W0 
1076.7000 
:00oo 
SQ,.FT.
INCHES 
INCHES 
INCHES 
INC-ES 
ZKRP 375.0000 INCOES 
SCALE .0040 
i25 I • 30 fl. Itf! in i 
-l 
- - --
. ni-i- ,lti I 
- --
,i-i~ts-n l 
--
m. ~. .Inil 
-
.i r i 
--
.n I 
-
. -t'rin lTfl 
--
ti 
--
l I 
--
'-" 
--
......"n( 
--
nl TJi , i 
--
n 
-
rTiL.i-t 
.20-= 
.15­
0, # 1,
 
* ,,*,,JJM±± S1aMM, WJLhS4..MUMMI U %W +~lSMf ,' * *~* *8 
.05 -­
-10 a 10 20 30 40 50 60" 0 8o 
ALPHA
 
- . 0 00 5 . . ...-.. .... . .. .... ..... "..... 
-. 0010- >.,­
!0 -. o-
-. 20025-7.
 
-.0030­
- .0o35. ................ ........... I...[..... I,,,Y,, M 4* 41411 il* t li 44 04 .. .. . W44 L .1 I 1±4 U
 ... .. .. .. .. ..... 14 *14 tM 4± .............

10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
 
ALPHA
 
FIGURE 5 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER CELEVON= 0O BDFLAP= )
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DATA SET SYMBOL 
[CHEDos] ((CHEDIDi 
tCHE0121 C 
CO0I4AT|0N DESCRIPTION 
AI09 LARC22HE43I CE2CI2FIOM4CWI27E43](VBR]5 
0AIC9 LARC22I*431 (f2Cl2F10M14}tWI27E43)(VR5
AIDS LARC22HE431 [B62C2F1OM43tVl27E43]3VBSR3 
REL 
.740 
1.120 
1.910 
ELEVON 
.000 
.000 
.000 
B3FLAP 
.ox 
.000 
.000 
SPB 
55.000 
55.00 
55.000 
REFERENCE INORt-ATION 
SREF 26 .0OD SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 INCHES 
BREF 93S.6800 INLHES 
XMFP 1076.7000 INCES 
YMRP .00W INCT-ES 
ZKRP 375.0000 INCHES 
SCALE .0040 
2.0­
1.0--­
•.5
 
0 ,ITtil .... .. .T. [ .. 7 i i "11 ...l.. 
-1t0 0 1 0 20 30 40 50 60 70 so 
ALPHA 
7..
. ...-V.... ........IT T
",. .... .TV TVt. . .. .. ..
7 n n 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------­
.2 I 
0 .2 .4 .6 -8 
co 
FIGURE 5 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER CELEVCN= Op 
1.0 1.2 
BDFLAP= 0] 
1.4 
PAGE 
1.6 
REL ELEVON 9EFLAP SPDIP REFERENCE IIFORMATIO' 
(CHE009] (9 CAIDS LARC22HE431 W6G2C2F1OM14)(CVI27E433CV8R53 .740 .000 .000 55.000 SREF 26S0.0XW0 $0.FT. DATA SET SYlu COI AVGAT!ON DESCRIPTION 
tCHE01D3 j AIDS LARC22HE431 BG2CI2FIM143tVI27E433CV8R5 1 120 .000 .00 55.000 LREF 474.8100 NCHES
 
IChE012 ;5 CAIS LARC22HE431 (BS2CIFI0M14CWI27E43)3Vtt53 1.910 .000 .000 55.000 BREF 93S.G00 INChfES 
YMRP :DODO INCHES 
ZMRP 375.00O0 INCHES 
SCALE .0040 
T n .fin l rim my I f l n.fi m nl rl F'fl l .1
Tfl myll cS I I a n m T a r m i r ~rhflf n F rrnI I n fl , sir mI;I m l tIn l u' AlIT 

.2-
S-. 1-----­
4-
-oi H , II,Ia
 
-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
ALPHA 
f°2lll nl nn l ~nlLi i Sl fll T i il n nrll nfIl Fml ItI~lI~~ i l llTmIII Ill III n IIfIII ll mll ill I1II ll lli tI tI li II.Illi l 

1.2­
a~~. .... .... ... 
­" 
.44
 
JI 1
0.0 
1012030 40 50 80 70 80
 
ALPHA 
FIGURE 5 EFFECT OF REYNOLOS NUMBER CELEVON: 0. BOFLAP: 0)
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DATA SET SYMBO_ COWFIGURATION DESCRIPTIDN 
tCHEOI43 0 DAIO9i LARC22HE431 Cr.2CIl ICM1I43(WI27E43CVa453 
ICHE0152 CAID0S LARC22HE431 WBG2C12F Ml4)(VI7 E43tVSR52({H01] 0ADR2 Et  B$C2 ]HIJW 74 { R} (CHEOIS3 COA109 LARC22HE431 tS1C12IOM14J(VI27E433(V8R53 
RE.L 
.720 
1.07089  
i.Rc 
ELEVCN 
10DD 
1O.000.00  
SDFLAP 
is.300 
16.3X .300 
S'PIS 
55. DD 
55000. 00 
550CNr 
R ,RFERENCE INFOMATIN 
SREF 2693.0D0f SQ.FT. 
LREF 474, 10 INCtESB 936 6800 INCHES 
10767[D0 16303.~lCiES 
XIRP lO7S.70 INCDESynt .* 0 tO-E5 
Zr'P 375.0C00 INC-ES 
SCALE .0040 
*i 11111TT, i n1ini. i i 'i -llllrlll-  T aNFn irrlIj T II i- i inn i i -i iiii i-iii T i- n i i T -i in 
2.2- 2-.2 -----
I -­'---­ -
- -
2.0- - - - - - - - - - - - -2.0-- - ­
1.8 --------------- t------------------------------ 1.8----------­6- 11 .6
1.4------------ 1.4 - - ­
.2- -- 1.2 
uI I I l 
- 20 4 0 .2 - -. 
I 
­
0­
F'1; i 4 - &-­-
ALPHA CLM 
FIGURE,6 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER CELEVON: 10. ROFLAP= 16.3) 
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--
-- 
-- - - - - -
1NF.RMA'T1O' 
CCHE0141 C DAICS LARC22HE431 (S2Cl2FIlI43CV12"7E43)CVS5j .720 10.0W .300 55.000 SREF 290.0000 NO.FT. 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIG4ATION DSCRIPTION RE.L ELEVON, &LAP SPI( I ERENCg 
tCtE0l53 Fl DAIDS LARC22HE43I (8 2t32F0tI4]C 7E43]CvSRS] 1.070 0.000 1S.Yf=CCHEOIG3 C DAIO9 LARC22HE431 (BS2CI2Fl0MI43VI27E43CVSS5 io.oo 55.000 LREFr 474.8100 INCtES1.0 16.3M 55.:0 BREF 13S.S ICESX4RP 3076.7000 1I'CI-ES 
YmRP 3-50000 1NCI-ES 
YVI.P DODD m-EsZMRr 375.() INL-hES 
SCALE .0040 
1 i li ;ttt tt it itf4 1 4 lri tIf Nill lft ll tlt tt T rill 111 III III l[ li l 
11 .4'
 
'1.3 1.3 0 - -:
1 24 

-717 
1 .2 - .- - ­
. 9-:- - - - - --­
. i ,
 
-1.4 
.5-
.2 -H-2 
..-
IAo I J'LA ILW WL 1M tWM'U WW . W M UYW M JJSJ 
0 [ 
0 20 40 60 .2 0 -.2 .4
 
ALPHA CLM
 
FIGURE 6 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER CELEVON= 1o BDFLAP= 163)
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DATA SET SYMOO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO REeL ELEVON 80LAP SPOB< REFERENCE INFORMATION 
cCcC0t1 I OAIOS LARC22HE431 CS2CI2FFIOr 4( I27E433tVSR5 .720 1O.00 I6.30 55.-O GREF 2S90.o00 S.T. 
C E IS5 CO9 LARC221-E431 (862C12FI0MI4(w12'7E43)tVsq5 1.070 IO.00 16.300 55.000 	 LREF 474.8100 1NCHES 
ECHECOIS3 OACW LARC22HE431 C882CI2FI0I43V127E43)(VsR5S 1.880 1O.000 18.300 55.000 	 BREF 936.6800 INC-ES 
XNWp 1076.7000 INCHES yMRP .0o0 ItO-L"ES 
ZNRP 375.00o0 INC-ES 
SCALE .0040f,,l ill lifl..... .. .T 7 n ,,,WImn i: I, ....... ....... .................
....... i- 1.... , . r I ,IT,m, f n ." 

.30. 	 -­
.25 f------- -
.20, 
C.15 
io02.03 	 0 40 5080 70 80 
ALPHA 
-. 0005------------­
-. 0020-------------------------------------­
-.0025------------------- 	 -- - - - - - - - - -
U -.0030--------------------­
-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
ALPHA
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DATA SET SYMBL CONFI iATION DESCRIPTION REL ELEVON 80FLAP SPtSK REFEREECE INFONATON 
CCHEOI43 Q.' DAICS LARC22HE43 (B62C{2FI0MI42CVI27E43CV8R5 .720 10.6W) I.o300 55,0E3 SREF 2M.0000 SO;FT; 
CCHE05 Ii CA109 LARC22HE431 C3B2CI2FIOMj4)ItV77E43I(V8R5 1.070 10.000 i.s300 55.000 LREF 474.elW0 INCES 
CCHE0E16 0 CAICS LARC22E431 CB$2Cl2FI0MI43CY127E43)rv8R53 l.S8 10.000 16.300 55.000 3REF 936.G800 INCHES 
XmP 1076.7000 INCHES
 
YmRP ;00 INCHES 
ZMRP 375.O000 INCHES 
SCALE .0040
 
I '
 3.0[ ' ... .... nnn rmi mnn--i. . . 
2 .0-. 
.51 
­ . 
-j 
-10 010 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
ALPHA 
AA, . ... .. 
- -
- - ­1.2 - -~ ---- -- -- ---
,2 . 
- - -
.810,6 12 . . 
.8-
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DATA SET SY43aO C'4FIGURATION DESCRIPTION RE.L ELEVO 8WFLAP SPtfRt REFERENCE INFORMATIO 
(CfE0142 0 DAICS LARC22HE431 CB2Cl2FIOHI42(WI27E43(VSR5) .720 10,000 16.300 55.000 SREF 26S0.0000 SO.FT. 
CCHE015D 19 OAO9 LARC22HE431 C82Cl2FIDM4(WVI27E433tV8R5 1.070 I0.000 16.300 55.000 LREF 474.8100 INCHES 
CCHEOI21 < CAI09 LARC22HE431 C8S2Cl2FI0M143JVI27E43CVSR5 1.80 10.000 16.300 55.000 BREF 93G.6800 INCHES 
XKP 1078.7000 INC-ES 
Y P *.0000 INCHIES 
ZRP 375.0000 INCHES 
SCALE .0040 
... n.... I .. .... F,..... ......F ...f ..  . ........ n.......TTi"i"Jun"Tmrli'i"''"''"lIT ......... . I"n rf

.2
 
2: ~.1Ii-------­0­
• -.3 -"- -,-"N.
 
-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 G0 70 80
 
ALPHA
 
1.2-----­
.2 
o. .. ..... .. ,. .. .,.. W hMM W , A MtM W A JJ 4 M A S, ,A IS~LL WAU  
-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
 
ALPHA
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DATA SET SY8OtL COaFI&RATION DESCRIPTION 
tCHEOI7 -0AICS LARC22HE431 cE$2CI2FlOMI4j(vI27E433cV8R5)AO^IOSLARC22HE43I C6S2CI2FIGMI43VE43CVSRJ(cnEO182 C A10 LARC22HE431 (92C2FIOMI4vWI7E43CVR5I( 
RE.L 
.720 
I.O91.900 
ELEVON 
15.000 
15.00015.000 
BG'LAP 
16.300 
16.300I6.3 
SPOK 
55000 
55.00055.C 
REFERENCE INFORATI N 
SREF 2S90.000 S-.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 INCES 
F 93S.SSW0 FIES 
Xt'R LR"7.70 INCES 
ymR
ZNP 
.0000 
375.0000 
INc-ES 
INCIES 
SCALE .0040 
. . I ..?iT Tt? i ' " 
2.2 2.2 
2.0.-­
=
 I- -. L-- 1.6---------­
14----
1.0- i ,­
z .. .'­
.2.2 
o 20 40 60 .2 0 -. 2 -. 4 
ALPHA CLM
 
FIGURE 7 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER (ELEVON= 15v BDFLAPZ 16.3)
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REL ELEVON StLAP SPWDRK REFEREICE INFtATIQ' 
tCti0172) OAICS LARC22HE431 C%2CI2FOMl4(Wl127E43V8R5 .720 15.00 16.300 55.000 PEF 26M C(XO SQ.FT. 
tCHF018 I OAID09 -ARC22HE431 M2Cl2IltalI4(vI27E43(V8RS1 1.090 15.000 is.300 55.000 LREF 474.8100 INCHES 
tCHEOIJ) COA09 LARC22HE431 (B C12Fl0M14)(W27tE43CVSR51 1S0 15.:0 IS:6.3M 55.0W WEF 936.6800 IrCtES 
DATA SET SYMBOL COtSIGRATION IESCRIPTIY 
XM"P F ,7000 INC-ES 
YRp ,0000 IN-ES 
ZMRP 375.000 INCES 
SCALE .0040 
in 1iT.4't4IT Vi ii ilTl TIIT ri i ui 
.3 1,--.3.---­--- -I 
1.2-,- -- I.2­
.o .5- ­
.7 , 
u.6 .6-- -
.4-----------------------.4­
.3 --. 3 
.2- - - - -. 2 
0 40 Go .20 -. 4 
ALPHA CLM
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DATA SET SYMBOL COSURATION DESCRIPTION RE.L(- ELEVON FLAP SPCSRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCHEI7)
CCHEOIS2[CHEOI92 I 
,0 CAI0 LARC22I-E431 
AI0 LARC22HE4310AIDI LARC22HE431 
tB62C1f?OHl4ItCWI27E43CV6R5 
tB82C2FIO"1i43W127E433(VeR53CB62C12f'0MI4JCVl2'E43)(V6R5) 
.720 
1.091.900 
15.000 
15.00015.000 
16.300 
IS.30016.300 
55. 0 
55.000 
55.000 
SREF 
LREF 
BREFXMP 
268o.0o0 
474.9100 
936.6801076 .7000 
SQ.FT.
INOES 
INCD-ES 
INCHES 
YMRP 
ZHRP 
:o0
.375.0000 INOES1NCES 
SCALE .0040 
i~~~~~ti~~~iTI, Tflt tiMn r Tl ltii lll nil11ifl rTiIR ITiT S rIT T m M tsrT n~fl7 
.30 " 
.25 
-

.20
* 5------------------
-
------------------­
0 = 
-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
ALPHA 
- .0005--------------------------
- .O010-------------------------------------------­
-.0o15-- - - - ­
"-.0025-------------------------­
- .0030 
- .0 035 ...... ....1£±4. ...44 . 1.............. .. ..  ....... .W...,44..... .......£44 ... ...................... .......................
.... ... ..... 

-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
 
ALPHA
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DATA SET SYMBOL CO'FICLGRATIIN DESCRIPTION RE.L ELEVO'N F LAP SPDSRi REFERENCE INFORMATIO' 
rCHEOz17)(CHF.OIB]
tChE019S 1 
0 AIDO LARC22HE431 
J OAIOS LARCrZ2HE43I
'0 C09 LARC22HE431 
r2C2II 4tWI277E43ICV8R5){062Cj2F
tB2cI2lFI0I4)cWIvE43)VR52 
.720 15. 000 16.3 
1.040WI77E43)(V8R5I9  15.000 16.30D 
I .900 15.000 16.300 
55.000 
55.000 
55.000 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
XMIRP
Y1-pZMRP 
2S90.0000 
474.8100 
936.68M
1076.7000 
.ato375.000 
SQ.FT. 
INCHES 
INCHES 
INCHES 
IN HESINCHES 
SCALE .0040 
3 . 0 ' ........ . .. . . . 
1.5 -----­
1.5 1 1 F 
0 , 1 1 1{' 
-0 0 I'0 20 30 40 50 6O 70 80 
ALPHA 
1.2­
U.4- 13 
0 .2 .4 .G .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1 .6 
Co 
FIGURE 7 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER [ELEVON= 15p BDFLAP= 16.3) 
PAGE is 
flATA SET SYMN3 CONFIGATI1N 3ESMIPTION RE.L ELEVON 9, LAP SPOmt( REFEREtCE IWOW4Ai! 0N 
(CrE071 C.) OAIDS LARC22HE431 (B52CI2FI0MI4(WIV7E43'V8R52 .720 15.000 16.300 55.000 SREF 26W.0000 SQ.FT. 
(CHEDIS) I CA1b LARC22HE431 (BS2Cl2FI0M14CW I27E43)CVR5 1.090 15.000 16.300 55,OM LREF 474.8100 INCHES 
ICHI0191 0AIOS LARC22HE431 C8S2Cl2FI1M14XfWI7E43)UVmR52 1.900 15.000 16.300 55,000 BREF 936:6900 IOES XIR4 1076.7000 INCHES 
ylRp .0000 INCHES
 
ZmRp 375.0000 INCHES
 
SCALE .0040
 
0-
U -­
-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 so 70 80 
ALPHA 
1.2 
,8­
x
 
.2 -- - ­
-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
ALPHA
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DATA GET SY*RL 
(CFE0031 Q (Cn.005) 1 
ICHEOOV/ 0 
CtNFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION 
OA109 LARC2HE431 (BBS12FI0M4j(WI27E43)V8R5) 
CA109 LARC?.HE431 8el2CI "I0M14(VlW27F.43]CV8R5 
OAtO9 LARC2>,-E43l tBS2X12F10M14)(V127E43)(V8'b 
2.-
ELEVON V'LAP 
-40,000 -1.700 
-3 .000 -11.700 
.000 -11.700 
2.2 
SPOB( 
55.000 
55.000 
55.000 
RAL 
1,910 
1,900
1,900 
REFERENCE INFO MATIO 
SREF 260.=Y2 U.FI. 
LREF 474:8100 INCES 
BREF 036.6000 INCIIS 
XmWp 1C76.7000 INCHIES 
YRp .0000 INCHES 
zmn 375.0000 INC- ES 
SCALE .0040 
1. 
2.0­
1 . 8-8 
I - - - - - -
1.0------------2 - 1.2- - - -- - - - -
z Z 
. 
-.-
-~ ~I ~ 
- -
-
- -
-
-
-­
.2-
0­
-
-.-
E 
-
- -
I- - - -
-.4. -.4 ­ -­
0 20 
ALPHA 
40 60 .2 0 
CLM 
-.2 -.4 
FIGURE 8 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION CBDFLAP= -11.7) 
CA)MACH 20.30 PAGE 21 
--
DATA SET 
f.003' 
SYMOL CONFIOAATION DESCRIPTIONQ AIOS LARC22iHE431 CB82CI2710M43CWIfE432CVaSR)1 AW109 LARC22 -E431 CBS2CI2FIMI42vWI7E43SItv5JCE007)OAI0S LARC22HE-431 BS2CI2FI0MI4t]WIv27E433[V8R5) 
ELEVON 
-40,000
-35.000
.000 
BODFLAP 
-11.700
-11.700
-11.700 
SPCBRK 
55.00055.00055.000 
REeL 
1.9101.9001.900 
REFERENCE INFORATION 
SREF 2S90.C00O0 SO.FT.LF 0 !PG}EBREF 93. 600 INCFES 
xMRP 1075.7000 INC-ES 
yMRPZKRP .O03375.0000 INCHESINCHES 
SCALE .0040 
1 . f IT 1.4 .. .. .......... 
iF .3­
. 8 
-- - - -- ----
Iu 
.7--

.5 - - .65- ­
.4.­
.2.
 
I.2J
.1 - .
 
0 20 40 60 .2 0 -.2 -.4
 
ALPHA CLM
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DATA SET SYMBOL COWFI4ATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON BLFLAP SPDBRK RE.L REFERENCE INFOJMATICN 
(CED033 0 CAID0 LARC22HE43I BS2Cl2FIMI4lI27E433[VCS3 -40.000 -11.700 55.000 I.SI0 SREF 2S0.{0D0 SO.FT. 
(CH005 II 0AID9 LARC22HE431 (M2Cl2FIOMI4)(v12'7E431V8R53 -35.000 -11.700 55.000 1.900 LREF 474.8100 INCHES (CHE00? 1 C 0A109 LARC22HE431 tB1CI2FICMI4) (WV27E43 EV8R5) o000 -11.700 55.000 I .qW0 BREF 936.6900 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 INCHES 
y,.0 INCHES 
Z" P 375.C00 INCHES
 
SCALE .0040
 
30 I L 
.2 5 ... ..... .. . .-.. . 
-
.20 
.15­
.10 -
­
.05 ­
-10 0 10 20 3C 40 50 60 70 80 
ALPHA
 
-. 0005---, 
-.0015-- --- '.-'
 
m----------------------------------------- .. ­o -.0020-------------------­
-.0025- I,
 
-.0030­
-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 80 70 80 
ALPHA 
FIGURE 8 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION (BDFLAP= -11.7)
 
CA)MACi = 20.30 PAGE 23 
ELEVON B,.LAP SO.RK RE.L REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CHE0O3] DAIMS LARC22IE431 CB62C12F10?14)[Wt27E43CV8R5 -40.000 -11.700 55.000 1.910 SREF 260ODD0 S2.FT. 
CHE005) _ CA109 LARC22HE431 (8G2CI2FOti4CWVl27E43f[VSR5) -35.000 -11.700 55.000 I.900 LREF 174.8100 I-C-CS 
DATA SET SY430L CON-tlRATION DESCRIPTICN 

(CHE007 OHCA109 LARC22HE431 862C12F0M143tW127E43)CV8RiJ .000 -11.700 55.000 1.90 BREF 936.68M INH-ES 
xmP 107G.700 INC-ES 
y p . 0000 1NCES 
Z-p 375.00 ICfES 
SCALE .0040 
2.0­
1.5 --­
.5
 
-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 do 70 so 
ALPHA 
1.0-- ----­
1 I tl ttl iltl LW~ U±iat i Ui tin tili 11 ~Wt M ±UL 41 UII t t l UM iiI -1 J Ut 'ilfIlilt A~LILII,,iiililt .U4211 -i L t til4L 
.40----- - - ­
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 i1.0 1 .2 1 .4 1 .6 
co
 
FIGURE 8 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION [BDFLAP= -11.7)
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DATA SET SYMBOL CN-IGSATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON BaFLAP SPDBRK RE.L REFERENCE INF(RMATION 
CCHE003 (CHEOC3]
CCHEO'7] 
OAI09 LARC22HE431 
0A09 LARC22HE431 
OAMS LARC22HE431 
IBCI2I1I4C Wl7E43CV8R5 (BS2Cl2FIl0M14]WI27E43)UVSR5(B62Cl2FIOMl4)VIl27E43CVBR52 
-40.000 
-35.000 
.000 
-11.700 
_11.700 
-11.700 
55.000 
55.000 
55.000 
1.910 
1.800 
2.S0 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
yMRP
ZMRP 
2690.ODD 
474.8100 
93S.6800 
1076.7000 
00 
375:0000 
SQ.FT.
INCHES 
INCHES 
INCHES 
ICES 
INCHES 
SCALE .0040 
2T ..-.n .. .. ...i an IM n m- mr .... = TM IT "T -Mn"ti 
.1 
-J 
-. 3 
-10 0 to 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
ALPHA
 
1.2 ...... ...... ...................l" .......... ................. ......
 
1.0­
-J, 
.3.4
 ;III
 
-10 0 10 20 30 
ALPHA 
40 50 60 70 80 
FIGURE 8 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION CBDFLAP= -11.7) 
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DATA SET SYMBOL COWIGURATION DESCRIPTION DL.TELV BDFLAP SPOBR RE.L REFERENCE IFORMIATION 
tf&E0033 
EAHEO53 I 
OA109 LARC22HE431 
CAMCS LARC22viE431 
TfIIWll'llill fIll WI 
tBS2Cl2FIOMI4)3WI27E43ItVeR53 
S2CI2FIMI4{CWI27E4313V8R5 
OT., i, fi ll I~t ll IIItfIf iit lnilntyn T 
-40.000 -11.700 55.000 
-35.000 -11.700 55.000 
lylTill f IT. ll Fr]m i i finlO l TIll 
1.910 
1.900 
fli ill TI l 
SREF 
LREF 
REF 
XYRPYM,'P 
ZP 
SCALE 
ITI 
2690.0000 'S,.FT. 
474.100 INCHES 
936.6S0 ICIES 
1076 7000 N1F,-ES:0000 1 M',-c}s 
375.0000 INChES 
.0040 
Ti l i i on aI 
1.0 I "... . -lT 
z 
u 
.5­
-1. 
.... . . . ... . . . ... 
-
o.­
1.0.. . 
-i 
0- zz tjlq~u 
- -. 
1 5 
.0... 
-10 6 10 20 30 40 '50 60 70 80
 
'-J ALPHA
-
oJ ...-- -- ,.,": : £- ll: (] _-
FIUR 9 INRMNA-FET U OEEVNDFETO BFA=-17

-1 .0 
- 030 40 '50 60 "70 80 
ALPHA
FIGURE 9 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION (BDFLAP-- -11,7)
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DATA SET SYV nL CCNFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION DLTELV EfFLAP SPCOR RE.L REFERENCE IFRRMATIL1N 
CAHE03J 0 DAbS LARC22HE431 BG2lC2FIOI43V(2T7E43]CV8Rq5 -40.000,-11.700 55.000 1.910 SREF 2690.0000 S).FT. 
EAHE005 ..J AIDS LARC22HE431 C662CI2FIOMj42CWI27E43)CVSRS) -35.000 -11.700 55.000 1.900 LREF 474.8100 INCHES9 
3ti IT I ITTill. 111111 M I ITm 
8REF
XMRP 
YNRP 
ZMSp 
SCALE 
936.8001076.7000 
.000 
375.00 
.0040 
-.i i ir­
INC-ESINCHES 
INO-ES 
INC-ES 
.25 
u 
F-
.20 
.15 -­
.05 
05 
-10 0 10 20 30ALPHA 40 50 so 70 80 
.2 
I­
-J0 ' 
- 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
ALPHA 
FIGURE 9 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION CBDFLAP= -11.7) 
CA)MrACH = 20.30 PAGE 27 
DATA SET SYMOL COW IQSATION DESCRIPTION BTELV B'LAP SPOK RE.L REFERENCE INORMAT!ON
 
CAE003230 CA109 LARC-22HE431 C(S2Ci2FIlOI43CVI2"7E433CVSR5 -40.000 -11.700 55.000 1.910 SRF 290.0000 i FT.
 
CAHE0053 i CAIDS*LARC22HE431 WB62CI2F 0MI43tVI27E43(V8R52 -35.000 -11.700 55.000 1.900 LREF 474.8100 INCHES GREF Sm .68( INCHES 
Xm l0767000 INCHES 
Ywp .c000 1NCESZMIP 375.0000 INCHES 
SCALE .0040 
rnit IIt I Ini c1 rrri I-n T fjut miI at irrr III; i-'i 'T nf i.rn T rlII II IIII nI 1 Tnt lnrr n nr l nrn Snl T Ts 

I 

-
0--- -- -­
-J 
00 
.3 ....... " 
- I­
.tW3 JLI LA± UUI -IW.LLL II ,U4 4f l.JW-l5 II M~ttt4 U111 1.UJ--flijfi I . WA . dd . t IJ in i i i JI t~ v.Jlt tjiIittAl Jl .1W
ALA 1 f11 ­1 1 

-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
 
ALPHA
 
2 .C0 ... . .... ...... .. .. ...... .......... .. , .... ... .. .... .. .. .. .... . .
.... ..  I, 

1.5­
1---- -----­-
-- o 
-1I0 0 I0 20 . 30.j 40 50 60 70 80
 
•ALPHA 
FIGURE 9' INCREMENTAL EFFECTS DUE TO ELEVON DEFLECTION (BDFLAP: .-11o7)
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DATA SET SYMBOL 
(CHE0133 .CA10162{CHIC {1-1
CCHE021 
CNFIGATION DESCRIPTION 
DAO LARC2E431 (862Cj2FI0MI43(VI27E43]CV8R53DAI09 LARC22HE431 BS2C 2FIOM 4)3(I27,E43)fVBR5)OA109 LARC22HE431 (82C12F10M143CV127E433CV6R5J
OA10 LARC2ZHE43I 4 
ELEVON 
.0000.000
15.000 
20.000 
BOFLAP 
16.300 
16.300 
16.300 
16.300 
SPDBRt 
55.000 
55.000 
55.000 
55.000 
RE.L 
1.920 
1.880 
1900 
1.920 
REFE ENCE INFORMATION 
SEF 2690.0" S.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN-CHES 
BREF 933S.00 INCIES 
XMRP l076f7000 INCHESOI L H.0YRP . INO-ES 
ZMRP 375.OOO INCHES 
SCALE .0040 
FilH H n Il~H il H 1I l ; l nIn r nH n lr m nil 
2.2- ------ -­2.2­
'- -
-­2 . 0 - -2 . 0 
- 1.8.1.1-- -- -).-- 1.------­
1.2--.
 
-- -- ----- I­
--------------- 4 I, Y. I 
z -. ---- - - - - - - ­
.4 i .4 
.2- ------­
0- 0o 
-. 2 
I .4 
0 20 40 60 .2 0 -.2 -.4
 
ALPHA CLM
 
FIGURE 10 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION CBDFLAP= 16.3)
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 PAGE 29
 
- 4 
REFEREICE INFOMATION
 DATA SET SYBO CONFIGLRATI [ESCRIPTION ELEVON B'LAP SPOSt RE,L 

(CHEO13 COS0 LARC22HE431I8C22Cl2FlOMI43CV227E433CVSR53 .O IS:3W 55:000 '1.920 SREF 2S90:0000 S~lET.
 10.000 IS.X 55.000 1.660 LREF 474.8100 IIC'IES 
(CHE019 1 CAIOS LAPC22-E431 BG2CI2FIOMl43tVl27E43(VSR5) 15.000 16.300 55.000 1.S0 BREF 936.690 INC ESCCHE016 1 OA09 
LARC22HE4131 WB62CI2F10MI1I4HI27E43)[VSR85 F 
(CHE021 I CAIOS'LARC22HE431 [B62CI2FI0MI43CWl17E43CVSR53 20.000 16.300 55,000 1.920 XMRP 1076:7000 INC-ES YFRP .Oi INCHES 
Z'P 375.ODO INC-ES 
SCALE .0040
 
1. T T n77 ir .4' ml -f .1 
1.2 •1.2 
1 b­1.0 r..7: 
u I L 
1 

.4- -- >
 
.5- - , 
-- ,­
.2.
 
0 20 40 s0 .2 0 -.2 -.4
 
ALPHA CLM
 
FIGURE 10 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION (BDFLAP= 16.3)
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--
ELEVON BOFLAP SPO9RK RE.L REFERENCE INFOMATIONDATA SET SY'MS. COtIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

tCHEOM3) DAMDS LARC22HE431 CSG2CI2FI0MI43CvI21E43)tVM5] .000 1630 55.000 1.920 SREF 2690.CCCD SO.FT.
 
ECH016 IJ DAIDS LARC22HE431 (8B2CI2FI3MI43(VI27E43)[VSR53 10.000 16.300 55.000 1.880 LREF 474.8100 INCHES 55.000 1.900 8EF 93.S68XJ INCHESCCHE01SS I CAID LARC22HE431 (Er8?CI2FIMI43CIW77E43)CV945SI 15.000 16.300 (CHE021 I CAMDS LARC22HE431 BS82CI2FIMI43tV127E43]XV8R5 20.000 16.300 55.000 1.920 X4P t0767000 INCHES YMp .C000 INCHES 
ZMP. 375.0000 INCHES 
SCALE ,0040 
--.. ll , I ilt lt l... . r . Ir Tr rl rl Itll I'l III illIllli? t li lt IMTi I17nii1 7? T ri-rIjTu ' nn 
F-i i 
-
-2 - --
.3 ---- -­
.10 20 30 40 50 80 70 80 
ALPHA
 
ii 11 1|. i11 ii n irn i-i- iii l Iir i111iii iiii 4i1" iiiii ii 1"a m n i iiiiii m11 lml i iml iii l iimii il ii ii i i14111 iiii i iii i I -111 
-. 0005:, 
-. 0015--------------I­
m .0015-----------------­
-. 000-­
-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
ALPHA 
FIGURE 10 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION (DOFLAP: 16.3)
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DATA SET SYtVmL COVIGURATIM DESCRIPTIO ELEVON BOSFLAP SPU, REsL REFERENCE INFORM4ATION 
MCH013 0 0AI09 LARC22HE431 8i I2FI0MII77E43 (V8%c ,000 1630o 55,oo 1.920 SREF 269,.§DC0 SOFT.t 
tCHIOl i OAIO9 LARC22HE431 BS2C2F10MI4)WI27E43)CV85 10.000 16.300 55.000 3.8S0 LREF 474,8100 INo"ES 
CCHE019S [>Ab09 LARC2E431 4 E3v 15.000 IS.300 55.000 Io0 BREF 93. 00 INCHES 
CCHE021 3 - DA109 LARC22HE431 CBS21FI11M34v3 27E433CVR53 20.000 16300 55.000 1.920 XiRP 1076.70CC INC-ES 
YHRP .D00 INCHES 
ZNpR 3'75,CD0 INCHES 
SCALE .0040 
0'.- -. ­
..... ... . I.ML".. ... t t m i 
2.5 ­
2.0­
N.5
 
-J­
•.5 -t " - ­
0 ... ...... ..7 
-10 o 10 20 30 40 50 80 -70 80
 
ALPHA
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FIGURE 10 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECT1ON (BDFLAP= 16.3) 
tA2MACH 20.30 PAGE 32 
DATA SET SYt-0L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON BOLAP SPCGRK RE.L REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCf0133 p C AI9 LARC22HE431 CBG2CI2FIOMIAt1VI27E43)2VC51 .000 16.300 55. 1.920 S EF 2G0.00 S0.FT. 
LCHEOIS2 0I^09 LARC22HEA31 t882CI2FIOMI4)W127E43I(V8RS3 10.0CC 18.300 55.000 1.8S0 LREF 474.8100 INCFES 
CCHE019 DAleS LARC22HEI31 B2Cj2FIOMI4JEV127E43(V8R5 15.000 16.30 55.000 I.0 BRF 93S.6&C0 INCHES 
1CHE021) I DAIlS LARC22HE431 BS2CI2FIOMI4 VI27E43CVBR53 20.000 16.300 55.000 1.920 XtIW 1076.7000 IN-ES 
YMPP .0O0c INCHES 
ZRP 375.0000 INCHES 
SCALE .0040................ ....... ........ MMM M V M .................. M
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DATA SET SYMSOL CCNFIGSRATION DESCRIPTION 
(AFIE0ISI 0 0109 LARC22HE431 tBG62CI2FIOMI43cVlr7E43)Cv8R5(AHF0lS] I OAI5 LARC22,E-C31 (B62C12FIOMI4]WI27E43)V8R5]CAI-EO2l 0 AID LARC22HE431 [2CI2FlOMI4]CV127E43[V8R5) 
DLTELV 
10O00 
15.0 
20.000 
BOFLAP 
16.300 
16.300 
16.300 
SP0BRK 
55,000
55,000 
55.000 
RE.L 
1.89W 
1.900 
1.920 
REFERENCE INF_,ATION 
SREF 26S.0000 SQ.FT.
LREF 474.9100 INCIES 
BSEF 93 .6,00 It-S 
XMR'P 1076.7000 It-iHES 
YMRP .000 INCHES 
ZtR* 375.:0C0 It-ES 
SCALE .0040 
IM5 .... ... ... . ..n .. fl..l 
1.1 
.5­
z 
-1.0--- --------------------­
. .... ILA5IM . TH 1j 
5...........
 
" IIl tllll i li . ll 4I-L ltiltQfl. 1.1414, .44 i4'L I. 4I 1 till Uti EIIl IlS.41L 14 . ILIi liit J4 i-I4 .M±Lfll- .4 1 L 111 fiJII l flL424i 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIG"AATION DESCRIPTION DLTELV BDLAP SPR RE.L REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
(AF]E0162 D LARC22HE431 10.000 16.300 55.000 1.880 SREF 2S90.0006 O.FT.CAIMS cBG2CI2FI0M14)(WM E43IV8R5 
CAHE0193 I CDAMS LARC22HE431 CB2C12FIOM14)(WI27E4311V8R53 15.000 I6.300 55.:0 .00 LREF 474.8100 INCHESCAHED2I) 0>1093 LARC22HE431 (BSCI2F10M143W127E43XtVW53 20.000 16.300 55.000 1.920 BREF ?3s.G= INCHESXRP 1076.700 INCHES 
yRP .CX INCHES 
ZmRp 375.000 INCHES 
SCALE .0040nn.! n ryrtJI~ ,,, _ rr Itn . Till ... mr .. ,,'f._1 _ --- ' -r'~",

~~,T,,,il......l,,, ,, ,,,rrr-:1..3...;:   ~ ~ ~' 1 17T .11air.I 
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IWOFiRMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLGATIO DESCRIPTION BFLAP ELEVON SPOWM RE.L REFERENCE 
(CHE0O0?) 0 CA10S LARC22HE431 tB62Cl2FlOMI42CV27E43)2VBR5) -11.700 .000 55.000 1. W SREF 26W1.0000 SQ.FT. 
C EDI2I ] OA09 LARC22HE431 CBS2C12F10M14)CjI2VE43)(VSRSJ .000 .000 55.000 I.91O LREF 474.8100 INCHES (CHE013) ' CA0 LARC22HE431 W6b2CI2FIDMl4](VW27E433(V8R53 18.300 .000 55.000 1.920 GREF 936.G00 INCl-ES 
XMRP 1076.7000 INCl-ES 
YMRw ,0000 INCHES 
ZtP 35.Omo INCHES 
SCALE .0040i,:,.. . .... ....... ... .. .... .. ........ .. .......
:,, . .. .  . 
22.2 
2.0------------------- 2.01 
1..8 
1.24-- 1.2 
1.111------------ 1.0 - . 
-Zz ' .8----- -- . 
.6- ­
.4---. 4­
.2'--- -- -----------------. 2--------------­
0. 0------------ ­
o2 - --. 2--­
-. 4
- - - 4" t 
0 20 40 60 .2 0 -. 2 -. 4 
ALPHA 
 -CLM
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DATA SET SYMBO CONFIGURATIaq DESCRIPTION BOFLAP ELEVON SPCSRK RE.L REFERENCE I$RKAtI9J 
(CEiOW7lI 
ICHEO21 
{CHEO323 
OAI09 LARC22HEA3I (B62CI2FIMI{WI27E43)(V8R5) 
JA!09 LARC22HE431 tBB2CI2FIM 4)CVI27E43)(VSR53 
DAMS LARC22HE431 (B62CI2Fl0mI4)Cv127E43)tV8R53 
-11.700 
.000 
16.3CV 
.000 
. COD 
.000 
55.000 
55.000 
55.00 
1.900 
1.910 
1.920 
REF 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
2690O 
474,8100 
93G.6800 
1076.7000 
SO.FT. 
INCIHES 
INCHES 
IN-CHES 
YMRP .0000 INCHES 
4 i.'~~1. _r,._ Zm' 375.000 SCALE .0040................T' .  INCHES 
... ... ............ . ..
1.2 . ... .. .. . ... .. ...
1.3 
1 .0~--- - - - - -- 1.2----------------
U ---- " -- ­
.7- - .7-- - - ­
--.- .7----­
.8----------- -----------. 5-- ­
. , 40"---2------- -. 4 
.4--------------- -------. 4---­
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DATA SET SYK".L CONFIGURATION DE-SCRPTIONJ 9FLAP ELEVON SPBK REiL REFERECE INFORMATION tCkiE007 C CA19 LARC22-E431 CBS2CI2FI01I4)tVI27E433tV6S53 -11.700 .00 55.000 ID900 SREF 2S,.0000 SO.FT. 
(CHEOI23 A CAIDS LARC22 ME431 (BS2CI2F10MI4CVI27E433(V8R5 .000 .(00 55.000 1.910 LREF , 474.9100 INCleS 
{CHE0133 0 AICS LARC22HE431 (BS2CI2FICM14f[VI27E432tV85] 16.300 .000 55.000 2.920 BREF 93S,680 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 INCHES

YMRP .DD0 INCF-ES 
ZMRP 375.000 INC-ES 
SCALE .0040 
fl r,-nTT,iT i n n TI ff. ... ...-.,n, , - ny* s-ni r i-nn - rn sri. ny, t inI I' l Mr rn nn m nI s. n fi T 
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DAIA SET SYM60- COW$IGPJATION DESCRIPTION 90FLAP ELEVN SPOSRK RE,L REFERENCE IN'ORMATIO 
CC-r'EZ I 
CCHE0123 CCHF03) 
CAI09 LARC22HE431 
OA109 LARC22HE431 
C CA109 LARC22HE431 
(8G2CI2FlDMI4XWI77E43)(v8RS) -10.700 
EBS2Cl2FIOMI434VI27E43CV8R5 .000 (92C2FOM143(WIV27E43(V8f5) 16.300 
.000 
,000
.000 
55000 
55.000 
55.000 
I.)O
1.s10 
1.920 
SREF 
LREF 
OREF 
XMRP 
260.D000 
474.810 
S3.a6wC 
1U76 .70 
SO.FT. 
INCHES 
INCHES 
INCHES 
YMRP 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
.0D00 
375.0000 
.0040 
INCHES 
INCHES 
1 1 -­ - ­ __ 
1.0 :-. '' 
1.5- . 
-10 0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
rll iri iii nn1 fiiiiii ii i iiii ii in1 ii iiiari 
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FIGURE 12 EFFECT OF BODY FLAP DEFLECTION CELEVON = 0) 
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DATA SET SYVMR CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 9DFLAP ELEVON SPDWX RE.L REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CHE007] CA1C9 LARC22HE431 CB2CI2FI1MI43(VI7E43CV8R5J -11.700 .000 55.000 1.900 S*EF 2S.0000 SO.FT. 
CCHE01239 CAI09 LARC22HE431 (82C2FI014CWl27E43)V8R53 .000 .000 55.000 1.910 LREF 474.8100 INCHES 
CCHE013 > AI09 LARC22HE431 (8$2CI2F10MI4CV127E43)V8R52 16.300 .000 55.000 1.920 BREF 936.680 INC-ES 
XMIZRP 1076.7000 INCHES 
YRP .0000 INOES 
ZMRP 375 .C00 INDES 
SCALE .0040 
, ..........,,!,.... .... .. . .... .......... IM.,
. ,,,... ... . . . .
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FIGURE 12 EFFECT OF BODY FLAP DEFLECTION CELEVON 0) 
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DATA SET SYMeOL CONFIURATION DESCRIPTION ILTBFL ELEV5'N SPDI RE,L REFERECE INFATI1 
CAHE007] C CAICS LARC22HE431 [BS2CIDl0MI43tVI27E43)CVSR51 -11.700 .000 55.000 1.900 SREF 2SQ,0( SOFT CAiE013 I19 DAIDS LARC22HE431 (8S2Cj2FIOMI4)VI27E43]CVR52 16.300 .000 55.000' 1.920 LREF 474.8100 INCIES 
BREF 9.0SSW IN-CES 
XKRP 1076.700 INCES 
yRP '.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 375.0000 INCHES 
SCALE .0040 
T 
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- - - -- - -
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---------------------------------------------
SPQ9t( REL REFERECE INF04TITNILTBFL ELEVONSET SYM9L" CMtIGURATI1 DESCRIPTIONDATA SPEF 2690. S.FT. OAIDS LARC22H431 C62CI2FIMI43(VI27E43CV8R53 -11.700 .000 550 1go0CAhEO0?] 0 V8R5 3 16.300 .0OO 55.000 1.920 LREF 474.8100 INC-ES (AhE QI] A09 LARC22HE431 (fIB2Cj2Fl0M143(V177E43){ " EF 936B f0 INClES 
XlP I07B.7000 INCtES 
YMRP .000 INCHES 
Zflp 375.0000 1NCHES 
SCALE .0040 
.-- - ­
- - - -
- .-' -I .
.20
.151 -----­
[- - - - - - - - - - ­jzz7 " I 
- -
- - - ­
-j I, I 
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FIGURE 13 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS DUE TO BODY FLAP DEFLECTION (ELEVONZ 0) 
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-- -- -- - -- -- -----------------
- - -- - -
-- - -- - -
DATA SET SYN30L CO. lIjRATION DESCRIPTION 
CAME0072DAICS LRC22HE43 C821F0443V2E3S53(AHEOI3 3 i _ AI0 S LARC22HE431 ({S2Cj2FI MI 3C[WI2'17E43 }V S5 
OXTBFL 
-.. 7016. 3 
ELEVtN 
000 
. O 0 
SPOBRt 
55.0005510 
RE.L 
2.9W0
.20 
REFERENCE IrOWTIN 
SREF 2G90.C0=LREF 474.8100 
EREF 936 .690 
SO.FT.INC ES 
INCHES 
Xm'fP 107G"7000 INCHES 
y'KP
zP 
.OO(
375.0x0 
INC-ES 
INCHES 
SALE .0040 
..t l il .I. ....l To Tmi i lt nloFrI r ir f o rIT TT I ITT TTo i nfi of I raTT Troi T iTo -l t tFoi T T ro I FIT 
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DATA SET SYtVO- CCNFIGLPATION ESCRIPTION 
(C iO0) 0OAICS LARC22HE43! BS2CI2FlOMI43cvI27E43IrVRG5[CHE0CS P A4 2Cl2FlI4H 2V17E43CVSRG5 
(CrE014] CAMSO LARC22iE431 tB62CI2FIOMI4)CVIl7E43CVRR5) 
. fl, , ,H , H s , , l i n IT r il 
2.2 
ELEVON 
-40.000
.000 
10.000 
80FLAP 
-11.700
.030 
16.300 
! 
2.2-. 
SPDMK 
55.00055.000 
55.000 
T T1 I . nillTl,. l 
RE.L REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.710 SREF 2S.00D SG.FT. 
.740 LREF 474.8100 1-HES 
.720 EEF 936. m INCHES 
XMRP 107S.700 INCHES 
yMRP .0000 INCHESZMRP 375.00100 INCHES 
SCALE .0040 
rl TiiiI ; l l l l T Iil l l I l I P i 
2.0 ---- ­ - -
1.4 - - - -- - -- - -- 1.4 Oi 
.2-
z.8------------ .2--I2.8 ---- l < 
' .2 .....U  
-------------------- ' 
I -. 4 
0 20 40 so .2 0 --.2 -.­4 
ALPHA CLM 
FIGURE 14 EFFECT OF COMBINED ELEVON AND BOFLAP DEFLECTION "CREoL =.71) 
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DATA SET SYMBO. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON BaFLAP SPitS RE.L REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CHE0oi 2 0 DAIDS LAR22HE431" C362CI2FI0MI4)(WI27E43CV8R53 -40.000 -11.700 55,000 .710 SREF 290.0000 SQ.FT. 
CCHECOI9 0AI09 LARC22HE431 BS2CI2FIOMI4)CVI27E4331V8nR5 .000 .000 55.000 .740 LREF 474.8100 INChES 
tCHE0143 OAICS LARC22HE431 B2CI2FI0M14]IWI27E43VS'5) 10.000 16.300 55.000 .720 RBREF 7936B INCHES 
XMRP 0767 INCHES 
ZMSP 375.C00 INCHIES 
SCALE .00401... ,,.. ......' .....TM, in..  ........ .... , . 

1 .4~' 1.3' 
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DATA SET SYMBOL C 4IGlRATIlN DESCRIPTION ELEVON 80FLAP SPOGOR RE.L REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCHEO01 3 
(CHEDOS9 
tCHE014J 
I 
OCAI09 LARC22HE431 C62CI2FHl0Ml4tWl27E43tVC8R53 
ACAIDSLARC22HE431 CBS2CI2FlMI4)Wl27E432cVaR5) 
DA109 LARC22HE431 6S2C12F10'1411V127E431V8R5) 
-40.000 
.000 
10.000 
-11.700 
.000 
16.300 
55.000 
55.00 
55.000 
.710 
.740 
.720 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
290.0000 
474.8100 
93S.60 
SQ.FT. 
1 NCHES 
INCHES 
XMRP 
YMRP 
1076.7000 
.0000 
1INC-ES 
IHES 
ZIRP 375.0000 INCES 
SCALE .0040 
I s1 1il .- ' s111I I . I ... imIt nf le, TiTmTi"V fITiTm"111 t t nflT" n IiT n T i nn ii TmH 
.30 [-------------- ---------------- -- --------­
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80 
DATA SET SY4S3.. tIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON SOFLAP SPCBRt REl- REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(Ckr LEDO I )
CCHE0093 
(CHE014 3 
0DAIS LARCZ2HIE431 
CA109 LARC22HE431 CCAI0 LARC22HE431 
CB62CI2FIOM[1)VI27E43CV8R5J
CBS2C12Fl0M14I2"VE43)CV5R*]
CBG2Cl2FI0M14XVl27E43)(VR5) 
-40.000 
.000 
10.000 
-11.700 
*000 
16.300 
55.000 
55.000 
55.000 
.710 
.740 
,720 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
YMRP 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
26S9.0000 
474.8100 
93S.6900 
l1076.700 
.DC 
375.00 
.0040 
SO.FT. 
INCHES 
INCHES 
1NChES 
INCHES 
INO-S 
3 .ti.. .t l tl '1'TI IT tit, Tilt ,it,illn tilt Ill t li ill Ff TT "II T~t 'll 
-JI 2.01­
'
 I 
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DATA SET SYMOL CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEV{ON BOLAP S'CSRK RE.L REFERENCE IWORMATION 
(CHEO01]
IClHE009 I 
CCHEOI4] 
0 
I 
CAIOS LARC22HE431 [B62CI2FtIMI42[EI27E43)CV9P5
DAM09 LARC22HE431 tB2CI2F0MI4tWIv7E43(V8R53 
-OA109 LARC22HE431 CB62C12Fl0MI4V2WIZ7E43)CV8R5) 
-40.mO 
.000 
10.000 
-11.700 
.000 
16.300 
55.000 
55.000 
55.000 
.710 
.740 
.720 
SREF 
LREF 
8REF 
XMRP 
2Sa.0000 
474.8100 
SSG.GSZ 
1076.7000 
SQ.FT. 
INCHES 
INCHES 
1WHES 
YtRP .0G00 INCHES 
ZmRP 375.0000 INCHES 
. . . ITT . .. . 
SCALE 
'r 
.0040 
TI- IT' 
-T 
4-- .. . . . .
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FIGURE 14 EFFECT OF COMBINED ELEVON AND BOFLAP DEFLECTION (REL =.71)
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- - - - -------
ELEVON BEFLAP SPOBRC RE.L REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMB L COFI JRATION DESCRIPTION 
1.110 SREF 2S90.0000 SO.FT.
-CHE002) ( DAIOS LARC22HE431 t862CI2rIOMI4V127E43tV8R53 -40.000 -11.700 55.000 
.000 .000 55.000 1.120 LREF 474.8100 INCHES ECHEIO1] A19 LARC22HE431 (B6-I2FIOMI4)3W127E43]V8R'5C E0I53 C AI09 LARC22HE431-FWOl4V127E43tVSR53 10.000 16.300 55.000 1.070 BREF 93.6800 INCHES
-9 XMRFP 10W6.7000 INCHES
YMRP .0000 1 NL-HES 
ZmRP 375.0000 INCHES 
SCALE .0040 
2.- 2.2- - - - - - - -l - - ­
2.0 2.0­
1411' 'till i: 
-. 4­
1.2- 1. 2 
I 1 6 Iy 
.4-- -- -* .4 ­
0- 0- ­
-. 2------------------ -. 2-­
0 20 40 60 .2 0 -. 2 -. 4 
ALPHA CLM
 
FIGURE 15 EFFECT OF COMBINED ELEVON AND BDFLAP DEFLECTION (REL = i.i)
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ELEVON 8DFLAP SPDIRK RE.L REFERENCE INFRMATIO'NDATA SET SYMBOL CO$FIGRATION DESCRIPTION 
-40.000 -11.700 55.0CC 1.110 SREF 2S90.0DOD S0.FT.ICHEDO2(I GAIC LARC22?E431 C(82CI2FI"41(WI27E433(V8R53 
.0 .000 55.:0C 1.120 LREF 494.8100 INC-ESICHEDI0] i DA109 LARC22HE431 (BS2CI2FIDMI4)[WI27E43)V8R53CCHE0152 C CAID LARC22HE43I 652CI2FI0M143(WI27E43)CV8R5I 10.000 16.300 55.000 1.070 BREF 936.60 INCHESXMRP 1076.7000 INC-ES 
YMRP :000 INC-ES 
ZNIP 375.0000 I-C-ES 
SCALE .0040 ' 
........ . ...... .. .. .. .. ...  .. ........ . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. ..1.4'
.4' 
1.3-1. 
2..22-.2
 
.9------------ --. - - - -. - ­
•--.8--­
.5---..-­
.4---- - .4 -- -­-
-.720 - 0-- 0 .2 0-- . 
ALPH .L 
.-

.1 ... 1.... 
0 20 40 80 .2 
ALPHA 
FIGURE 15 EFFECT OF COMBINED ELEVON AND BDFLAP DEFLECTION 
CA)MACH = 19.10 
0 -. 2 
CLM 
(REL = 1.11) 
PAGE 
-. 4 
51 
- - -
DATA SET SYP aL CONFIGLATION DESCRIPT113N ELEVON WFLAP SPBRK REeL REFERENCE IFl"'MTI[{N 
CCrE002 I Q 0AI09 LARC223E431 rS62CI2I0t1lI42CW127E432tV8 S -40.00 -11.700 55.000 1.110 SREF 26W.000 SQ.FT. 
(CH .010 I OAI09 LARC22HE431 t862Cl2FIDM14X Iv27E43)(V8iR52 .00 00 55.000 1.120 LREF 474.8100 INCFIES (CHEO15 CAI S LARC22HE431 (C62CI2FI0MI4XV1l7E43CV8R5) 10.000 16.300 55.000 1.070 BREF &6X600 INCHES 
XMRP 10 767~ INC-ESY.1p0 INo-ES 
ZKw 375.0000 INCHS 
SCALE .0040 
vi -i , ,-i-n ri-i-i rn i an i Irn 1m Fr tlTIJI Tl MT 7n rT i n' ni-  rnllri-llr m iIIiII "il t 
.30- ------------------- '------- ... - .--------------------­
.25: 
.20 
1 + 
... ... ....UJI4...... .... . . . -............
 
!lo , I

-0 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 s0 ALPHA 
-. 0010­
r
.0015- ----­
0 025 
-. 0035'-------------- -
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FIGURE 15 EFFECT OF COMBINED ELEVON AND DOFLAP DEFLECTION CRE.L 1.11)
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DATA SET SYP8ZL C0$FIGRATI3N DESCRIPTION ELEVON BLAP SPCBRK RE.L REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CCHgOO23 OAIDS LARC2?H1431 (C2CI2FlOI4I2C¥27E43VR51 -40.000 -11.700 55.000 1.110 SnsF 2G$oJ.o0 SO.FT.
 
CCHEI0} OA109 LARC22HE431 C862CI2FI0MI4)CVI27E43CVBR.5 .000 .0 55.000 1.120 LREF 474.8100 INCHES (CHE053 OA10 LARC22HE431 C882C12F10MI43WI27E43)[v8R5) 10.000 S.30O 55.000 1.070 BREF 93.6800 INCi-ES 
XMRP 1076.7000 INCHES 
YKRP .0O00 INCHES 
ZNRP 375.0O00 INCHES 
SCALE .0040 
.. .. . . . . .. . . . . . .
. .3 . 
•-,2.0-	
-, e 
.5
 
0 
.I...A.. ... ....._o 	.,.. ,,oi....,, . ....
. ,, 
 ...t  
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ALPHA 
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FIGURE 15 EFFECT OF COMBINED ELEVON AND BOFLAP DEFLECTION (REvL = 1.11)
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ELEVON 90FLAP SPKBRK REL REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCHEDO023 DAIDS LARC22HE431 C9G2Cl2FI0MI4CV2I77E433VDR52 -40.000 -11.700 55.000 1.110 SREF 2690.(00 S0.FT. 
DATA SET SYMBL tONFIGLQATION DESCRIPTION 
ICHE010 I CAO LARC22HE431 BG2CI2FIOM14)tV2I7E432(VSf5] .C0 .000 55.000 1.120 LREF 474.8100 INCHES 
CCHEQlI~~ CO0 LARC22HE431 C8S2C12F1CtI44fV27EA3CVGR5) I0.000 18300 55.0 1.070 BREF S3.6X INHES XRP lO7= INOES 
YMRP 0.0 INCHES
ZIM P 375:0000 INCHES 
SCALE .0040 
-'-.11 1-
.. ... nn li, Uf ,M IT ,,.,_ ,r .. ... . .. ......... . .... .....-.4,...........  ,,.... ,. T,l ,, I 

L J- --
-.j -I.. 
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FIGURE 15 EFFECT OF COMBINED ELEVON AND BDFLAP DEFLECTION CREL = 1.11)
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DATA SET SYMS3L 
CHC0031 0 
CCHE0122 
[CFEOI]G 
CONFIGURATION (ESCRIPTIMtI 
CAMS LARC22HE431 (B2CI2FlO1I4CWI27E43CVR52
CAIC0 LARC22HE431 I'2CI2Fl0MI42CV27'7E43J(VW5] 
0AIC9 LARC22HE43I fBG2C12F10MI4)(VI27E43)(V8RS 
ELEVCN 
-40.000 
.000 
10.000 
20FLAP 
-11.700 
.000 
16.300 
SP(BRK 
55.000 
55.000 
55.00W 
REL 
1.910 
1.910 
1880 
REFERENCE INF5RMATION 
SREF 269.00W SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 INCHES 
BREF 93S.6800 INCHES 
XWRP 107.7000 INCHES 
yMRP .LXZ0 INCHES 
ZMRZP 375.000 IN-CHES 
SCALE .0040 
It£II , (11Ill till IIl m-Tjn iTi~it Ti ll f :11'-TniitttlItI g~ll fli, IIlit fi t T ilII tifi 1111I -TI ... JT 
2.2- - 2.2 
2.0 2.0-­
1.8 	 - >--- 1.8 . 
1 - 6- 1.6 ... 
l. 4 j 	 1.4-- ­
1.0 	 - 1. r ,: ,
 
-1
1.28 '-	 -- l.2--- , 
k),
 
.4 - , - "- :."­
.8 0 - Z* 
.22 	 .2 .-
NIX 
-. 2- -	 .2-- II
 
4 
* LWii Ui Ii iii LW f LWii flUl LW SA Ufl1 *| 
-. 4 
LW 111W i r l ,LW1LU ii iiISVflu 111as a L 
0 20 
ALPHA 
40 60 .2 0 
CLM 
-.2 -.4 
FIGURE 16 EFFECT OF COMBINED ELEVON AND BDFLAP DEFLECTION (REL = 1.91) 
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DATA SET 
ECHE003 
tCHE0123 
CCHE01]G 
SYML CO'NFIGURATIOYN DESCRIPTION 
. Oh09 LARC22IE431 (BS2CI2FIOI4 WI 'E43cVR52 
IA CA09 LARC22VE431 (S62CI2FIOMI4(WI7VE43](V8R5I0 CA109 LARC22HE431 Ct62CI2FI0MI4)VI27E433CV8R53 
ELEVN 
-40.000 
'00 
IO.OQo 
BOFLAP 
-11.700 
.000 
1300 
SPSRt( 
55.000 
55.0CO 
55OCO 
RE,L 
1.910 
1.910 
1.880 
REFERENCE 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
XnRIp 
YmRP 
FORMII 
2690.0= 
474.8100 
S3G.S8 
I076.700 
.0000 
ATION 
SO.FT. 
INCHES 
INC-ES 
CI-ES 
,CHES 
ZMR9? 35.00O INCHES 
(yr.nflill WTT~fl"fl ? yfl An tit my IT' SCALE .0040 
1 .4 .nanlMhZ W 
1.3 1. 2 
1.2­
.7-
J" 	 i - - --­
,sV,
 
u. 	 ..3 - 3 , 
.34­
,.2
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DATA SET SYsL CONFIGI.RATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON BOFLAP W08K REL REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CHE0032{CHE012
ICHEISI 
0AI0S LARC22HE431 
CA1D09 LARC22HE431 
0A10b LARC2HE431 
BSCI2FI0MI4)(I27E433(VR51
BS2CI2FIDMI4)(VI27E433tV8R5
C862C12F1D'il4)CVI2E433CV8R53 
-40.000 
.000 
10.000 
-11.700 
.000 
16.300 
55.000 
55.000 
55.000 
1.910 
1.910 
1.81W 
SREF 
LREF 
BREFXMRP 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
936.680010'76 7000 
SQ.FT.
INCFES 
INESINCH-ES 
yMP :00100 INCHiES 
V1R'P 375.0000 INCf-ES 
SCALE .0040 
r.. I. ri.I Ti-i I. rn, dr Iiin T T 117 -llit I m7 ' Ti'ttl rys 1 .Tit ti n l l  i11 wIn ITT- nI i-in mIT tn i-r T--'mini" i  
i .... .... .... ....
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FIGURE 16 EFFECT OF COMBINED ELEVON AND BDFLAP DEFLECTION CREL 1.91)
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DATA SET SYVMRO_ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON BOFLAP SPD0RK 
CCHEO032 AIO0S LARC22HE431 CBS2CI2FIOMl4)(WI27E43CV8R5) -40.000 -11.700 55.000 
cCHE0l1 Ii 0AI03 LARC22HE431 (B62CI2FI0MI4)WI27E43)(V53 .DOO .000 55.000 
CCHE0163) CA109 LARC22HE431 (B2CI2FIOMI4)(Wv2rE43(V8R53 10.000 16.300 55.000 
3 .0' " 1"t"n.m i. .it sin'ft t"'i'it i It"t' s "T" 
2.5! 
RE.L 
1.910 
1.910 
180 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S.REF 2690.0000 S0.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 INCHES 
BREF 936690o INCHES 
XMRP I07B.7000 INCHES 
YMRP .OO INCHES ZMRP 375.0000 INCHESSCALE .0040 
it n tt It 
2.0 2-0------- -- - - -
~1.0 
,------------------­
0E 	 I 
.... IIt
. #I ,UW Il i,,I p'flfl 
... ... 

-o 6 10 20 30 
II
40 50 60 70 80 
..... I'I i 1. li iiii
 IItII ,...JJll lII 
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FIGURE i EFFECT OF COMBINED ELEVON AND BDFLAP DEFLECTION (RE.L = 1.91) 
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DATA SET SYMBOL COWI .ATIONDESCRIPTION ELEV(ON BOLAP SPOBR REL REFEREICE I FORMATI(N 
CCHEO03]
CCHE0123 
(C rEO1S 
DAI09 LARC22 'IE43l W62C12FI0M14) I27E43CVSqR5
Ai OAMS LARC22HE431 C962Cl II4)(VlI E43VS5)
0DAI09 LARC22HE431 (BS2CI2FIOM14IWv127E43)CV8R5I 
-40.000 -11.700 
.OO .000 
10.000 16.300 
55.000 
55.000 
55.000 
1.910 
1.910 
1.880 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
2690.00C 0 S.FT. 
474.100 INCHES 
93.s80 INCES 
XNRPyNRP 07.7000.LXXXJ INCHESI  
ZMRP 375.00O0 INC-ES 
SCALE .0040 
. ... ..... ... I Ir t M T T I i pi IM T " 
•-J(3 - !.2k 
. % . 1-
--
oL i -----------
------------
------------­
~~~~,,,,,,,,,,,,
-. 	 ...... .., ..
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AILRON ELEVCN BDFLAP REL REFERENCE INFOW'ATIONIRATION DESCRIPTION
DATA SET SYMBO. C " {EHE0072 (3 DAI.C LARC22HIE43I tB62C12FIOtM143'27E43) CV92 .0Do .000 -11.700 1.90 SREF 2M.0000 SO.FT. (EHF.007 I (AIDS LARC22HE431 tBS2C12FIDMI4)3vI'7E43)(VSn) 1C.D00 *D)o -11.700 1.520 LREF 474.SIW INCHESBREF 936.E0 
 INt-ES 
XMRP 1076.7000 INCHES 
YRn ,0000 INCHES 
ZmRP 375.0=X INCHES 
SCALE .0040 
I l l 
~lar-v JWU tY I l lll m Hl IHi 1 flil IT rFll nr f~ll(lltl illI Ti1tin (iT m TT? ttf IrirTl 'ITIITItT IT mt fiIll m t 
: J .. .-..... .. 
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FIGURE 17 EFFECT OF AILERON DEFLECTION
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ELAP REL REFERENCE IWIATIN 
t AIEODOS1 0 MA109 LAFRC22HEC431 BG2CL2FIOHI42tV177E433(VEfl52 10.000 .000 -11.700 1.920 	 SREF 26a.CoJo WQ.FT. 
LREF 4174.8CR0 lt'Ct-ES 
DATA SET SYMBO CONFIMPATIY DESCRIPTION 	 OLTALN ELEVON 
BREF 936.68O IN-ES 
XmRP 1076,7000 INCHES 
yMRP .0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 375.0000 INCHES 
SCALE .0040
 
u-	 ---- ---- -- - ---
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FIGURE 18 INCREMENTAL EFFECTS DUE TO AILERON DEFLECTION 
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APPENDIX
 
TABULATED SOURCE DATA
 
Tabulations of plotted data are available on request from
 
Data Management Services
 
DATE 01 KAY75 TABULATED SCLRCE DATA - CAID9 PAGE 1 
COID9 LARC22HE431 (B62CI2FDM014 (W27E43) (VBR5) (RHE0i) ( 24 APR 75 
REFEENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF c 2690.0Do SQ.FT. MMRPt 1076.7000 INCHES BETA c ,.1 ELEVON = -40.000 
LREF = 474.8100 INCHES YMRP = .000 INCHES AILRCN = .000 BDFLAF = -11.700 
BREF = 936.6800 INCHES ZPr = 375.00'.n INCHES' SFOCRK = 55.11) RUD.ER = .l 
SCALE = X040 BALANC = 20OO STING = 1.000 
REdL = .710 
RUN ND. 15/ 0 RWL = .00 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.O0/ 5,0 
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLM CBL CYN Cf CL CO L/D 
18.300 20.000 .40467 .07929 - .01128 .01820 -, 0000 .00081 -. 059.q .35314 .21291 1.65865 
18.300 24..10 ,53139 .07981 -. 00127 . L .00110 .45299 1.56720.0231 0018 -. 00829 .28904 
18.300 28.100 .69222 .08076 -.0011139 .02653 .0t.215 7.102 -. 01021 .57328 .39628 1.44665 
18.30 30O00D .76758 .98129 - ,".1149 .03142 .00013 .00062 -. 01085 .62410 .45419 1.37409 
18.3.0 32.0.0 .85117 .08131 -,00163 .03424 -. l7r18 .0.0119 -. 01315 .67874 .52.ra2 1.30526 
18.3.10 34.000 .92432 .080 51 -. 00179 .03538 .02.11 .047.187 -. 01278 .72127 .58362 1.23586 
18.39. 36.0n0 1.01249 .08024 -x.0197 .03461 .X15032 .0.177 -. 01297 .77196 .6& 7J4 1.16957 
18.300. 38.000 l.08929 .07940 -.010216 .03538 .0,0128 .00100 -. 01472 .80949 .73321 1.10404 
S8.31)0 40.000l 1.17150 .07870 -. 0r36 .3897 -. l0123 .rql37 -01698 .84683 .81331 1.04121 
18. 300 42. 00.1 1.20062 .0.7744 -.0,0255 03525 -.0104 17.115 -. 0X1740 .88501 .90107 .98218 
18.300 44. O 1.33651 ,07626 -. 00273 .03El0 .00 11 .Xn133 -. 017RI .90.843 .98328 .92388 
18.300 46.001 1.41968 .07435 -. Q0290 .03566 4%7.119 .t7396 -. 01749 .93271 1.07288 .86935 
18.300 48.000 1.48783 . 07382 -. 00303 .03895 .XX124 M.0173 -. 02054 .94071 1.155.7 .81441 
18.300 50.00 1.54954 .07327 -. 003 l .'4 1 .1738 S .93991.1 1.23412 .76160.04585 -. 02184 
GRADIENT . I..73 , .r00j03 o.00300 o.1000 .77.L ,.2cr.riX , 0 o.)Eyyyi ,.mnn 
DATE 01 WAY 75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA169 PAGE 2 
CAI09 LARC22HE431 (B62C12FIOM14) (W127E43) (VSRS) (RHtO02) ( 24 APR 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF = 2690.00W SQ.F . XMRP 176.700n INCHES BETA = .ooo ELEV = -40.000 
LREF = 474.8100 INCHES YHRP .00.0 INCHES AILRCYN .000 6OFLAr = -1i.mo0 
BREF = 936.68100 INCHES Zr = 375.001.00 INCHES SPDIRK = 55.0f. RUDDER .=00 
SCALE = .004.1 BALANC = 20.q00 STING I.A 
REL = 1.110 
RUN 4fl. 16/ 0 RMVL = r.1 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLM CBL CN CY CL CO L/D 
19.100 20.000 .39511 .07101 -. 01.128 .01073 X. Y.rl7! -. 0454 .347930 .20186 1.71897 
1§.100 24. 0[.00 .52493 .0780 -. 00134 .0170.3 .D.o) .1.1)79 -. O627 .44994 .28C01 1.E0685 
19.100 28.0r00 .67278 .07397 -. 00149 .0.1893 .037 .17.195 -x.00§4 .55930 .38116 1.46736 
19.100 30.0l0 .74313 .07454 -. 0011 .02OO o.15 .. 75 -. 194 .W629 .43612 1.390243 
19.100 32.00. .82586 .07446 -. ,017, .02430 ,.7 55 ,(.0063 -. 01027 .6t91 .50078 1.31976 
19,100 3 4. 00n .9UX.25 .07441 -.0193 .02579 .470.,48 .7.180 -. 91151 .7.1473 .56510 1.24709 
1§.Io 
19.100 
36.r00 
3txobo 
.98084 
1.06266 
.07386 
a073t 
-.00212 
-. 10229 
02675 
.03oi11 
.0 56 
t179~ 
.01J65 
.0008 
-. 01341 
-.oissbr 
.75010 
.79216 
.63628 
.71214 
1.17889 
1.11237 
19.100n 40.00 1.14670 .07M6 -660f7 .X2956 .0L09 .QXt92 -.0)1471 .83144 .793118 1.04836 
19.100) 
19.100 
42.000 
44.0q0 
1.22539 
1.30199 
LM746 
.q0701 
-0264 
- .00279 
.0335d 
.03308 
.0006 
7.001 
.al0 
.7197 
-.0&63] 
-. Di698 
.86e14 
.88738 
.87381 
.95537 
.98CS4 
.92883 
19.100 46.000 1.3§253 .07068 -. 00294 .03218 .0.181 r.124 -. 01930 .91C49 1.05080 .87218 
19.100 48.000O 1.45418 .06914 -. 00365 .03688 .11lr .00110I -. 01927 .92166 1.i263 .81785 
19.100 50..l.1 1.51794 .068 -.003i18 .04631 .7,84 .r..96 -xO942 .92314 1.20693 .78486 
GRADIENT ,k.o.va * 017.10 .. 0010 . na'kn0. .rx.l . o.v .7.7.1 .0071. .0J17.1 .77. 
DOE 01 MA 75 TABULATED SURCE DATA - 1A9 	 PAGE 3 
C'109 LARC22HE43i (862Cl2FI0H14) (W127E43) (VBR5) (RHED03) C 24 APR 75 
REFERENCE DATA 	 PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF : 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XRFP = 1076,10.0 INCHES BETA = .00 ELEVCN = -40.00 
LREF 474,8100 INCHES YMRP = .0D0 INCHES AILRCN = .000 BDFLAP = -11.700 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES Zdr. = 375.0l000 SroBRK 55.01.1 RUDDER .INCHES = Xn 
SCALE .0040 BALANC = 20,000 STING = 1.r0 
RE,L = 1.910 
RUN N-. 17/ 0 RN/L = .n GRADIENT 1NTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLH CBL CYN CY C. CD L/D 
2.300 	 20.000 .39105 .06544 -. 00105 .01475 .00025 .O0r40 -. 00439 .34508 .19524 1.76748 
211.300 	 24.0.00 .51643 .06776 -. 00116 .01971 .004328 .00044 -0.0662 .44422 .27196 1.63343 
V.I 300 28.000 .671089 .06978 -. 00135 .02482 .rY..0 .0(5) -. 00935 .559eD .37658 1.48602 
L&1. 3n0 30.000 .735L18 . 17001 - .10145 .027016 .11.345 .0158 -. 00953 .60246 .42857 1.40543 
20.3.00 	 32.00O .82400 .07135 -. 00161 .03105 .Q.132 .0.2174 -. 01147 .66099 .49717 1.32951 
34.0tY. 1.'.89686 .141.199 -. 006174 .03182 .00036 .0f.340 -.. 122 .3183 .56037 1.2563 
20.300 36.000 .97985 .07071 -I87 .03373 000 51 .01...157 -. 01256 .75115 .63315 1.18637 
20.3-0 38.000 1.0506 .06546 -. 00197 .0347 ryl.136 .00±08 -.0414 .79038 .70693 1.11780 
20.•309 	 41.1.00O 1414411 -06951 - ,.0.9 .03667 .XW.51 Xr9 I 'C1i3.1522 .83176 .78867 1.05463 
211.391. 	 42.090 1.22213 .06837 - .0.1216 .13738 , 3 .r.185J -. 01613 SE247 .86857 .99298 
2n .3q0 44X•D07 1.30J375 .06747 -. 010323n .03762 400(.135 •.0012nL -. 01796 .88882 .9 521 r .93352 
2q .531.0 46.0OrD 1.38855 . 0 -,00244 ..03654 ,0.1.29 -. .SIG64 .6770636663 X4-0399 01866 1.1.4513 
04.303Oq 48.•0.7.1 14•45376 .06569 - .00253 .03976 . cooT 61 ,.0DI1IS -. 01873 .92394 1 .12431 .82178 
20.3q0 50.0013 1.51408 .06629 -. 00262 .05021 XX.135 .00107 -. 02017 .92246 1.201246 .76714 
GRADIENT I.0I .00000 .1.0000 .. K.00.0 .(1c. .07.00 D.rO07a .000 . .r000.{fl1 
PAGE 4DATE 01 MAY75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CA109 
CA109 LARC22HE431 (B62CI2FIOMI4)Mt.27E43) (V8R5) (RHEDW5) ( 24 ArR 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
SCALE 
= 
= 
= 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
.0.40 
SG.FI, 
INCHES 
INCHES 
)&4P 
Y F 
Zp' 
w 
= 
= 
1076.70M 
.000 
375.000 
INCHES 
INCHES 
INCHES 
BETA 
AILRC*N 
SPCPRK 
BALANC 
= 
= 
= 
= 
.000 
OD 
55.000 
20.00 
ELEVCN = 
BDFLAP 
RUDDER = 
STING = 
-35.000 
-1.70D 
wn 
. 0! 
RE,L = 1.9DO 
RUN MC. 141 0 RWL .O GRADIENT ThffWVAL = -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH 
20.300 
ALPHA 
2.9110 
CN 
.39414 
CA 
.06660 
CAB 
-. 0095 
CLM 
.01322 
CBL 
.0!.05 
CYN 
•.0032 
CY 
-. q471 
CL 
.34759 
CO 
.19739 
L/D 
1.76093 
20.300 
2q.300 
20.3110 . 
24.000 
28.000 
30.0. 
.51991 
.6710n 
.74484 
.06804 
.X6958 
.07021 
-. 0X104 
-. 00129 
-. 012P 
.01719 
.02126 
.02195 
.00026 
.00614 
,VI.I 
.00046 
.0036 
.62RD1 
-. 00590 
-!y.2839 
-. 00997 
.44729 
.55979 
t(1994 
.L7363 
.37645 
.43322 
1.63467 
1.4871 
1.40792 
20.300 32.006 .263Z .D0"87 - .. 11 3 .02564 ,.7:1016 .00.684 -. 01160 .66324 .49792 1.332.11 
26.304 34.006 .90340 .X7093 -. 00154 .0271.10 - .'.7 . 7Y7j347 -. 01194 .70936 .56398 1.,25767 
20.3.0 36.010 .97"L0.1 .07031 -. 001 5 .x2940 -,. 4 1i 100061 -. 01267 .74989 .63173 1.18704 
21..300 
20.3.0 
38.00M 
40.00 
1.05799 
1.14468 
.Q6980 
-06849 
- . 0173 
-. r0182 
.02947 
.03075 
-.69.1019 
-. 064.X 
.fogo 
oX7J 74 
-. 01396 
-. 01467 
.79073 
.83285 
.7U637 
.78825 
1.11944 
1.05658 
20.300 42.006 1.22622 .676 -. 1192 .02975 - a.06410 .. 4187 -. 01626 .86E03 .87074 .99458 
2..300 44.000 1.3-327 .6649 -. 00203 .02992 .Orill5 . .71g7 -.01743 .89274 .95455 .9355 
20.309 46,0.0 1.38893 .06516 -. 0214 -2812 - -E-4.2 ,09128 -. 01925 .91796 1.04438 .87896 
20.3.0 48.0r 1.45545 .06374 - .0221 .03226 -. c'Cri .smi.91 -. 01946 .92652 1.12426 .82412 
20.300 50 .0016 1.51427 .061.6 -. 00232 .0406 ",7-.110 .00127 -.00w2 .92428 1,20117 .76948 
GR~ADI ENT .0uno 000 .0,013 .01Y..i .roemT. a.rinn .­ au 4)01131 .6600 .0.1 
CATE 01 MAY 75 TABULATED SetRCE DATA - CA109 FACE 5 
CAM9 LARC22HE431 (B62CI2FIM14)(WI27E43) (VRS) (RHEO6) ( 24 APR 75 
REFERENCE DATA FARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF z 2690.00,00 ,FT. XM.P = 1076.7000 INCHES BETA = .000 ELEVON = .000 
LrEF = 474.8100 INCHES YMRP = . MrV INCHES AILRCN 10.000 BDFLAP = -11.700 
BREF = 936.601. INCHES ZIRP = 375.0.100 INCHES SPC2AK = 55.00 RUDDER = .00 
SCALE .0040, BALANC = 20.00 STING = 1.00K0 
RE,L = 1.920 
RUN ND. 18/ 0 RWL E.Y GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.0O 
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLM COL CYN CY CL CD L/D
21.3-WO 200,00 .43351 .06828 -. 0108 -. 01683 .00806 -. 01140 -X1374 .38401 .21243 1.80769 
5
20.30 24.000 .57283 ,07.187 -. lCP114 - t211 .01023 -. D0198 -. L7.1598 .49448 .29773 1.66082 
V.).300 28.0DIX .73934 .0729B -. 00124 -. 02786 .01274 -.01257 - IDO810 .61856 .41149 1.51323 
20.3600 30.001.) .81897 .'7413 -. 03032 -.03144 .01397 -. 00284 -d.a.18h .6718 .47369 1.419q4 
2.1.300 32.000 .91236 .07448 -.01 42 -.03445 .0151.13 -. t73291 -.00986 .73426 .54664 1.34323 
21.1300 34.0. .995.14 .07522 -. 0 .151 -. 03755 .D1583 -47.1322 -. 01166 .78286 .61878 1.26517 
20.30 36.01.0 1.08443 .07514 -. 0161 -.014127 .01708 -. 1.352 -. 01255 .83316 .69820 1.1933.1 
2..300 38.-00 1.1696 .07464 -. 0017.1 -. 04645 .01807 -. 00367 -.0O14C8 .87572 .77891 1.12429 
2.1.300 40.000 1,26440 . 07381 -. 00176 -. 05405 .11882 -. 00404 -. 01580 .92114 .8692S8 1.05966 
20.300 42.O0 1.35726 .07309 -.10184 -. 06.141 .01971. -. 0.1439 -101657 .95973 ,96250 .99713 
20.300 44.0009 1.44346 .07184 -. 00194 -.06975 .02)79 - .X454 -. 01811 .8844 1.05439 .93745 
20.300 46.00 1.53867 .7106 - . W207 -.07804 .02257 -. 00476 -. 01939 1.01773 1.15619 .88025 
20,300 48.000 1.61769 .07047 -. 00216 -. 07980 .022m - •Q.1477 -. 02176 1.030.08 1.24933 .8249.1 
2q.300 50.000 . 1.67687 .07159 -. 00224 -. 07.145 .022Cm - .0V0456 -.02217 1.02380 1.32993 .76981GRAD IENT .0.0.00u .000 .0000 .00 .2.1 .Xr.7.1 .0 O . 0 .1.2 .M-m .rlomly10n.n .. 

PATE 01 MAY 7 TABULATED SCASCE DATA - 04±09 PAGE 6 
W0109 LARC22HE431 (862C12FIOM14) (W127E43) (VSRS) (RHEO07) C 24 APR 75 7 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF a 	2690.0000 SQ.FT. XWRP 1076.7000 INCHES BETA .00 ELEVON .Aid 
LREF a 474,8100 INCHES YMRP z .,00 INCHES AILRCN .000 BOFLAP -11.70 
BREr t 936,6870 INCHES ZHRP z 375,0000 INCHES SFOcRK = 55.00067 RUDER AID 
SCALE .040 BALANC 20.000 STING 1.000 
REL m 1.900 
RUN NO. 13/ 0 RN/L - .-0D GRADIENT INTERVAL= -5,00/ 5.00 
MACH 	 ALPHA CN CA CAB CLM CBL CYN GY COCL 	 L/D
20.300 2.00110 .41875 .06421 -. 00102 -. 00740 .V.0111 .00079 -. r690 .37154 .20356 1.82520 
20.300 24.0M0 .55381 .06553 -. 00011 -.01029 .tro-3If .00.182 -. 00893 .47927 .28511 1.68100 
20.300 28.0.0 .71764 .06649 '1n121 -. 01342 IIoDa6 :0012i '-.,1214 .E6243 .39562 1.52275 
20.13.0 30.00o .79210 .06630 -. 01X27 -. 01596 .00035 .0124 -.11263 .65283 .45347 1.43963 
21.300 32.0CD .88882 .06664 -. 00138 -.01982 .00045 .0147 -. 01491 .71845 .52752 1.36194
20.300 34.00.3 .97018 . D667 - C.)149 -.02255 .0153 .00136 -. 01625 .76698 .59788 1.28282 
20.300 36.009 1.05596 .06559 -. jl158 -. ,02578 .04035 ;.1134 -. 01665 .81573 .67374 1.21075 
L20. 300 38.000 1.14195 .06493 -.00165 -,0ol .rio.1 .00159 -. 017*3 .85989 .75422 1.14011 
20.300 40,000 1.23430 .06341 -.00174 -.03722 .00.41 .00174 -.01922 .90477 .84197 1.07459 
20.300 42.000 1.32106 .021i -. 0018.1 -041M .00027 .00191 -. 02081 .94017 .93n13 1.01079 
230 44.000 1.40805 .06100 -0186 -. 04875 ,Ai.0058 .002t.. -.02251 .97049 1.02200 .94961 
20.300 46,000 1.5 .78 .05961 - .00193 -. 05504 .17.-48 .Cf.218 -02454 .99965 1.12098 .89176 
20.300 48,1D 1.57539 . .05861 -. 00200 -05449 -.17.1026 .00243 -.OtS5t 1.0105 2.20996 .852 
20.300 	 50.D 1.63208 .05861 -. 3E!14 -,04589 -. rXX7024 .1211 -. 02599 1.004i3 1.28796 .77963 
&AOIENT .011000 .0002 .0100 .001.2.10 ,OeC00,3 .00yo.2 .00 .00m± .000J0X.0 0 
C0109 LARC22HE431 (B6C2FIoM14) (W27E43)(VSRS) (RHEaJS) C 24 APR 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC 	DATA
 
SREF z 	2690.0000 SQ.FT. XMRP 107670 INCHES ALPHA - 35.&c3 ErVcN .000 
LREF = 474.8100 INCHES YHRP = .CO INCHES AILRCN .000O BDFLAP -21.700 
BREF = 936.600 INCHES ZMRP 375,0-0 INCHES SFPCK- 55.000 RUODE .cm 
SCALE = .0040 9ALANIC :2i0.000 STING = 1.000 
fEL = 1.92 
RUN NO. 	 29/ 0 RWL= .00 RADIiNT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH 	 BETA CN CA CAB CLM CBL CYN CY 
 CL CO L/D
20.3n0 -7.00D .99821 .06778 -. 00449 .00121 .01284 .02007 .01062 .99903 -.05437 -18.37336 
20,300 -3.500 1.00912 .06765 -. 00504 -.00160 .00564 .00447 -. 01408 101136 .00592 170.81346 
20.300 .000 1.01314 .06686 -. 00453 -. 00273 -.00194 -. 0253 -. 03602 1.01314 .06686 15.15408 
20.300 3.500 1.01371 .06742 -.00476 -. 00251 -. 0.0956 -. 00953 -.05867 1.00770 .12918 7.80103 
20.300 7.000 1.00548 .06800 -. 0443 -. 00007 -. 01738 -. 01474 -.08567 .98969 .19103 5.20817 
20.300 	 10000 1.01084 .10019 -. 00391 -. 00763 -. 02311 -.01975 -. 11441 .97808 .27419 3.56712 
G A0JENT .0{c66 -.00005 .00004 -. 00013 	 -. 1217 - .0020D -4.0637 -. 00052 .01761 -23.28749 
DATE 01 MAY 75 TABULATED SCURCE DATA - CA109 	 PAGE 7 
0A109 LARCE2HE431 (B2CI2FI.MI4) (M27E4) (V8RS) (RHamO9} 24 APE ,75 
REFRENCE DATA 	 PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF = 2690,0.r0 SQ.FT. XMRP = 1076.70M INCHES BETA = .000 ELEVON = .000 
LREF = 474.8100 INCHES YMRP = .0001 INCHES AILR,."N .00,0 BDFLAP = .0o 
BREF = 936.f680 INCHES Zfrf = 375.0011 INCHLS SrC[RK = 55.01.10 RUDDER = .000 
SCALE = ,0040 BALANC = 2n. 000 STING = I .r1 
REL = .740 
RUN 41. 11/ 0 RWL = .00 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.0 
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLN CBL CYN CY CL CD L/D 
18.3.0 20.o0 .43261 .07579 -. 00122 -. 00947 .'Mll .L338 -,f0547 .38059 .21918 1.73642 
18 .300 24.000 . 57299 .07716 -.00118 -. 01418 .0ty126 .I101 -. 00911 .49207 .30355 1 .6l06 
18.300 28.000 .74669 .07763 - .0124 -. 02139 .1100009 ,e.0106 -.0100I ,6284 .41909 1.48618 
18.3W0 30.00m .82089 .07721 - .. 13 -. 02464 .Ouo11 .0114 -. 01167 .67230 .47731 1.40853 
1B.300. 32.000o .92265 .077413 -.017139 -. 03101 .aly9 .rnl18 -. 01289 .74143 .55457 1.3369518.3nn 34.0,00 1.1.10925 •.07729 - .1 -.03130 Xv.'323 X0..128 -.D1. E .79348 .62844 1.2M63 
18.3.10i 36.000 1.019151 .07589 -. 00162 -. 03972 .02Y136 j.0164 -. 01530 .83844 .7n297 1.19271 
18.30 38.003 1.19061 .07583 -. 00176 -. 04638 -.0K6 .0X0172 -. 01726 .89153 .79277 1.12458 
,v 	 18.300 40.000 1.27953 .X7459 - .G0019.1 -. 0541l ./028 . CH0163 -. 01718 .93223 .8799 1.05982 
1a.30 42. tIml 1.3G931 .07311 -. 0.203 -. 06122 .0L031 .00O156 -. 01835 .9w6" .97n58 .99805 
18.390 44.070 1.46002 .07226 -.01215 -. 071.151 .000925 Q.10193 -. 01933 1.00005 1.06wt .93796 
18.300 46.00 1.55114 .07166 -. 00226 -.07524 .0055 .10237 -1.2.07 1.02596 1.16558 .88[022 
PAGE a 
CAID9 LARC2ZE431 (1362C12HFIO14) (W27E43) (VSR5) (RHD0) ( 24 APR 75 1 
IC 01 MAY75 TABULATEO SOURCE DATA - C*109 
REFErtNCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
26F690.0000 SQ.FT. XtRP = 1076.70D INCHES BETA t .0D ELEVON = G30 
C.PF. = 474.8100 INCHES YMRf = 00M INCHES AILRCN .11. BPFLAP = .000 
S rK 936.6800 INCHES ZMfP = 375.000.1 INCHES SP[XRK = 55.0.0 RUDDER = .O.t0 
¢,".0D40 BALANd = 29.l0 STING = 1.000 
REL 1.120 
RUN N. 10/ 0 RN/L z .00 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLN CBL CYN CY CL Co L/D 
19.100 20.01m .431ED .06954 -. 01142 -. 013.) .00.114 .0071 -D.016W .38179 .21296 1.79274 
19.109 24.000 .56595 .0764 -. 01144 -. 02022 .rois .C78 -.007W .48828 .29473 1.65673 
.9.100 28.000 .73142 .07159 -400152 -.02766 y.0029 .Y0107 -.01059 .61219 .40659 1.50566 
-9.100 30.000 .81154 .07209 -. 00158 -. 03249 .0C017 .90112 -. 01197 .66677 .46820 1.42411 
19.100 32.00,3 .90401 .07193 -. 00173 -.03796 .0004t .1l5 -. 01234 .72852 .54005 1.34899 
I9.10 34.0001n .98752 .07146 -. 00185 -. 04280 .100.118 .30128 -. 01306 .77873 .61146 1.27357 
19 .100 36.000 1.07905 .07127 -. 00198 -. 04749 .0ro012 .00136 -.01482 83108 .69191 1.20114 
19.100 38.010 1.16413 .07149 -. 00210 -. 05377 .o035 N.L3126 -.01653 .87395 .77226 1.13168 
±9.100 4000-r 1.25477 .g911 -. 0221 -. 06138 .00.132 .00149 -. 01709 .91679 .85949 1.06667 
19.100 42.090 1.34017 .06821 -. 00231 -. 06700 ,.139 .00191 -. 01939 .9.330 .94744 1.00302 
19.100 44.00 1.43911 .06735 -. 00239 -. 0727. .70056 .XK0198 -X2030 .98842 1.-4814 .94303 
19.100 46.000 1.53313 .06661 -. 00245 -. 079 0 .Ern49 .00215 -. 02155 1.01709 1.14911 .88511 
19.100 48.000J 1.59567 .06553 -X01249 -. 0179.17 .0078 •.0206 -. 02134 1.01901 1.22966 .82869 
19,100 51.000 
GRADIENT 
1.66580 
.X000 
.06563 
.011000 
-. 001258 
.00000 
-. 07124 
l:.-0t7 
,.142 
.000,10 
.75219 
Lfl 
-.02445 
..WDO 
1.02048 
.Cy.L' 1 
1.31826 
.00000 
.77411 
m .1 
DATE 0l MAY75 TABULATED SCURCE DATA - OA199 FACE 9 
CA1O9 LARC22HE431 (B62C12FIOM14) {(27E43) WaRS) (RHm12) ( 24 AR 75 1 
REFEENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
SCALE 
= 
= 
= 
= 
2690.00100 SQ.FT, 
474.8100 INCHES 
936.6800 INCHES 
.0040 
XMRF 
YRP 
ZfRP 
= 
= 
= 
1076.7009 INCHES 
.0000DINCHES 
375.0000n INCHES 
BETA = 
AILRCN= 
SFCORK = 
BALAC = 
RE,L = 
.00 
.00D 
55.000 
20.000 
1.9±0 
ELEVON 
BOFLAP 
RUDDER 
STING 
= 
= 
% 
= 
0 
.A0 
.000 
1.00. 
0 RUN Wfl. 12/ 0 RN/L z .r0 GRADIENT ISTERVAL = -5.0r/ 5.00 
-C 
ACH 
20, 3.0 
20.W0 
21.300 
20.30 
20.300 
2.1.300 
2q.300 
20.300 
20.300 
20 .310 
21.30 
20 .30 
2'1 300 
20.3. 
ALPHA 
20.0100 
24.0L)0 
28.0.0 
30.00M 
32.010 
34.000) 
36.0 
38.000 
4-0.000 
42.r00 
44.r0 
46.000 
48,.00 
5O. 09 
GRADIENT 
CN 
.42424 
.56140 
.72536 
.80573 
.89930 
.98140 
1.07173 
1.15691 
1.25243 
1.34855 
1.43548 
1.52011 
1.59491 
1.65583 
.001.7.) 
CA 
.06348 
.06542 
.06630 
.06710 
.06674 
.06720 
.06668 
.06583 
.n6487 
.06439 
.06245 
.061W 
.0065 
.06101 
.0oy309 
CAB 
-. 00104 
-. t0111 
-. 0 
-. t01127 
-. ,'138 
- .0M148 
-. 00158 
-. 00165 
-. 09173 
- .00180 
--.. 5 
-. 00192 
-. 00199 
- .00.213 
.0000 
CLM 
-.- 039 
-01548 
-02084 
-. 02567 
-. 02973 
-. 03413 
-. 03904 
-. 04492 
-. 05214 
-. 00089 
-0.0.12 
-. 07572 
-. 0790 
-. 0cqQ3 
.irti .£ 
CB 
.. l0017 
. 10005 
.1138 
00 
.XXT721 
.XX121 
.00L 
.,1012 ' 
.00,022 
.2.122 
-. 07.013 
.002.34 
-.00M2 
.00.15 
. C t)Fl 
CYN 
.EK-f159 
.J82 
[.M98 
W20-121 
.00128 
.00128 
.XM152 
.KI168 
.. 0.161 
.00x1?'3 
.195 
.0t1020 7 
.0031 
r0238 
.WLflf 
Cf 
-. 09580 
-. 00879 
-. 01038 
-. 01217 
-. 01282 
-01459 
-0120 
-. 0170-4 
-. 01787 
-. 01872 
-. 02083 
-. 02157 
-- 02282 
-,02363 
;Cfaya 
CL 
37694 
.48626 
.m0933 
.66424 
.72729 
.77SJ4 
.82785 
.87113 
.91772 
.95908 
.98922 
1.01186 
1.02213 
1.01761 
,.T00t7 
CD 
.20475 
.28811 
.39907 
.4R197 
.53316 
. 6 451 
.68389 
.76413 
.85474 
.95021 
1.04209 
1.13615 
1.22533 
1.30766 
O 
1.84103 
1.68777 
1.5266 
1.44094 
1.36412 
1.28375 
1.21051 
1.14002 
1.07368 
1.00934 
.94926 
.89068 
.83362 
.77820 
M.Th. 
DATE 01 MAY 75 TABULATED SOLRCE DATA - CAI09 PAGE t0 
OAI9 LARC22HE431 (862C2FIOM14) (W27E43) (VSRS) (RHEfI33) ( 24 APR 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF = 2690.0000 S.FT. XtRP = 1076.7000 INCHES BETA = .009 ELEVON = .000 
LREF = 474.8100 INCHES yVP = ,0.100 INCHES AILRCN = .000 BOFLAP = 16.Z60 
BREF = 936,6800 INCHES 2MRP = 375.0000 INCHES SPrRK = 55.000 RUrTFR = .000 
SCALE = .0040 BALANC = 20.000' STING = 1.00 
RE,L = 1.920 
RUN N3. 21/ D RWL m.0 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH 
20.30 
ALRHA 
20.000 
CN 
.42111 
CA 
.06518 
CAB 
-. L083 
CLM 
-.01985 
"BL 
.00014 
CYN 
.00070 
CY 
-. 00599 
CL 
.37342 
Co 
.20527 
LD 
1.81914 
20.30 24,000 .56865 .06753 -. 00086 -.02894 •.48 .07:,66 -. 00717 .49203 .29298 1.67938 
20.3001,1 
20.300 
28.000 
30.0m. 
.74300 
.S2185 
.07025 
.07116 
-Q.0)94 
-. 00102 
-.03943 
-. 04490 
.0006l 
.De1 
.00105 
.00113 
-.00914 
-. 011.8 
.4305 
.67616 
.41085 
.47257 
1.51650 
1.43080 
20.30 
20.3 30 
32 .000 
34.000 
.91393 
1.00409 
.07103 
.07253 
-. 0114 
-. 00127 
-. 05251 
-. 05888 
.00054 
.o0a5 
.00110 
.00133 
-.01233 
-.01416 
.73699 
.79187 
.54522 
.62161 
1.35173 
1.27391 
20.30D 
2300 
36.00 
38.000 
1.08964 
1.18077 
.07275 
.07289 
-. 0140 
-410149 
-. 06443 
-. 07133 
.000039 
.. 7.163 
.0153 
.00167 
-,01564 
-.01638 
.83878 
.88559 
.69933 
.78439 
1. 19940 
1.12901 
20.0 40.D0O 1.27766 .07280 -. 00162 -. 08113 .00054 .01.11c -. D87 .93195 .8703 1.06262 
20.300 42.0.00 1.37208 .07238 -.0,177 -.09128 .162 .00±89 -. 01892 .97122 .97189 .99931 
20.300 44.0.0 1.4EC55 .[7270 -. 00191 -. 09976 .00074 .00208 -. 01997 1.00013 1.06688 .93744 
2.1.300 46.00O 1.55095 .07268 -. 00197 -. 10921 T.)76 .00227 -.12156 1.02510 1.16615 .87914 
3•.3.0 48.000 1.63155 .07252 -. 00202 -.11433 ty7.177 .. 1243 -. 2282 1.03783 1.26100 .823n2 
20.300 53.'000 
GRADIENT 
1.69768 
.00000 
.07323 
* O00 
-. 002.16 
.00000 
-,.10867 
.00009 
.00185 
.0000. 
.00245 
.E. 
-. 02277 
.mUX. 
1.03515 1.34757 
.001.00000 .07m00 
.76816 
.00000 
CATE 0t MAY75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - CAo FAGE 11P  
OA109 LARC22HE431 (S62CI2FIOM14) (WI27E43) (VRS) (RHED14) ( 24 AFR 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREP t 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XIRP I t076.70011 INCHES BETA = .00 ELEVON = 10,000 
LREF = 474.8100 INCHES YNWF .1173 INCHES AILRCN t .00 BDFLAP = 16.130 
BREF = 936.6800 INCHES Z 4 P r 375.10Wn INCHES SrCBRK t 55.00 RUDDER = .{00 
SCALE = .0040 BALANC = 2.1.01 STING I .00 
REL = .720 
RUN ND. 22/ 0 RN/L . G0CRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5..00 
NACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLM COL CYN CY CL CO L/D 
18.300 20.000 .46689 .08456 -. 00131 -X04683 .00041, .m0093 -. 0D636 .40981 .23915 1.71361 
18.300 24.000 .63222 .08945 -. 00127 -. 05942 .0054 .00087 -. 00723 .54118 .33886 1.59707 
18.300 28.000 .82651 .09349 -. 00129 -. 08317 .LX. .07.370 -. 00862 .68587 .47057 1.45753 
10.300 3 .0a00O .91890 .09577 - .00 133 -. 09316 .09r07 .QX99 -. 01.86 .74791 .54239 1.37890 
, 18. 3.10 32.0M0 1.0.994 19764 -. 00140 -. 10174 1.0T3 .. 1145 -. 01313 .80473 .61799 1.30218 
18.31.. 34.0007 1.10227 .09952 -. 00149 -. 10796 .00.049 .Y..397 -. 01301 .85818 .69889 1.22792 
18.300 36.00.3 1.19920 .10096 -.09161 -11933 .CY61 .00123 -. 01425 .91083 .78655 1.15801 
18.330 38.0 1.29431 .I1233 -. 00175 -. 130969 .0059 .00129 -. 01520 .95693 .87793 1.09052 
18.300 40.0-r0 1.41159 .10399 -. 0192 -. 14974 .0Omso .00148 -. 01721 1.01459 .98701 1.02784 
18,l30 42.0.Y 1.50085 .10544 -. 01209 -. IE56J( ri.00,6 mIG9 -.01841 1.04481 1.08262 .9656 
18.300 
18.300 
44,0)00 
46.001 
1.59111 
1.68212 
. 10611 
.10818 
-.110225 
-. 00239 
-. 17048 
-. 18476 
-.. 185 
.1104 
.0.1181 
.X.1205 
-,01911 
-. 02132 
1.071113 
1 .091.168 
1.1801.1 
1.28517 
.91619 
.84867 
18.300 48.0001 1.77906 .1077n -011244 -. 19784 D17.1101 .00181 -. 02097 1.11038 1.39417 .79645 
18.300 50.000 1.84926 .10893 -. 00246 , -. 19514 .00.165 .01238 -. 2297 1.10524 1.48663 .74345 
GRADIENT .000 .00 .00.01 .0(100( .04.(n O.0000 .01Y00 .00rm Cmx~l0 
A'- 01 MAY 75 TABULATED SCOLCE DATA - 04I9 FAGE 12 
CA109 LARC22NE431 (B62C12F1DM14) (4A27E43) (VSRS) (RHEDtS) ( 24 APR 75 1 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF t O.0000 SO.FT. XIRP = 1076.700D INCHES BETA = .0D0 ELEVON = 16,000 
LREF t 474,8100 INCHES YMfP = .Onn INCHES AILRCN = .EY0 BOFLAP = i6.3d 
- 936.6800 INCHES ZWP = 375.000. INCHES SPCSRK = 55.00t RUDDER = .Do 
SCALE = .0040 BALANC = 20.00 STING = I.0o 
REdL = 1.070 
RUN NW. 23/ 0 RN/L .00 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00 
MA01 ALFHA CN CA CAB CLH CBL CYN C CL CO L/D 
19.100 20. DO .46186 .07184 -.'R116 -415096 . tao52 .00054 -.00475 .40738 .23111 1.7675 
19.100 24.000 .62686 .08228 -. 0117 -. 06983 .000 .00094 -. 0673 .53920 .33013 1.63329 
19.100 28,00n .8D857 .08749 -. O.ia2 -. 08875 .tl.Oatl .00095 -. 0940 - .67285. .45685 1.47279 
19.100 30.000 .89880 .08986 -J.17:129 -109856 .00081 .00139 -. 01105 .73346 .52722 1.39119 
19.00 32.00.1 .99281 .09221 -. 00138 -. 10840 .00093 .001113 . -. 01297 .793.9 .60431 1.31240 
19.100 34.00N. 1.08527 .09398 -,09148 -. 11951 .00109 .00138 -. 01302 .84718 .68479 1.23714 
19;ioo 36.660 1.8181 .09612 -. owi -. 12965 .01106 .W0126 -. 01425 .89961 .77241 1.16468 
19.100 38.00o 1.26952 .6972d -. 00iY6 -. 13843 .0114 .Y.1133 -. 01532 ;94051 .85824 1.09587 
19.100 40.010 1.37428 .09987 -. 00192 -. 19103 .CX0117 ,.r152 -. 01643 .98857 .95988 1.02989 
19.100 42.000 1.47368 .10168 -. 00208 -. 1644 .Cj0119 .X1174 -. 1788 1.02712 1.06165 .96748 
19.100o 44.000 1.56398 . 10a45 -.41221 -.1766o .O0.01 . 0186 -. 01877 1.05387 1.16113 .9n840 
19,1t10 46. 000 1.66183 .10294 4.00231.1 -. 191037 .XK147 .1186 -. 01984 1.08035 1.26693 .85273 
19.100 48.000 1.75684 .10400 -. 00227 -. 20244 .00194 .00204 -. ODbt2 1.09827 i.37517 .79864 
19.100 50.000 1.81755 •11375 -.00224 -. 19510 .Do118 .X182 -. 2156 1.08883 1.45902 .74628 
GRADIENT .0or00  o7' .00000. 011000 .000i .raMtOMo .ooDWo .0 97.1.0000 
DATE 01 MAY75 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 0109 PAGE 13 
CAIG9 LARC22HE431 (B62CI2FIOM14) W127E43) (VBRS) (RHE016) C24 APR 75 
REFRENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF = 2690.DOO SQ.FT. X4P = 1076.7000 INCHES BETA = .0.0 ELEVCN = lo.0a . 
LREF = 474.8100 INCHES YW.FiP .000 INCHES AILRCN = .00r, DFLAF 16.300 
BREF 936. 689 INCHES ZtRP = 375,00DI0 INCHES SPCSRK = 55.000 RUDnE = .C0.0 
SCALE = DO040 SALANC = 20.0O STING = 1.000 
REL = 1.880 
RUN 3. 24/ 0 RN/IL = .00 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -57.0/ 3.00 
MACH ALPHA CN CA CAB CLM CEL CYN aY CL CO L/D 
20.3n0 20.000. .47190. .07246 -. 00101 -. 04950 .00059 .00050 -. 09534 .40832 .22573 1.80892 
k4 
-
V.1,300 
20.300 
24.9DOD 
8.0 l0 
.6257 
.80430 
.07727 
. 08230 
-. 00106 
-. 00114 
-. 06593 
-. 08533 
.Lyo.m51 
.00,98 
.081 
.09.83 
-. 01827 
-.010 25 
.53549 
.67152 
.32300 
.45027 
1.65786 
1.49137 
V.1.300 30A• . .890 53 .08465 - .0120 -.09467 .00061 .XX,.81 -. 01190 .72891 .51858 1.40,557 
21.300 32. 0DO0 .98248 .08695 -.- 0129 -. 1032 .'07. •.0108 -. 01244 .78712 .59438 1.32427 
20. 300 34.0R.) 1.0784 .0L8938 -010140 -. 113501 .084 X.7f98 -. 01379 .64442 .67738 1.24661 
"l 29.3 0.1 36.000 1.17292 . 091.76 -. 00150 -. 12469 .100C9 .LD119 -. 1485 .89557 .76285 1.17398 
PP. 20 . 300 38.000 1.27217 .09315 -. 00161 -. 13662 R.0796 KI.133 -. 91634 .94514 .85663 1.10332 
20. 300 40.0L 1.37294 .09467 -. 00176 -. 14863 .00094 X.0154 -. 01751 .99087 .955,13 1.03753 
20.300 
2n.300L 
42.00O0 
4 4. OD 
1.467q4
1.55922 
.019W11 
.Xt9737 
-. 00190 
- -003203 
-. 16D7 
-. 17262 
.7899 
. X.X148 
.00166 
.003.210 
-. 01845 
-02nl 56 
1.02598 
1.135397 
1.05298 
1.15317 
.97436 
.91398 
20. 3001120. 300 46.07.O48.009 1.656181.76453 .D9857.09941 -. 0212-. 00207 -19110-. 1727 , r.1104.01148 ,.1h 97-.020 -. 02137 -. 02564 jC795r1.115398 1.259751.37782 .85692.80332 
21..39YXI 5n.r3 1.81971 .0L9986 - .00.,205 -. 19921 .00!0.;67 CX07225 - .02385 1 .09319 1.45817 .74970 
RADI ENT X.lce'i'.l X IC1l. .00 ,004jan .00iY.1 ~~ , X.1.,L. .XXXXYIL'J XK.2.71.' PRO.L*.'n. ,.9000 ,WK .O.. 
DATE 01 MY 75 TABULATED SJrCE DATA - W0jQ9 PAGE 14 
CAM09 LARC22HE431 (862CI2FIOH14) (W27E43) (VSRS) (RHE17) C 24 APR 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF = 2690.0000 SO.FT, XPRF = 1076.711Y.1 INCHES BETA = .00011 EEVCtJ = 5.000 
LREr 
EREF 
SCALE 
= 
= 
= 
474.8100 INCHES 
936.6800 INCHES 
.40 
YWi 
ZeP 
= 
= 
.0001. 
375.00003 
INCHES 
INCHES 
AILRCN = 
SFCik = 
BALANC = 
.0o 
5.OO11i 
20.000 
BOFLAF = 
RUDDER = 
STING = 
16.30 
.ju 
I.0.10 
RE,. = .720 
RUN WD. 25/ 0 RN/L .O GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH 
18.300 
ALPHA 
20.000 
CN 
.497I 
CA 
.09019 
CAB 
-. 00145 
CLM 
-. 06187 
CBL 
.73004 
CYN 
.Mta18 
CY 
-. 00466 
CL 
.43619 
Co 
.25474 
L/D 
1.71228 
18,300 24.000 .65786 .09483 -. 00141 -08021 -.0t.0to07 .00Win99 -. 00673 .56241 .35421 1.58782 
18.300 28.000 .85152 .10148 -. 00145 A.ll151 .tkiot .00109 -. 1040 .f7420 .48936 1.43902 
18.300 30.000 .94272 .10343 - .0li44 -,im54 i.015 .00152 -. 1141 .76471 .56094 1.36327 
18.300 
18.3.10 
32.0010 
34.000 
1.03800 
1.14272 
.10663 
.11081 
-. 00158 
-. 00167 
-.12286 
-. 13917 
-,.00001 
,.0017 
.00165 
.10215 
-.01136 
-. 01415 
.82377 
.88539 
.64048 
OS386 
1.28616 
1.21144 
18.300 36.0M 1.23839 .11211 -. 00179 -.14324 -,00.15 .00198 -. 01532 .93598 .81861 1.14338 
18.3hDo 38.00i0 1.33368 i11882 -. 00193 -.15596 .16m09 .0o195 -. 01726 .9susa .91079 1.07696 
18.3M0 40.0i 1.44338 .116w -. 00209 -. 17259 0.0007 .00217 -. 018 0 1.03.172 1.01713 1.01337 
18.300 
18.300 
42.000 
44.000 
1.54632 
1.63398 
.1188 
.12 64 
-.00225 
-. 00242 
-.18712 
-.19992 
-. 0001 
.0.1.17 
.Q.1238 
.50255 
-. 01972 
-. 02016 
1.06963 
1.09159 
1.12299 
1.22184 
.95249 
.89339 
18.300 46. 000 
GRADIENT 
1.7429.1 
.O10000 
. 12120 
.001100 
-. 00251 
.00000 
-.2583 .00k2± 
.0i000 n.aocx .oti)y.0 
- 1.0252 
.oti 
-. 0233 
,A7ioO 
1.12354 
.COM 
1.33793 
.otx7n 
.83976 
.crao 
DATE 01 MAY 75 TABULATED SC-tRCE DATA - Ci09 PAGE 15 
CA109 LARC22HE431 (862C12F1OH14) (27E43) (V8R5) (RHMI8) ( 24 APR 75 
REFEENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
SCALE 
= 
= 
= 
269-.0000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
.049 
So.FT. 
INCHES 
INCHES 
X*RP = 
YMRF = 
ZMRP = 
1076.m0oo 
fion 
375.00.1 
INCHES 
INCHES 
INCHES 
-
BETA 
AILRCN 
SPC8RK 
BALANC 
= 
z 
= 
.000 
.0f. 
55.01 
20.000 
ELEVCN = 
BDFLAP = 
RUDDER= 
STING 
5.00 
16.310 
.. 10 
1.(.30 
REL = I.090 
b'd 4 RUN ND. 26/ 0 RN/L = .07 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00 
MACH 
19.100 
19.100 
19.100 
19.10 
19.100 
19.1.1 
19.100 
19.100r 
19.100 
19.100 
19.10O 
19 .100O 
19.10o0 
19.100 
ALPHA 
2 a.0041 
24.tli00 
.000 
30 .00.1 
32.000 
34.00 
36.000R 
38.001 
40.00 
42. 0 0.1 
44,t.0 
46.00tl 
48 .17 1 
5.0n0) 
GRADIENT 
CN 
.48532 
.64364 
.83514 
.92178 
1.01690 
1.10953 
1.20681 
1.29976 
1.40836 
1.51383 
1.61246 
1.71241 
1.80274 
1.84754 
.00IO0 
CA 
.08214 
.08773 
.09487 
.C9753 
.1 O028 
*,10302 
.10577 
•10801 
.11055 
.11317 
.11513 
.116C8 
.11679 
.11696 
. O.000 
CAB 
-,0132 
-A10132 
-,I0139 
-. 00146 
-. 09153 
-. 00163 
-. 00176 
-. 0191 
-. 00206 
-. 00219 
-. 00231 
-. 00228 
-. 00222 
-. ,0224 
,00ICKI 
CLM 
-. 06518 
-. 08628 
-. 11078 
-. 11V1 
-. 13932 
-. 14292 
-. 15240 
-. 16516 
-. 18027 
-. 19382 
-. 21019 
-. 23185 
-. 23614 
-. 21756 
.00I•0 
CBL CYN 
.0D008 .00105 
-. 00406 .00122 
.00026 .10146 
.IBOL10 .3157 
.BE0it03 .00202 
..0910.179 
-. 000121 .. 229 
.19114 .00221 
.0000a .00219 
.0 57 .00215 
.mzlcar .10242 
.00053 -.00 284 
X.mI12 X.0283 
.0D33 .1.3307 
.0.l Ofl.00000 
CY 
-. 515 
-. 0863 
- .00976 
-. 01239 
-. 01369 
-.X1453 
-. 01671 
-. 01636 
-. 01847 
-. 01799 
-. 01908 
-02173 
-,02173 
-. 02366 
. 1 
CL 
.42796 
.55231 
.69285 
.74952 
.80924 
.86223 
.91416 
.95773 
1.007.1 
1.04927 
1.07993 
1.105 ) 
1.11948 
1.09797 
.1221000.1 
CD 
.24317 
.34194 
.47584 
.54535 
.62391 
.70585 
.79491 
.88533 
.98996 
1.19705 
1.20292 
1.31285 
1.41785 
1.49.148 
.O,rOAW 
L/0 
1.75991 
1.61523 
1.45m[4 
1.37437 
1.97.13 
1.22155 
1. 1 OX.12 
1.08178 
1.01803 
.95645 
.B9776 
.84214 
.78956 
.736S 
.C/IDO 
DATE 01 MAY75 TABULATED SOLCE DATA - CA109 PAGE 16 
OA109 LARC22HE41 (BE2CI2FIOHI4) 6(27E4) (V8AS) (RHm19) ( 24 APR 75 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA 
BREF 
LrEF 
BREF 
SCALE 
= 
= 
7 
2690.0000 SO.FT. 
474.8100 INCHES 
96.6800 INCHES 
.. 049 
XRfP 
YP 
2MSF 
= 
= 
= 
1076.7000 
.. 00 
375.011. 
INCHES 
INCHES 
INCHES 
BETA 
AILRCN 
SPCBRK 
DALANC 
= 
= 
= 
= 
.nq 
.010 
55.000 
20.000 
ELEVCJ 
BOFLAF 
RUDDER 
STING 
= 
= 
= 
= 
15.0.1 
16.t3o 
.(Fil 
1.o1 
REL = 1.900 
RUN N. 27/ a RWL DO0 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.D0/ 5.0 
HACH 
20.300 
2q. 300 
ALPHA 
211.03 
04 . tM00 
CN 
.49084 
.65072 
CA 
.07733 
.08334 
CAB 
-. 00111 
-.0D16 
CLH 
-. 06752 
-.98582 
CBL 
-. 000t10 
-n.)317 
CYN 
.01R.185 
.00,.1111 
af 
-.00673 
-. 0905 
CL 
.43479 
.5CISG 
CD 
.24055 
.34002 
L/D 
1.80750 
1.64472 
2.3 10 
20.300 
28.00 
3'i.000 
.835.5 
.92379 
.09039 
4}9206 
-. 00125 
-. 0d132i 
-.1i612 
-. 117i6 
.002'9 
,.tU1 
.11 41 
.00147 
-. 01043 
-. 01041 
.69487 
75353 
.47184 
.54240 
1.47268 
1.38926 
20. 30 
2.1.300 
21.300 
21.300 
32.0-M 
34.P.1 
36.0M 
38.000 
1.01498 
1.11344 
1 .21331 
1.30564 
.09577 
.09921 
.10157 
.10414 
-. 00140 
-. 00149 
-. 00163 
-. 00173 
-. 12628 
-. 13745 
-. 14692 
-. • 
-.00.74 
.107.) 
.X11 
'.000 11 
.00182 
.AM701 
.00186 
100219 
-. 01358 
-. 0193 
-. 01650 
-. 11746 
.81000 
.86761 
.91380 
.96475 
.61907 
.79487 
.78946 
.88590 
1.30841 
1.23D87 
1.15750 
1 .089.11 
20.300 
20. 30D 
40.0-
42. 0 
1.40699 
1.28 
. i0659 
.108.a 
-. 00184 
-. 00194 
-. 17466 
-. 10082 
0001 
.0."17 
.01203 
-.0X233 
-. 1784 
-. 01934 
1.00930 
1.04652 
.98E5 
1.08883 
1.02358 
.96114 
20.301 
20.300 
44.D00 
46.0M. 
1.61226 
1.72794 
.11128 
.11354 
- R.1205 
-. 00202 
-. 20754 
-. 23984 
-. Q1037 
- C.029 
.01.1274 
.00265 
-. 0.2192 
-. 0258 
1.08246 
1.11866 
1.21 .n12 
1.32185 
.911204 
.84628 
20.300 
20.30-
48.0D 
50.00 
1.80914 
1.85393 
.11400 
.11359 
- .13199 
- .C42.12 
-. 24030 
-. 22173 
- D1.164 
- .XI334 
.09321 
.00315 
-. 023S 
0.D2431 
1.12584 
1.10467 
1.42974 
1.49320 
.79243 
.73980. 
GRADIENT .000110I .osmio3 .0000011 .00000 j.fl 1 .0tXXI -070.0000.3 .0000 .0011107 
PAGE 17DATE I1 MAY75 TABULATED SCtfRCE DATA - CAOS 
MOB09LARC22HE431 (B62CI2F10M4) (V27E43) (V8R5) (RHE21 ( 24 AER 75 
PARAMETRIC DATAREFEENCE DATA 
21 .0 i0SREF = 26901.0000 .F77. X*PRF 1076. iDDO INCHES BETA = .Onl ELEVON = 
LREF z 474.8101 INCHES YHRP .0000 INCHES AILRCN = .000 BDFLAP = 16.300 
BREF = 936.8.S INCHES ZMR 375.00,00 INCHES SP0RK 55,10.11 RUDDER .=00o 
P.04 20,00,0 STING = 1.100ALANC
SCALE = 

RS.L 1.920 
RUN W1. 28/ D RN/L .DO GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.010/ 5.0C 
CY L CO LtDMACH ALPHA CN CA CAR CLM CBL aN 
0231.10 20.0.10 .51627 .08967 -. 01.1104 -. 09346 -. 00D0ft . 129 -. 010577 .45446 .2W84 1.74233 
20.300 24.00n .68384 W09884 -.0I011 -. 11675 -1. 71 ..0172 -. 00839 .58452 .36844 1.58647 
Z.).30D 28.000 .87297 .10721 -. 00118 -. 14164 - .1089 .00213 -. 01112 .72.45 .50449 1.428U7 
2n.30. 31.00,0 .96495 .1117-. -. 01126 -. 15387 -. !0,1 al1 . 72.. -.. 1 1 ,77982 .57922 1.34634 
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Preface 
Beginning with Volume XX, the Deep Space Network Progress Report changed 
from the Technical Report 32- series to the Progress Report 42- series. The volume 
number continues the sequence of the preceding issues. Thus, Progress Report 
42-20 is the twentieth volume of the Deep Space Network series, and is an uninter­
rupted follow-on to Technical Report 32-1526, Volume XIX. 
'This report presents DSN progress in flight project support, tracking and data 
acquisition (TDA) research and technology, network engineering, hardware and 
software implementation, and operations. Each issue presents material in some, 
but not all, of the following categories in the order indicated: 
Description of the DSN 
Mission Support 
Ongoing Planetary/Interplanetary Flight Projects 
Advanced Flight Projects 
Radio Science
 
Radio Science Support
 
Special Projects
 
Supporting Research and Technology 
Tracking and Ground-Based Navigation 
Communications-Spacecraft/Ground 
Station Control and Operations Technology 
Network Control and Data Processing 
Network Engineering and Implementation
 
Network Control System
 
Ground Communications
 
Deep Space Stations
 
Operations 
Network Operations
 
Network Control System Operations
 
Ground Communications
 
Deep Space Stations 
Planning and Facilities
 
TDA Planning
 
Facility Engineering
 
In each issue, the part entitled "Description of the DSN" describes the functions 
and facilities of the DSN and may report the current configuration of one of the 
five DSN systems (Tracking, Telemetry, Command, Monitor and Control, and 
Test and Training). 
The work described in this report series is either performed or managed by the 
Tracking and Data Acquisition organization of JPL for NASA. 
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DSN FunctiOns and Facilities 
N. A.Renzetti
 
Office of Tracking and Data Acquisition
 
The objectives, functions, and organization of the Deep Space Network are 
summarized. Deep space station, ground communication, and network operations 
controlcapabilitiesare described. 
The Deep Space Network (DSN), established by the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 
Office of Tracking and Data Acquisition (OTDA) under 
the system management and technical direction of the 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), is designed for two-way 
communications with unmanned spacecraft traveling ap-
proximately 16,000 km (10,000 mi) from Earth to the 
farthest planets of our solar system. It has provided track-
ing and data acquisition support for the following NASA 
deep space exploration projects, for which JPL has been 
responsible for the project management, development of 
the spacecraft, and conduct of mission operations: 
(1) Ranger. 
(2) 	 Surveyor. 
(3) 	 Mariner Venus 1962: 
(4) Mariner Mars 1964. 
(5) Mariner Venus 1967. 
(6) 	Mariner Mars 1969. 
(7) 	Mariner Mars 1971. 
(8) 	Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973. 
The DSN has also provided tracking and data acquisi­
tion support for the following projects: 
(1) 	Lunar Orbiter, for which the Langley Research 
Center carried out the project management, space­
craft development, and mission operations func­
tions. 
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(2) 	 Pioneer, for which the Ames Research Center car-
ried out the project management, spacecraft devel-
opment, and mission operations functions. 
(3) 	 Apollo, for which the Lyndon B. Johnson Space 
Center was the project center and the Deep Space 
Network supplemented the Spaceflight Tracking 
and Data Network (STDN), which is managed by 
the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). 
(4) 	 Helios, a joint United States/West Germany project. 
(5) 	 Viking, for which the Langley Research Center pro-
vides the project management and Lander space-
craft, and conducts mission operations, and for 
which JPL provides the Orbiter spacecraft. 
The Deep Space Network is one of two NASA net-
works. The other, the Spaceflight Tracking and Data 
Network, is under the system management and technical 
direction of the Goddard Space Flight Center. Its function 
is to support manned and unmanned Earth-orbiting and 
lunar scientific and advanced technology satellites. Al-
though the DSN was concerned with unmanned lunar 
spacecraft in its early years, its primary objective now and 
into the future is to continue its support of planetary and 
interplanetary flight projects. 
A development objective has been to keep the network 
capability at the state of the art of telecommunications 
and data handling and to support as many flight projects 
as possible with a minimum of mission-dependent hard-
ware and software. The DSN provides direct support to 
each flight project through that project's tracking and 
data systems. This management element is responsible for 
the design and operation of the hardware and software in 
the DSN which are required for the conduct of flight 
operations. 
As of July 1972, NASA undertook a change in the inter-
face between the network and the flight projects. Since 
January 1, 1964, the network, in addition to consisting of 
the Deep Space Stations and the Ground Communications 
Facility, had also included the Mission Control and Com-
puting Facility and had provided the equipment in the 
mission support areas for the conduct of mission opera-
tions. The latter facilities were housed in a building at 
JPL known as the Space Flight Operations Facility 
(SFOF). The interface change was to accommodate a 
hardware interface between the network operations con-
trol functions and the mission control and computing 
functions. This resulted in the flight project's picking up 
the cognizance of the large geiieral-purpose digital corn­
puters, which were used for network processing as well as 
mission data processing. It also assumed cognizance of 
all of the equipment in the flight operations facility for 
display and communications necessary for the conduct of 
mission operations. The network has already undertaken 
the development of hardware and computer software 
necessary to do its network operations control and monitor 
functions in separate computers. This activity became 
known as the Network Control System implementation. 
A characteristic of the new inteiface is that the network 
provides direct data flow to and from the stations via 
appropriate ground communications equipment to Mission 
Operations Centers, wherever they may be; namely, 
metric data, science and enginceling telemetry, and such 
network monitor data as are useful to the flight project. 
It accepts command data from the flight project directlyinto the ground communications equipment for trans­
mission to the station and thence to the spacecraft in a 
standardized format. 
In carrying out its functions, the network activities can 
be divided into two general areas. The first includes those 
functions which are associated with the in-flight support 
and in tracking the spacecraft; its configuration can be 
characterized as follows: 
(1) DSN Tracking System. Generates radio metric data;i.e., 	angles, one- and two-way doppler and range,
and transmits raw data to mission control. 
(2) 	 DSN Telemetry System. Receives, decodes, records, 
and retransmits engineering and scientific data 
generated in the spacecraft to Mission Control. 
(3) 	 DSN Command System. Accepts coded signals from 
Mission Control via the Ground Communications 
Facility (GCF) and transmits them to the space­
craft in order to initiate spacecraft functions in 
flight. 
The second category of activity supports testing, train­
ing, and network operations control functions and is con­
figured as follows: 
(1) DSN Monitor and Control System. Instruments, 
transmits, records, and displays those parameters of 
the DSN necessary to verify configuration and 
validate the network. Provides operational direction 
and configuration control of the network and 
primary interface with flight project mission control 
personnel. 
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(2) 	DSN Test and Twining System. Generates and con-
trols simulated data to support development, test, 
training, and fault isolation within the DSN. Partici­
pates in mission simulation with flight projects. 
The capabilities needed to carry out the above func-
tions have evolved in three technical areas: 
(1) The Deep Space Stations that are distributed 
around Earth and which, prior to 1964, formed 
part of the Deep Space Instinmentation Facility. 
The technology involved in equipping these sta-
tions is strongly related to the state of the art of 
telecommunications and flight/ground design coi­
siderations and is almost completely multimission in 
character. Table 1 gives a description of the Deep 
Space Stations and the Deep Space Communica-
tions Complexes (DSCCs) they comprise, 
(2) 	 Ground commnications. This technology supports 
the Earth-based point-to-point voice and data corn-
munications from the stations to the Network 
Operations Control Area at JPL, Pasadena, and to 
the Mission Operations Centers, wherever they may 
be. It is based largely on the capabilities of the 
common carriers throughout the world which are 
engineered into an integrated system by the 
Goddard Space Flight Center for support of all 
NASA programs. The term "Ground Communica-
tions Facility" is used for the sets of hardware and 
software needed to carry out the functions. 
The Network Operations Control Center is the func-
tional entity for centralized operational control of the 
network and interfaces with the users. It has two 
separable functional elements; namely, Network Opera-
tions Conti ol and Network Data Processing. 
The functions of the Network Operations Control Cen­
ter are: 
(1) 	Control and coordination of network support to 
meet commitments to network users. 
(2) 	 Utilization of the network data processing com­
puting capability to generate all standards and 
limits required for network operations. 
(3) 	 Utilization of network data processing computing 
capability to analyze and validate the performance 
of all network systems. 
The personnel who carry out the above functions are on 
the firs[ floor of Building 230, wherein mission operations 
functions are carried out by certain flight projects. Net­
work personnel are directed by an Operations Control 
Chief. The functions of the Network Data Processing are: 
(1) 	Processing of data used by Network Operations 
Control for the control and analysis of the network. 
(2) 	Display in Network Operations Control Area of 
data processed in Network Data Processing Area. 
(3) 	 Interface with communications circuits for input to 
and output from Network Data Processing Area. 
(4) 	 Data logging and production of the intermediate 
data records. 
The personnel who carry out these functions are lo­
cated in Building 202, which is approximately 200 m from 
Building 230. The equipment consists of minicomputers 
for real-time data system monitoring, two XDS Sigma 5's, 
display, magnetic tape recorders, and appropriate inter­
face equipment with the ground data communications. 
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Table 1. Tracking and data acquisition stations of the DSN 
Antenna 
DSCG Location DSS DSS serial Year of initial 
designation Diameter, Type of operation 
m (ft) mounting 
Goldstone Cahfornia Pioneer 11 26(85) Polar 1958 
Echo 12 26(85) - Polar 1962 
(Venus)' 18 26(85) Az-EI 1962 
Mars 14 64(210) Az-El 1966 
Tidhmbilla Australia Weemala 42 26(85) Polar 1965 
f3allinma 43 64(210) Az-El 1973 
Australia Iloneysuckle Creek 44 26(85) X-Y 1973 
Madrid Spain Robledo 61 26(85) Polar 1965 
Cebreros 62 26(85) Polar 1967 
Robledo 63 64(210) Az-El 1973 
-A maintenance facility. Besides the 26-n (85-ft) diam Az-EI mounted antenna, DSS 13 has a 9-m (30-ft) diam Az-El 
mounted antenna that is used for interstation time correlation using lunar reflection techniques, for testing the design of new 
equipment, and for support of ground-based radio science. 
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Mariner 10 Mission Support 
E. K. Davis 
DSN Systems Engineering Office 
This report covers the periodfrom October 15, 1974 through February15, 1975. 
The primary objectives during this portion of the extended mission were to 
assure survival of the spacecraft for a third Mercury encounter -through 
conservation of attitude control gas and to conduct trajectory correction 
maneuvers (TCMs) as necessary to target the spacecraftfor a solar occultation 
zone pass. Special support activities included TCMs 6 and T conducted on 
October30, 1974 and on February12-13, 1975, respectively. This period also saw 
the DSN interface organization involved in (1) the allocaticn of sufficient 
coverage to assureaccurateorbit determinationsolutions, (2) monitoringof DSN 
implementation for Viking to assure maintenance of compatible interfaces and 
capabilities required for Mariner 10, and (3) the development of encounter 
coverage, sequences, andreadiness-testplans. 
I. Planning and Operations 
During October 1974, the DSN participated with the 
Project in planning and preparing for TCM 6. A major 
effort went into obtaining sufficient-tracking coverage for 
Mariner 10 inthe face of higher priority tasks: Pioneers 10 
and 11, Helios A pre-launch tests, Viking implementation, 
and Deep Space Station (DSS) upgrades. This period saw 
DSS 44 down for conversion from the Spaceflight 
Tracking and Data Network (STDN) to DSN configura-
ton; DSS 14 down for Viking implementation; and DSS 
63 down for gear box repairs. Limited but adequate 
coverage was provided for Mariner 10. TCM 6 was 
accurately performed on October 30, 1974, and there 
were no-DSN support problems. 
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Due to spacecraft attitude control problems and high 
usage of attitude control gas in October, Project placed 
the spacecraft in a roll-drift mode with the high-gain 
antenna and solar panels positioned to produce torques in 
the pitch, yaw, and roll axes that would minimize gas 
consumption. This required communications to be con­
ducted over the spacecraft low-gain antenna and lowering 
of the data rate to 8-1/3 bps. Furthermore, the spacecraft 
roll mode seriously impacted the navigation accuracy 
achievable with the previously negotiated DSN tracking 
time. Project requested additional radio metric data, 
particularly three-way doppler data to understand roll 
signatures in the doppler data and additional ranging 
points. Special efforts were required to resolve the 
tracking coverage conflicts among the various users. 
5 
Planning for TCM 7 continued through November and 
early December 1974. In order to allow for a single 
maneuver strategy and to avoid coverage conflicts during 
the Helios A launch and Pioneer 11 encounter periods, 
TCM 7 was rescheduled from early January 1975 to 
February 12, 1975. This permitted allocation of adequate 
coverage for Mariner 10 pre- and post-maneuver orbit 
determination activities. During this time the spacecraft 
continued its flight in the solar torque, roll-control mode. 
Following resolution of the December 1974-February 
1975 tracking allocations, full attention was given to 
development of a compromise plan for the March 1975 
period. 
On December 16, 1974, the DSN met with the Mariner 
10 Project to develop an understanding of essential 
encounter requirements, as well as the requirements of 
other flight projects during the March 1975 period. This 
meeting resulted in a significant reduction of Mariner 10's 
initial requirement for 8 days of continuous 64-meter 
subnet coverage at encounter. This reduction was a key 
factor in permitting the DSN to draft a recommended 
solution to the problem. In summary, the problem was as 
follows: 
(1) 	 Helios and Mariner view periods are almost entirely 
overlapping during March 1975. 
(2) 	Helios A perihelion, an event of prime interest, 
would occur March 15, 1975, requiring 64-meter 
subnet coverage during the period March 5-25, 
1975. 
(3) Mariner 10's Mercury encounter would occur on 
March 16, 1975, requiring 64-meter subnet coverage 
during the period March 12-20, 1975. 
(4) 	Pioneer 11 and 10 solar conjunction would occur on 
March 24, 1975 and April 4, 1975, respectively, 
requiring 64-meter subnet coverage during the 
period March 19-April 4, 1975. 
The problem was significantly reduced by the-following: 
(1) 	Helios A would not use DSS 63 since coverage in 
this longitude is provided by the German tracking 
station. 
(2) Mariner 10 agreed to schedule pre-encounter critical 
events to occur over DSS 63. These included: (a) 
central computer and sequencer load for encounter 
(March 11, 1975), (b) Canopus reacquisition (March 
13, 1975), and (c) far encounter TV calibrations and 
tests (March 14-15, 1975), thus leaving DSSs 14 and 
43 free to support other projects. 
6 
(3) 	Mariner 10 reduced the encounter 64-meter subnet 
coverage requirements to the minimum essential to 
recover near-encounter imaging and non-imaging 
data, three consecutive passes on March 16-17 
(GMT). 
Meetings and negotiations continued between the flight 
projects throughout January 1975 to reach agreements on 
detailed tracking schedules based on the proposed 
compromises. 
By 	 early February 1975, plans for TCM 7 were 
completed, and the required DSS coverage was allocated. 
Since the spacecraft continued in the roll-drift mode, 
timing of the roll by monitoring Canopus and other star 
crossings was critical to proper execution of the maneu­
ver. Coverage from 64-meter stations was required to 
acquire these data at 33-1/3 bps since link conditions were 
inadequate for communications via the 26-meter stations. 
However, shortly before start of the maneuver sequence 
on February 12, 1975, a change in time of the Canopus 
crossing was noted and the TCM was postponed until 
February 13. 
Excellent support was provided by DSS 63. Recovery of 
data was continuous throughout the TCM even though a 
dropout had been expected due to the planned adverse 
pitch angle. DSS 63 accomplished two post-TCM replays 
of telemetry data acquired during the burn to fill gaps 
caused by difficulties at the data processing facility. As 
evidenced by greater than planned changes in the doppler 
data, TCM 7 was other than planned. Early indications 
indicated a 20 percent error as a result of either engine 
overburn, roll error, pitch error, or a combination of all of 
these error sources. Effect on the required Mercury aim 
point is uncertain at this time. It will be necessary for the
Project to negotiate for additional DSS tracking passes to 
obtain sufficient doppler and ranging data to rapidly 
redefine the orbit. 
Planning for support at Mercury's third encounter is in 
the final stages. Requirements have been defined, and the 
DSN has developed a minimum, but adequate, test plan to 
revalidate DSS 64-meter subnet data systems and verify 
readiness to support special data rates and sequences at 
encounter. In many respects, third encounter will be 
similar to the first encounter. The primary objective is to 
obtain non-imaging science data at 2450 bps, particularly 
from the solar occultation zone. A secondary objective is 
to recover imaging data during near encounter, except 
when passing the dark portion of the planet in the solar 
occultation zone. Unlike.the first encounter, the spacecraft 
will not pass through the Earth occultation zone during 
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this third pass. This targeting provides an opportunity to 
acquire data for support of celestial mechanics experi-
ments which was not available on the previous encounters: 
first encounter had a tracking gap due to Earth occultation 
giving a break in continuous two-way doppler near the 
planet; the second encounter was targeted to optimize 
television on a bright-side pass, but was too far from the 
planet to provide precise results. 
A number of engineering tests with the spacecraft have 
been planned for the immediate post-encounter period 
including propulsion subsystem burn to depletion. The 
spacecraft will be programmed to command its transmit-
ter off on April 1, 1975. DSS coverage will be scheduled to 
confirm this event, which will mark the end of a very 
dynamic and productive mission. 
I. 	 Program Control 
The DSN continued to provide monthly inputs 
to the 
Project Management Report throughout this period. The 
interface organization kept the Project informed of 
changes in the network status due to Viking implementa-
tion activities and negotiated changes to capabilities that 
occurred during this period. The DSN will conduct an 
" 	 encounter readiness review in early March 1975 following 
completion of planned tests. 
IlIo 	 Activities 
Implementation 
Very little implementation was planned or required for 
Mariner 10 during this period. Primary attention was 
given to maintaining required capabilities and interface 
compatibility in the face of extensive network implemen­
tation for the Viking mission. 
As planned, the Project was committed to transfer 
operations to the redesigned command system by mid-
January 1975. After resolution of initial minor difficulties 
on January 16, 1975, the change-over took place smoothly 
and commanding has continued in thismode. 
The low-noise ultra cone has been maintained at DSS 43 
for third encounter support. This required negotiation of 
the DSS 43 RF cone reconfiguration work scheduled in 
preparation for Viking 75. However, maintaining the low­
noise S-Band Megawatt Transmit (SMT) cone in place at 
DSS 14 could not be accommodated through a delay of 
cone reconfiguration work. During January 1975, the SMT 
cone was replaced with the S-Band Polarization Diversity 
(SPD) cone. The DSN will, however, install the SMT 
maser in the SPD cone to improve system performance. 
With Project agreement, it was necessary to terminate 
the Block III planetary ranging capability at DSS 14 in 
order to meet the Viking schedule for completing the 
Block IV configuration. Connection of the ranging 
assembly to the Block IV receiver-exciter is in process..If 
this configuration is not verified and operational by early 
March 1975, the Block III configuration will be restored 
for Mariner 10 encounter support. 
The 230-kbps super group communications service 
between DSS 14 and JPL is in the process of reactivation. 
The circuit had been deactivated during cruise to avoid 
lease costs. 
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Viking Mission Support 
D. J. Mudgway
 
DSN Systems Engineering Office
 
D. W. Johnston
 
Network Operations Office
 
The previous article in this series covered the initial phases of the Network 
Implementationfor Viking. This article briefly outlines the background on the 
establishment of the DSN/Viking test schedule and describes the progress that 
has been made in accomplishing the engineering tests and operationaltraining 
and testing required to preparethe DSN for support of the Viking Projecttests, 
training,andflight operations. 
I. Background 
The Deep Space Network (DSN) preparations for 
Viking 1975 (VK'75) have followed the same general 
pattern applied to previous missions. Briefly, the mile-
stone dates for DSN support of Project tests were 
established jointly by the DSN, Viking Mission Control 
and Computing Center (VMCCC), and the Viking Project 
Office (VPO), in the Level 3 Schedule. These dates were 
then utilized by the DSN Manager and Network 
Operations Project Engineer (NOPE) as DSN target 
completion dates, and to establish the start dates reflected 
on the Level 5 Schedule for DSN Operations testing and 
training. 
Agreements were then negotiated between the DSN 
Manager and the implementing organization (Division 33) 
concerning budgets and the design, procurement, proto-
type testing, and implementation of the new Viking 
equipment to meet the operations test start dates. The 
schedules detailed in the last DSN Progress Report (Ref. 1) 
varied for the different stations and consisted of five major 
blocks of time sequentially covering: (1) preparations at 
Compatibility Test Area 21 (CTA 21) and STDN (MIL-71) 
to support compatibility tests, (2) DSSs 11 and 14 to 
support Planetary Operations Tests, (3) DSSs 42, 43, 44, 
61, and 63 to support launch and cruise tests, (4) DSS 12/ 
62 to support cruise tests, and eventually (5) all DSSs to 
support planetary tests. 
Previous articles have covered CTA 21 and STDN 
(MIL-71) activities. This article deals mainly with DSSs 11 
and 14 in detail, with minor references to the other 
stations, and covers activities that had occurred as of 
February 21, 1975. 
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II. 	 Mission Preparation Status Summary 
the 	usual technical and operationalThere have been 
problems in preparing the DSN to support the VK'75 
mission,.but the biggest single problem with DSS 11 and 
14 preparations has been the slip in the implementation 
completion milestone at DSS 14. 
The 26-m stations require relatively minor hardware 
additions for Viking, but the 64-m stations require 
extensive equipment installations. The overseas 64-m 
stations (DSSs 43 and 63) are not scheduled to be full 
implemented for Viking until after launch. DSS 14, 
however, was scheduled to be fully implemented to 
support the VK'75 Project pre-launch planetary t t 
The implementation completion milestone for DSS 14 
was originally scheduled for September 15, 1974. It first 
moved to mid-October, then mid-November, early 
December, and finally to January 4, 1975. This total slip of 
3-1/2 months can be attributed to the problems described 
in the last DSN Progress Report (Ref. 1). 
The generation of procedures for DSN System Perform-
ance Tests (SPTs) and Mission Configuration Tests (MCTs), 
and actual test accomplishment, had originally been 
scheduled to take place between September 15 and mid-
November; time was also scheduled during this period for 
on-site mission-independent training (MIT) and mission­
dependent training (MDT). Then followed a six-week 
period to January 1, 1975, during which time the station 
"freeze" for DSN support of Pioneer 11 Jupiter encounter 
precluded accomplishment of SPT/MCTs at DSS 14. DSS 
Operational Verification Tests (OVTs) were to commence 
in mid-November and be completed on March 1, 1975, 
overlapping with DSN/VMCCC System Integration Tests 
(SITs) during February 1975. 
Because of the lack of hardware, the on-site MIT and 
MDT activities were moved to January and the multimis-
sion SPTs had to be cancelled. -The mission-dependent 
MCTs, which provide for adequate testing of the DSN 
systems to Viking specifications, started on December 21, 
1974. The OVTs were then compressed and rescheduled 
to start the first week in February 1975; the length of each 
test and number of tests were reduced, but more tests per 
week had to be scheduled, 
On-site training programs are well underway at DSSs 11 
and 14.'MCTs have almost been completed and OVTs are 
nearing completion. Details of these activities are 
provided in succeeding paragraphs of this article. Table 1 
summarizes the current test and training status of those 
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DSN stations that are committed for support of the launch
and cruise phase of the mission. 
Ill. DSN Training 
A. Mission-Independent Training 
Network mission-independent training, though normally 
not a part of a Mission Test and Training Plan, is an 
essential prerequisite to VK'75-oriented training and 
testing. The majority of the subsystems to be used during 
the VI'75 mission remain unchanged from previous
missions, although the VK75 configurations require up to 
six full telemetry streams and two command streams at a 
single 64-m station in place of the total of four telemetry 
streams and one command stream as for previous missions. 
Training data and documentation for new equipment 
are supplied to the DSN Training Unit Supervisor of 
Section 422 by the Cognizant Operations Engineers of the 
affected subsystems. The DSN Training Unit prepares a 
training package to be sent along with the new equipment 
to the affected locations. It is the responsibility of the 
Facility Managers to see that personnel training on 
mission-independent equipment is carried out. 
New Network equipment required as part of the VK'75 
mission 64-m configurations consists of: 
(1) 	 100-kW transmitter and exciter selector (400 kW at 
DSS 14). 
(2) Six-channel Simulation Conversion Assembly (SCA). 
(3) 	Block IV Receiver/Exciter and Subcarrier Demodu­
lator Assemblies (SDAs). 
(4) Faraday rotation equipment. 
(5) 	Automated weather station. 
(6) 	 Planetary Banging Assembly and Range Demodula­
tor Assembly. 
(7) 	SDA/Symbol Synchronizer Assembly (SSA)/Data 
Decoder Assembly (DDA)/Block Decoder Assembly 
(BDA)/Telemetry and Command Processor (TCP)/ 
Command Modulator Assembly (CMA) switching 
modifications. 
(8) 	Simulated time switching. 
(9) 	Dual Doppler Counter. 
(10) S/X-band antenna modifications. 
(11) Antenna Pointing Conical Scan System. 
Mission-independent training has to be completed at all 
locations prior to the start of System -Performance Tests. 
9 
B. 	Network Mission-Dependent Training 
The Network mission-oriented training1. General. 
consists of classroom instruction and training exercises 
conducted at each facility for the facility staff. It includes 
any "in-house" operational tests designed by the Facility 
Director to exercise the VK'75 configuration. 
All mission-oriented operator training carried out at a 
facility is the direct responsibility of the Facility Director, 
who is the Training Controller for the "in-house" training 
at his location. 

A comprehensive training package was delivered to 
each station by the VK'75 Network Operations Project 
Engineer (NOPE) to assist the facility directors in this 
phase of training. The package includes lists of Viking 
Lander and Orbiter commands from which the stations 
produce Mylar command tapes for their use, and use for 
operator training in manual command exercises. All 
Viking unique computer "type-ins" for standard opera-
tions, plus those used for troubleshooting and failure 
isolation and recovery, were also included for use in 
conjunction with the Standard Operations Procedures and 
the procedures in the Network Operations Plan for Viking 
1975. 
2. Objective. The objective of this training is to ensure 
that all Network operational personnel are adequately 
trained to support the VK'75 pre-launch and mission 
activities. 

3. Training Requirements. Each Facility Director, 
acting as Training Controller at his facility, considers the 
following list in determining training needs and preparing 
plans: 
(1) 	Operations personnel proficiency in mission-inde-
pendent tasks, 
(2) Knowledge of mission design and sequences. 
(3) Spacecraft 	radio frequency (RF)modes and dataformats. 

(4) 	DSN configurations corresponding to spacecraft 
modes. 
(5) DSN commitments for data acquisition, ground 
transmission, and real-time and nonreal-time data 
handling. 
(6) 	Ground system performance requirements; standards 
and limits, and alarm conditions. 
(7) 	Priorities and constraints. 
(8) Spacecraft commands that affect DSN configurations
and procedures. 
(9) 	Reaction times for system initialization, configura­
tion, reconfiguration, acquisition, etc. 
(10) 	 Failure detection, analysis, and recovery. 
(11) 	 Backup modes and alternate procedures. 
(12) 	Flight Operations System (FOS) interface and 
procedures for mission direction, planning, sequence 
of events, schedules, operational parameters, etc. 
(13) 	 Problem and failure reporting procedures. 
(14) 	Configuration and change procedures. 
Information on these subjects is found in the Network 
Operations Plan (NOP) for Viking 1975 and other project 
documents supplied to each facility by the NOPE. 
4. Operational Procedures. Every endeavor is made 
during the training tests to exercise the procedures 
contained in the NOP, with particular emphasis on the 
voice backup command procedures and manual TCD 
configuration and initialization. 
5.Sequence of Events. The sequence of events (SOE)
 
given in NOP Table 4-1 may be adapted or modified by 
the station for the training exercises. Copies of the 
Operational Verification Test SOE produced by the 
NOPE is now available at the stations. 
6. Simulation. DSS On-Site Training Tests are accom­
plished using the SCA as a self-contained VK'75 spacecraft 
telemetry simulator, using the fixed pattern data tapes
supplied by the NOPE. 
7. Reporting. A problem on previous missions has been 
for the NOPE, and DSN Operations Management, to 
obtain a clear understanding of a facility's current training 
status. An instance is where a four-shift station would 
report 75% trained prior to supporting a project test, and, 
when queried on their poor performance, would replythat 	the shift involved was completely untrained on the 
project in question (implying that the other three shifts 
were 100% trained). 
To avoid situations where "75% trained" could mean 
four shifts three-quarters trained, or three shifts fully 
trained and one shift untrained, or any number of 
combinations, the reporting format illustrated by Table 2 
has been adopted. 
The 	percentage of "training complete" is the Facility 
Director's estimate of a shift's ability to support any phase 
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of 	 the VK'75 mission. The fractional number is to 
represent the number of shift personnel (including the 
Shift Supervisor) who are fully trained, over the total 
number of operators on the shift. This includes those 
operators who are fully experienced with their particular 
subsystem and who require little or no reorientation to 
support the new mission, e.g., Digital Instrumentation 
Subsystem (DIS), Analog Instrumentation Subsystem (AIS), 
and Antenna Mechanical Subsystem (ANT). The remarks 
should cover pertinent items such as "New Transmitter 
Subsystem (TXR) Operator," "'New Command System 
Analyst," etc. 
IV. DSN Testing 
The DSN testing falls in the two specific categories of 
engineering and operational tests described below, 
A. Engineering Tests 
1. System Performance Tests 
a. Purpose. The purpose of the Telemetry Command, 
Monitor, or Tracking Facility SPT is to demonstrate that 
each system meets the specified level of performance 
when tested simultaneously with operational software. 
The tests normally are conducted with hardware that has 
been transferred from the development to the operations 
organization and software that has been transferred to the 
DSN Program Library. The test procedures are contained 
in DSN 850-series documents. They make use of all 
elements of the Deep Space Station subsystems within a 
given station and provide a basis for DSS system-level 
maintenance, performance verification, and prepass 
testing. The successful completion of an SPT verifies that 
the system meets documented specifications and qualifies 
it for Network-level support on a mission-independent 
basis. 
b.Prerequisites. The main prerequisites to running an
SPT are: 
(1) Implementation of DSS/CCF and NOCC complete. 
(2) 	 Hardware and software transferred to Operations. 
(3) 	Facility mission-independent training complete. 
c. Personnel.The SPTs are supported by the followingindividuals: 
(1) 	Test Conductor: Section 421 System Cognizant 
Operations Engineer (SCOE). 
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(2) DSS, GCF, and NOCC personnel as required. 
d.Comment. SPTs have been successfully completed at 
DSS 11, but late equipment implementation precluded 
their accomplishment at DSS 14 (see Section II, above). 
2. Mission Configuration Tests 
a. Purpose.The purpose of the Telemetry, Command, 
Monitor, or Tracking MCT is to demonstrate that the 
Network system(s) meets the specified level of perform­
ance when tested singly or simultaneously in the Viking 
configurations specified in the Network Operations Plan. 
The tests utilize software and hardware that have been 
transferred to Operations and are run with all elements of 
the DSN, DSS, GCF,and NOCC. Test procedures are 
contained in DSN 850-series documents, which provide
the basis for systemrlevel maintenance, performance 
verification, and prepass testing. Successful completion of 
the MCTs verifies the Network's capability to support 
VK'75.
 
b. Prerequisites.The following should be accomplished 
before MCTs are run: 
(1) Completion of SOTs. 
(2) Configuration of the DSN for VK'75 operations 
completed. 
c. Personnel. MCTs are supported by the following 
individuals: 
(1) Test Conductor: SCOEs at direction of VK'75 
NOPE (or his designate). 
(2) 	DSS, GCF,and NOCC personnel as required. 
d.DSS 14 MCT status.Table 3 provides a summary of 
DSS 14 Configuration/Interface (C/I) MCTs and Perform­
ance Test (PT) MCTs, the results of which are described 
below. 
(!)MCT periods I through 6 (from December 21, 1974 
to January 5, 1975) consisted solely 'f isolating and 
rectifying 'hardware failures and interface problems
mostly related to the newly implemented Viking 
telemetry and command configurations. No mean­
ingful test results were obtained, but numerous 
necessary minor modifications to the hardware and 
streamlining of MCT procedures were accom­
plished. 
(2) MCT period 7 (January 8, 1975) resulted in
achievement of the objectives of C/I tests 1, 2, and 
3 (strong signal) with data passing successfully 
through the three telemetry channels of Telemetry 
11 
and Command Data Subsystem (TCD) 1. Subsequent 
tests through February 3, 1975 resulted in comple-
tion of all TLM strong signal VK'75 MCTs and 
completion of Command System tests 1, 2, and 3 on 
the alpha Block III Receiver/Exciter (BLK III RCV/
EXR) Subsystem string. 
(3) 	The completion of these tests qualified DSS 14 to 
support the DSN Operational Verification Tests 
(OVTs) and DSN/VMCCC System Integration Tests 
(SITs). Final transfer of the BLK IV RCV/EXR and 
some associated equipment from engineering to 
operatiofis will permit completion of weak signal 
telemetry system MCTs- and the remainder of the 
Command and Tracking System MCTs prior to the 
Viking Project Ground Data System (GDS) tests and 
Planetary Verification Tests (PVTs). 
(4) 	The extra time required for this testing that was 
necessitated by the equipment failures and debug­
ging activities was obtained by reducing Pioneer, 
Mariner, and Helios tracking coverage, 
3. DSN/VMCCC System Infegration Tests 
a. Purpose. These tests verify the interface between 
elements of the DSN and the VMCCC. All data flow 
interfaces are verified at data rates expected during 
mission operations. These tests also verify hardware 
interfaces in a multiple-mission environment. 
b. Prerequisites. Successful completion of the DSN 
SPTs and MCTs and some DSN Operational Verification 
Tests (OVTs) are prerequisites to the SITs. However, 
while OVT completion is desirable, it is not mandatory as 
operational procedures are not necessarily followed during 
these tests. 
• c. Personnel. The following individuals support the 
SITs: (1) Test Supervisor: VMCCC Facility Engineer. 
(2) Test Conductor: VMCCC Integration Test 
"Supervisor. 
(3) 3 N Testestk O SSupport:: va7t NOPE, SCOEs, and 
Network Operations Analysts (NOAs), plus DSS, 
GCF, and NOCC personnel as required. 
(4) Performance Evaluation: VK'75 Ground Data Sys-tem Engineer. 
SITs, which are scheduled for d. Comments. The first 
February 25 at DSSs 11 and 14, were slipped to February 
28 and March 2, respectively, to allow interfacing of the 
Planetary Ranging Assembly (PRA) with the BLK IV 
RCV/EXC to be accomplished so that ranging support 
could be provided to the Pioneer 10/11 and Helios 
Projects. 
B. 	 Operational Verification Tests 
1. Purpose. The purpose of these tests is to verify the 
operational readiness of the Network to support the 
Project Test and Training and Operational Phases. They 
demonstrate the operational proficiency of Network 
personnel in the use of operating procedures, interfaces, 
and equipment. They demonstrate that Network person­
nel are adequately trained and, in addition, provide 
valuable training. OVTs follow a time-compressed SOE 
designed to exercise all DSN operational procedures and 
confirm the ability of the stations to send manual 
commands and carry out telemetry bit rate changes in the 
time specified. 
2. General. The first OVTs with any facility are 
considered to be a phase of training coupled with 
performance demonstration. The training aspect dimin­
ishes progressively as the tests proceed. Since all DSS, 
GCF, and NOCC operational shifts of personnel must be 
adequately exercised, it will be necessary for the Viking 
NOPE to initiate the scheduling of extra OVTs at 
specified times. 
3. Prerequisites. Satisfactory completion of the follow­
ing tests is a prerequisite to running OVTs with a facility: 
(a) 	Software Acceptance Tests for all systems. 
(b) System Performance Tests for all systems. 
(c) 	Mission Configurations Tests. 
4. Personnel. The following DSN Operations personnel 
are required:
a) estiCdu 
(a) 	Test Conductor: VK'75 NoPE (or his designate). 
(b) 	Normal shift complement at each of the supporting 
facilities required for each test, unless otherwise 
specified. 
5. 	 DSS 11 OVT status. Three OVTs have beenconducted with DSS 11. The station was configured for 
VK'75 cruise/planetary operations and was cycled through 
simulated events with two Orbiters and a Lander. The 
tests are proceeding very well, and, as indicated by thefollowing, the station is fully qualified to support the 
forthcoming SITs and Project tests: 
a. OVT 1, February5, 1975. This was the first Viking 
OVT with any station and was considered 80% successful 
despite the occurrence of numerous minor problems. 
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b. OVT 2, February 11, 1975. Some simulation 
problems; 85% success, 
c. OVT3, February 17, 1975. Some new problems; 75% 
success. 
6. DSS 14 OVT status. To date, the three OVTs 
described below have been conducted with DSS 14. The 
station was configured for planetary, three-spacecraft 
operations (two Orbiters and one Lander) with the DSS 
Simulation Conversion Assembly (SCA) operating in a six-
channel, fixed-pattern mode, remotely controlled from the 
Network Operations Control Center (NOCC). Each test 
was supported by a different DSS crew, 
a. OVT 1, February 12, 1975. Used NOP backup 
configuration because of Symbol Synchronizer Assembly 
and Data Decoder Assembly failure (SSA and DDA). 
Initial problems setting up the SCA caused a late test 
start. The test progressed through the sequence of events 
(SOE) completing 74 out of the total 146 events. It was 
partially successful, and excellent training was obtained, 
b,. "OVT2, February 14, 1975. Used backup configura-
tion (two DDA failures). Initial SCA setting up problems 
used substantial portion of the test time. Approximately 
30% successful. 
c. OVT 3, February 16, 1975. Again used backup 
configuration (DDA failure). Approximately 90% success-
ful. 
As 	anticipated with such a complex DSS configuration, 
numerous minor procedural problems and difficulties have 
become apparent and are being corrected. The DSS and 
NOCC operations personnel are adapting more quickly 
than expected to this complex mode of operations, and 
should be fully qualified to support the project tests and 
flight mission. The hardware failures are a source of 
concern; however, the first three tests have demonstrated 
that the backup configurations documented in the NOPhave been a valuable investment of time and effort. 
V. Conclusion 
Based on the experience gained to date, and barring any 
serious slippages in implementation completion dates at 
the overseas 64-m stations, no problems are anticipated in 
completing the DSN test and training programs for 
VK'75. Successful completion of these programs will 
assure a high level of DSN performance in support of the 
subsequent VK'75 Ground Data System (GDS) tests, 
Project test and training exercises, and actual flight 
operations. 
A total of 26 VK'75 GDS tests will be supported by the 
DSN. Initially, single system telemetry, command, and 
tracking tests are conducted with DSSs 11 and 14, 
followed by combined system/combined DSS tests )with 
conductedthe same withstations.each DSS,Combinedwith system tests are thenestssome combined DSS 
simulating specific mission sequences. 
DSSs 11, 14, 42, 43, 61, and 63 will have completed all 
GDS tests by June 15, 1975 (this includes the'Planetary
Verification Tests (PVTs) scheduled for DSSs 11 and 14 on 
April 21 and 28). On completion of the GDS tests, the 
DSN is committed to support the Project Flight Opera­
tions Personnel Tests (FOPTs) including Personnel Test/ 
Training Tests (TTs), Verification Tests (VTs), Demonstra­
tion Tests (DTs) and finally the Operational Readiness 
Tests (ORTs), as specified in the VK'75 Flight Operations 
Test on Training Plan. 
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Table 1. Completion of DSN training/testing for VK '75 
DSS 
MIT, % 
Training 
MDT, % MCT,,' 
Testing 
% OVT, % 
11 77 25 100 50 
14 75 20 85 45 
42/48 40 10 75 0 
61/68 45 12 80 0 
apercentages are for Telemetry and Command System testing 
required prior to first DSN/VMCCC System Integration Tests. 
Table 2. Example of a VK '75 operational 
training status report 
Facility Total number Report (ate 
of shifts 
DSS 14 4 5-15-75 
Total number/ 
Shift % Tmlng trained Total Remarks 
/Tnlncrcomplete 
on 'lift 
A 50 5/10 	 New RCVR/EXC 
operator 
B 70 7/10 
C 66 6/9 
D 37 3/8 	 Two on vacation 
Average training status of station = 223/4 = 55%. 
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Table 3. DSS-14 MCT status 
Time 
Period Test Purpose reqmred, 
hours 
I Configuration Interface Test 1 on TCD String 1 Verify primary interfaces with one TCD (data flow, 
lock indicators, AGC voltage) with DDA-1 and 
SSA-1 in use. 
7 
Configuration Interface Test 3 on TCD String 1 Same as Test I but with DDA-2 and SSA-2 in use. 
Period 1total 
5 
12 
2 Configuration Test 0 on TCD String I 
Configuration Interface Test 4 on both TCD strings 
Same as Test 1but interfacing secondary receiverand 
SDA combinations. 
Tests interface between all SDAs and each TCD 
internal bit sync loop. 
7 
S 
Period 2 total 10 
S Configuration Interface Test i on TCD String 2 
Configuration Interface Test 2 on TCD String 2 
Same as Period 1. 
Same as Period 1. 
Period S total 
7 
5 
12 
4 Configuration Interface Test Son TCD String 2 Same as Period 2. 
Period 4 total 
8 
8 
5 Performance Test 1 (12 hours required due to strong 
signal system verification test and learning curve; 
note that subsequent test times are reduced) 
Configure both TCD strings; simulating 2 Orbiters, 1 
Lander at the following data rates: 
ORB = 16.0 kbps coded 
33V3 bps uncoded 
LDR = 1.0 kbps coded 
8 bps uncoded 
Period 5 total 
8 
8 
6 Performance Test 2 Same as previous Performance Test (PT) but with 5 
data rates: 
Performance Test S 
ORB = 8.0 kbps coded 
36 bps uncoded 
LDR = 500.0 bps coded 
8 bps uncoded 
Same as previous PT but with data rates: 
ORB = 4.0 kbps coded 
333 bps uncoded 
LDR = 250.0 bps coded 
81 bps uncoded 
Period 6 total 
5 
10 
7 Performance Test 4 Same as previous PT but with data rates: 
ORB 2.0 kbps coded 
333 bps uncoded 
LDR = 250.0 bps coded 
81/3 bps uncoded 
5 
Performance Test 5 Same as previous PT but with data rates: 
ORB = 1.0kbps coded 
8/ bps uncoded 
LDR = 250.0 bps coded 
8V3 bps uncoded 
5 
Period 7 total 10 
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Table 3 (contd) 
Period Test Purpose 
Time 
required, 
hours 
8 Performance Test 6 
Performance Test 7 
Same as previous PT but with data rates: 
ORB = 16.0 kbps unooded 
83/3 bps uncoded 
LDR = 1.0 kbps coded 
81/3 bps uncoded 
Same as previous PT but with data rates: 
ORB = 8.0 kbps uncoded 
38/3 bps uncoded 
LDB = 500.0 bps coded 
81/ bps uncoded 
Period 8 total 
5 
5 
10 
9 Performance Test 8 Same as previous PT but with data rates: 
ORB: = 4.0 kbps uncoded 
33V bps uncoded 
LDR = 250.0 bps uncoded 
81 3 bps uncoded 
5 
-Performance Test 9 Same as previous PT but with data rates: 
ORB 4.0 kbps uncoded 
331/3 bps uncoded 
LDR = 250.0 bps coded 
83/ bps uncoded 
5 
Period 9 total 10 
10 Performance Test 10 Same as previous PT but with data rates: 
ORB = 1.0 kbps unooded 
8 bps uncoded 
LDB = 250.0 bps coded 
81/3 bps uncoded 
5 
Performance Test 11 Tests 8/ bps unbeoded data utilizing b6th the internal 
bit sync loop (IBS) and the SSA. 
5 
Period 10 total 10 
11 Performance Test 11 
Performance Test 12 
Repeat for remaining TCD string. 
Same as Test 11 but 33%bps uncoded data rate. 
Period 11 total 
5 
5 
10 
12 Performance Test 12 
ODR record/playback demonstration 
Same as previous but on remaining TCD string. 
Self explanatory. 
5 
7 
Period 12 total 12 
18 Command Test I 
Command Test 2 
Manual mode test for Viking Orbiter. 
Manual mode test for Viking Lander. 
Period 13 total 
4 
4 
8 
14 Command Test 3 
Command Test 4 
Automatic tests. 
Reliability Tests (with telemetry). 
7 
4 
Period 14 total 11 
Period 1 through 14 total 141 
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Pioneer 11 Mission Support 
R. B. Miller
 
DSN Systems Engineering Office
 
The cursory scientific results of the Pioneer11 Jupiter encounterare described. 
The DSN performance during the 60-day encounter is described with emphasis 
on the Command System performance. 
I. Pioneer 11 Jupiter Encounter Cursory
Scientific Results 
The principal differences between the Pioneer 10 and 
11 encounters important to the science observations are: 
First, Pioneer 11 went much closer to the planet; second, 
the outbound leg of the trajectory occurred at a different 
local time, that is, at a different phase relative to the Sun 
and out in a much higher magnetic latitude than Pioneer 
10; and, third, repeat observations at a different epic in 
time which will help differentiate between spatial and 
temporal fluctuations in the observed phenomenon. 
As with the Pioneer 10 Jupiter encounter, Pioneer 11 
detected multiple-bowshock crossings as it approached the 
planet Jupiter. It is therefore indicated that extensive 
fluctuations in the magnetosphere of Jupiter are most 
likely a common occurrence. Jupiter has very large moons, 
which are very close to the planet compared to the 
planet's radius. For this reason, there was considerable 
interest before the Pioneer 11 encounter as to whether 
there were interactions between the moons and the 
magnetosphere. The spacecraft trajectory carried Pioneer 
11 very close to the flux tube of the satellite Io.An 
interaction of the magnetosphere with the orbit of Iowas 
not immediately apparent in the helium vector magne­
tometer data; however, there did appear to be noticeable 
effects due to Ganymede and Callisto. Since the Pioneer 
11 trajectory swept out a much wider range of longitude 
than Pioneer 10, it is expected to have a much better map 
of the magnetic field, in particular the dipole component 
of the magnetic fields orientation, location, and magnitude, 
than was possible with Pioneer 10 data alone. There were 
indications from the measurements by the dual flux-gate 
magnetometer that the magnetic field of the planet closer 
than 3 Jupiter radii could not be successfully represented 
by an offset dipole but was more complex, and that 
tentative modeling of the more complex field could help 
explain the decimetric radio emissions from Jupiter which 
are observed on Earth. 
The inner core or dipole region is where there is strong 
trapping of particles. For high-energy protons in the 
region greater than 35 million electron volts, Pioneer 10 
measured a peak at about 3-1/2 Jovian radii, and the 
Pioneer 10 data ended with the downward slope after this 
peak. Pioneer 11 went much closer and measured the 
same peak as Pioneer 10, and there are indications of a 
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second peak closer in to the planet. Similar peaks were 
observed on the way in and the way out, thus indicating 
that the peaks are caused by a contained group of 
particles in the magnetic field which form a shell-like 
structure around the planet. These protons are the same 
kind of energy as is produced in a cyclotron on Earth, but 
produce no radio emission and are therefore undetectable 
except by in situ measurements. The inner peak for low-
energy protons had an intensity of approximately 150,000,-
000 protons per square centimeter per second. This core 
structure of charged particles appears to be one of the 
more stable features of the planet Jupiter. 
Measurements of the electrons in the core region 
around Jupiter in the energy spectrum of those electrons 
capable of producing radio emissions indicate perhaps 10 
times the abundance as was expected based on Earth 
observations of radio emissions. Proper modeling of this 
electron content radi 
important to astrophysics since ground-based measure-
ments of radio emissions are used to deduce electron 
content in distant objects. 
elcto versus the o emissions is very 
Concentration of high-energy protons and electrons 
around the plasma sheath discovered by Pioneer 10 was 
confirmed by Pioneer 11. It appears that there is an 
acceleration mechanism in effect around the plasma 
sheath region. The 10-hour periodicity in the radiation 
intensity, which was assumed to be tied more closely with 
the equatorial plan titueataof Pioneer 10, was also 
evident in the higher latitude data received by Pioneer 11. 
A sweeping effect of the inner moons indicated by Pioneer 
10 was reconfirmed by Pioneer 11. There is also 
confirming evidence that bursts of electrons and protons 
seemed to escape Jupiter's magnetosphere. This is implied 
by the observation of the 10-hour periodicity in particle 
count as the spacecraft approached the magnetosphere as 
early as 6 months before closest approach to the planet. 
The two-month long imaging of the planet Jupiter 
enabled viewing changes in the visible features of that 
time scale, and the year-spacing between Pioneers 10 and 
11 enabled seeing longer-term changes in the visible 
features. Pioneer 11 appeared to show a little more 
structure in the red spot and crisper definition of flow 
around the red spot: The convective plumes of rising gas 
about the equator were still present in the Pioneer 11 
pictures. 
Because of the change of Pioneer 11 to a Saturn 
trajectory, the ultraviolet photometer was not able to view 
the planet Jupiter during this flyby. However, it did view 
the Galilean satellites of Jupiter, and preliminary indica-
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tions are that the hydrogen cloud observed associated with 
Io during Pioneer 10 was confirmed as still existing, 
whereas it appeais that Canymede and Callisto do not 
have a hydrogen cloud associated with them. 
The meteoroid detector measured a higher concentra­
tion of small particles in the Jupiter environment than in 
interplanetary space, and comparison of the Pioneer 10 
and 11 data indicates that these particles are being 
focused into Jupiter from their solar orbits and are not in 
orbit around the planet. 
The occultation experiment seemed to be highly 
successful again, with all open- and closed-loop data 
successfully recovered. The experimenter expected to see 
less multipath due to layering in the Pioneer 11 data than 
in the Pioneer 10 data because of the different trajectory. 
Rather surprisingly, though, the Pioneer 11 data seemed to 
be even more complexanaysi than the Pioneer 10 and willrequint extrsusv orderonto drwery cn 
require extensive analysis in order to draw firm conclu­
sions. 
The celestial mechanics experiment received very good 
data. The nature of the Pioneer 11 trajectory meant that 
the possible gravitational effects of the planet Jupiter 
were observed over much wider latitudes, and indications 
are that, from a gravitational standpoint, Jupiter is a very 
smooth body in hydrostatic equilibrium; that is to say, no 
evidence of mass concentrations was observed. The 
perturbations of the trajectory due to the large satellites of 
the planet Jupiter will enable accurate determination of 
the masses and estimates of the densities of the fourGalilean satellites. Preliminary results indicate that the 
two inner satellites, lo and Europa, appear to be denser 
than the two outer Galilean satellites, Canymede and 
Callisto. This will have implications as to what their 
formation process may have been. 
II. DSN Performance During the Pioneer 11 
Jupiter Encounter 
The overall DSN performance during the Pioneer 11 
Jupiter encounter was at the same high level of-reliability 
as was demonstrated during the Pioneer 10 Jupiter 
encounter despite the fact that launch of the Helios-A 
mission occurred only 7 days after the closest approach of 
Pioneer 11 to the planet Jupiter. 
The most significant non-command problem experi­
enced by the DSN was noise at DSSs 63 and 43 a few 
weeks prior to the periapsis passage. The problem at both 
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stations is referred to as "noise spikes," which is the term 
used for an increase in receiver noise due to some kind of 
return of the transmitted signal. The usual real-time 
method around the problem is to reduce the transmitter 
power and therefore the power of the returned noise. This 
workaround was acceptable during the Pioneer far 
encounter because of the large uplink margin that the 
spacecraft enjoys at the Jupiter distance. This problem 
was, however, a concern for the near-encounter period 
when possible radiation effects on the spacecraft could 
require high transmitter power. Noise spikes can be 
caused either by problems internal to the microwave 
system or by external reflections or arcing on the actual 
antenna structure. The problem at both stations was 
reduced to an acceptable level before near encounter. The 
problem at DSS 43 was isolated to a section of waveguide, 
which was replaced. The corresponding section of 
waveguide had been replaced at DSS 43 previously due to 
noise spiking problems. (As a consequence, a structural 
design change is in process for this section of waveguide.) 
The noise-spiking problem at DSS 63 was reduced to an 
acceptable level by removing the dichroic plate and 
ellipsoid from the top of the cones. There were no noise-
spiking problems during the rest of the encounter after 
the above action was taken. 
As with Pioneer 10, the biggest concern for the total 
Ground Data System was command reliability. This is the 
case with the Pioneer 10 and 11 missions because of the 
fact that both missions involve flying an extremely 
complex planetary encounter sequence without the aid of 
an on-board programmer. A tremendous number of 
commands are required to operate the encounter se-
quence, with the majority of the command requirement 
due to a single instrument, the Imaging Photo Polarimeter 
(IPP) (the details of the IPP instrument's operation and the 
resulting large number of commands required are 
described in Ref. 1). Pioneer 11 required 28% fewer 
commands than Pioneer 10, mostly due to better 
performance of the IPP instrument, where problems with 
gain control and stepping which existed on Pioneer 10 
were corrected on the Pioneer 11 instrument prior to 
launch. 
The overall command reliAbility of Pioneer 11 is 
compared to Pioneer 10 in Table 1. In this table, the 
reliability is compared using the total number of DSN 
aborts, where an abort is defined as a failure of a 
command to transmit in real time due to a DSN-caused 
failure or operator error. Of the 17,286 command 
transmitted during the Pioneer 10 60-day encounter 
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period, there were seven DSN aborts, resulting in a total 
command reliability of 99.96%. The figure for Pioneer 11 
is comparable in that there were 12,358 commands 
transmitted during the 60-day encounter period of which 
eight were aborted due to a DSN problem, resulting in a 
total command reliability of 99.94%. Of those eight 
failures, four were caused by the same type of anomaly at 
DSS 63, which resulted in elapsed timed commands. This 
failure occurred during several DSS 63 passes in Novem­
ber until the problem was finally isolated to a timing 
problem in a particular Telemetry and Command 
Processor. 
The total number of real-time aborts is not a complete 
measure of the Command System reliability and its effect 
on the Project execution of the encounter sequence. This 
is because once the failure has occurred, the Project 
ceases trying to transmit commands until the Command 
System is restored. In order to get a picture of this aspect 
of the Command System reliability, the total number of 
failures (whether they caused an abort or not), along with 
the mean-time between failure and the mean-time to 
recover from the failure, is listed in Table 2. This table 
lists the statistics for four different levels of support. 
Levels of support are defined in advance as the means of 
committing to the Project the amount of redundancy and 
the amount of effort that will go into a particular track. 
Level 1 is-the highest level of redundancy the DSN can 
provide, where the redundant telemetry and command 
strings are loaded and are processing simultaneously with 
the string that is supporting the track, and a maximum 
effort is made by station personnel to recover rapidly in 
the event of a failure in the real-time string. A 6-minute 
recovery from a failure in redundant equipment is 
committed during Level 1 support. As the table shows, 
Level 1 support was committed for just the three passes 
surrounding periapsis, and there were no Command 
System failures during that period. Level 2 support is 
essentially the same equipment configuration as Level 1 
support, but the recovery requirement is relaxed to less 
than or equal to 20 minutes. From Table 2 one can see 
that there were 144 passes where the committed Level 2 
support was provided, and during those passes there were 
11 failures in the Command System with a mean-time to 
restore of only 6.45 minutes, well within the 20-minute 
requirement. There were also 26 passes labeled as Level 
2-F in Table 2, where the Level 2 redundant configuration 
could not be completely provided because of failures in 
the redundant equipment. Fortunately, during none of 
these passes was there a failure in the prime on-line 
equipment. Level 3 support does not require that the 
backup string be loaded and running during the pass and 
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relaxes the recovery time requirement to 30 minutes or As was the case for the Pioneer 10 encounter, during 
less. The table shows that there were 36 passes with Level the Pioneer 11 encounter the overall performance of the 
3 support in which only 2 failures occurred, and the mean- Ground Data System, and in particular the DSN portion 
time to recover was 22 minutes, which also meets the of the Ground Data System, was such that there was no 
recovery requirement. (Statistical data were extracted compromise in the science return during the 60 days of 
from Refs. 2, 3, and 4.) encounter due to a Ground Data System or DSN problem. 
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Table 1. Command reliability during Pioneer 10 and 11 
Jupiter encounter 
Total commands Total number Total 
Mission transmitted of DSN commandduring 60-day abortsa reliabilityb %. 
encounter 
Pioneer 10 17,286 7 99.96 
Pioneer 11 12,358 8 99.94 
aDefined as failure of a command to transmit in real time due to 
a DSN-caused failure or error. 
b(Total commands - number of aborts) /total commands. 
Table 2. Command system reliability during Pioneer 11 Jupiter encounter 
S Mean time Mean timeSupport Number of Numb6Fbf between to Reliabilitya % 
level passes failures failures, h recover, rain 
1 3 0 - 1-00.00 
2 144 11 93.8 6.45 99.89 
2-Fb 26 0 - 100.00 
3 36 2 153.9 22 99.76 
a(Track time - total time failed) /track time 
bFailure to provide committed Level 2 configuration. 
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Helios-A, the cooperative U.S.!West German spaceflight, is now successfully 
enroute to its 0.31-astronomicalunit (AU) perihelion passage of the Sun in mid-
March 1975. This article describes the DSN performance to date, along with a 
few minor problem areas that have developed but do not jeopardize mission 
objectives. 
I. Introduction 
article (Ref. 1) discussed the 	successfulThe previous 
launch of Helios-i (previously denoted Helios-A) on 
December 10, 1974, and the support provided by the DSN 
maneuverthrough the completion of the critical Step II 
sequence of the spacecraft which oriented its spin axis 
towards the ecliptic pole. The final sequence of the Step 
I1 maneuver oriented the spacecraft's despun high-gain 
Earth. Early science instrumentantenna (HGA) towards 
telemetry data indicated a possible problem with one of 
the experiment packages; however, that article closed befrethe eximent packages;phoweverwthatuar losed 
- before the extent of the problem was fully diagnosed. 
II. 	 Mission Status and Operations 
A. 	Scientific Data Versus Spacecraft High-Gain 

Antenna Operation 

With a successful conclusion to the critical Step I and II 
spacecraft maneuver sequences and the subsequent 
orientation of its high-gain antenfla, the equally critical 
checkout of the scientific 	 experiment package was 
and Project Scientists. Teninitiated by the Flight Team 
bymutually complementary experiments are carried 
Helios-1. These experiments are designed to achieve, as a 
Helios mission. Thepackage, the science portion 	of the 
experiment package checkout using the spacecraft high­
gain antenna proceeded nominally through the first four 
experiments. Experiment 5 (the Plasma and Radio Wave 
an 	excessive levelExperiment) telemetry data contained 
of noise. The experimenter, Dr. Gurnett of the University 
of Iowa, requested that the spacecraft's operational
antenna be switched to the medium-gain antenna to 
isolate the noise source. This request was honored, but on 
a later pass over Deep Space Station (DSS) 42. After the 
initial delay caused by the Experiment 5 anomaly, final 
verification and configuration of the scientific experiment 
data package continued using the spacecraft high-gain 
antenna. 
With the exception of Experiment 5, the checkout and 
analysis of the scientific experiments established the 
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integrity of the package. At this juncture, Experiment 5 
underwent intensive analysis. The experimenter recom-
mended spacecraft medium-gain antenna operations 
which would result in substantially lower, and therefore 
unacceptable, spacecraft telemetry data rates during the 
early phase of the mission. Thus, the high-gain antenna 
mode was selected, at the expense of Experiment 5 data, 
to allow operation at a higher data rate using the 26-meter 
deep space stations. 
As Mission Operations Phase I came to a close in early 
January 1975, noise on Experiment 1 telemetry data was 
detected. Analysis of Experiment I (the Plasma Detectors 
Experiment by Dr. Rosenbauer of the Max Planck 
Institute) telemetry data revealed that noise generated 
during high-gain antenna mode operation was also 
affecting its data. With Experiment 5 data being 
essentially worthless and an important part of Experiment 
1 data being lost due to high-gain antenna operation, the 
consensus was to increase operations on the spacecraft 
medium-gain antenna by using the 64-meter deep space 
stations. 
This mutual German-NASA decision was made to 
maximize scientific data return of the total scientific 
experiment package. Medium-gain antenna operations 
required schedule reallocation of the 64-meter stations at 
Goldstone and Australia, in Aonjunction with the 100 0-
meter German Effelsberg station, to maximize scientific 
data return during January and February, when only DSN 
26-meter station support had been originally scheduled. 
To minimize the amount of switching between high-gain 
and medium-gain antenna modes, a Helios antenna 
switching plan was implemented. 
This plan, which was agreed upon by both Flight 
Operations and Project Scientists, resulted in maximum 
medium-gain antenna operations by providing extended 
coverage by the large aperture antennas. The defined 
tracking schedule in this plan required 14 switching 
operations during the period January 30 to February 28, 
1975, for a total of 28 switches between medium-gain and 
high-gain antenna modes. The DSN 26-meter stations did 
provide support during several of the extended medium-
gain antenna mode operations, but usually only provided 
scheduled coverage during spacecraft high-gain antenna 
operating modes, which enabled maximum telemetry data 
rate. 
'The first Helios perihelion occurs March 15, 1975 with 
the attendant critical period coverage; the total Helios 
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perihelion period Is March 3 through March 27, 1975. 
During Helios perihelion coverage, when the large 
aperture antennas provide almost total coverage, the plan 
is to operate in the medium-gain. antenna mode duringone 
pass every other day. 
B. Mission Phase 1/11 Handover 
Mission Phase I was defined as that time period wherein 
Mission Operations were conducted by the German 
Operations Team, but from the JPL Mission Support Area 
(MSA). It encompassed pre-launch operations activities, 
launch, Step I and II maneuvers, and subsequent 
operations up to four weeks following launch-at which 
time Mission Operations personnel were transferred to the 
German Space and Operations Center (GSOC) at Oberp­
faffenhofen, West Germany. Mission Phase II is defined as 
that time period starting with the completion of Phase I 
and continuing through the spacecraft entry into first solar 
occultation. 
Transfer of Mission Control Area responsibility from 
JPL to GSOC was accomplished, as planned, on January 
10, 1975 at 1400 GMT. Two of the three German Flight 
Operations Teams departed JPL on January 7, 1975 for 
the 050G. To provide for a smooth handover, one 
operations team remained at JPL until January 14, 1975. A 
DSN Operations representative also accompanied the 
German Flight Operations Teams to C to providereal-time interface and problem analysis pertaining to 
rli ierace anpoby a 
DSN Operations support. 
Data comparison between JPL and GSOC real-time 
computer programs showed full agreement regarding 
Helios flight data. Calibration and limit values were 
adjusted, where needed. GSOC successfully recorded and 
processed data from the Effelsberg station while in a 
multimission configuration with West Germany's AEROS-
B and Symphonie Projects, which were active simulta­
neously with Helios-1. 
Mission control responsibility had been with the 
German Flight Operations Teams at JPL since the 
successful launch of the Helios spacecraft on December 
10, 1974; however, the German Space Operations Center 
had actively participated since the initial spacecraft 
acquisition over DSS 42 (Australia). The German Effels­
berg Station (GES) first tracked the spacecraft on 
December 13, 1974, and the German Telecommand 
Station (GTS) first transmitted to the spacecraft on 
December 15, 1974. 
The continuity of mission operations during this 
handover verified the soundness of the Mission Phase I/II 
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handover plan. Interface problems and/or questions that 
arose were addressed as they happened by those cognizant 
personnel involved. Internetwork operating procedures 
are continuing to be refined to further enhance mission 
operations. 
C. Operational Interface Change 
With the departure of the German Flight Operations 
Teams, the JPL Helios mission support at JPL consisted 
only of the remaining JPL Mission Operations Support 
(MOS) teams. This JPL staffing remained at the Phase I 
level of support until February 1, 1975, 1530 GMT. At 
that time, a new operational support mode was imple-
mented. 
The new operational mode for Mission Phase II involves 
a German/JPL real-time voice interface between the 
German Network Operations Control Chief (NOCC) and 
the DSN Operations Chief (OPSCHIEF)/Mission Control 
and Computing Center Operations Controller (MCCC 
OPSCON), rather than via the JPL Chief of Mission 
Operations Support (CMOS) which was the case for Phase 
I. The CMOS and the JPL Command Operator will 
continue to support all critical Phase II operations on a 
shift-by-shift basis, as appropriately scheduled in advance; 
otherwise, support will be on a call-up basis. Within three 
hours of a request by GSOC to the DSN OPSCHIEF/ 
MCCC OPSCON, preparations for commanding in the 
backup mode (command initiated from JPL) will com-
mence. This applies 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 
throughout the remainder of the mission. 
During all noncritical periods, including periods of 
commanding in the backup mode, the operational 
interface with JPL exists through the DSN OPSCHIEF 
and MCCC OPSCON. All MCCC-related coordination is 
handled by the OPSCON. DSN-related (including DSN 
Ground Communications Facility (GCF)) coordination is 
handled by the OPSCHIEF. 
The "CMOS Call-Up" has been exercised only once 
since February 1, 1975. On February 4, 1975, at 2025 
GMT, OSOC requested backup mode commanding from 
JPL because of an inoperative computer at the German 
Center. Within 10 minutes, the first of 9 backup 
commands was sent and verified. Backup command 
support was successful and terminated at 2225' GMT, 
when control was transferred back to GSOC. 
The present operational mode, with its critical-period 
coverage and call-up provision, has proven capable of 
providing adequate support for the Helios-1 Mission 
Phases II and III. Future adjustments to this coverage, if 
required, will be negotiated between JPL and GSOC 
Mission Operations. 
D. Scheduled Versus Actual Coverage 
From Helios-1 launch until February 13, 1975; a total of 
199 station tracks of the requested 202 tracks have been 
completed. Only seven 64-meter station tracks (DSS 14) 
were originally requested by the long-range schedule. 
However, the problems encountered with Experiments 1 
and 5, plus a downlink signal level anomaly, caused real­
time schedule changes. This involved successful negotia­
tions with other projects to secure additional 64-meter 
coverage substantially greater than the original require­
ment for investigation of these problems. Multiple-mission 
tracking and Helios Project data requirements have 
necessitated schedule changes that have caused Helios to 
lose three complete passes, one over Australia and two at 
Goldstone. Considering the varied spacecraft tracking 
requirements of the DSN and similar viewperiods 
between Helios and Pioneer, spacecraft coverage has been 
very good to date. 
Helios-1 will be entering a critical perihelion, mission 
period during mid-March 1975. DSN resources will be 
extremely scarce because of the Mariner 10 and Pioneer 
Projects' critical activities also planned for mid-March. A 
Network Allocation Plan has been formulated by all 
affected projects to meet -multiproject requirements. 
Results will be covered in the next report. 
E. Helios Downlink Signal Level Variation 
DSS 62 (Spain) reported on January 8, 1975 that since 
Helios-1 had been switched back to high-gain antenna 
mode on December 20, 1974, random transient phenom­
ena had been observed on the system noise temperature 
chart recordings. These transients, which were noted as 
small but sudden changes in system temperature, could be 
detected in both two-way (one station) and three-way (two 
station) tracking configurations. This observation elimi­
nated the possibility that the noise was being generated by 
the station transmitter. Occasional variations of 1 to 2 dB 
in the downlink signal level had also been detected. 
The variation in the received signal level was one 
aspect of the anomaly that was not as readily observable 
as was the system temperature chart recording. This is due 
to the sample rate of the station monitoring device, the 
Digital Instrumentation Subsystem (DIS), and the DSS 
receivers being configured in narrow AGC bandwidths. 
The DIS algorithm uses several points to calculate the 
receiver AGC. With the receivers in the narrow 
bandwidth position, a smoothing action resulted in the 
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observed downlink signal level fluctuations. Therefore, 
only the occasional large variations of 1 to 2 dB were 
observable.
 
As a result of their astute observations, DSS 62 (Spain) 
initiated a thorough investigation of the Helios downlink 
signal during pass 27 on January 5, 1975. The variations in 
the downlink signal level were directly correlated to the 
transients on the system noise temperature chart record-
ing during this test, but no definite trend or periodicity of 
the variations could be established, 
The Hellos downlink investigation was expanded by the 
DSN throughout the 2i-meter network that was support-
ing Hellos. The analysis efforts were concentrated at DSS 
12 (Goldstone). DSS 62's initial experiences were dupli-
cated at DSS 12 on passes 32 through 35. No attempt was 
made to isolate the problem within the spacecraft during 
the DSN investigation, inasmuch as it was a Helios Project 
responsibility. The investigation provided detailed infor-
mation on the characteristics of the shape, duration, and 
recovery time of the variations. This phenomenon has only 
been observed with data associated with spacecraft high-
gain antenna operation. One typical 3-1/2-hour period 
that was analyzed had 22 randomly occurring variations, 
The magnitude of the majority of these variations was 0.3 
to 0.6 dB, with an average duration of approximately 5 
seconds; but some had a magnitude of as much as 2 dB. 
The DSN has provided the above information to the 
German Operations Team, and is continuing to assist and 
provide support to GSOC, as required, in their efforts to 
isolate and correct the variations in Helios-1 downlink 
transmission. 
by Grayout/F. Telecommunication Constraints Caused 

Blackout 

The Helios orbit, relative to the Sun-Earth line, at 
various times during the mission crosses either in front of 
or behind the Sun. As the spacecraft approaches the Sun-
Earth line, telecommunication is disrupted, either by 
solar-generated noise or by total occultation of the 
spacecraft, thus causing a grayout or a blackout, respec-
tively. The critical angular range is expected to be plus 
and minus 3 degrees around the Sun-Earth line. 
The first grayout has occurred and data are being 
compiled for analysis. Results should be available for the 
next DSN Progress Report. DSS 62 (Spain) first observed 
the grayout effects during pass 70, February 17, 1975. The 
grayout period lasted through pass 72, and again DSS 62 
was tracking the spacecraft as it exited the region of solar 
grayout. The most severe solar effects were observed by 
DSS 62 and DSS 12 (Goldstone) during pass 71, February 
18, 1975. The receiver out-of-lock times were so extensive 
that no useful telemetry data were observable. 
III. DSN System Performance for Helios 
A. 	Telemetry System 
The Helios Telemetry System performance analysis has 
shown that a constant improvement in the Helios 
telecommunications link performance versus predicted 
performance has occurred. This improvement has been 
noted in the actual residual calculations of the downlink 
signal level and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The improve­
ment of telecommunications link performance is still 
being analyzed and has not yet been satisfactorily 
explained. Link analysis of actual performance has 
resulted in minor changes to the predicted pre-flight 
nominal predictions. These parameter adjustments are 
incorporated into the DSN Link Analysis and Prediction 
(computer) Program (LAPP) for refinements to the 
telemetry predictions for real-time operations. 
The investigation of the aforementioned variations in 
the downlink signal level was one area of major analysis 
activities during this reporting period. Other significant 
analytical studies were made on the Helios telemetry 
threshold and the Helios performance at solar conjunction. 
Both of these studies will be relevant for Helios perihelion 
which occurs March 15, 1975. The only Helios telemetry 
discrepancy reports opened during this period concerned 
anomalous SNE residuals and were not considered 
significant. 
B. Tracking SystemT Tracking System 
The DSN Tracking System performanbe for Helios-1 
from launch through January 31, 1975 has been nominal. 
Predicted spacecraft frequencies, both transmitted and 
received, have been extremely accurate and reliable. 
Trend analysis of 160 Helios tracks indicates the doppler 
-noise for Helios-1 averaged 0.003 Hz, which is well withirn 
specification. The two-way doppler residual averaged -0.1 
Hz, indicating a high reliability in the Helios Project­
supplied ephemeris tapes. Several tracking discrepancy 
reports were opened during this period but none was 
considered significant. 
During the months of December 1974 and January 
1975, 6890 commands were transmitted to the Helios 
spacecraft. No DSN Command System aborts occurred; 
however, two Project command aborts have happened. A 
-system abort is an abort due to a Command System 
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failure. A Project abort is a command aborted by Project, planned before launch, due to both spacecraft anomalies 
i.e., disabled while being transmitted, and schedule difficulties with other flight project support; 
however, mission objectives have not been jeopardized.Although minor command equipment anomalies have The scheduling difficulties are expected to increase during 
occurred throughout the network, they have caused no March 1975, especially with respect to 64-meter station 
significant impact to the Helims Project's Command coverage, due to a severe peaking of flight project
System performance. activity: Mariner 10 will re-encounter the planet Mercury 
a day after the Helios-1 perihelion point, and Viking pre-
IV. Conclusions launch implementation within the DSN will necessitate 
some selected station downtime. The impact on Helios-1 
The Helios-1 spacecraft has now passed in front of the will be a lower science telemetry bit rate return when 
Sun (first syzygy) enroute to an 0.31-AU perihelion coverage is provided by 26-meter DSSs instead of 64­
passage, which will be well into the unexplored region of meter DSSs. Nonetheless, near-continuous coverage of the 
the solar system inside the orbit of the planet Mercury. Helios-1 perihelion region is still planned for this 
DSN.coverage support to date has not been completely as important mission event. 
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The Helios flight 1 spacecraft!DSN compatibility testing followed a very 
successful three-phase compatibility test program for the Helios prototype 
spacecraft.This article covers the tests from arrivalof the flight I spacecraft at 
Cape Canaveral,Floridathrough launch. The compatibility tests consisted of (1) 
DSNIspacecraft radiofrequency tests at both weak and strong signal levels, and 
(2) verification of radio frequency compatibility with the Helios flight 1 
spacecraftmatedto the launch vehicle at Launch Complex 41. 
I. Introduction 
This report covers the DSN/Helios flight 1 (F-i) 
spacecraft compatibility testing that extended over 56 
hours from October 25 through 28, 1974, and for 8 hours 
on November 26, 1974. The compatibility tests performed 
during these periods were divided as follows: 
(1) 	DSN/spacecraft radio frequency (HF) tests at both 
weak and strong signal levels during October 25-28, 
1974. 
(2) Verification of RF compatibility performed on 
November 26, 1974 with the Helios F-1 spacecraft 
mated to the launch vehicle at Launch Complex 41. 
The DSN/Helios F-i spacecraft compatibility testing 
followed a very successful three-phase program of 
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compatibility testing between the DSN and the Helios 
prototype spacecraft (Ref. 1). 
II. 	Test Report 
The DSN/Helios F-1 spacecraft telecommunications 
compatibility testing utilized a test system that was 
operationally representative of a standard DSN station. 
The test system was under control of a computer to 
provide appropriate test conditions in an automatic mode 
of operation. 
The spacecraft configurations during all of the tests 
were agreed upon by the Flight Project and the DSN. 
Spacecraft modes were selected to exercise a representa­
tive subset of all possible configurations, and to minimize 
the time required for completion of an adequate test 
program. 
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A. 	Telecommunications Compatibility Tests 
These tests provided an assessment of telecommunica-
tions compatibility status between the Helios F-1 
upon the resultsspacecraft and the Network based 
obtained between the DSN equipment in the STDN (MIL 
and the Helios F-1 spacecraft. These tests,71) station 
conducted within the scheduled time period of October 25 
through 28, 1974, were the final phase of the documented 
three-phase plan for establishing telecommunications 
compatibility between the Network and the Flight 
Project. 
Procedures for conducting these tests were prepared by 
the Network. Test parameters and spacecraft design 
criteria were provided by the Helios spacecraft telecom-
munications engineers. The final procedures and test plans 
were reviewed and approved during a joint meeting of the 
DSN/Helios Project telecommunications representatives 
at Cape Canaveral. In particular, the Helios telecommu ni­
cations representatives provided extensive support during 
the test procedure preparation and test planning phases. 
The total time to accomplish the Helios F-1 spacecraft/ 
STDN (MIL 71) compatibility tests was 56 hours. The 
successful completion of the tests during this time period 
was due in large measure to the excellent support 
provided by the JPL and Goddard STDN (MIL 71) 
management and operating personnel, 
1. Test objectives. The objectives of the tests were to 
verify telecommunications design compatibility between 
the Network and the Helios F-1 spacecraft? The design 
compatibility was previously established between the 
DSN and the Helios prototype spacecraft in testing at the 
JPL Compatibility Test Area at Pasadena. 1 
A selected set of standard tests, as specified in the Deep 
Space Network/Flight Project Interface Compatibility 
Test Design Handbook, for verifying transponder RF, 
command, telemetry, and metric data compatibility were 
performed. In addition, telemetry erasure rate tests were 
extended in response to Project requests, to include Data 
Decoder Assembly (DDA) statistical data. All tests were 
accomplished in 'accordance with the Network Test and 
Training Plan for Helios Project. 
2. Test description. The Helios F-i spacecraft was 
configured for flight operations and STDN (MIL 71) was 
configured to simulate a DSN station. The spacecraft was 
located in the clean room of Building AO, Cape Canaveral 
AFS, Florida, and STDN (MIL 71) was located at the 
MILA-STDN Station, Kennedy Space Center, Florida. An 
S-band RF air link of approximately 16 km (10 miles) was 
utilized between a 1.85-meter antenna at Building AO and 
a 1.2-meter antenna at the STDN station. RF link 
amplitude variations were 0.5 dB peak-to-peak for the 
critical tests in telemetry and command. 
The STDN station software utilized in performing these 
tests was supplied by the DSN and was a subset of 
software officially released to the station for Helios Project 
support. The programs consisted of: 
(1) Telemetry and Command Data Handling Program. 
This program provides independent control of the 
commanding and telemetry handling functions. 
Commands may be controlled manually from the 
station or automatically from the Mission Control 
and Computing Center. Telemetry may be decoded, 
formatted, and transmitted to the Mission Control 
and Computing Center for decommutation and 
display. 
(2) 	Planetary Ranging Assembly Program. This program 
provides either continuous spectrum or discrete 
spectrum operation for determining very accurate 
range estimates of a spacecraft at planetary dis­
tances. 
(3) Helios Decommutation and Data Validation Pro­
gram. This program provides the capability of 
decommutating spacecraft engineering data and 
display at the station for verifying spacecraft 
parameters during compatibility testing. 
(4) 	Multiple-Mission Test Program. This program pro­
vides a flexible test capability for performing bit 
error rate, word error rate, and signal-to-noise 
estimates. 
3. Test results. Table 1 provides a summary of the test 
results. Significant events and data in the areas of RF, 
telemetry, command and metric data are described below: 
a. Radio frequency acquisition and tracking. The 
criteria established for acquisition and sweep rates, 
spectrums, threshold, carrier, and subcarrier phase jitter 
measurements were either successfully met or exceeded. 
Special RF spectrum data required for the launch and first 
Goldstone pass modes were performed and provided, to 
the DSN Network Operations Project Engineer for initial 
spacecraft acquisition procedures. 
b. Telemetry. Bit error rate (BER) measurements at 8 
and 32 bps uncoded were very successful with respect to 
test criteria. The spacecraft was configured for all 
experiments during these two tests in order to provide 
maximum data density to the Symbol Synchronizer 
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Assembly. STRIN6 levels corresponding to an expected 
BER of 10-4 were established for both tests. 
Frame deletion rate measurements at 256, 1024, and 
2048 sps were equally successful. A special overfill 
program. to the Helios Decommutation and Data Valida-
tion Program, provided by Office 420, was utilized to 
output Data Decoder Assembly statistical data. The data 
included number of frames counted, number of computa-
tions per frame, erased frames counted, and a distribution 
table of these data. The ST/N levels established for these 
tests simulated 0.418 AU for 256 sps, 0.202 AU for 1024 
sps, and 0.705 AU for 2048 sps. Additionally, the 
utilization of the special overfill to the Helios Decommu-
tation and Data Validation Program provided the means 
of extending these tests to obtain the distribution of 
computations per frame. Therefore, the system telemetryperformance was more critically determined. 
c. Command. Command performance was performed 
on a functional basis due to limited test time. Command 
performance was successfully simulated for 2.0-AU 
conditions from a 26-meter antenna station at 10 kW 
(uplink -142.1 dBm, without ranging) and a 64 -meter 
antenna station at 20 kW (uplink -136.6 dBm, with 
rangin). Both spacecraft command detectors (512 and 448 
Hlz) were tested, 
d. Metric. The polarity of the spacecraft "ranging 
channel" was found to be INVERTED. This condition, 
different from the prototype spacecraft, represented no 
major impact as provisions for correcting phase reversal 
was resident in the Planetary Ranging Assembly software. 
With the exception of phase reversal, both continuous and 
discrete ranging measurements were well within expected 
values, 
No differenced range versus integrated doppler 
(DRVID) testing was performed due to limited test time 
and higher priority items. 
B. RF and Data Verification Tests 
These tests provided an assessment of telecommunica-
tions compatibility status between the DSN, represented 
by DSN equipment in the STDN (MIL 71) station, and the 
Helios F-i spacecraft after encapsulation and mating to 
the launch vehicle. These tests conducted on November 
26, 1974, were a subset of tests performed previously 
between the F-i and the DSN equipment in the STDN 
(MIL 71) station at Merritt Island, Florida, in October 
1974. 
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Procedures for conducting these tests were prepared by 
the DSN, and spacecraft test parameters and design 
criteria were provided by the Helios Telecommunications 
Project. The final procedures were reviewed and approved 
during a joint meeting of the DSN/Helios Project Test 
Team at Cape Canaveral. 
The total time to accomplish the Helios F-1 spacecraft 
STDN (MIL 71) compatibility tests was 8 hours. 
1. Test objectives. The objective of the tests was to 
verify continued compatibility between the DSN and the 
Helios F-i spacecraft after the spacecraft had been 
configured for launch operations. All tests were accom­
plished in accordance with the Network Test and Training 
Plan for Helios Project. 
2. Test description. The Helios F-I spacecraft was inlaunch configuration and STDN (MIL 71) was configured 
to simulate a DSN station. The spacecraft was located at 
Launch Complex 41, Cape Canaveral AFS, Florida andSTDN (MIL 71) was located at the STDN (MIL Station, 
Kennedy Space Center, Florida). An S-band RF air link of 
approximately 16 km (10 miles) was utilized to establish 
the spac~craft/ground station interface. The spacecraft 
transmit/receive function was performed by connecting a 
test point at the shroud to a 1.2-meter antenna connected 
to the launch service tower. 
The ground station software utilized in performing 
these tests was supplied by the DSN and was a subset of 
software officially released to the station for Ielios Project 
support. The programs consisted of: 
(1) Telemetry and Command Data Handling Program. 
This program provides independent control of the 
commanding and telemetry handling functions. 
Commands may be controlled manually from the 
station or automatically from the Mission Control 
and Computing Center. Telemetry may be decoded,formatted, and transmitted to the Mission Control 
and Computing Center for decommutation and 
display. 
(2) Planetary Ranging Assembly Program. This program 
provides either continuous spectrum or discrete 
spectrum operation for determining very accurate 
range estimates of a spacecraft at planetary dis­
tances. 
(3) Helios Decommutation and Data Validation Pro­
gram. This program provides the capability of 
decommutating spacecraft engineering data and 
display at the station for verifying spacecraft 
parameters during compatibility testing. 
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3. Test results. Table 2 provides in summary form the 
test results. Significant events and/or items in the areas of 
RF, telemetry, command, and metric data are described 
below: 
a. Radio frequency. Short-term RF link fluctuations 
throughout the test period were observed to ±1.5 dB on 
the link between Launch Complex 41 and MIL 71. All 
phases of the RF tests were successfully completed. 
b. Telemetry. Sh6rt-term RF link variations during 
subtest 1 were observed to be +1.5 dB. However, 
variations during subtest 3 were observed to be ±7.5 dB 
and resulted in the Telemetry and Command Subsystem 
(TCD) dropping lock occasionally. (This same situation 
was experienced during the Helios prototype spacecraft/ 
Launch -Complex 41 test.) In view of the adverse 
conditions under which subtest 3 was conducted, it was an 
"engineering judgement" that both telemetry tests 
performed satisfactorily. 
c. Command. Short-term RF link variations during 
command subtest 1 were observed to be ±6 dB. Variations 
during subtest 3 were ±2 dB. During subtest 1, 114 
commands were sent successfully, and during subtest 3, 
118 commands were sent successfully. 
d. Metric. Ranging system acquisition time was 
successfully completed with no problems experienced. 
Ill. Conclusions 

The successful conclusion of the formal DSN/Helios 
compatibility program enabled the establishment of 
telecommunications compatibility and was evidenced by 
the successful launch of the Helios F-1 spacecraft on 
December 10, 1974. 
The importance of a formal compatibility test program 
is clearly demonstrated by the problem areas uncovered, 
verified, and resolved during the DSN/Helios testing. 
Prominent problem areas discovered and resolved during 
this test program were: 
(1) Deficiencies in the engineering model transponder. 
The transponder exhibited lag in sensitivity, pushing 
effects at strong uplink signal levels, instability of the 
voltage-controlled crystal oscillator, and improper 
shielding. 
(2)Polarity of the ranging channel in the F-1 spacecraft 
was inverted. This condition was different from the 
prototype spacecraft. 
(3) 	Many hundreds of hours of test time were used at 
the DSN station (DSS 71) to determine optimum
modulation indices for the Helios Mission. A full 
description of this testing was published in Ref. 2. 
(4) 	An elaborate test system to simulate uplink and 
downlink amplitude, phase, and frequency modula­
tion conditions during Abe spacecraft Step II 
maneuver was performed. This simulation demon­
strated that the spacecraft could be successfully 
commanded during this very critical phase of flight. 
These problems, undetected and unresolved prior to 
launch, would have presented serious operational prob­
lems to the Network with the spacecraft in flight. 
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Deep Space Network 
Test 
date Test title Test BLK BLK PA Uplink Uplink OMASUBC SDASUEC CAR Bit 
(1974) No. III 
RCV 
III 
EXC 
A CMD doppler,
Hz/s 
offset,kHz oset offset SUP rate 
10/25 Spacecraft I. 1 1 1 OFF OFF 500 -30 NA NA HI 2048 1 
maximum 
sweep and 
acquisition 
rate 1 1 OFF OFF 500 +30 NA NA HI 2048 1 
1 1 OFF OFF 80 -9.7 NA NA HI 2048 1 
1 1 OFF OFF 80 +9.9 NA NA HI 2048 1 
10/26 Downlink II 1 1 1 OFF OFF NA NA NA NA HI 2048 1 
spectrum 
analysis 
11.2 1 1 OFF OFF NA NA NA NA HI 128 1 
HI.8 1 1 OFF OFF NA NA NA NA LO 32 1 
11.7 1 1 ON NA NA NA NA NA HI 2048 1 
(Idle 
seq.) 
11.10 1 1 ON ON NA NA NA NA HI 128 1 
10/25 Uplink Ill. 1 1 1 OFF OFF NA NA NA NA HI 128 1 
threshold 
II.2 1 1 ON OFF NA NA NA NA HI 128 1 
Il.S 1 1 OFF OFF NA NA NA NA HI 128 1 
10/25 Carrier IV. I 1 1 OFF OFF NA NA NA NA I1 2048 - 1 
residual 
phase jitter IV. 2 1 1 OFF OFF NA NA NA NA HI 2048 2 
IV. 8 1 1 OFF OFF NA NA NA NA HI 2048 1 
1 1 OFF OFF NA NA NA NA HI 2048 1 
IV. 4 1 1 OFF OFF NA NA NA NA HI 2048 1 
1 1 OFF OFF NA NA NA NA HI 2048 1 
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Table 1. DSN/Helios F-I spacecraft telecommunication test summary 
RCV 
Spacecraft 
PWR ANT TWT RNG S/CDM SJCFM Performance 
Test data 
Criteria 
Test 
Time, 
imin 
Test comments 
1 HP MOA 2 OFF 0 4 Acquired @ -100.0 
dBm; tracked to 
+82.5 kHz 
Acquire@ -100.0 
dBm; track to 
+82.56kHz 
125 Acquired U!L @ best 
lock (VCXO 1) 
2115.679152 MHz 
1 HP MGA 2 OFF 0 4 Acquired @ -100.0 
dBm, tracked to 
-325kHz 
Acquire @ -100.0 
dBm; track to 
-82.5kHz 
Acquired U/L @ best 
lock (VCXO 1) 
2115.679152 MHz 
1 HP MGA 2 OFF 0 4 Acquired @ -141.0 
dBm; tracked to 
+32.5 kHz 
Acquire @ -141.0 
dBm; track to 
-32.5 kHz 
Acquired U/L @ best 
lock (VCXO 1) 
2115.679152 MHz 
1 HP MGA 2 OFF 0 4 Acquired @ -141.0 
dBm; tracked to 
-82.5kHz 
Acquire@ -141.0 
dBm; track to 
-82.5kHz 
Acquired U/L @ best 
lock (VCXO 1) 
2115.679152 MHz 
1 HP MGA 1 OFF 0 4 No spurs observed No spurious signal 
within 30 dB of 
carrier 
17 Subcarrier OSC No. 2 
noncoherent mode 
1 LP LGA NA OFF 0 4 No spurs observed No spurious signal 
within 30 dB of 
carrier 
15 Subcarrier OSC No. 1 
noncoherent mode 
1 LP LGA NA OFF 0 4 No spurs observed No spurious signal 
within 30 dB of 
carrier 
20 Subcarrier OSC No. 1 
noncoherent mode 
1 LP LGA I OFF 6 4 No spurs observed No spurious signal 
within 30 dB of 
carrier 
15 VCXO 1, coherent 
(Goldstone first acq) 
mode 
1 HP MCA 1 ON 0 4 No spurs observed No spurious signal 
within 30 dB of 
carrier 
16 VCXO 1, coherent 
mode 
1 HP MGA 2 OFF 0 4 - 155 dBm - 155.0 -­t 1 dBm 35 Threshold value is 
average of 3 
measurements 
1 HP MCA 2 ON 0 4 -155dBim - 155.0 1 I dBm 48 
2 HP LOA 2 OFF 0 4 -154dBm -155 0 " -!1 dBm 88 
1 HP MGA 1 OFF 0 4 1.95 deg rms 5.7 deg rms 40 U/L level - 100 dBm 
1 HP MCA 2 OFF 0 4 1.74 deg rms 5.7 deg rms 9 U/L level -100 dBm 
1 HP MGA 2 OFF 0 4 1.77 deg ms 2.86 deg rms 25 U/L level - 100 dBm 
1 HP MGA 2 OFF 0 4 14.80 deg rms 22.9 deg rms U/L level - 144 dBm 
2 HP LGA 2 OFF 0 4 1.73 deg rms 2.86 deg rmns 20 U/L level -100 dBm 
2 HP LGA 2 OFF- 0 4 16.00 deg rms 22.9 deg rms U/L level - 144 dBm 
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Deep Space Network 
Test 
date 
(1974) 
10/25 
Test title 
Downlink 
threshold 
Test 
No. 
V. 1 
V.8 
V. 5 
BLK BLK 
III 
RCV EXC 
1 1 
-I 1 
1 1 
PRAUplink 
GMD 
OFF OFF 
OFF OFF 
OFF OFF 
doppler, 
Hz/s 
NA 
NA 
NA 
Uplink 
offset, 
kHz 
NA 
NA 
NA 
ASUBC 
offset 
NA 
NA 
NA 
SDASUC 
offset 
NA 
NA 
NA 
CAR 
SUP 
HI 
HI 
HI 
Bit 
rate 
128 
128 
128 
1 
2 
1 
1 1 OFF OFF NA NA NA NA HI 128 1 
V. 6 1 1 ON OFF NA NA NA NA HI 128 1 
1 1 ON OFF NA NA NA NA HI 128 1 
10/26 Spacecraft 
ranging delay 
VI. 2 
VI. 4 
VI. 9 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
ON 
ON 
ON 
OFF 
OFF 
OFF 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
HI 
HI 
HI 
128 
128 
"128 
1 
1 
1 
VI. 10 1 1 ON OFF NA NA NA NA HI 128 1 
10/26 Ranging 
system 
acquisition 
time 
VII. 1 
VII. 2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
ON 
ON 
OFF 
OFF 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
HI 
HI 
128 
128 
1 . 
1 
10/26 
10/28 
Bit error rate 
Telemetry 
erasure rate 
VIII. 1 
VIII. 2 
IX. 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
OFF 
OFF 
OFF 
OFF 
OFF 
ON 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
LO 
LO 
HI 
8 
(UNC) 
82 
(JNC) 
128 
1 
1 
1 
10/27 IX. 2 1 1 ON ON NA NA NA NA HI 512 1 
IX. 3 1 1 OFF ON NA NA NA NA HI 1024 1 
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Table 1 (contd) 
RCV 
Spacecraft 
PWR ANT TWT RNG 8/C 
DM 
S/C 
FM 
Test data 
Performance Criteria 
Test 
Time, 
min 
Test comments 
I HP MGA 2 OFF 0 4 -158.8 dBm - 159.5 -± 3 dBm 21 Noncoherent mode 
1 HP MOA 2 OFF 0 4 -158.7 dflm -159.5±-3 dflm 20 Noncoherent mode 
2 HP LOA 1 OFF 0 4 -158.8 dBm -159.5-- 3 dBm 19 Coherent mode, 
U/L level -100 dBm 
2 HP LGA 1 OFF 0 4 - 158.7 dBm - 159.5 -t8dBin 18 Coherent mode; 
U/L level -144 dBm 
1 HP MGA i ON 0 4 -159.0 dBin -159.5 ±-3 dBm 20 Coherent mode; 
U/L level - 100 dBm 
1 HP MOA 1 ON 0 4 -159.0 dBm - 1595 . 3 dBm 22 Coherent mode; 
U/L level -100 dBm 
I HP HGA I ON 0 4 S/C delay: 1364 ns 15 -1OO dBm U/L 
1 HP MOA I ON 0 4 S/C delay: 13.70 ns No requirement 15 - 100 dBm D/L 
I MP MGA 2 ON 0 4 S/C delay: 1384 ns RNG stability: 
±-500 ns 
22 "Phase reversal" vs 
prototype spacecraft 
1 MP MCA 2 ON 0 4 S/C delay: 1869 ns 15 VI 2,4, 10 discrete 
VI 9 continuous 
1 
1 
liP 
HP 
MCA 
MCA 
1 
1 
ON 
ON 
0 
0 
4 
4 
22 min 40 s 
1 min 18 s 
<45min 
<2 min 
25 
10 
Continuous spectrum 
Discrete spectrum 
U/L level -134.5 
dBm 
D/L level -135.0 
dBm 
1 HP MCA 1 OFF 0 4 0 errors in 104 bits 10-4 210 TJ/L -148.1 dBm 
D/L -135 dBm 
1 HP MCA 1 OFF 0 4 0.09 X 104 10-4 Uncoded mode 
1 HP MCA 2 OFF 0 4 D/L threshold 
-147.5 
D/L level - 128.8 
10-3 230 D/L levels providing 
10-3 erasure rate 
were below link 
criteria 
1 HP MGA 2 ON 0 4 D/L threshold 
-141.0 
U/L level -137.9 
10-3 200 Test to estimate 
telemetry performance 
by distribution of 
computations/frame 
1 HP HGA 2 OFF 0 4 D/L threshold 
-138.4 
10- 3 60 
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Test 
date 
(1974) 
10/26 
Test title 
Subearrier 
frequency and 
phase jitter 
Test 
No. 
X. 1 
X.2 
BLK 
III 
RCV 
1 
1 
BLK PRA 
IIICp 
EXC ENG 
1 OFF 
1 OFF 
OFF 
OFF 
Deep Space Network 
Uplink Uplink 
of 
Hz/s kflz 
NA NA 
NA NA 
OMA SUBC 
offset 
NA 
NA 
SDA SUBC 
offset 
NA 
NA 
CAR 
SUP 
HI 
HI 
Bit 
rate 
128 
128 
EXC 
1 
2 
X.3 1 1 OFF OFF NA NA NA NA HI 128 2 
10/26 Spacecraft 
command 
performance 
XI. I 
XI. 2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
OFF 
ON 
ON 
ON 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
HI 
HI 
128 
512 
1 
1 
10/27 XI. 1 1 OFF ON NA NA NA NA HI 1024 1 
NOTE: See Table S for definition of terms used. 
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Table I (contd) 
RCV 
Spacecraft 
PWR ANT TWT RNG S/C
DM 
S/C
FM 
SI SCTime, 
Performance 
Test data 
Criteria 
Test 
imin 
Ti 
.Test comenrts 
NA LP LGA NA OFF 0 4 0.835 deg rms 
32,768 Hz 
1.15 deg rms 
32,768 Hz 
25 S/C DHE OSC 
No 1 Chain 1 
NA LP LOA NA OFF 0 4 0.84 deg rms 
32,768 Hz 
1.15 deg nms 
32,768 Hz 
24 S/C DHE OSC 
No. 1 Chain 2 
NA LP LOA NA OFF 0 4 0.86 deg rms 
82,768 Hz 
1.15 deg rms 
32,768 Hz 
25 S/C DHE OSC 
No. 2 Chain 2 
1 HP MGA 2 OFF 0 4 54 commands 
accepted and 
processed 
All commands 
accepted by 
spacecraft 
20 VCXO 1, coherent, 
command S/C @ 
512 Hz 
1 MCA ON 0 4 54 commands 
accepted and 
processed 
All commands 
accepted by 
spacecraft 
14 U/L @ - 142.1 dBm 
(2.9 dB above 
command threshold) 
2 HP HGA 2 OFF 0 4 23 commands 
accepted and 
processed 
All commands 
(continuous) 
accepted and 
processed 
14 VCXO 2, coherent, 
command S/C @ 
448 Hz U/L @ 
-138.1 dBn (5.9 dB 
above command 
threshold) 
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Deep Space Network 
Testdate 
(1974) 
Test title Test 
LKIII1 )V ELKIIIEXO PRARNG CMD 
Uplink 
doppler,Hz/s 
Uplink 
offset,kHz 
CMA 
SUBC
offset 
SDA 
SUBC
offset 
CARSUP Bit rate 
11/26 Spacecraft 
maximum 
sweep and 
acquisition 
rate 
1.1 -106 dBm 
23.412423 
-106 dBm 
23.412423 
-108.5 dBm 
22.088540 
-108.5 dBm 
22.038540 
OFF 
OFF 
OFF 
OFF 
500 
500 
-80 
to 
+32.5 
+30 
to 
-32 9 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
HI 
HI 
2048 
2048 
11/26 Uplink 
threshold 
111. 1 -110 dBm 
23.412423 
22.088540 OFF OFF NA NA NA NA HI 128 
III. 3 -118 dBm 
28.412481 
22.038594 OFF OFF NA NA NA NA HI 128 
11/26 Downlink 
threshold 
V. 1 23.412401 -110 dBm 
22.038520 
OFF OFF NA NA NA NA HI 128 
11/26 Ranging 
system 
acquisition 
time 
VII. -112 dBm 
23.412401 
-112 dBm 
with mod 
22.038520 
ON OFF NA NA NA NA HI 128 
11/27 Telemetry 
performance 
IX. 1 -112 dBm 
23 412401 
-109 dBm 
22038520 
OFF ON NA NA NA NA HI 128 
IX. 3 -116 dBm 
23412483 
-107 dBm 
22038595 
OFF ON NA NA NA NA HI 1024 
11/27 Spacecraft 
command 
performance 
XI. 1 -117dBm 
23.412423 
-1135 dBm 
22.038540 
ON ON NA NA NA NA HI 128 
XI. 3 -116dBm 
23.412482 
-108dBm 
22.038494 
ON ON NA NA NA NA HI 1024 
NOTE: 1. Block Ill receiver 1, exciter 1 used for all tests. 
2. See Table 3 for definition of terms used. 
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Table 2. DSNIHelios F-i spacecraft telecommunications test summary 
Spacecraft Test data 
Test 
time, Test comments 
EXC RoV PWR ANT TWT RNO S/CDM S/CFM Performance Criteria ain 
1 1 & 2 HP LCA 2 OFF 0 4 Acquired and Acquire at best 71 2115.699 kHz 
tracked lock; track to best lock frequency 
+82.5 kHz S/C receiver 1 
1 1 & 2 HP LCA 2 OFF 0 4 Acquired and Acquire at best 
tracked lock; track to 
-32.5 kHz 
1 1 HP LGA 2 OFF 0 4 -158.8 dBm To be measured 40 Average of 3 runs; 
link variance 
1.5 dB p-p 
1 2 HP LGA 2 OFF 0 4 - 159.0 dBm To be measured 84 Average of 3 runs; 
link variance 
1.5 dB p-p 
1 1 HP LGA I OFF 0 4 - 158.8 dBm -139.0 -­h 2 dBm 24 Average of 3 runs; 
link variance 
1.5 dB p-p 
1 1 HP LGA 1 ON 0 4 1-min acquisition TBD 28 15 components 
98788 RU discrete, 1win 
integration time 
1 1 HP LGA 2 OFF 0 4 Decommutatd 30 win of 88 Link variance 
data satisfactory decommutated 3 dB p-p 
data 
1 2 HP LGA 2 OFF 0 4 Decommutated 80 min of 74 Link variance 
data satisfactory decommutated 15 dB p-p, TCD 
when TCD in lock data out of lock 
periodically 
1 1 HP LGA 2 OFF 0 4 All good All commands 46 Discrete ranging 
commands successfully on commands 
(114commands) received by 501-506 
spacecraft 
1 2 HP LCA 2 OFF 0 4 All good All commands 89 Discrete ranging 
commands successfully on commands 
(118 commands) received by 501-502 
spacecraft 
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Table 3. Definitions for Tables I and 2 
ANT 	 Spacecraft antenna 
Bit rate 	 Clock frequency of the telemetry bit 
information 
BLK III exciter The standard DSN S-band exciter equipment 
BLK III receiver The standard DSN S-band receiving 
equipment 
CAR SUP Downlink carrier suppression due to 
telemetry modulation 
CMA SUBC offset Command modulation assembly subcarrier 
frequency offset relative to nominal 
CMD Telemetry and command data handling 
command modulation 
EXC Spacecraft S-band exciter equipment 
HCA High-gain antenna 
LGA 	 Low-gain antenna 
MGA 	 Medium-gain antenna 
PRA RNG 	 Planetary ranging assembly modulation 
PWR Spacecraft transmitter power mode 
RCV Spacecraft S-band receiving equipment 
RNG 	 Spacecraft ranging channel 
S/C DHE 	 Spacecraft data handling equipment 
S/C DM Spacecraft data mode 
S/C FM Spacecraft data format 
SDA SUBC offset Subcarrier demodulator assembly subcarrier 
frequency offset relative to nominal 
TWT Traveling wave tube amplifier 
UNC Uncoded 
Uplink doppler Ramp rate of the uplink carrier frequency 
Uplink offset Uplink carrier frequency offset relative to 
the spacecraft receiver rest frequency 
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A precision geodetic measuremen system (ARIES for Astronomical Radio 
Interferometric Earth Surveying) based on the technique of very long baseline 
interferometry has been designed andimplemented through the refurbishmentof 
a 9-m transportableantenna, togetherwith the 64-m Goldstone antenna (DSS 14) 
of the Deep Space Network. A series of experiments designed to demonstrate the 
inherent accuracy of the transportableinterferometerconcept was performed on 
a 307-m baseline during the periodfrom December 1973 to June 1974. This short 
baseline was chosen in order to obtain a comparisonwith a conventional survey 
with few-centimeter accuracy and to minimize interferometry errors due to 
transmissionmedia effects, source locations, and Earth orientation parameters. 
These interferometry measurements, representing approximately 28 hours of 
data, were in excellent agreement with the survey baseline in all dimensions 
within the formal uncertainty of 3 cm. The ARIES transportableantenna has 
now entered its next phase of demonstrationsover a 180-km baseline (Goldstone 
to JPL) and has initiated a tectonic motion monitoring program within the 
southwestern United States. 
* This report presents the results of one phase of research sponsored by the Office of Applications, 
Earth.and Ocean Physics Applications Program, Project ARIES. It is being made available in this 
forum because of the essentialness of the available DSN facilities for this work and of the potential 
usefulness of radiointerferometry to future DSN development. 
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I. Introduction 
In recent years, the technique of independent-station 
radio interferometry (commonly called "very long baseline 
interferometry" or VLBI) has been continuously devel-
oped and to some degree successfully applied to the 
problem of accurately determining baseline vectors 
between fixed reference points on Earth relative to an 
"inertial" coordinate system defined by the virtually time-
invariant directions of extragalactic radio sources. Astrono-
mers and geophysicists alike have been enthusiastic about 
the use of this new technique as an accurate geodynamic/ 
geodetic measurement tool. 
Since other interferometry baseline measurements (e.g., 
Refs. 1-4) have been summarized elsewhere (e.g., Ref. 5), 
they will not be discussed in detail here. All of those 
previous VLBI experiments utilized non-portable antennas 
that, unfortunately, lack the mobility that would be 
required in an extensive geodetic monitoring program. For 
example, a program to thoroughly monitor global plate 
tectonics or even a regional strain field, such as in the 
seismically active Southern California region, would 
require accurate geodetic measurements of many refer-
ence baselines. Furthermore, in a test of the recently 
advanced dilatancy/diffusion model for earthquakes (Refs. 
6-8), it would be especially important to be able to make 
frequent measurements in three dimensions in areas that 
are suspected of dilatant behavior. Since it is not 
economically feasible to build a large network of fixed 
interferometer antennas all over the world to monitor such 
complex crustal motions, the question arises whether 
accurate interferometric surveying is possible with a 
system in which one element, or perhaps both elements, 
of the interferometer are transportable, as described in 
Ref. 9. 
In pursuit of this question, a preliminary signal-to-noise 
analysis at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) indicated 
that, with existing low-noise receivers, an antenna with a 
diameter of approximately 10-m could be used in 
conjunction with the Goldstone Mars Deep Space Station 
(DSS 14) 64-m antenna, provided that the incoming radio 
signals were recorded with a relativelk wide bandwidth 
(greater than -2 MHz). Fortunately, a wide-band 
recording system with a 2-MHz bandwidth already existed 
at the time in the form of the Mark II Very Long Baseline 
(VLB) System of the National Radio Astronomy Observa-
tory (NRAO) (Ref. 10). Consequently, under Project 
ARIES (for Astronomical Radio Interferometric Earth 
Surveying), a surplus U.S. Army 9-rn transportable satellite 
communications station was obtained and modified at JPL 
for the specific purpose of demonstrating independent-
station interferometry with a portable antenna. The 
transportable antenna, which will be referred to as the 
ARIES station, was made ready for its first interferometry 
experiments in the fall of 1973. 
Before the technique of independent-station interferom­
etry, including portable-antenna interferometry, can gain 
acceptance as a valuable geodetic/geodynamic measure­
ment tool, a series of demonstration experiments are first 
required to establish its reliability and accuracy at the 
centimeter level. Among the many possible demonstra­
tions, a short baseline experiment is one of the most 
effective for several reasons, as summarized by Thomas et 
al. (Ref. 5). Briefly, short baseline interferometry experi­
ments can lead to accurate three-dimensional, Earth-fixed 
baseline measurements that expose and therefore effec­
tively test many potential interferometer problems. More 
importantly, a geometrically complete, centimeter-level 
accuracy demonstration is possible for a short baseline 
since conventional survey techniques can measure short 
baselines in three-dimensions with accuracies at the 
centimeter level. 
In addition to demonstrating portable station interfer­
ometry, the present experiments were motivated by the 
difficulties encountered in comparing survey and interfer­
ometry baselines at the 10- to 2 0-cm level during the 
analysis of the 16-km Goldstone experiments (Ref.5). The 
accuracy of that comparison was significantly degraded by 
survey uncertainties due to geoid variations and possible 
interferometer instrumental effects. Since an independent 
accuracy check was desired, an even shorter baseline 
demonstration was conducted in which geoidal uncertain­
ties were less significant. Thus, the ARIES antenna was 
placed approximately 307 meters away from the 64-m 
antenna for these portable antenna demonstrations. (See 
photograph, Fig. 1. The apparent relative size of the 
antennas is inaccurate due to the difference in their 
distances from the camera. The true sizes of the antennas 
may be visualized by noting that thesubreflector of the 
Mars antenna is approximately the same diameter as the 
ARIES antenna.) 
In summary, the purpose of this series of ARIES 307-rn 
baseline experiments was to demonstrate the following 
capabilities of independent-station radio interferometric 
surveying:
 
(1) 	Attainment of few-centimeter formal uncertainties 
in three dimensions. 
(2) 	Demonstration of few-centimeter accuracy in three 
dimensions by comparing with a conventional 
survey. •
 
(3) 	Accurate measurement of small known changes in 
the baseline vector. 
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II. Instrumentation 
Even though the basic concepts behind radio interfer­
ometry are ostensibly simple, the details involved in 
instrumentation, data reduction, and analysis are quite 
involved. Since many of these aspects of interferometry 
have been amply described elsewhere (e.g., Refs. 5 and 
11-17), attention will be focused primarily on the features" 
that are specific to the present transportable system. 
The present system employs the Goldstone 64-m Mars 
antenna with an operational system noise temperature of 
20-50 K and an efficiency of approximately 0.55, in 
conjunction with the transportable 9-m ARIES antenna 
with a system noise temperature of approximately 200 K 
and efficiency of 0.50. The system noise at ARIES was 
added almost entirely at the first stage of amplification, 
while for the Mars antenna, it was a sum of instrumental 
noise, background radio-frequency noise, and source noise. 
The group delay variation effect experienced at the Mars 
station in previous measurements (Ref. 5) has been 
overcome for the present experiments by the use of a 
superconducting magnetic shield surrounding the travel-
ing-wave maser amplifier, 
As illustrated in Fig. 2, a fixed and transportable antenna 
pair simultaneously receive random radio signals emitted 
by a compact extragalactic radio source. Because of a 
difference in the raypaths from the extragalactic radio 
source to each station, reception of the signals will be 
delayed at one antenna relative to the other. This 
"geometric delay," rg, and its time derivative (propor-
tional to the so-called "fringe frequency," vf) are the 
primary observables of an interferometer. Both quantities 
are sensitive functions of the baseline vector between the 
two antennas. Therefore, by observing many different 
radio sources widely spread over the sky, one can obtain 
an accurate three-dimensional determination of the 
baseline vector by means of a simultaneous least-squares 
fit to the ensemble of measured delay and fringe 
frequency values. In the present experiments, the delay 
measurements are the main observables. 
There is, at each station, a very stable frequency 
reference that is used to derive the local oscillator signals 
for the radio receivers and to drive the station clock. At 
the ARIES station, a Hewlett-Packard rubidium 
(HP5065A) oscillator served as the frequency reference for 
the local oscillator and the timing signals; at the Mars 
station, a JPL hydrogen maser was used. The radio 
receiver output is digitally sampled and time-tagged 
according to the clocksignals. This stream of time-tagged 
digital data is then input to a magnetic tape recorder at 
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each station. In the present implementation, the NRAO 
Mark II 4-Mbit/s recording system (Ref. 10) is used. 
In order to determine the time delay observable with 
high precision, the extragalactic radio signals are recorded 
in two separate frequency channels and the so-called 
"bandwidth synthesis" technique (Refs. 13 and 18) is 
employed. In the present ARIES system, the signals were 
received at two 2-MHz frequency bands centered at 2311 
and 2271 MHz, and recorded on alternate seconds at a 
4-Mbit/s rate using Mark 11 terminals at each site. A block 
diagram of the system configuration is shown in Fig. 3. 
The delay values produced by this system possessed 
uncertainties due to system noise that ranged between 
0.05 and 0.5 ns for correlated flux strengths between 2 and 
20 Jy. (1 Jy - 1 Jansky 1=I flux unit = 1 X 10-20 watts/ 
m2/Hz.) The techniques of extracting the time delay and 
fringe frequency observables will be discussed next. 
III. Data Reduction Technique 
In these ARIES experiments, about a dozen compact 
radio sources were observed simultaneously at the two 
antennas in 20-30 separate scans of approximately 10­
minute duration over a total time span of 6-10 hours. 
After each experiment, the 5-cm-wide video tapes on 
which the data were recorded at each station were 
brought together for digital cross correlation using the 
Mark II Processor Playback System at NRAO, Charlottes­
ville, Virginia (Ref. 10). The resulting post-correlation 
computer tapes, which contain the highly compressed 
data usually referred to as "stopped fringes," were then 
taken back to JPL for further reduction and analysis with 
an IBM 370 computer at the California Institute of 
Technology. The data reduction software for fringe 
processing, which was designed and developed at JPL for 
the IBM 370, extracts the phase as a function of time 
(phase tracking), refines the phase model used for 
"stopping the fringes" in the Mark If Processor, and 
obtains the delay (by two-channel bandwidth synthesis) for 
each radio source observed. The delay model, phase 
model, phase tracking, bandwidth synthesis techniques, 
and radio source locations used for these experiments are 
essentially the same as those employed for the 16-km 
Goldstone experiments detailed in Refs. 5 and 13, and will 
not be described here. 
Each measured delay value can be modeled as a sum of 
a geometric delay, instrumental delays, and any differen­
tial' delays due to the transmission media. For the present 
system, the instrumental delay terms can, in the ideal case, 
be collectively modeled as a constant offset ("clock offset") 
and a linear drift ("clock rate difference"), but must 
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sometimes be given a more complicated form to account 
for oscillator instabilities. As mentioned earlier, for a 
baseline that is only 307 meters in length, the transmission 
media delays should be nearly equal along the two 
raypaths so that they virtually cancel out in the measured 
delay. Furthermore, relative to other delay uncertainties, 
the geometric delay for this baseline is insensitive to 
source location and Earth orientation errors at the arc 
second level. Since the relevant source locations and Earth 
orientation parameters have been independently measured 
at the 0.03-1.0 arc second level, they are more than 
adequate for the present experiments, 
Based on the above model, the delay values collected on 
a given day can be simultaneously fit by means of a 
weighted least-squares procedure (Ref.5) in which the 
three baseline components and two instrumental parame-
ters (in the ideal case) are "solve-for" parameters. Quoted 
("formal") errors in these solve-for quantities are esti-
mated by means of a covariance analysis based on post-fit 
residuals, 
IV. Conventional Survey of the 307-m 

Baseline 

Over a 7-month period the ARIES transportable station 
occupied two different positions separated by about 0.5 m, 
approximately 307-m east-southeast of the Mars station. 
The site occupied before January 16, 1974 is called Site A, 
and the other is called Site B. The baseline vector 
between the two antennas is most conveniently defined to 
be the vector extending from the intersection of the 
azimuth and elevation axes of one antenna to the 
corresponding point on the other antenna. This vector has 
been measured by means of local surveys in terms of 
geodetic coordinates and then transformed to the Conven-
tional International Origin (CIO)frame. (In the CIO 
frame, the z-axis points toward the 1903.0 mean pole, the 
x-axis toward the Greenwich meridian, while the y-axis 
completes a right-banded coordinate frame.) The conven-
tional surveys were performed with respect to a first-order 
control point (MARS A) established by the U. S. Coast and 
Geodetic Survey (now the National Geodetic Survey) in 
1966. An additional control point (ARIES A) was placed 
near the ARIES antenna. The baseline vector between 
antennas was then obtained by combining three separate 
conventional surveys: Teledyne, Inc. for MARS A to 
MARS antenna in 1966; M&Q Pacific for MARS A to 
ARIES A in 1974; and JPL for ARIES A to ARIES 
antenna in 1974. The resulting survey baseline coordinates, 
which have been transformed to the CIO frame, are 
presented in Table 1 along with their estimated errors (1 
or). 
V. Interferometry Results and Comparison

With Survey
 
During the period from December 1973 to June 1974, 
four successful interferometry experiments between the 
ARIES transportable antenna and the 64-m Mars station 
were conducted. The first of these experiments (on 
December 22, 1973) was performed with the ARIES 
antenna at its Site A position, whereas the Site B position 
was occupied for all subsequent experiments. For each 
experiment, an attempt was made to fit the measured 
delay values with the "ideal" five-parameter model 
discussed above. However, because of oscillator instabili­
ties in these experiments, it was found that either 6 or 7 
parameters were necessary in order to obtain good fits to 
the measured delay values. In the December '22, 1973, 
April 24, 1974, and June 18, 1974 experiments, the 
rubidium oscillator apparently underwent an abrupt 
frequency shift in the midst of the observations so that 
independent parameters for both the offset and the-clock­
rate (giving a 7-parameter fit) were required on either side 
of the discontinuity. On the other hand, in the June 5, 
1974 experiment, which contained approximately 10 hours 
of data, the oscillators behaved well enough so that all 29 
delay measurements could be fit by 6 parameters (the 5 
"ideal" parameters plus a frequency rate parameter). 
Delay residuals for this last experiment are given in Fig. 4. 
For each experiment, an analysis of post-fit residuals 
revealed the presence of unmodeled noise in addition to 
known system noise. Therefore, an extra noise term, 
estimated on the basis of the x2-analysis, was included in 
the final least-squares solution for the baseline and 
instrumental parameters (Ref. 5). The source of this extra­
noise term was possibly the unmodeled short-term ( 1 
hour) instability of -the rubidium oscillator. A summary of 
each experiment, including root-mean-square delay residu­
als and the unmodeled noise level for each experiment, is 
given in Table 2. The resultant baseline vectors are given 
in Table 3, where a weighted average of all Site B 
solutions is also included. 
Table 4 compares the displacement vector (Site B-Site 
A) as derived from the combined interferometry data with 
the one derived from survey. It is seen that the two 
methods are in good agreement within the data noise level 
of 8 cm. (The relatively large data noise is due mainly to 
the 7-cm uncertainty in the Site A interferometry 
solution.) 
A summary of the interferometry results and a 
comparison with the survey is given in graphical form in 
Fig. 5. Note that the December 1973 experiment, which 
was performed with the ARIES antenna at Site A, has 
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been adjusted to the Site B position by use of the 
accurately determined survey displacement vector. The 
bracketed values represent the weighted averages of the 
last three Site B measurements. 
One important feature of these particular interferome-
try results is that in some cases the error in the 
Y-component of the baseline vector is larger than the 
other components, both in terms of its formal error 
estimate and in terms of the agreement with the survey. 
This Y-component weakness was caused by an inadequate 
geometric distribution of source directions, due either to 
poor observing strategy or to the loss of scheduled 
observations. It should be possible to design future 
measurements so that this weakness is eliminated. 
VI. Conclusions 
These measurements completed the first phase of a 
series of Project ARIES experiments designed to demon­
strate the suitability of a transportable, independent­
station radio interferometric system for accurate geodetic 
measurements. In this first phase, a 307-m baseline near 
the 64-m Mars station at Goldstone has been surveyed 
both conventionally, and interferometrically. Results of 
these experiments show that the transportable interferom-
eter possesses an inherent accuracy of a few centimeters 
in three dimensions for short baselines, and is a potentially 
powerful geodetic measurement tool. Specifically, the 
following capabilities of the present transportable radio 
interferometer have been demonstrated for a 307-m 
baseline: 
(1) 	 With approximately 28 hours of observations, a 
formal uncertainty (precision) of 3 cm in each 
component of the baseline can be achieved, 
(2) 	Comparison of the interferometer baseline with 
conventional survey indicates that the 3-cm preci-
sion can be regarded as the accuracyof the system. 
(3) The interferometer has successfully detected a small 
intentional change in baseline with approximately 
8-cm accuracy. This relatively large uncertainty was 
due mainly to the single six-hour measurement of 
the Site A position. 
In 	addition, these ARIES experiments have isolated and 
demonstrated at the few-centimeter level the following 
performance of the instrumental and analytic subsystems 
on the 307-m baseline: 
(1) 	The achievement of an adequate signal-to-noise ratio 
for delay measurements using the 9-m/64-m inter-
ferometer system with a 4-Mbit/s record rate. 
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(2) The experimental evaluation of oscillator instability 
in terms of bandwidth synthesis and baseline vector 
solutions. In this regard, we have found that the 
rubidium frequency standard is marginally adequate. 
(3) 	The successful integration of the NRAO 2-MHz­
bandwidth Mark II digital recorder and cross­
correlation system. 
(4) 	The adequacy of the group delay stability of the 
interferometer instrumentation. 
(5) 	 The adequacy of the two-channel bandwidth synthe­
sis subsystem. 
(6) The development and validation of post-correlation 
software for delay observable generation and 
multiparameter estimation of the baseline and 
instrumental parameters. 
VII. Outlook 
Project ARIES has now entered its second phase of 
demonstration experiments. The transportable antenna is 
currently deployed at JPL and will occupy several sites 
throughout the seismically complex region of Southern 
California in the near future. The baselines to be surveyed 
in this second phase will range from 100 to 300 km in 
length. These baselines are particularly important since 
some geophysicists now believe that the crustal uplifting 
due to rock dilatancy, which is possibly premonitory to 
earthquakes, can be observed in the regions spanning a 
few hundred kilometers (Refs. 7 and 8). With these longer 
baselines, however, new challenges for Project ARIES 
must be met in order to achieve a system accuracy of 1-3 
cm. First, the troposphere, ionosphere, and space plasma 
will introduce appreciable uncertainties in the time delay, 
since raypath dissimilarities will be greater for widely 
spaced antennas. Calibration of these differential propaga­
tion media delays will require special-purpose instrumen­
tation such as the water vapor microwave radiometer (for 
calibrating the "wet" troposphere) and dual-frequency 
reception (for calibrating charged-particle effects). For 
these longer baselines, radio source locations and Earth 
orientation parameters must be calibrated or modeled at 
the 0.03 arc second level. Such calibration should be 
obtainable from independently conducted interferometry 
experiments on intercontinentalbaselines. With these 
anticipated improvements, the ARIES interferometer 
should be capable of three-dimensional measurements of 
baselines spanning hundreds of kilometers with an 
accuracy of a few centimeters. 
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Table 1. Conventional survey baseline vector between the ARIES 
antenna (Site A and Site B) and the Mars antenna (ARIES minus 
Mars) in the CIO frame 
BaselineBasen Site A, m Site B, m 
component 
X 221.89 ± 0.02 221.73 0.02 
Y -172.11 ± 0.03 -172.47 -±0.03 
Z -123.26 ± 0.02 -123.51 ± 0.02 
Total length ! 306.68 ± 0.02 306.87 ± 0.02 
Table 2. Summary of interferometry experiments 
Total Number of Number of Number fit UMSnmodeled 
Experiment Site duration of observa- sources of fit delay delay noise, 
date experiment,a h tionsb observed parameters residual, ns 
ns
 
12/22/73 A 6.0 17 9 7 0.31 0.25 
4/23/74 B 7.0 20 14 7 0.24 0.15 
6/5/74 B 9.7 . 29 11 6 0.20 0.13 
6/18/74 B 5.8 19 12 7 0.35 0.18 
aIncluding antenna move times. 
UEach observatin approximately 10 minutes. 
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Table 3 Interferometry results for the ARIES 307-m baseline experiments 
Experiment date 
12/22/74 
4/23/74 
6/5/74 
6/18/74 
Weighted average 
Site 
A 
B 
B 
B 
B 
X'm 
221.79:±-.07 
221,70 -±.04 
221.72 k.04 
221.72±.06 
221.71 ±.03 
Ym 
-172.14 L.07 
-172.39 t07 
-172.53 t.04 
-17266 t.10 
- 172.51 ± 03 
Zm 
- 123.33 ± .07 
- 123.57 - .06 
- 123.52 - .04 
-123.57-- .08 
-123.54- ±.03 
Lm 
306.64± " .07 
306.82±.07 
306.90± ­ .04 
306.99±.10 
306.90±.03 
Table4. Comparison of the Interferomety displacement vector 
between Sites A and B (B - A) with the survey value 
Type data AX, cm Ay, cm AZ Ca Al, cm 
lnterferometery 
Survey-
Interferometer -
-8±8 
-16±-1 
8±8 
-37±8 
-36--1 
-1±8 
-21±8 
-25±1 
4±8 
26±8 
19±1 
7±8 
-The survey displacement vector is a special local measurement 
on avery short (-0.5 m) distance and thus possesses a smaller 
formal uncertainty ( 1 cm) than the values quoted in Table 1. 
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IFig. 1. The 307-m baseline between the 64-m Mars antenna (left) and the 9-m ARIES antenna (center); ARIES 
electronics and control trailer on right 
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the Project ARIES transportable antenna interferometer system 
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System Performance of the Dual-Channel 
Mu-Il Sequential Ranging 
W. L. Martin 
Communications Systems Research Section 
This article discusses the purposes and performance of the Dual-ChannelMu-
II Sequential Ranging equipment in both the laboratoryandfield. Measurements 
were made to quantify the degradation introduced by the exciter, receiver, 
Ranging Subsystem, and spacecraft transponder.Additionally, both long- and 
short-term group delay stability is discussed. Finally, experimental data 
obtainedduring the MarinerVenus/Mercury 1973 mission are presented to show 
the utility of the machine. 
I. Introduction 
The Dual-Channel Sequential Ranging System (Fig. 1) 
was designed to support the Mariner Venus/Mercury 1973 
(MVM'73) radio science experiments. Experimental 
objectives included a study of the interplanetary plasma 
and an investigation of the solar corona. 
A radio signal is delayed as it passes through a plasma 
field. Magnitude of this delay is dependent upon both the 
field's density and the frequency of the radio wave. 
Theoretically the differential delay resulting from two 
radio signals of different frequency passing through a 
common plasma field is proportional to the ratio of those 
frequencies squared. Thus, if the frequencies are known, 
measurement of the differential delay allows the unique 
solution of field density. 
MVM'73 was the first space mission to fly a two­
frequency (S- and X-band) ranging transponder. It 
provided a premier opportunity to measure the total 
columnar electron density as well as the plasma dynamics.Past missions have been restricted to the latter since they 
carried a single-frequency (S-band) transponder. While the 
plasma dynamics are scientifically interesting, the inability 
to determine total columnar electron density represented 
a potential source of error preventing the full realization 
of other experimental objectives. 
For example, both the Mariner 1969 and 1971 missions 
included a relativity experiment wherein the objective 
was to differentiate between Einstein's theory of general 
relativity and a modification of that theory proposed by 
Brans-Dicke. 
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The experiment consisted of measuring the range over a 
protracted period in order to establish the spacecraft's 
orbit with a high degree of confidence. These range 
measurements continued as the spacecraft passed behind 
the Sun and the Sun-Earth-probe angle became small, on 
the order of 1 degree. As the signal's ray path approached 
the Sun, the intense gravitational field resulted in a 
warping of the time-space field such as to make the 
apparent distance appear greater than that predicted by 
the spacecraft's orbit. This difference is due to the 
relativistic delay and is the subject of the theories 
promulgated by Einstein and Brans-Dicke. 
Since only 7% separates the delays predicted by the two 
theories, a high degree of precision is required to 
differentiate between them. Unfortunately, plasma from 
the solar corona also introduces a delay in the received 
signal. While its magnitude is only a small fraction of the 
relativistic delay, the two are indistinguishable, and the 
size of the coronal delay is sufficiently-large so it cannot be 
ignored. Thus, models have been formulated which 
attempt to quantify the coronal delay as a function of 
Sun-Earth-probe angle. The problem is that these are 
necessarily steady-state representations which approxi-
mate the average expected delay. 
On the other hand, the solar corona is actually a highly 
dynamic body wherein day-to-day variations can reach a 
substantial fraction of the total coronal delay. Therefore, 
the modeling technique contains an intrinsic error limiting 
the accuracy of delay determination and hence the 
relativity experiment. Clearly, what is needed is an actual, 
daily, measurement, not only to test the corona model, but 
also for the correction of 'range data around superior 
conjunction. The dual-channel, S-X, ranging equipment 
provides this capability for the first time. But faith in the 
measurements made by this device must necessarily 
depend upon a trust in the ranging machine itself, 
Therefore, the remainder of this article is devoted to 
presenting and interpreting test data collected over a 
period of months with the Dual-Channel Sequential 
Ranging System. 
II. Code Correlation Characteristics 
To isolate the components introducing errors, correla-
tion measurements were made in'the Telemetry Develop-
ment Laboratory (TDL) using a variety of system 
configurations including: 
(1) The ranging equipment alone. 
(3) 	The ranging equipment connected to a Block III 
Receiver/Exciter Subsystem using a wide-band zero­
delay device. 
(4) 	The ranging equipment connected to a Block III 
Receiver/Exciter Subsystem using an MVM'73 
prototype transponder. 
Figure 2 pictorially summarizes the four test configura­
tions. Correlation curves are generated by connecting the 
equipment in one of the four modes. After acquiring the 
range in a normal manner, the local reference (receiver) 
coder is shifted by its smallest increment (7.5 or 15 
nanoseconds depending upon the reference frequency), 
and a new phase measurement is made. This process of 
shift and measure is continued through one complete code 
cycle. Both the 0- and 90-degree accumulators are 
integrated over the period of each-'phase measurement, 
and this number, representing the degree of correlation, is 
recorded at the conclusion of the measurement. 
When plotted, the two channels represent the familiar 
code correlation curves (see Fig. 3). Of course, Fig. 3 
represents a theoretical, and hence idealized, correlation 
function. In actuality, bandpass limitations and non­
uniform phase shifts between the fundamental codefrequency and its harmonics cause a distortion of the 
correlation relationship. These nonlinearities can result 
from imperfections in the ranging equipment itself, or 
from code waveform distortion occurring within the 
associated Deep Space Station (DSS) Receiver/Exciter 
Subsystem or within the spacecraft's transponder. Thus, 
the purpose of these tests was to investigate the 
contribution of each aforenamed subsystem to total system 
error. During the first test, the Ranging Subsystem's 
transmitter code output was connected, through an 
attenuator, to its receiver 1 input. Because of the 
automatic gain control (AGO) amplifier's wide-band 
characteristics, the range code is passed directly through 
to the analog-to-digital converter and thence to the 
correlator. To foreclose a significant droop in the range 
code due to the amplifier's low-frequency cutoff, a 2-MHz 
code was selected for this test. 
Under normal operating conditions the equipment 
receives a 10-MHz carrier, phase modulated with the 
ranging code. Where as here the code is present without 
the 10 MHz, correlation against a model containing a 10-
MHz reference will result in the integral of samples over 
the interval being zero. Thus, the internal reference must 
be disabled. Fortuitously, this can easily be accomplished 
(2) The ranging equipment connected to a wide-band - via the 10-MHz disable switch conveniently located on the 
10-MHz modulator. machine's front panel. 
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Figure 4 summarizes the results of the "base band" test. 
Since a 2-MHz code, rather than the usual 500-kHz code, 
was used for this test, only 32 steps were required to shift 
its phase through one complete cycle. This resulted in a 
rather large spacing between points, as will be observed in 
the quadrature channel where the individual steps are 
plotted, and accounts for the roughness of the solid curve, 
Note that the spacing of the peak points is different 
from all others. This is due to the local (receiver) code 
never being perfectly in phase with the transmitter code 
because the 15-nanosecond shift available with a 66-MHz 
reference is too coarse. Thus, the correlator output at this 
point is less than it would have been had the 2 codes been 
in phase. This causes an apparent distortion in the 
correlation curve which is not actually present in the 
machine and is one of the reasons why a 132-MHz 
reference was selected in preference to the 44-MHz 
alternative available from the Block IV exciter. In the 
presence of noise this apparent quantization does not 
reduce the accuracy of the range measurement, 
The intrinsic accuracy of the machine is determined by 
the linearity of the correlation curve, for it is this 
relationship between reference and quadrature channels 
that translates into a phase measurement. Linearity in turnis affected by, among other things, code waveform bothismongothrafeced y, ting. coe wvefrm oth 
within and without the machine. It is useless to generate a 
perfect transmitter code and an ideal modulator, exciter, 
and spacecraft transponder if the local code used for 
correlation purposes is defective, for the result is but the 
product of the two waveforms and the poorer will prevail, 
Thus, when one asks a 1-nanosecond accuracy in range, he 
is requiring a phase measurement to be better than 0.05%, 
placing stringent requirements on code waveforms, 
As discussed earlier, precision and stability were 
primary objectives. They were achieved by providing 
wide bandwidths and careful control over all code 
waveforms. High-speed logic was used to ensure that 
transition times were short and symmetry was good. 
Comparing the phase calculated using the measured 
correlation curve (Fig. 4) with that obtained with a 
perfect square wave (and hence an ideal correlation 
function), yields the error curve of Fig. 5. Note the peaks 
occurring at ir/2 intervals due to the distortion in the 
correlation function at its maximum and minimum values. 
As discussed supra, this distortion is a product of the 
quantization and delay experienced in this particular test 
and would be expected to disappear under normal 
operating conditions. Thus, the slight difference in 
amplitude of the error function due to slightly greater 
distortion in the reference channel would also probably 
disappear. 
The important information presented by Fig. 5 can be 
summarized as follows: First, the error function is 
substantially periodic at fr/2 intervals. Second, the error at 
the actual tracking point (r/4 + nir/2) is virtually 
nonexistent. Third, the average value over 2 v" is approxi­
mately zero, showing the machine contains no biases. 
Fourth, the maximum error experienced was on the order 
of 2 nanoseconds and this was probablj due to quantiza­
tion. 
In order to ascertain the degradation in performance 
resulting from the interconnection with other equipment, 
similar tests were run using a more normal operating 
mode. Figure 6 shows the test results using the 10-MHz 
wide-band modulator (see Fig. 2). This is similar to the 
previous test in that only the ranging equipment is under 
test; however, now the input is receiving a 10-MHz phase­
modulated carrier as it does when connected with a DSS 
receiver. Additionally, the typical 500-kHz range code is 
employed rather than the 2-MHz code. 
Observe the high degree of linearity in the sides of the 
correlation function. The slight rounding at the peaks is 
duelton reitio ns inhe ou lat heer,due to bandpass'restrictios in the modulator; however,
this distortion is small compared with that which appears 
usi sotion iguations. 
using other configurations. 
The error function, Fig. 7, is plotted for one-half of the 
period (0 to gr). Its maximum amplitude is approximately 
the same as that measured during the baseband test and 
occurs at the peaks of the correlation function. At other 
locations the error is substantially zero. Figure 7 also 
includes an apparent negative bias that results from the 
method by which code phase is established. In fact, it is part of the system delay that has not been removed and 
therefore should be ignored. 
Continuing with the system tests, Fig. 8 is a plot of the 
correlation function when the system is connected to a 
standard DSS Block III Receiver/Exciter Subsystem
through a zero-delay device (refer to configuration 
diagram Fig. 2). A zero-delay device comprises a wide­
band crystal mixer which converts a part of the 
transmitted energy to the receive frequency and is so 
named because its through-put time is exceedingly small. 
Careful inspection of Fig. 8 reveals some nonlinearity in 
the correlation function. This is likely due to a non­
uniform shift in the phase of the higher-order range code 
harmonics with respect to the fundamental frequency. 
Note, also, the somewhat greater rounding at the peaks of 
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the correlation curves. This is consistent with the non-
uniform phase-shift theory in that the rounding is 
indicative of poor high-frequency response in the system. 
As the response begins to roll off, it becomes uneven with 
the result that the phase-frequency characteristic is 
nonlinear. This in turn results in a disproportionate phase 
shift in the high-order harmonics and the nonlinear 
correlation curve. 
The effect is clearly evident in the error curve of Fig. 9. 
Here the amplitude has increased from approximately 2 
nanoseconds to more than 7 nanoseconds. Note, also, that 
the area under the error function is substantially greater 
than that indicated in Figs. 5 and 7. This results not only 
from the increased amplitude, but, also, from an increase 
in the error value at all code phases. The latter results 
from the nonlinearity in correlation function caused by 
non-uniform harmonic phase shift, 
The final system test results appear in Fig. 10. For this 
measurement a Block III exciter was connected to a Block 
III receiver via the MVM'73 prototype transponder (see 
Fig. 2). This, then, represents a hardware complement 
similar to that which would be found in the field during an 
actual mission track. The tests were run at relatively 
strong ranging signal levels in order to properly identify 
the system's characteristics. However, the total uplink 
power was kept at -120 dBm in order to ensure a noise-
limited condition at the spacecraft transponder's limiter 
and, hence, linear performance (i.e., no material recon-
struction of the range code). 
Here the degradation is readily apparent by comparing 
Fig. 10 with any of the preceding correlation curves. Not 
only has the-linearity suffered badly, but, also, the peak-
rounding is so great that the curve is becoming nonlinear 
at the equal power points for the reference and 
quadrature channels. Moreover, careful inspection reveals 
that this rounding is asymmetrical with respect to the true 
peak. Again, this follows from the restricted bandwidth; 
however, in this case the spacecraft is the limiting 
element. 
The degradation is clearly evident in the error function 
(Fig. 11). Amplitude is some 8 times greater than that 
measured in the baseband test. Moreover, the magnitude 
remains fairly high for all code phases, indicating 
substantial high-order harmonic phase shift. Further 
indication of this shift appears from the asymmetrical 
character of the error curve, that is, the sharp increase 
followed by the relatively slow decline. The message here 
is that the correlation function is not symmetrical with 
respect to its peak, with the result that the optimal 
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tracking point has been shifted from the normal, rr/4, 
point. 
Examination of Fig. 10 reveals that the once triangular 
correlation curve now approximates a sine wave. Some 
possibilities for improvement in system performance 
suggest themselves. It is obvious from the foregoing 
discussion that the greatest degradation occurs in the 
transponder. This means that the- transponder's charac­
teristics of bandwidth and harmonic phase shift are the 
dominant factors in shaping the correlation curve and; 
hence, the overall system performance. From here it 
follows that small variations in ground equipment 
bandwidth will not affect system delay since the transpon­
der's relatively narrow bandwidth will have removed most 
code harmonics. Thus, the spacecraft's characteristics 
dominate, and, if a method could be found to quantify the 
distortion introduced by the transponder, the overall 
ranging accuracy could be Improved. 
One method is to measure the correlation characteris­
tics of each transponder as was done here with the MVM 
radio (Fig. 10). These measurements can be incorporated 
as corrections to the linear phase estimator algorithm 
employed in the ranging system. Using this technique the 
ranging equipment could be exactly matched to each 
spacecraft. 
A second alternative is to filter the higher-order 
harmonics between the DSS receiver and the ranging 
equipment. In this case the phase shift introduced in the 
harmonics by the transponder is unimportant since only 
the fundamental remains after the filtering. Preliminary 
tests show that, when used in conjunction with an arc 
tet s ethathen tse fltin eth od 
tangent phase estimator algorithm, the filtering method 
alone. 
Both alternatives are under active investigation. Unless 
dramatic improvements in transponder design are forth­
coming, one of them will probably be necessary to meet 
the accuracy requirements of future missions. 
III. System Stability 
Another aspect of accuracy is stability. By this is meant 
the system's ability to produce the same result over a 
period of time where conditions remain relatively 
unchanged. Stability can be further subdivided into short­
term and long-term components. 
Short-term stability may be defined as ie capacity to 
remain invariant over periods from 8 to 12 hours, such as 
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would be experienced during a single pass. This character-
istic is important because the equipment is only calibrated 
prior to, and occasionally after, each track. Changes 
occurring during the pass are indistinguishable from the 
parameter being measured, either range, or the change in 
range due to particle dynamics (DRVID). These variations 
impose an upper bound on the system's accuracy and 
every effort should be made to minimize them. 
Long-term stability refers to the system's ability to 
produce consistent results over a period of months. This is, 
of course, inexorably related to short-term stability in 
many respects, for most of the factors influencing one will 
also affect the other. Frequently, a situation will arise 
which forecloses a ranging calibration either prior to or 
following a pass. The reasons can vary from overcommit-
ment of station tracking time to equipment malfunctions 
that require repair during the normal calibration periods, 
In a situation such as this, it is desirable to use the 
calibration of the previous day or, perhaps, of the previous 
week if tracks are infrequent. This is only possible if the 
delay will not have changed during the period and 
therefore long-term stability becomes very important. 
As noted in an earlier section, considerable care was 
taken to ensure high stability in the Ranging Subsystem. 
To evaluate the success of this effort, the range code was 
connected, via the wide-band 10-MHz modulator, to the 
ranging unit's input (see Fig. 2). This utilized the 
minimum amount of external equipment necessary to 
make a meaningfuf stability measurement. 
A normal range acquisition was made and the machine 
was allowed to continually remeasure the range at 10-
minute intervals for more than 16 hours. The results are 
plotted in Fig. 12. During the entire period the peak-to-
peak variation was less than 60 picoseconds (60 x 10-12 
seconds). Moreover, the average variation during the same 
was ptoshoes
period was on the order of 30 picoseconds. This 
corresponds to a change in one-way range of less than 1/4 
inch (approximately 5- millimeters) over the 17-hour 
period! 
While the relative contributions of the modulator and 
Ranging Subsystem are inseparable, the size of the change 
probably makes further consideration of this matter 
unnecessary. Unless one is willing to postulate larger drifts 
in opposite directions for each piece of equipment, which 
almost perfectly compensate one another, and which 
situation is highly unlikely, then the only conclusion left is 
that neither equipment changes significantly. 
Long-term stability of the entire ground system was 
evaluated by plotting ranging calibration data obtained at 
DSS 14 over a period of several months. The particular 
configuration consisted of the Ranging Subsystem herein 
described, a standard Block III exciter and the new Block 
IV receiver. The zero-delay device at DSS 14 had been 
improved so as to eliminate the air path and therefore a 
problem with RF reflections which had been found near 
the face of the dish. 
The calibrations, made at S-band, are plotted in Fig. 13 
for a period from February through the middle of June 
1974. Because of different path lengths, only data obtained
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with the 100-kW transmitter were plotted. 
Note the remarkable consistency throughout the entire
 
Note The rerabe cecy thougho te entir 
period. The average delay was found to be 3.470 
nanoseconds (approximately 1/2 meter inone-way range). 
One can discern evidence of cyclic behavior whose period 
is approximately 25 days. After the system had stabilized 
following day 70, the day-to-day variation is extremely
small compared with the cyclic characteristic. Some effort 
should be expended to identify the source of this change, 
whereafter the total variation (peak-to-peak) could 
probably be reduced to less than 5 nanoseconds. If this 
were done, daily calibration may be found unnecessary. 
As a further check on long-term stability, differential 
group delay was plotted for a somewhat longer period 
using both the 100- and 20-kW transmitters. The results 
appear in Fig. 14. Here the data can be separated into 
three distinct groups. During the early part of the year, 
just prior to Mercury encounter, there was considerable 
activity at DSS 14 in readying the new Block IV receiver 
for the critical period. The effect of this activity is evident 
as an increased instability in differential-delay prior to day 
70. 
On or about day 75, cables traversing the elevationOnio abon day 75,ecale trvrsn elevtisbearing were replaced, resulting in a substantial change in 
differential delay. Thereafter, the day-to-day variation 
became smaller and the cyclic behavior more evident. 
From day 80 through day 135 the average delay 
diminished by only 1 nanosecond, although the periodic 
signature resulted in a standard deviation of about 4.5 
nanoseconds. 
The station was inactivated for a period of time 
following day 135. During this period certain unidentified 
changes took place, causing the differential delay to 
decrease by 6.7 nanoseconds. This reconfiguration also 
appears to have had a stabilizing effect in that the average 
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delay remained unchanged during the following 1-1/2 
months. Moreover, the cyclic variation appears to be 
incieased in frequency and reduced in amplitude. Thus, 
careful scrutiny of the alterations made during this period 
may provide a clue as to its cause. 
The conclusion reached from this compendium of 
information is that the entire ground system exhibits fairly 
stable behavior over substantial periods of time, particu-
larly if left undisturbed. Further work should be under-
taken to identify the source of the cyclic behavior, 
IV. Experimental -Results 
In the final analysis, the test of any system is in the 
utility of information which it produces. As noted'in the 
introduction to this section, one limitation on the accuracy 
of relativity experiments has been the absence of a 
dynamic corona model. Obviously, the best model is 
obtained from actual measurements made through the 
time near superior conjunction. 
The two-frequency capability of thig system provided a 
unique opportunity to measure not only the dynamics but 
also absolute coronal delay. The effect of the solar corona 
upon group delay will be found in Fig. 15 and is presented 
through the courtesy of T. Howard of Stanford University, 
team leader of Mariner 10 Radio Science Experiments. 
No attempt will be made to interpret these data, which 
are far beyond the purpose or scope of this presentation. 
Suffice it to say that the graph amply demonstrates the 
system's ability to resolve not only the magnitude of delay 
but, also, its day-to-day variation. Theoretical computa­
tions have confirmed the correctness of the data contained 
in the figure. 
One final measurement deserves mention. On day 171, 
approximately 2 weeks after superior conjunction, the 
ranging equipment was configured to provide rapid, 
multiple acquisitions. Only three range code components 
were employed, which were sufficient to resolve the 
differential delay resulting from the solar corona. Some 25 
points were obtained over a 4-hour period, approximately 
one point every 10 minutes. The purpose here was to 
demonstrate the machine's ability to resolve high-
frequency fluctuations in coronal density, which caused 
changes in differential group delay. The data are plotted 
in Fig. 16. 
The predicted signal level available on day 171 was such 
that the expected variation in delay due to noise was small 
compared with the changes actually observed. Again, 
interpretation of these data is not within the purpose of 
this work, and the data are included simply to show the 
capabilities of the equipment. 
V. Conclusions 
All this leaves a question as to what can and should be 
don toimprve t entire stem'accracy h e 
done to improve te entire system's accuracy. Theforegoing evidence suggests severat'conclsions. 
First, the ranging equipment, standing by itself, appears 
quite adequate. The tests have shown that improvements 
in this subsystem would not materially affect the overall 
-system performance. 
Second, accuracy and stability with the Block III 
Receiver/Exciter Subsystem are fairly good. While 
bandwidth limitations are clearly present and some 
nonlinearity exists due to non-uniform harmonic phase 
shift, these distortions do not appear to have a substantial 
effect on stability. Work should be undertaken to 
eliminate the non-uniform phase shifts that probably occur 
within the exciter. Because it was unavailable for many of 
these tests, no conclusions are reached with respect to 
performance with the Block IV equipment. 
Third, the dominant source of error is within the 
spacecraft's transponder. From this it follows that the 
maximum yield in terms of performance improvement for 
manpower invested would be obtained by concentrating 
on this unit. 
If one accepts these conclusions as true, then the only 
reasonable course is in terms of spacecraft transponder 
development. To attempt alternate "fixes" with respect to 
the ground equipment is to treat symptoms and not 
causes, and it will prove both expensive and relatively 
unproductive in the long term. The underlying problem is 
one of bandwidth. It is too narrow. A limited bandwidth 
may have had merit in the days of the 26-m (85-ft) 
antennas, 10-kilowatt ground transmitters, and pseudonoise 
ranging systems. Today there are 64-m (210-ft) antennas, 
100-kilowatt transmitters, and sequential ianging equip­
ment, and the relevant considerations, have changed 
accordingly. Now the question is no loriger whether we 
can measure range at all, but, rather, how accurately can 
we measure it. Whereas a 2 0-meter accuracy was 
sufficient but a few years ago, now uncertainties greater 
than 5 meters can invalidate whole experiments. Tomor­
row the requirements will press to a few centimeters. 
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1Viewed from this perspective the answer seems clear: a- = 271No/(2st)]" 2 
widen the bandwidth, Increasing the present 1.5-MHz where T is the code bit period. 
transponder bandwidth to 12 MHz would result in less It is obvious that increasing the code frequency to 2 
than a 10-dB loss in signal-to-noise ratio. To produce the MHz will result in the same phase noise without changing 
same uncertainty in phase, the already short integration integration time! But, the higher code frequency will have 
time would have to be increased by a factor of 8, provided resulted in improved accuracy for the reason that time, 
that the code frequency remained constant. Hbwever, if and hence range, has been quantized into smaller units. 
channel bandwidth limitations imposed by the Federal Thus, the answer is not one of patching an existing and 
Communications Commission permitted, the code fre- outmoded system, but rather in re-evaluation and change 
quency could, and should, be increased. Remembering the of that system in light of today's experimental 
equation for phase uncertainty (Ref. 1) requirements. 
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A Fabrication Method for 64-m Antenna
 
Radial Bearing Wear Strip Segments
 
H. D. McGinness and H. P. Phillips 
DSN Engineering Section 
R. E. Renner
 
Fabrication Shops Section
 
In the construction of the 64-m antennasfor the DSN the fabricationof the 
radial bearing wear strips has been a difficult problem, and one that was not 
solved satisfactorily during the initial construction.A test project carriedout in 
the PL machine shop has shown the feasibility of a direct machining process, 
using a tracer or tape controlled planer. This process can be used for the 
manufacture of replacement wear strips for those presently installed on the 
antenna, and can be used with higher hardness steels giving an improved wear 
life of these components. 
I. Introduction 
On the DSN 6 4-m antennas, fabrication of the radial 
bearing runner wear strip segments to the desired flatness 
tolerance has been very difficult and not completely 
successful. The wear strips are hardened steel plates 2.86 
m (112.5 in.) long formed to an arc 36 deg long on a 4.57-
m (15-ft) radius. The manufacturing process that has been 
used consists of grinding the wear strips flat and then: cold-
forming them to the desired radius. The cold-forming 
process has &used a transverse warpage which prevents 
proper seating of the wear strip on the runner, and 
requires machining of the outer surface of the wear strip 
at final assembly. This paper describes a project carried on 
in the JPL machine shop to test a method of machining 
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these segments to the desired arc on a planer, holding the 
desired flatness, and without resorting to the use of a very 
large boring mill. The fabrication technique is applicable 
to replacement parts or new construction. 
H. Fabrication Problem 
The 64-m antenna radial bearings are made up of three 
2-wheel trucks running against the 10 hardened wear strip 
segments on the face of the 9.14-m (30-fit) diameter 
runner. The original wear strips were made of T1 steel 
with a hardness of approximately 24 Rockwell C and a 
yield strength of 6.9 X 108 N/m 2 (100,000 psi). The 
manufacturing process used consisted of grinding the 
plates in the flat to a thickness tolerance of ±0.05 mm 
69 
(0.002 in.) to assure that the machined concentricity of the 
runner would be maintained in the hardened wear strip 
face and that there would be a minimum step across 
adjacent segment ends. The segments were then cold-
formed to the desired radius (the outside radius of the 
runner) and attached to the runner with counterbored cap 
screws. It was found that the cold-forming produced an 
anticlastic distortion of the wear strips in the form of an 
outward curvature that prevented proper seating of the 
wear strips on the runner (Fig. 1). The resulting gaps were 
filled with shim material to distribute the wheel loads 
from the wear strip into the runner, and the outer surfaces 
were machined on a very large boring mill to assure a flat 
outer surface. The shimming process is not satisfactory 
because it leaves hard spots that cause high local contact 
stresses on the wheel and the wear strip, which will lead 
to premature failure of these components. 
III. Test Program 
The objective of the test was to determine if the wear 
strip segments could be machined in the final arc form on 
a planer, using a tracer attachment, and maintaining the 
desired thickness tolerance. The test was made using heat-
treated 4130 steel rather than T1 because the higher 
hardness obtainable would be needed in the future 
construction of larger antennas of similar configuration. 
The fabrication process used was as follows: 
A plate of annealed 4130 steel (oversized to allow for 
finish machining) was rolled to the approximate curve and 
then heat-treated to 32-38 Rockwell C. The curved plate 
edge was machined and then placed on a planer table, 
edge lengthwise, using angle plates for support, and 
standard hold-down bolts for clamping (Fig. 2). 
A full length template was computer programmed and 
machined on a numerical control mill to an accuracy of ±S 
0.05 mm (0.002 in.). 
A hydraulic tracer attachment was set up on the planer, 
and a special outrigger unit was fabricated to follow the 
contour, thus positioning a tool to machine the test 
bearing plate to the required contour on the planer. 
The planer action was chosen so that the tool marks 
would be in alignment with the antenna guide rollers, and 
would not set up a Brinell action that a milling slab cutter-
might do. The outer surface was machined in two halves, 
This was required because the hydraulic tracer attachment 
used could not move the tool away from the work fast 
enough on the return stroke to clear the convex side of the 
wear strip. Upon machining the inside surface, the tool 
swept the entire length, since the return stroke was across 
the concave side of the wear strip and there was no 
clearance problem. 
The tool geometry was ground to a compromise 
between the "mean" allowable positive rake and the 
allowable negative rake. 
The feed rate was 3.4 mm/s (80 in./min) controlled 
primarily by the reaction time of the tracer cylinder. 
The problems encountered in the prototype test were 
primarily in the outrigger attachment, which chattered 
badly if actuated too rapidly, and in the hydraulic tracer 
unit, which was too slow to maintain the normally 
required feed rate. 
The inspection technique used was twofold. First, while 
the part was being machined, the thickness was checked 
to determine if the two sides were parallel and/or how 
much out of parallel. The test final piece was 0.38 mm 
(0.015 in.) out of parallel. It is felt that a numerically 
controlled (N) machine, cutting full length instead of two 
halves as the test was run, would easily hold 0.127 to 0.25 
mm (0.005 to 0.010 in.) parallel. 
Second, the part was then released, and placed in a free 
state with an indicator taking the place of the tool bit. 
The part was moved through its longitudinal cycle to 
determine how closely it matched the template contour. 
The test piece checked to within 0.508 mm (0.20 in.) of 
the template. An NC machine, cutting full length, should 
be within 0.254 mm (0.010 in:). 
IV.Summary of Test'Results
 
The results of this test are summarized as follows: 
(1) 	The longitudinal planer method appears to he 
desirable to keep the tool marks running in the 
direction of the mating bearing rollers. 
(2) 	A more desirable machine would be an actual 
"hydraulic tracer planer," -Which would be used in 
place of the attachment, or, better still, a numeri­
cally controlled planer. The latter would be the 
more desirable as all of the machine functions could 
be programmed beforehand, thus allowing higher 
speed. 
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(3) A final thickness variation of 0.127 mm (0.005 in.) 
can be expected. This would cause an undesirable 
step across the adjoining segments and would 
require hand work in the final assembly. 
(4) It appears that the process of forming the plate cold, 
heat treating it, and then machining it on an 
appropriately equipped planer is a practical way of 
achieving the desired final dimensional accuracy. 
Some hand working of the steps across adjacent 
segments may be required at final assembly, but the 
end product will be much more satisfactory than 
achieved so far. The proposed method should also be 
competitive with the previous method on a cost 
basis, and can be used for replacement parts as well 
as for new construction. 
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Operating Noise Temperature Calibrations 
of the S-Band Systems at DSS 14 for 
Calendar Year 1974 
M. S. Reid and D. W. Veelik
 
Communications Elements Research Section
 
A previous article summarized the system operatingnoise temperatures of the 
receiving systems at DSS 14 for the calendar year 1973. This article reports 
recent precision system temperature measurements on the S-band receiving 
systems at DSS 14 and presents a summary for the calendaryear 1974. 
A previous article (Ref. 1) summarized the system overcast weather or rain are plotted as open circles. There 
operating noise temperatures of the receiving systems at are 402 data points in the upper set excluding the unclear 
DSS 14 for the calendar year 1973. This article reports weather data. The average of these 402 clear weather 
recent precision system temperature measurements on the measurements is 22.8 K and the standard deviation is 0.55 
S-band receiving systems at DSS 14 and presents a K. There are 60 clear weather measurements of the SMT 
summary for the calendar year 1974. cone low-noise path. The average of these data is 13.2 K 
and the standard deviation is 0.45 K. Most of the 
measurements, but not all, were made with the reflex feed 
The S-band megawatt transmit (SMT) cone was in system retracted. No distinction has been made in Fig. 1 
operation on the 64-m antenna at DSS 14 throughout between dichroic feed extended and retracted because the 
1974. Figure 1 shows a summary of the data for the whole dichroic feed system does not degrade the SMT cone 
year. System operating noise temperature in kelvins is performance at high elevation angles (above 30 deg) (Ref. 
plotted against time in day number and date. The 1). The SMT cone was removed from the antenna on 
configuration for the upper data set is the SMT cone, with January 27, 1975. 
the maser in the Module 3 area, operating in the diplexed 
mode. The low-noise receive-only path, operating with the 
maser in the SMT cone, is shown in the lower data set. All Figure 2 is a plot of the system operating noise 
measurements were made at 2295 MHz with the antenna temperature of the polarization diversity S-band (PDS) 
at zenith. Measurements made in clear weather are and the S-band polarization diversity (SPD) cones. On 
plotted as solid circles, and measurements made in September 28/29, 1974, the PDS cone was replaced by 
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the SPD cone, which is the standard DSN S-band cone at 
all three 64-m antenna stations. This change is shown in 
Fig. 2. In this figure also, measurements made in overcast 
or rain conditions have been clearly separated and 
excluded from the averages. All measurements were made 
at 2295 MHz with the antenna at zenith, 
The noise temperature of the diplexed PDS cone shows 
a significant improvement in the second half of the year, 
and the PDS low-noise path shows an even greater 
improvement. Several changes were made in the PDS 
system, which could account for these lower noise 
temperatures in the latter part of the year. A bad rotary 
joint was replaced, and this improved both the low-noise 
path and the diplexed-noise temperatures. Furthermore, 
during September the PDS cone underwent a major 
configuration change. The following equipment was 
removed from the cone: two rotary joints, a quarter-wave 
plate, the cosine taper, orthomode transducer, an H-plane 
bend, the waveguide band-reject filter, a waveguide 
switch, and associated waveguide runs. A crossguide 
coupler was removed and replaced with a loop couplet, 
which reduced the waveguide path by approximately 13 
cm. These changes were reflected by a marked improve-
ment in operating noise temperature as shown in the 
figure. Additional changes in the PDS cone prior to the 
Mariner 10 Mercury II encounter were the removal of the 
diplexer and the transmit filter. Insufficient measurements 
were recorded during these changes to yield a good 
average. 
Two sets of SPD cone data are included in Fig. 2. The 
lower set shows the SPD cone diplexed measurements. 
The average of these 131 data points is 21.2 X and the 
standard deviation is 0.68 K. Measurements made with the 
SPD cone, diplexed, and the maser in the Module 3 area, 
are shown in the upper set. The average of these 22 
measurements is 25.3 K and the standard deviation is 1.1 
K. 
All measurements in this report (most of which were 
made by station personnel at DSS 14) were made with the 
Y-factor technique of switching between an ambient 
termination and the horn. Most of the data points are 
based on a single Y-factor measurement, and the 
remainder were made with a precision technique of 
multiple Y-factors which has been discussed elsewhere 
(Refs. 2, 3, and 4). Table 1 is a summary of the averages of 
all the measurements. 
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Table 1. System operating noise temperature and other data for the SMT, SPD, 
and PDS cones for calendar year 1974 
System operating noise temperature Maser Folow-up Nominal 
Number of maser noiseGone and maser Coeadmsnoise Number of gain, nosNubrf maenieAvrg, Standard 
Average, dard merments in, temperature, measurements temperature, 
K deviation measurements dB K K 
SMT cone 
MOD 3 maser -
Diplexed 22.8 0.55 402 45.0 0.19 6 
SMT cone 
SMT maser 
Low-noise path 13.2 0.45 60 48.6 0.09 6 2.1 
SPD cone 
SPD maser 
Diplexed 2.1.2 0.68 131 
SPD cone 
MOD 3 maser 
Diplexed 25.3 1.07 22 
PDS cone 
PDS maser 
Diplexed 24.1 0.79 52 
Before mod. 
PDS cone 
PDS maser 
Diplexed 22.2 1.1 4 
After Mod. 
PDS cone 
PDS maser 
Low-noise path 20.4 0.56 18 43 
Before mod. 
PDS cone 
PDS maser 
Stripped cone 14.6 1.1 2 
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High-Viscosity Oil Filtration for Hydrostatic Bearings 
H. D. McGinness and H. P. Phillips
 
DSN Engineering Section
 
In the operationof hydrostaticbearings, such as are used on the azimuth axis 
of the Deep Space Network 64-m antennas,the use of high-viscosity fluids offers 
advantagesin operation clearances and in power consumption. One problem in 
using high-viscosity oils is that of appropriatefilter selection.A test program was 
undertaken to determine the characteristics of commercially available filter ele­
ments used with high viscosity fluids. The test data forms the basis for selecting 
filter elements for use with fluids in the range of 2500 Saybolt second viscosity. 
I. Introduction 
In the operation of large hydrostatic bearings, such as 
are used to support the azimuth.rmotion of the DSN 64-m 
antennas, the use of higher viscosity fluids provides a 
choice of higher film height between moving parts, lower 
power consumption by th6 high-pressure pumps, or a 
combination of these. However, the application of these 
fluids presents problems of filtration because of the high 
viscosities. 
Typical filter elements for use with hydraulic oils are 
rated for fluids with viscosities in the range of 0.006 to 
0.800 N-s/m' (30 Ssu to 1500 Ssu). For higher viscosi-
ties there is a tendency to extrapolate these ratings-a 
questionable practice when the viscosities to be used may 
range from 0.480 to 0.840 N-s/m (2400 Ssu to 4200 Ssu). 
In order to develop a basis for the application of con-
ventional filtering elements to these high-viscosity fluids, 
Fram Corporation, under contract to-JPL, conducted a 
series of tests on flows, pressure drops, and effects of 
water entrainment on several types of filtering elements 
using a high-viscosity oil of a type applicable to hydro­
static bearings. 
II. 	 Effect of Viscosity on Hydrostatic Bearing
Operational Parameters 
A hydrostatic bearing consists of a recessed pad and a 
runner (Fig. 1). High-pressure oil is forced through the 
pad recess to escape as a thin film between the runner 
and the pad. The pressure in the recess is directly related 
to the load applied on the pad. In operation the pad will 
lift, increasing the film height, until the pressure required 
to force the fluid out through the film is in equilibrium 
with the pressure due to the load. 
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The bearing film height, h, is determined from laminar The data recorded for Test No. 9 were the flow rate 
flow consideration to be at temperatures of 29, 82, 85, and 880C (85, 90, 95, and 
-100lF) with differential pressures of 0.69 X 10 , 1.88 X 
h=K[=Q"--Wi 11/3j (1) 101, 2.07 X 10-iN/ma (1, 2, and 3 psi). 
The data recorded for Tests 2, 4, and 6 are flow rates 
power, H, required to force the oil at 29C (85'F), with differential pressure at 2.07 X 10-4The pumping
through tie bearings is given by N/m 2 (3 psi), 320C (90 0 F) at 2.07 X 10-4 N/m (3 psi),850C (95°F) at 2.07 X 10- , N/m (8 psi),138 0 C (100°F) at 
,2.07 N/m 2 (8 psi); and 2900 (85°F) at 1.88 X 10 2.07 X 
4 - 4H = K h] (2- 10() , and 8.45 X 10 N/mn (2, 3, and 5 psi). 
The flow rate for Tests 1 through 9 was accomplished
Where K1 and K are constants related to the size and by volumetric measurement of flow through the filter re­
configuration of the pads and recesses, Q is the oil flow, turn line. The temperature was maintained using the 
W the applied load on the pad, and pz the absolute ASTM 51F thermometer as the control. 
viscosity, all in compatible terms. 
The volumetric samples (8000 to 4000 ml) required to 
From these it can be seen that for a fixed fluid flow and establish the flow rate through the filters were taken only 
bearing load the film height for a particular bearing when the temperature was.within 0.060C (0.1°F) of the 
configuration varies as the third root of p, the fluid required temperature and was stable. A minimum of four 
viscosity, volumetric samples were taken over a minimum of one 
hour at each temperature-differential pressure setting 
-Similarly, if the film height is maintained constant, the 29'C (85'F) at 1.38 X 10" N/m (2 psid), 290C (850F) at 
pumping power will vary inversely with the oil viscosity. 2.07 X 10- N/m' (3 psid). 
To determine the effects of water on the filter elements,
Ill. Test Program the elements used for Tests 2, 4, and 6 were submerged 
in water for a minimum of twelve hours before testing
The tests were conducted using Exxon EP5 lubricating was accomplished. Test results are summarized in 
oil, having a viscosity of 0.820 N-s/m (4107 Ssu) at 290 Table 2. 
(85*F). The temperature-viscosity relationship of this oil 
is shown in Fig. 2. The test set up is shown in Fig. S. Test No. 11 was viscosity versus temperature on Exxon 
Spartan EP5 Lube Oil. The results of this test are shown 
The series of tests listed in Table 1 was conducted to on Fig. 2. 
establish the flow versus pressure drop relationship of 
various filters. IV. Conclusion 
The data recorded for Tests 1, 3, 4, 7, and 8 were the 
flow rates at temperatures of 29, 32, 35, and 380C (85, Commercial filters are satisfactory for filtering oil in 
90, 95, and 100'F), with differential pressures of 1.38 X the viscosity range of 2400 to 4200 Ssu. The test results 
10- 4, 2.07 X 10", and 8.45 X 10- N/m 2 differential (2, 3, provides satisfactory basis for selecting filter elements for 
and 5 psi). such applications. 
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Table 1. Flow versus pressure drop tests 
Test Fram 
No. filter element Type of test 
1 C-744-15-0 Flow versus differential pressure 
2 C-744-15-0 Flow versus differential pressure 
using a water-wetted element 
3 C-709 Flow versus differential pressure 
4 C-709 Flow versus differential pressure 
using a water-wetted element 
5 C-788-40ET0 Flow versus differential pressure 
6 C-788-40HT0 Flow versus differential pressure 
using a water-wetted element 
7 C-703-10 Flow versus differential pressure 
8 C-703-25 Flow versus differential pressure 
'9 C-703-40 Flow versus differential pressure 
10 None 	 Viscosity versus temperature for 
Exxon EP5 Lubricating-oil 
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VTable 2. Test results 
r­0m Test 2 Test 4 Test 6 
m"V Test 1 C-744-15-0 Test 3 C-709 Test 5 C-788-40HTO Test 7 Test 8 Test 9 
MM
> 
r'1 
Temper-
ature,oo 
°0 
AP, 
N/m2 X 104 
(psi) 
C-744-15-0 
15/lmpaper 
15 AM paper 
(Water wet) 
C-709 
25Ampaper 
25 Am paper 
(Water wet) 
, C-788-40HTO 
40Amppaper 
40 am paper 
(Water wet) 
C-703-10 
10mscreen 
C-703-25 
25Am screen 
C-703-40 
40 Am screen 
z Flow, m3/sec X 104 
(gal/min) 
29 0.69 0.757 3.89 
0 (1) (1.20) (6.16) 
o
a) 1.38 (2) 0.82 (1.30) 1.29 (2.05) 1.17 (1.85) 
1.77 
(2.81) 
1.53 
(2.43) 
1.68 
(2.66) 
1.67 
(2.64) 
0.59 
(0.94) 
1.74 
(2.77) 
8.74 
(13.86) 
Cal2.07 1.17 1 94 2.50 2.93 2.21 2.51 2.64 2.52 0.95 2.50 12.49 
(3) (1.85) (3.07) (3.96) (4.65) (3.50) (3.99) (4.18) (3.99) (1.50) (3.96) (19.8 
m- 3.45 1.94 3.90 3.53 4.20 4.20 1.75 437 
0 (5) (3.08) (6.18) (5.59) (6.65) (6.65) (2.77) (6.93) 
.. 32 0.69 5.80 
(1) (9.2) 
1.38 1.07 1.97 2.20 0.65 2.08 9.37 
(2) (1.69) (3.13) (3.49) (1.03) (3.30) (14.85) 
2.07 1.49 1.40 2.88 3.12 2.93 3.20 0.97 3.12 17.40 
(3) (2.33) (2.31) (4.57) (4.95) (4.65) (5.08) (1.54) (4.95) (27.72) 
3.45 2.34 4.68 4.72 1.87 5.00 
(5) (3.71) (7.42) (7.49) (2.91) (7.92) 
35 0.69 6.24 
(1) (9.9) 
1.38 1.18 2.50 2.51 0.83 2.34 12.49 
(2) (1.87) (3.96) (3.99) (1.32) (3.71) (19.8) 
2.07 1.77 1.75 3.54 3.53 3.53 3.92 1.29 3.50 18.74 
(3) (2.81) (2.77) (5.61) (5.59) (5.59) (6.21) (2.05) (5.54) (29.7) 
3.45 3.03 5.35 5.87 2.19 6.25 
(5) (4.80) (8.48) (9.31) (3.47) (9.90) 
38 0.69 7.00 
(1) (11.1) 
1.38 1.59 2,88 3.32 0.95 2.91 18.74 
(2) (2.52) (4.57) (5.26) (1.50) (4.62) (29.7) 
2.07 2.24 2.19 4.11 4.20 4.72 4.47 1.53 4.69 Over 19 
(3) (3.55) (3.47) (6.51) (6.65) (7.49) (7.09) (2.42) (7.43) (30) 
3.45 3.58 6.50 7.05 2.50 7.50 
(5) (5.67) (10.30) (11.17) (3.96) (11.88) 
Two entries under Tests 2, 4, and 6 indicate different tests. 00 
--
FIXED FILTER 
DISPLACEMENT PUMP 
LOAD W 
PAD 
FLOWOIL FILM h 
FLOWQ0 
Fig. 1. Typical hydrostatic bearing 
24 75 
27 80 
29 85 
32- 90 
35 - 95 
38 -100 
41 105 
43 110 
1500 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 
VISCOSITY, Ssu 
TEMPERATURE, -C ('F) DYNAMIC VISCOSITY, ,2/s Ssu 
25.6 (78) 0.001206 6003 
29.4 (85) 0.00888 4107 
32.2 (90) 0.00703 3255 
34.9 (94.9) 0.00603 2793 
37.2 (99) 0.00522 2400 
43.3 (110) 0.00357 1600 
Fig. 2. Viscosity versus temperature, Exxon EPS lubricating oil 
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Fig. 3. Flow schematic of oil test facility 
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Long Frame Sync Words for Binary PSK Telemetry 
B. K. Levitt
 
Communications Systems Research Section
 
Sequences of length 16 to 63, which possess correlation propertiessuited to 
frame sync applicationsfoi binary phase-shift-keyed (PSK) telemetry, have been 
found. From a storageviewpoint, these sequences all have the advantage of being 
generatedby a 5- or 6-bit linearfeedback shift register. 
Consider the problem of determining a suitable frame 
sync word for a digital communication link employing 
binary phase-shift-keyed (PSK) modulation. For uncoded 
data received over the additive white Gaussian noise 
channel, the optimum procedure for locating the received 
sync words is based on a bit correlation rule (Ref. 1). In 
the block-coded case, the optimum sync word search 
requires a word correlation rule (Ref. 2); however, prac-
tical considerations often dictate the use of the sub-
optimal bit correlation approach. 
For example, if format constraints require that the 
sync word not contain an integral number of block code 
words, the bit correlation scheme is much less complex 
than the optimum frame sync rule (Ref. 2, p. 1130). In 
the case of convolutionally coded telemetry as well, the 
suboptimal bit correlation sync word search is desirable 
from a complexity viewpoint. 
Suppose the sync word is a K-bit binary sequence of 
±l's, s = (s.s , sx-,), with the nonperiodic (Ref. 3, 
p. 195) autocorrelation function 
K-1-
C E S.S1.2, 0 < 2 < K (1) 
1=-
In a binary PSK modulation system, because the derived 
carrier reference in the receiver has an inherent 180 deg 
phase ambiguity, the detected data stream will be 
inverted with probability % (e.g., Ref. 4). Consequently,
when a bit correlation sync rule is used, the probability 
of false synchronization is minimized by selecting a sync 
word s for which fCkI is minimized over the range 
1 < 2 < K - 1. That is, ideally the autocorrelation 
function of s should have the property 
ICTI 1; 1 < I < K - 1. (2) 
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Sequences satisfying this constraint are called Barker 
codes (Ref. 5): they are optimum sync words for the 
channels of interest. Unfortunately, no binary sequences 
of length greater than 13 satisfy the Barker restriction of 
Eq. (2) (e.g., Ref. 6). 
Generally, if sync words s with suitable autocorrela-
tion functions are considered, frame sync performance
improves exponentially with increasing length K. For 
K > 13, the Barker constraint must be relaxed somewhat, 
although it is still desirable that 1C0l be near zero for 
==A0. To this end, Neuman and Hofman (Ref. 7) have
argued that the following criterion can be used to select 
good frame sync words for arbitrary lengths K. They 
define a "minimum distance" 
D,,, min{D,: 1 < I < K - 1), (3) 
where the parameter 
r 
K - V/1 - IC~J. (4) 
Note that 
D,, :, DK--1 = K - 1 - K-i. (5) 
A good K-bit sync word s for the channels of interest is 
one for which D..j is near the upper bound of Eq. (5).
Using computer search techniques, Neuman and Hofman 
found sequences which maximized Dml, over all binary
K-tuples, for the range 7 < K < 24. Massey has demon-
strated by simulation that these Neuman-Hofman se-
quences compare favorably with Barker codes for frame 
sync applications when K < 13 (Ref. 1, Tables 1 and 2). 
For longer lengths K, the Neuman-Hofman search pro-
cedure for a good K-bit sync word involves a prohibi-
tively large number of candidates: even though ompli-
mentary and reversed sequences yield identical D,.,'s, 
2 -2 binary K-tuples must still be compared. In order to 
keep the computer search time for longer sync words 
within practical limits, only a small subset of all possible 
sequences can be examined; hopefully, the size of this 
subset should grow linearly, rather than exponentially, 
with K. 
For a given large value of K, it is proposed that the 
sync word search be confined to the subset of binary
K-tuples which are prefixes of pseudo-noise sequences 
(maximum-length linear recurring sequences; e.g., Ref. 8,p. 75) of length 2" - 1, where L satisfies the inequality 
2b-1 < K + 1 < 2'. (6) 
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Pseudo-noise (PN) sequences have periodic (Ref. 3, p. 195)
autocorrelation functions of the form 
K-1 
K-= 
s 1 2 = -1= 1 < I < K - 1. (7) 
Where the subscript i + I is modulo 2. Of course, for 
frame sync applications, it is the non-periodic autocorre­
lation Cgthat is of interest. Nonetheless, PN sequences 
are sufficiently pseudo-random that the subset defined 
above contains some excellent sync words, as shown 
below. Furthermore, a PN sequence of length 2" - 1 
can be generated by an L-stage linear feedback shift 
register, which is advantageous from a storage viewpoint. 
To demonstrate the merit of the shortened sync word
search procedure described above, it was used to find 
good sync words of lengths 16 to 63. For a given K in the 
range 16 < K < 31, D,, was maximized over all pos­
sible K-bit prefixes of 31-bit PN sequences (L = 5 accord­
ing to Eq. (6)). Neglecting reversed PN sequences, there 
were only 3 distinct 5-stage linear feedback shift registerconfigurations to consider (Ref. 9, Appendix C): these are 
completely described by the linear recursion formulas in 
Table IA. Each configuration generates any of 31 dif­
ferent PN sequences (which are cyclic permutations of 
one another), depending upon which 5-bit initializing 
sequence s' = (so,s,s2,st,s4) is used (excluding the all-i 
sequence). Thus, for each K in the stated range, 93 candi­
date sync words were compared. The best sync words 
found are listed in Table 2: for a given length K, the sync
word s consists of the first K bits generated by the indi­
cated shift register configuration, initialized by the desig­
nated sequence s'. 
Similarly, for 32 < K < 63, Dml. was maximized over 
K-bit prefixes of 63-bit PN sequences. Here, there were 
3 distinct 6-stage linear feedback shift register arrange­
ments of interest (Ref. 9, Appendix C), described by the 
recursion formulas of Table 11. So 189 possible sync
words were compared for each K in this range, and the 
best are listed in Table 2. Also, out of curiosity, the K-bit 
prefixes of these 63-bit PN sequences were tested with 
respect to Dmi, as possible sync words for 16 < K < 31. 
As indicated in Table 2, for 4 values of K in this range, 
a sync word derived from a 63-bit EN sequence has alarger D, than the best 31-bit derivative. In fact, for 
K '- 17 the sync word deriv'ed from a 63-bit PN sequence
has a Dm,, which equals the upper bound of Eq. (5). 
To demonstrate how close the Dm1 n's of the sync words 
in Table 2 approach the upper bound of Eq. (5), they are 
plotted in Fig. 1. 
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Table 1. Linear recursion formulas for generating 31-bit PN 
sequences from 5-stage linear feedback shift registers (the si's 
are h.1) 
Configuration Formula 
85B S, = 8-, -2 ' 8.-3 ' 8.-5 
5C s = s_ ' S 5 
Table 2. Recursion formulas for generating 63-bit PN sequences 
from 6-stage shift registers 
Configuration Formula 
6A s8= s _5 , s*_ 
6B 81 = i _ , si_5 * 8,6 
6C S= * si 8,4 , 3i-6 
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Table 3. Listing of best K-bit frame sync words derived from 31- and 63-bit PN sequences. 
Upper bound on DnnICt[max
K Up(K- - oD_ 1 _ K-i ) Configuration Initializing sequence, s' 
16 11.13 10.26 3 5A 
16 11.13 10.26 3 5B -1,-1,1,1.-1 
17 1200 10.84 4 5A I,-i,-,-,I 
17 1200 12.00 4 6B i,,-,-1,-1,-1 
18 12.88 11.55 4 5A1,1,-1,1, 
18 12.88 11.55 4 5C 1,-1,1,1,1 
18 12.88 12.00 4 6B 1,1,1,-1,-1,-1 
19 13.76 12.88 4 50 1,-1,1,1,1 
20 14.64 13.68 3 5 1,-1,1,1,1 
21 15.53 14.59 5 5B 
21 15.53 14.64 4 6B 
22 16.42 1553 4 5B 
23 17.31 16.00 4 5B -1,-1,1,1,-1 
24 1820 16.64 5 5A -1,1,1,-1,-1 
24 18.20 16.64 5 5C -1,-- 1,1,I,1 
25 19.10 17.76 5 5A 1,- 1,1,1,1 
26 2000 18.76 5 50 -I,-,,1,1 
26 20.00 18.88 5 6A 
27 20.90 19.55 5 5A 1,1,-1,-1,-1 
28 21.80 20.20 5 5B 
29 22.71 21.53 5 5A 
30 2361 22.26 4 5B 1,-1,1,-1,-1 
31 24.52 23.31 4 50 1,1,1,-1,-1 
32 25.43 22.90 6 6B -1,1,-1,-1,I,-1 
33 26.34 23.80 5 6A 1,-1,-1,1,1,-1 
34 27.26 24.88 6 60 -1,1,1,1,--1,1 
85 28.17 25.80 5 6A -1,1,-1,-1,1,1 
36 29.08 26.90 4 6A -1,-1,1,-1,-1,1 
37 30.00 27.43 7 6A 1,-1,1,1,-1,1 
37 30.00 27.43 7 6B 1,1,-1,-1,1,1 
38 30.92 28.42 5 6A -1,1,1,1,-1,-1 
39 31.84 29.13 7 6A -,1,-1,-1,-1,1 
40 82.76 30.84 6 6C -1,-i,-1,i1,1 
41 38.68 30.90 7 6A -1,1,-1,-1,-1,1 
41 33.68 30.90 7 6C -1,1,1,1,1,­
42 34.60 31.80 8 6C -1,,,,-1 
43 35.52 32.64 7 6A 1,,,-1,-1,1 
44 36.44 33.80 7 60 1,1,1,-1,1,1 
45 87.37 3434 8 6C 1,-1,-1,1,--1,1 
46 38.29 35.17 8 6C 1,-1,1,-1,-1,1 
47 39.22 36.00 7 60 -1,-1,-1,1,-1,1 
48 40.14 36.92 7 6B 1,-1,1,1,1,-1 
49 41.07 38.00 7 60 1,1,-1,1,1,-1 
50 42.00 38.90 7 6A -1,1,-1,1,--1,-1 
51 42.93 40.00 7 6C 1,1,1,,-1,1 
52 43.86 40.92 7 6A 1,-1,1,1,1,1 
53 44.79 41.68 8 6C -1,I,-1,-1,1,1 
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Table 3 (contd) 
K Upper bound on D.,K-1 - VK--1 Din (1 [ [a_ K-1) Configuration Initializing sequence, s' 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 -
60 
61 
69 
63 
45.72 
46.65 
47.58 
48.52 
49.45 
50.88 
51.82 
52.25 
53.19 
54.18 
42.92 
43.76 
44.76 
45.61 
46.00 
47.22 
48.00 
49.43 
50.84 
51.52 
7 
7 
6 
6 
7 
7 
8 
6 
6 
6 
6C 
66 
6A 
6C 
6C 
6A 
6C 
6A 
OB 
6B,-,i,1,-,1 
1,- 1,1,1,1,1 
1,1,1,1,-1i 
-1,-1,1,-1,-1,-1 
1,,1,1,-1,-1 
ii,-,--1 
1,l,,1,-1,1 
-1,1,1,1,-,-1 
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Fig. 1.Maueof correlation properties of K-bit sync words in
 
Table 3 using Neuman*Hofman distance parameter D,...
I 
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A Multiple-Rate Digital Command Detection System
 
With Range Cleanup Capability
 
J. R.Lesh
 
Communications Systems Research Section
 
A multiple-rate command transmission and detection scheme that utilizes a 
composite signal as a subcarrieris described. The composite subcarrier is con­
structed in such a way that it can be used for ranging.Furthermore, the ranging 
and command signals can be processed in a near-optimalfashion with the same 
detector system. The performance of the detector system is analyzed and found 
to be consistent with realisticmission requirements. 
I. Introduction 
Most space vehicles employ phase-locked receivers that 
track the unmodulated (or residual) uplink carrier signal. 
As a result, all information transmitted to the spacecraft 
must be such that, when modulated onto the carrier 
signal, the information contained in the modulation side-
bands falls outside the receiver tracking loop bandwidth, 
Because of this, information signals containing a.large 
amount of low-frequency energy (such as command sig-
nals) must first be modulated onto an intermediate carrier 
(or subearrier) before finally being modulated onto the 
carrier. 
The introduction of the subcarrier, however, is not a 
"cure-all," since in order to coherently demodulate the 
information signal One must now coherently track the 
subcarrier in addition to the carrier and data. The stan­
dard approach to all of the above is to provide indepen­
dent tracking loops to "track out" all of the information 
contained in each of the carriers. It seems ironic that after 
going through all this trouble to eliminate the information 
contained in these carriers many spacecraft systems em-" 
ploy a second channel (subcarrier), the phase of which 
is used to gather range information. 
In this article a command detector system is described 
that uses a composite signal as a subcarrier. This com­
posite subcarrier is designed in such a way that it can 
also convey range information. As a result it is possible 
to perform essentially optimum detection of the com­
mand and ranging signals with the same detector. A pre­
liminary analysis indicates that the performance of the 
detection system is adequate for most spacecraft missions. 
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Before discussing the system let us consider a few 
constraints within which the system must operate. First, 
we will make the command bit rate coherently related 
to the subcarrier rate. The reason for this is ease of gen­
eration of command signals on the ground as well as the 
reference signals in the spacecraft. Actually, we will con- 
sider only systems wherein the subcarrier and bit rates 
are related by a power of 2, although this constraint is 
not absolutely necessary. Second, we will consider sys-
tems having multiple command rate capabilities with the 
proviso that the lowest symbol rate is one symbol per 
second and that a particular symbol rate will be used only 
if the symbol energy-to-noise density ratio at that symbol 
rate exceeds 10 dB (Fe 10-5). Finally, we will allow the 
received signal at the spacecraft to undergo a doppler 
frequency shift. However, we will restrict the doppler 
magnitude (fractional shift 8 in Hz/Hz) to less than 10-6. 
Although many spacecraft missions actually experience 
absolute doppler shifts in excess of this amount the 
majority of this shift is predicted and compensated for 
at the ground transmitter. Thus, a bound of 1" appears 
to be reasonable for the doppler that the spacecraft 
actually expeliences. 
II. System Description 
The system described here is motivated by the range 
cleanup loop discussed by Hurd (Ref. 1). This cleanup 
loop is actually a generalization of a phase-locked loop 
wherein the loop voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) is 
replaced by a VCO/function generator combination. The 
function generator provides a synchronous version of a 
square wave signal modulated by the particular range 
code component that is being received. In addition the 
function generator also provides a second signal consist­
ing of the same square wave signal modulated by the next 
lower range code component. 
Also provided with the clean-up loop are two corre-
lators. One of these correlates the received signal with 
the same composite function generator signal which is 
being used in the loop to derive the loop error signal. As 
long as this coarelator output is sufficiently high we know 
that we are tracking with the proper range code reference. 
The second correlator compares the received signal with 
the other function generator (next range code) signal. If 
this correlator output becomes sufficiently high we know 
that the received signal has undergone a change in the 
range code component. Detection of this change causes 
the function generator to shift references enabling the 
loop to track the new composite signal. Likewise, the 
correlation detector references are changed so that they 
are looking for the present composite signal as well as the 
next lower composite signal. 
If one thinks about the operation of the cleanup loop 
for a moment, it soon becomes apparent that the loop is 
no more than a phase-locked loop with a detector for 
sensing when the loop is in lock. Consequently, one would 
think that by adding an in phase data integrator leg 
(which already exists in the lock detector circuitry) and 
a mechanism whereby the effect of data modulation could 
be removed fior the error channel, the cleanup loop 
could be converted to a subcarrier demodulator and bit 
(symbol) detector where the subcarrier is actually the 
composite range signal. A mechanism whereby.this can 
be accomplished is shown in Fig. 1. 
Before describing the operation of the system let us 
consider the structure of the composite signal we will use 
as a subcarrier. The subcarrier signal consists of a square 
wave of frequency f, phase modulated by one of its own 
subbarmonics. For example if f,, denotes a square wave 
of frequency f,, then the ith possible composite subcarrier 
(also denoted c,, the ith ranging code) is represented by 
tic 
where e indicates modulo 2 addition if the square wave 
levels are (0,1) or multiplication if the levels are 
{ + 1,-1}. In order to use these signals as subcarriers the 
code components must be used sequentially. For example, 
we initially send component c,. After a sufficient period 
of time we send c.,and so on. (Note that c,is a square 
wave signal of frequency f,/2.) 
With the aid of the flow chart of Fig. 2 we can now 
explain the operation of the demodulator/detector. Ini­
tially all the switches in Fig. 1 are in the acquisition
(ACQ) position and the function generator is outputting 
components c, and c. As long as no signal is received by 
the demodulator, neither the c,nor the c2 correlators in 
the lock detector will accumulate to sufficiently high 
value. As soon as component c,is received at the demodu­
lator the signal (which is filtered and sampled at the 
Nyquist rate) is applied to the transition sample selector 
of the phase-locked (cleanup) loop. The tracking loop 
consists of an all-digital second-order phase-locked loop 
such as the one discussed by Holmes and Tegnelia 
(Ref. 2) with the VCO replaced by a cleanup loop fune­
tion generator. A more detailed discussion of how the 
loop operates is given in Ref. 2. 
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After a sufficient length of time the tracking loop will 
lock on to the received component c, and the c, cor-
relator in the lock detector will detect its presence. The 
system will continue in this mode indefinitely unless 
either the signal is lost or the c. correlator detects the 
presence of c.. If c. is detected the function generator 
changes the signals C1 and C2 to CZ and C3 respectively and 
the system will continue indefinitely in this state until 
signal is lost or c, is detected, etc. Note that by supplying 
the signal labeled by ci to the spacecraft transmitter the 
"cleaned up" range signal can be transmitted back to the 
ground. 
Let us now associate with each ranging component a, 
a particular command symbol rate. In particular let the 
symbol rate correspond to the frequency of the signal 
which when modulated onto ' produces the composite 
subcarrier. In other words when component ci is sent, the 
corresponding symbol rate will be f,,/2i symbols per see-
ond. Furthermore, since the symbol and subearrier timing 
was specified as synchronous we see that detection of c, 
corresponds to detection of the rate associated with c, as 
well as the sequential determination of symbol timing at 
that rate. (Sequential symbol timing is determined by 
examining the sign of the c, + correlator at the time c.,+ 
is detected. This is the same process whereby range 
ambiguity is removed in the sequential ranging system.) 
Recall that the switches in Fig. 1 were all set to the 
ACQ position. This is to allow efficient detection of the 
sequence of code components. However, once we reach 
the date rate at which we desire to send commands we 
must change all the switches to the DEMOD position. 
Since code components c, and c), i =i over an appropri-
ate integration time are orthogonal, a convenient way to 
notify the detector that c, corresponds to the desired 
command symbol rate is to follow the unmodulated trans-
mission of F by a transmission of c, (complement). Thus, 
the c, correlator would serve not only as a ci signal 
presence indicator but also as an end of acquisition 
detector. Once the end of acquisition sequence is de-
tected, and the switches placed in the DEMOD position, 
the system is ready to demodulate and detect command 
data as well as track the o, range code component. Note 
also that this demodulator does not have the character-
istic phase ambiguity problem that most suppressed 
carrier tracking loops have, since we can define the trans-
mission of 3j as actually the transmission of a, with an all 
zeros command modulation signal. 
Once the device is in the DEMOD mode the command 
symbol stream is integrated (accumulated) over the ap-
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propriate symbol time T, and the symbol detected. The 
symbol sign is then applied to the lock detector to remove 
the effects of data modulation on the lock detector 
accumulators. Likewise, the symbol sign is injected into 
the loop to remove data modulation on the loop error 
signal. Finally, we note that a signal from the lock 
detector representing the c, correlator most significant 
bit (MSB) is applied to the loop after the second loop 
accumulator. This signal normally is not needed by the 
loop. However, during the time that Tj is being received 
to indicate the end of the acquisition sequence, the loop 
error signal will be complemented and hence cause the 
tracking loop to correct in the wrong direction. Note also 
that the ci correlator will produce a highly negative rather 
than a positive correlation during this time. Consequently 
if the total accumulation time of the two loop aecumu­
lators matches the accumulation time of the lock detector, 
the loop error signal can be inverted so that the loop 
retains lock 
III. System Design 
The parameters associated with the demodulator/ 
detector are as follows (Ref. 2): 
A, = integral control phase bump size 
A, = proportional control phase bump size 
n 	= A,/A2
 
= subcarrier (basic) frequency
 
1
 
T =
 
T, = symbol time
 
L = phase bump exponent (i.e., A, = 2-f ) 
K = subcarrier frequency exponent (i.e., fsc 2 K) 
M. = number of subearrier cycles per phase bump 
W = bandwidth (one sided) of the pre-sampling 
8 
filter ­
6 	= portion of each subcarrier cycle used for 
linear signal transition (Ref. 2) 
m = number of actual signal -transitions occurring 
in M subcarrier cycles -- 2M 
A = received signal amplitude (outside the linear 
transition region)
 
N, = one-sided noise spectral density
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C 
Using these definitions we can specify the system con-	 and 
straints as
 L. 25,r'-n 2 	 (2 
T, > 1second (1) 	 24 ­ 6n3 
No > 10 (2) be simultaneously satisfied where 
<1(1 MT 0 A'\ (18) 
We also imnpose the additional constraints that The equality portions of Eqs. (11) and (12) are shown in 
r>2 (4) 	 Fig. 8 for n = 4. Also shown in Fig. 3 is the line L = 8, 
which is the minimum value of L necessary to keep the 
L < 0.1 (radians) (5) 	 phase bump quantizing error variance within reason.This results in an acceptable solution region as shown 
MT,< 1 	 by the shaded region of Fig. S.r: _< (6) 
It remains to determine the values of Al and T,,. Note 
where r is the loop damping parameter, aris the ims loop that thus far all of the performance parameters depend 
phase error and r2 is the loop secondary time constant, on the product MTg,. The two can be separated, however, 
The constraint given by Eq. (6) is necessary to ensure by selecting Al such that the variance of the phase error 
that the loop will be stable in light of the fact that the buildup due to doppler is less than 0.01 (rad)2. Toward 
loop accumulator produces a transport delay in the loop this end we have from Ref. 2: 
transfer function (Ref. 8, pp. 19-2Q). Using Eq. (6) and 
the fact that OdA2lMS-	 (14) 
A1	 10 
2= MT-A2 (7) 	 from which we get 
results in the requirement 	 M < 5.45 X 104 (15) 
n > 8 	 (8) For- implementation reasons we would like M to be a 
power of 2. Thus, we consider candidate solutions of the 
We will choose n = 4 for ease of implementation (al- form M = , i = 1,2, --.2 ,15. Noting that large M corre­
though it may be necessary to increase n to 6 in order to sponds to high suboarrier frequencies (which is desirable 
retain stability at strong signal levels), for ranging applications) we conservatively choose 
It was also shown in Ref. 2 that 	 M = 2". Then, from Fig. 8, Eq. (18), and the design point 
condition 
, 25 , (9) 	 = 2 10 (16) 
56 nMT,,A-' 2T 2 	 No N 0 
and 	 14we find that T,,,, = 2- . The significant loop design 
16 n'-'V2MT. A2 parameters then become 
= 2LVi (10) 
'
 Ml = 214, T,, = 2 
Now, if the constraints Eqs. (4) and (5) are to be satisfied (17) 
then we must require that L =8, n= 4 
1 253,r + log) from which all of the other parameters can be calculated. 
$jmax -log,(- , A+lg(
m 64n ogi 8f+ Having chosen the loop parameters we now turn to the­
(11) lock detector accumulators. Recall that Eq. (17) is suffi­
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la 5cient to guarantee a symbol error probability. of be the equivalent phase gain when the loop phase error 
whenever antipodal signals of mean value ±A are re- is S. Since the loop is operating at a high loop signal-to­
ceived and integrated for T,,, = 1 sec. However, the noise ratio (SNR) we can model the loop phase error as 
lock detectors must distinguish between signals having a gaussian process with mean zero and variance a!. In 
mean values of -A, 0, +A where the zero mean value this case we can average Eq. (19) over this distribution 
results from correlating with one of the orthogonal sig- to get 
nals. This means that the lock detectors are working 
at a 6 dB disadvantage relative to the symbol detector. 2p >1/2 
If we desire the same error statistic (i.e., 10-5) for miss -
A =-a
and false alarm probabilities then we can simply increase 
the lock detector accumulation times by a factor of 4. r 2 a2 
This means that a priori (i.e., before symbol rate is 
known) we must accumulate over 4 seconds in the lock where 
detectors. However, once the actual rate has been deter­
mined the lock detector accumulation times can be mA 2 
P= NoW 	 (21)reduced to 4 T, seconds. 
Recall that in the last section we stated that the lock is the sample SNR. By using Eq. (20) in place of A,, of 
detector most significant bit signal could be used to cor- Ref. 2 one obtains results that include the effects of 
rect the direction of the loop phase error when cK was limiter suppression. Note, however, that these equations 
being received if the accumulation times of the loop require a recursive procedure for evaluation. Figures 5, 
accumulators and the lock detector matched. However, 6 and 7 illustrate the behavior of r, W, and a, as p varies. 
we have just required that the lock detector accumulate Note that the design point value of p is 4 dB. Also shown 
over four loop accumulation times. This presents no prob- for comparison in Figs. 5 through 7 are the corresponding 
lem if we split-the in-phase lock detector accumulator results using the linear theory. 
into two sections such that the first section accumulation 
time matches that of the loop. Figure 4 is a.revised block It should be noted that the sequential acquisition pro­
diagram showing how this can be accomplished. (Note: cedure described earlier requires that the tracking loop 
the notation SIX means that the input is accumulated be free of cycle slipping. Thus, we would like the mean 
until the accumulation time, or the accumulation index time to slip T(2r) to be extremely large. Viterbi (Ref. 4) 
equals X.) has shown that at high values of loop SNR p,, the mean 
time to slip, is well approximated by 
IV. Loop Performance 
2
From the equations of Ref. 2 one can easily find that 	 -- (22)T(2u) z wL, 
the design point values for the present design are 
Since p,-z 1/ar = 100 and w, ; 1.0 we see that cycleto, - 0.44Hz 	 slipping while tracking a signal component is indeed an 
r = 2.52 (18) 	 extremely rare event. Consequently, we can assume that 
cycle slipping can occur only during the time required to ox= 5.67 deg 
detect a code component change, since during this time 
These expressions arc computed based on a linearized the loop is operating with the wrong phase reference 
model of the loop phase detector. It turns out that the signal. Hurd (Ref. 5) has shown that if a second-order 
loop detector actually operates in a region where the loop experiences a loss of signal at time t = 0 the phase 
linear theory does not apply. Ind order to improve our error variance a2(t) at time t = t' is given by 
performance estimates we will use equivalent lineariza­
tion about the particular average phase detector oper- ()=I+ 4r 4(2r2 + I)r2 ()2 
.
ating point. Toward this end let 	 -1 +r2(0)+ Lt + (r + 1), 
a-	 16r4
 (= ]}S9) 	 3(r + 1)' (wt') (28) 
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Using the design point values for the loop parameters and 
the lock detector time of 4 seconds for t' yields 
o-2(4 seconds) = 0.141 rad2 (24) 
Finally. the application of Eq. (22) results in a mean time 
to slip when experiencing a code change of 4.52 X 100 
seconds. 
V. Lock Detector Performance 
Recall that our model for the'filtered subcarrier signal 
has a linear 'region of length T,,/16 surrounding each 
subcarrier transition and that the received signal is sam­
pled at 16 f,,. Now, if the phase error is small then out 
of any 16 consecutive samples we will have seven with 
mean value +A, seven with mean value -A and two 
samples which are zero mean. (This is strictly true when 
the square wave is unmodulated and is a pessimistic 
approximation whenever modulation is present.) If each 
sample is hard limited to ±1 and multiplied by the in-
phase correlator reference signal the mean valu of the 
sampled input to the accumulator will be 
7 / R\)
8 erf - -w )(25) 
where B. is the symbol energy to noise ratio and 2 K rep-
resents the number of subearrier cycles per symbol time 
T,. Note also that the variance of the sampled values is 
1 -142 = 1. The accumulator sums these samples for 4 
seconds, accumulating a total of 220 samples, and com-
pares the summation against a threshold value of T. If I 
represents the value of the accumulation then the proba­
bility that the in-phase signal will not be detected, given 
thht it is being received, is given by 
[a(7)2erf 2-
PiTPriX, i =-erfc[
--( iiTl .presentl e 21° /2 
(26) 
Likewise, the probability that the in-phase signal will be 
detected, given that itis not being received, is 
T snl I erfc 2TP=Ur{P 
Iabsent)\72 (27)(27) 
Figure 8 illustrates the behavior of the false alarm and 
miss probabilities as the threshold varies. It should be 
noted that the probability of a miss is more critical in a 
sequential system, since the probability of not acquiring 
is the probability of the union of the miss events whereas 
the probability of false acquisition is the product of the 
constituent false alarm probabilities. Therefore, the 
threshold should be chosen in such a way as to favor the 
miss probability at the expense of the false alarm proba­
bility. We shall assume that T = 2500 is chosen which 
implies that P,, = 10-6 and Pf -_10- 2 at the design point. 
Note that these are the component probabilities, not the 
overall system probabilities, which are discussed later. 
A. Acquisition Sequence 
We note first that the first signal component c, must be 
sent for a sufficiently long time for the tracking loop to 
acquire the signal. Based on the experimental evidence 
of Ref. 2 we see that after receiving the signal for a 
period of time equal to 60 loop update times (60 seconds 
in our case) the loop will have acquired with a probability 
of 1 - 10-". Now, note that the time of arrival of the 
change from code ci to 0,., does not necessarily coincide 
with the start of one of the lock detector accumulator 
cycles. Thus, in general the code change will occur within 
an accumulator window making the detection of c,,+at 
the end of this window very unreliable. Therefore, it is 
necessary that when a code change occurs the new code 
must be transmitted for a minimum of two lock accumu­
lator intervals (8 seconds in our case). Actually, it may be 
necessary to transmit each new component for three lock 
detector intervals so that the loop phase error can stabilize 
during the third interval. We will, however, assume for 
now that two intervals are sufficient. 
Since each of the codes must be transmitted in sequence, 
we have that the minimum acquisition time for the 
demodulator/detector when operating at a symbol rate 
such that 
T, = 2KTG, (28) 
is 
TAcqmi,(K) = 8k + 60 seconds (29) 
At the lowest symbol rate this corresponds to a minimum 
acquisition time of 172 seconds. 
B. Acquisition Statistics 
The two acquisition statistics of interest are the proba­
bility of not acquiring, given that the preamble was trans­
mitted, and the probability of falsely acquiring, given 
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that the preamble was not sent. If we define Ar as the 
event that the transmission of c, was missed (not detected) 
then the probability PNA,(K) of not acquiring at the rate 
for which T. = 2KT,C is upper bounded by 
PNA(K) Pr {A7} + Pr {AR) (30)
k=1 
where Pr {Ay) is the probability of missing when o is 
,transmitted. Recalling that Pr {A,)} = 10 Pr {AJ} = 10-
for j / 1, and PNA(K) : PyA(14) yields 
P,,A(K) < 10-' + 1.4 X 10-5 = 2.4 X 10- 5 (31) 
For false acquisition at rate K we have that 
r ] P--j'
PFA(K) = (Psk) Pfj ((32) 
where Ps, is the probability of falsely detecting the pres-
ence of component c. If we assume that 64 symbols per 
second is the highest symbol rate for the unit then 
PF,(K) Pnt(K = 8) = 10-1S (88) 
It appears that these statistics are compatible with most 
mission design values. 
VI. Conclusions 
Described herein is a method for transmitting com­
mand information on a subcarrier signal which can also 
be used for ranging. Next, a detector system was described 
that was capable of detecting the command modulation 
without destroying the range information. The detector 
was then analyzed and found to have false acquisition 
and failure to acquire probabilities which are compatible 
with realistic mission requirements. However, seldom 
does one obtain something in one area without giving up 
something in another, and this is no exception. In order 
to use the system described herein one must be willing to 
accept the increased acquisition time associated with 
sequential detection. The minimum acquisition time ap­
pears to be approximately twice that achievable in more 
conventional systems. Methods whereby the acquisition 
time can be reduced as well as experimental verification 
of these preliminary findings will be subjects of a future 
article. 
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Multiple Antenna Arraying
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The signal-to-noise ratio of video data received from the second Mariner 73-
Mercury encounter was improved by arrayingtwo available 26-m antennas with 
the 64-m antenna normally used for reception. Specially designed digital equip­
ment was used to combine the signals received by the three antennas.Analysis of 
this equipment shows that the received signals which arrived with relative time 
differences up to 50 ps were correctly aligned by the combining equipment to an 
accuracy within 50 ns. Observed error rates during the encounter track verified 
the system improvement to within 0.1 dB of the predicted 0.8 dB value. 
I. Introduction and combine them for further processing by the DSS 14 
receiver. 
the tho 26-m antennas at21, 1974,On September 
DSSs 12 and 13 were arrayed with the 64-m antenna at A description of the signal combining equipment has 
DSS 14 to enhance the received video data from the been given by H. Wilck (Ref. 1). This report describes the 
second Mariner 73 Mercury encounter. The signals re- analysis techniques used to design the combining equip­
ceived at each of the three antennas were first translated ment and to predict its performance during the Sept. 21 
to-baseband frequency by coherent mixing with the car- encounter. 
rier frequency. Then the baseband signals from the two 
smaller antennas were sent to DSS 14 over the microwave 
link. The baseband signal received at the DSS 14 an- II. Signal Combination 
tenna was given a fixed delay by sending it over a round­
trip route on the microwave link. After arrival over -the Table 1 lists the relevant signal parameters predicted 
microwave link at DSS 14, the three baseband signals for the encounter on September 21. These parameters 
were fed to specially designed digital equipment whose provided the main design criteria for the combining 
function was to align the signals time-wise to each other equipment and were within the measurement tolerances 
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of the actual values. Requirements on the signal combin-
ing equipment were twofold. First, the three baseband 
signals had to be automatically and continuously aligned 
timewise so that the data components of the signals 
would add coherently when the signals were summed. 
Secondly, the signals had to be summed using optimal 
summing ratios to provide the maximum possible signal-
to-noise ratio in the combined output signal. 
A block diagram of the signal combiner is shown in 
Fig. 1. The three baseband signals first pass through 
variable attenuators which are adjusted to provide equal 
readings on the power meters. The signals from DSSs 12 
and 13 are then filtered to prevent aliasing by analog-to­
digital conversion equipment in the phase tracking chan-
nels. These phase tracking channels align the signals to 
match the signal from DSS 14, which is used as the 
reference. The three signals are then summed to provide 
the optimum signal-to-noise ratio at the output -of the 
summing amplifier. A filter in front of the power meter 
monitoring the signal from DSS 14 is used to provide an 
equal noise bandwidth for comparison to the other two 
power meter readings. 
The baseband signals may be considered to consist of a 
signal power, Si, plus a noise power, N,, i = 1,2,8, where 
the value of i corresponds to each of the three antennas, 
Therefore, the signal-to-noise ratio of the baseband signal 
from the ith antenna is 
S NR (1) 
Assuming that the noises in the three baseband signals are 
uncorrelated to each other so that noise power adds 
linearly as contrasted to the fact that signal data voltages 
add linearly, the signal-to-noise ratio, SNR,,at the output 
of the summing amplifier is 
SNR = (JS + azVW + osJ")' (2) 
N, + &t/ + aN3 
where ai is a voltage attenudtor ratio at the ith input to 
the summing amplifier, a. is set to unity. Eq. (2) is maxi-
mized when 
U2 = Y/_ 3 N S (8) 
Under these conditions, Eq. (2) becomes 
SNR = SNR + SNR + SNR,= SNR Ar (4) 
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where 
SNR. SN/H 
Ar = 1 + + SNRI (5) 
The ratio of SNRs in Eq. (5) are equal to the ratio of 's 
in Table 1, from which 
St/H St/H = 
T/RI = SNR 
Eq. (5) therefore becomes 
A, = 1.2 = 0.8 dB (7) 
Thus, adding the received signals from the two smaller 
antennas to the signal received by the larger antenna pro­
vides an improved signal-to-noise ratio of 0.8 dB corn­
pared to the use of the larger antenna alone. 
To determine the sensitivity of Ar in Eq. (5) to non­
optimum values of a., Eq. (8) is modified to 
N=6 , NVS (8) 
where a, and a. vary from optimum as 02 and 0. vary 
from unity. Eq. (4) then becomes 
SN!, = SNR - B, (9) 
where 
(- SNR StNR) 2+ 
Br =St/H St/B, (10)I+0 N2+,2SNR31 + 0S + N 
The loss in improvement due to nonoptimum ai is the 
ratio of B, to Ar and is plotted in dB in Fig. 2 for vari­
ations in 0, and hence in a, up to ±80%. From Fig. 2, 
it is seen that the loss is less than 0.07 dB when a, and a, 
are within 80% of optimum. 
The actual values of a. and a,'indicated in Fig. 1 may 
be determined by noting that ihe power inputs, P,, to the 
summing amplifier are 
Pj = Si + Nj (11) 
From Table 1 
Ri = ST. (12,) 
No(
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where T, is the data bit time, the reciprocal of the data 
rate, and N,, is the one-sided noise spectral density for 
the ith input to the summing amplifier. Moreover, 
N, = NoB (18), 
where B is the low-pass filter one-sided noise bandwidth, 
For a 1-MHz resistance-capacitance (RC) low-pass filter, 
B is 1.57 MHz. Using Eqs. (11), (12), and (18), Eq. (3) 
becomes 
P1 R,(R. + YB) _-- PR,(R + TEB)R(PRR( + TAB)' a - P3 R1 (R1 + TBB) 
(14) 
For equal powers, Eq. (14) gives a2 and a, equal to 0.3. 
Ill. Phase Tracking Channel 
The heart of the signal combiner is the phase trackin.g 
channel. Its function is to provide a continuously variable 
amount of time delay in order to match the signal at the 
summing amplifier to the reference baseband signal from 
DSS 14. This variable delay compensates for the change 
in signal arrival time at the different antennas as the 
Earth rotates during the mission viewing period. The 
time delay variations listed in Table 1 include the fixed 
microwave link delay time from the 26-in antennas to 
DSS 14, because the signal combining equipment is 
located at DSS 14. Since the phase tracking channel can 
provide only positive time delays, the baseband signal is 
given a fixed delay of 110 lis by sending it through the 
microwave link on a round-trip route. 
A block diagram of phase tracking channel A is shown 
in Fig. 8. Equipment shown for channel A below the 
broken line in Fig. 3 is duplicated for channel B. The 
baseband signal from DSS 13 is converted to digital 
form by an 8-bit analog-to-digital (A/D) converter sam-
pled at approximately a 2.5-MHz rate. These digital 
values are placed in a first-in first-out (FIFO) memory 
system which provides the proper amount of time delay. 
The digital values are read out of the FIFO at a fixed 
2.5-MHz rate, reconverted to analog form by an 8-bit 
digital-to-analog (D/A) converter, and then added to the 
other baseband signals in the summing amplifier. 
Sign bits from the FIFO output are compared to sign 
bits of the DSS 14 baseband signal obtained from a 1-bit 
A-D converter. This comparison is carried out and aver-
aged by the quadrature correlator for periods of one see­
ond. At the end of each second, the quadrature correlator 
develops a digital number directly proportional to the 
phase timing error between the two signals. This digital 
number or count is scaled by a digital attenuator and 
converted to an analog control voltage by the 16-bit (D/A) 
converter. The scaling factor of the digital attenuator is 
preset by a manual front panel control for an optimum 
tradeoff between the loop transient and noise responses. 
The control voltage out of the 16-bit D/A converter is 
used to control the search oscillator of a frequency syn­
thesizer. This causes a slight change, Af, in the 2.5-MHz 
synthesizer output frequency used to strobe the FIFO 
input. As a result, the FIFO system delay is changed in 
the direction to force the error count out of the quadra­
ture correlator to zero. At this time, the two signals are 
in phase, and the output count developed by the in-phase 
correlator is at a maximum. The in-phase correlator count 
is displayed on the front panel and is used to aid the 
initial loop acquisition and to indicate correct system 
operation. 
Analysis of the phase tracking channel control loop 
may be carried out by aid of the Laplace block diagram 
of Fig. 4. Here the input to the loop is taken to be the 
time offset between the channel input baseband signal 
and the DSS 14 baseband reference signal. The output is 
the loop error signal and is equivalent to the timing error 
between the two baseband signals as seen by the sum­
ming amplifier. A key requirement of the loop analysis is 
to determine the limits of the various components of this 
output error. 
A. Control Loop Description 
1. FIFO memory system. The FIFO memory system 
consists principally of the FIFO memory and the fill 
counter as is shown in Fig. 5. The memory can hold up 
to 512 8-bit words which are input to the memory using 
the input strobe, and output from the memory using the 
output strobe. These strobes are independent of each 
other and are generated asynchronously. However, as the 
name "first-in first-out" suggests, the sequence of words 
out from the memory is the same as the sequence of 
words into the memory. 
The resident time of a particular 8-bit word in memory 
is the delay time, and is proportional to the number of 
words in the memory as indicated by the fill counter. If 
the input strobe is slightly higher in frequency than the 
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output strobe, the memory will gradually fill until the assigns a value of unity as the maximum count generated. 
FIFO FULL signal becomes true. Conversely, if the input Fig. 7(a) is the correlation curve of signals which contain 
strobe is slightly lower in frequency than the output only the square wave subcarrier frequency. T1 is the 
strobe, the memory will gradually empty until the FIFO quarter period of the subcarrier frequency. From Table 1, 
EMPTY signal becomes true. The fill counter obtains the r, is found to be 1.41 ps. Ci(r) and G2(r) are equations of 
count number by counting the difference between the in- the indicated portions of the correlation curve. 
put strobes and output strobes. This count number is also 
displayed on the front panel to aid in acquisition and to Fig. 7(b) is the correlation curve of signals containing no 
indicate correct equipment operation by comparison to Fb ie re latcr oflsignalsmconta nopreclcuatedvales.he ese sigal ets oththe subcan-ier frequency, but rather only random data known 
precalculated values. The reset signal sets both the as pseudo-noise (PN) data. 1-. is the data period, which 
memory and counter to zero when the system is reset from Table 1 is found to be 8.5 tts. The corr6lation curve 
or initially started, of actual signals containing both subcarrier frequency 
and PN data is shown in Fig. 7(c). This curve is the 
In terms of the Laplace block diagram (Fig. 4) the product of the curves in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). The brack-
FIFO memory system produces an output time difference eted expression in Fig. 7(c) indicates the correlation of 
between the two baseband signals as a function of the the time function signals V1 and V2 . 
input frequency Af indicated in Fig. 3. The FIFO mem­
ory operation is similar to that of an integrator in that the 
rate of change of time delay is proportional to 4. Accord- 3. Quadraturecorrelator. The quadrature correlator, 
similar to the in-phase correlator, each second produces aingly, the Laplace transfer function of the system is given 
as Gls where s is the Laplace complex frequency and count which is a function of the relative signal delay. To 
, co rand as control 
C is the system gain constant. At a 2.5-MHz strobe rate, quadrature correlator should produce a count of zero 
each word in memory represents a 0.4 Ps time delay. when the input signals are exactly aligned. When the 
Thus Gf is 0.4 pis/Hz/s. signals are not aligned, the count should be proportional 
as is, hee s intheLalac mplext.ftatrue be useful a element in a tracking loop, the 
to the time difference, r. Such a correlation curve is ob­
2. In-phase correlator.Although the in-phase correlator tained by advancing and delaying the correlation curve 
is not part of the phase tracking control loop, its descrip- of Fig. 7(c) by an amount -y as shown respectively in 
tion is prerequisite to a description of the quadrature Figs. 7(d) and 7(e). The desired correlation curve is half 
correlator. The correlation of two signals is simply the the difference of the curves in Figs. 7(d) and 7(e) as 
average of their product. When the signals to be corre- shown in Fig. 7(f). The equation of the control portion of 
lated are represented by only their respective sign bits, the curve in Fig. 7(f) is obtained in a step by step manner 
as is done in the phase tracking control loop, then this from the previous curves of Fig. 7 and is found to be 
product is most easily generated by an exclusive-or cir­
cuit, as is shown in Fig. 6. V, and V2 are the baseband /1_ 1 2y ( 
signal voltages. The exclusive-or circuit activates a coun- C7(r) = - + - (15) 
ter which is incremented when V, and V, are the same 
and decremented when V1 and V.. are different. Fig. 8 shows the quadrature correlator which provides 
the correlation curve of Fig. 7(f). The delay -yis obtained 
At the end of each second, the accumulated count in from the four-bit shift registers. Since the shift registers 
the in-phase correlator is stored in a front panel display are clocked at the data rate of 2.5 MHz, each bit provides 
for operational verification. The counter is then reset to a delay of 0.4 fts. Therefore y is 1.6 Ps and C,(r) is found 
zero in preparation for the next second's count. Since the to be -0.56 r. 
signals are input at the digitized rate of 2.5 MHz, the 
count for noise-free in-phase signals can reach a maxi- The quadrature correlator count represents an integral 
mum of 2.5 million. Thus 7 binary coded decimal (BCD) of the input signal phase difference averaged over a time 
digits are required in the counter. period of one second. After each second, the quadrature 
correlator count register is reset to zero as is the in-phase 
Normalized plots of the output count as a function of correlator counter. Hence the operation of the quadrature 
the delay, r, of V, with respect to V, are shown in Fig. 7. correlator is equivalent to that of an integrate-and-dump 
Normalization of these plotsjcnown as correlation curves, circuit with gain constant G. shown in Fig. 4. G,, the 
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product of the magnitude of the slope of Eq. (15) and the But 
normalization factor K, is 
G, = 0.56 K counts/As/s (16) + P(V' < O)P(V' < 0) 
where K, the normalization constant for the curves in = P(V > 0) P(V2 > 0)
 
Fig. 7, is the counts per second displayed by the in-phase
 
correlator when the signals are aligned. + [1- P(V',> 0)][1 - P(V 2 > 0)]
 
(20) 
It may be noted that G, of Eq. (16) is somewhat de­
pendent on the type of data, being transmitted. Thus where V and VS are the baseband signals before sampling. 
Eq. (16) is strictly true only for PN data. For the extreme The probability that V is greater than zero is found by 
case of all zeros data or all ones data, GC, becomes 0.71 K. integrating the probability density curve for , from zero 
At the.opposite extreme of alternating ones and zeros data, to infinity. In terms of the error function, erf 
GC is found to be 0.41 K. Therefore the GC, of Eq. (16) is 
within 27% of any data type actually transmitted. "(V, > ) = 1+ erf rE ) (21) 
The Laplace block of an integrate-and-dump circuit, vhere a, is the root mean square of the corresponding 
shown as the quadrature correlator in Fig. 4, is derived neer the o e and theeorrfntonisisnoise power N, of Eq. (1) and the rror unctionin the appendix. 
defined as 
4. Quadraturecorrelatornoise. Since the inputs to the 
quadrature correlator each contain a sizable noise com- erf(x)= j e- 0 dt (22) 
ponent before sampling, it is to be expected that the 
count developed by the quadrature correlator has a Using the notations of Eqs. (12) and (13) 
statistical variance or noise component associated with it. 
This is the noise input to the loop at the output of the ET 
correlator shown in Fig. 4. For proper operation of the R, = No, . a = N, = N0 ,B (23) 
quadrature correlator within the control loop, this noise 
must be small with respect to the K in Eq. (16). Using Eq. (23), Eq. (21) becomes 
K is estimated from the Table 1 data by reference to 1 1 / R7\ 
rthe probability density curves of Fig. 9. These curves of P(V' > 0) = -2 + elf 2T-,B) (24) 
the baseband signal distribution before sampling are 
assumed to be Gaussian with means E, corresponding to Using Eqs. ('20) and (24), Eq. (19) becomes 
the square root of S, in Eq. (1). Since 2.5 million samples 
are taken each second, K may be considered to be er f __ er (22T,,B-ererf I (5 
K = 2.5.106 (X,) (17) 
which is evaluated using the values in Eq. (14) and tables 
where (X1 ) denotes the statistical mean of X, an input of the error function (Ref. 2). From Eqs. (17) and (25), K
 
random variable to the in-phase correlator counter. .In is found to be approximately 53,000 counts.
 
terms of the probability that V, is equal to V2, P(V, = V2)
 
X, 1with P(V = 12) The quadrature correlator noise N, has variance o2 
(18) given by 
-1 with P(17 V) 
= 2.5" 106 (M) (26)Therefore 
where X2 is the random variable into the quadrature (X1) = P(V1 = V2) - P(V1 0 V2) correlator counter. Assuming input signals which, contain 
= 2P(V = V2) - 1 (19) only noise and no data or subcarrier frequency 
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Iwith probability of 1/4 panel switch settings, which in this system, is 2.5 MHz. 
X -I with probability of 1/4 (27) Also contained within the synthesizer is a voltage con­1 0 with probability of 1/2 trolled oscillator called a search oscillator whose output 
frequency may be algebraically added to the front panel 
Squaring Eq. (27) gives dialed frequency. A ±10-v control voltage range pro­
duces a ±4f, search oscillator frequency range where 
'1 with probability of 1/4 Af4may be adjusted in decade steps. Thus the gain of the 
X2= with probability of 1/4 (28) synthesizer, G,, is 
(0with probability of 1/2 
Af. Hz (84) 
and the mean of X' is 10 volt 
(X2) = 1/2 	 (29) In the present system, 4f.was set to 10 Hz. 
From Eqs. (26) and (29), the standard deviation, a,, of B. Control Loop Analysis 
the quadrature correlator noise, N,, is found to be 
To assure effective phase tracking control loop opera­
a,= 1118 counts (30) tion and to detennine the limits of phase timing error, 
the control loop was analyzed for the following: 
The ratio of a, to K is less than 3% which is highly satis­
factory for tracking loop operation. (1) Loop stability using the root locus method. 
1 (2) Output phase error 	 caused by the input signal 
5.Digitalattenuator.The digital attenuator is a left- characteristics. 
shift shift register whose number of left shifts is con­
trolled by a front panel thumbwheel switch setting. Each (3) Loop jitter caused by the quadrature correlator 
left shift provides a gain attenuation of one half. The noise. 
circuitry is arranged with respect to the D-A converter (4) Output phase error caused by the search oscillator 
of Fig. 4 so that the digital attenuator gain, G, is DC offset. 
G-= 2R-10 	 (31) 1. Root-locus analysis. Feedback control loop stability 
a root locus analysis which plotswhere R is the thumbwheel switch reading, settable from 	 is readily found from 
in the complex plain the roots of the denominator of the0 to 15. 
closed-loop transfer function, Ga, as a function of -an 
con- open-loop gain constant G. In the phase tracking control6. Digital-to-analog converter. The 16 bit D/A 
loop
verter may be represented by the well-known zero-order 
hold circuit described in sampled-data control system G = G G, G Ga CG T2 (35) 
.texts (Ref. 3). Accordingly, its transfer function, Harls 
1 (36)G1+ 00(32)
= 

where Gd is a gain constant, s is the Laplace complex 	 where G.,is the open-loop transfer function. From Fig. 4, 
the open-loop transfer function is found to befrequency, Z is e7, and T is the sampling period which in 
this system is one second. Since an ifiput of ±2s counts 
produces an output of ±10 volts, Gd is G = (Z)2- . (37) 
C=T2-- Z2 
i0 volts 
215 count (83) When analyzing systems containing both continuous 
and sampled-data components, it is customary to convert 
7. Synthesizer. The frequency, synthesizer provides a the entire system into a sampled-data equivalent system. 
coherent stable waveform whose frequency is set by front This is accomplished by taking the Z-transform (Ref. 8) 
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of all relevant equations. Thus the Z-transform of Eq. (87) 
is 
0(z + 1) 
G 2Z(Z - 1) (88) 
and Eq. (86) becomes 
Z(Z( '89'-1 
Z(Z - 1) (89) 
-- ( 2 ° 
The root locus plot is shown in Fig. 10. Since the plot 
is symmetric about the real axis, only the top half is 
shown. In 	the Z plain of sampled-data system analysis, 
gains which move the poles outside the unit circle cause 
unstable loop operation. From Fig. 10, it is seen that 
stable loop operation is obtained for any gain less than 2.0. 
In actual operation during the Mariner-Mercury en-
counter, K's of 100,000 counts were"observed. Af8 was get 
to 10 Hz as previously stated, and R was set to 4. This 
provided a loop gain of 0.11. 
2. Input analysis. The input analysis determines the 
steady-state loop error resulting from various types of 
input functions. From Eq. (88) and Fig. 10, it is seen that 
a single open-loop pole exists at the value of Z equal to 
one. Sampled-data control system theory indicates that 
this 	condition -ensures zero steady-state error for a step 
input. However, a finite steady-state loop error does exist
 
for an input ramp function. This is of concern since the 

last entry in Table 1 shows that such a ramp is expected. 

To find the steady-state loop error resulting from an 

input ramp function, reference is made to the input 

analysis block diagram of Fig. 11, which is a rearrange­
ment of Fig. 4. R(s) is the input time offset Laplace func-

tion, and E(s) is the time error output Laplace function.
 
Intermediate Laplace functions .within the loop are de-

noted by X and Y. An asterisk after a Laplace function 

is used to denote the equivalent sampled-data or
 
Z-transformed function of the indicated Laplace function. 

From Fig. 11, the loop equations are 
E(s) = R(s) 	- Y (40) 
G R(s) * G 1JO=T2 s Y -	 (41) 
Y. 	 = X* (Z - 1)2 (42) 
Z2 
Taking the Z-transform of Eqs. (40) and (41) results in 
27 
E=/-Y(Z 1 )2 (48) 
, 	 C R(s) * C Z(Z + 1) (44) 
- 2 (Z1) 
Solving for E*from Eqs. (42), (48), and (44) gives 
G 	 /R(s))* 
E- (4 
= - G Z 1 45 
1+ 	 2 zZ - 1) 
The steady-state output loop error, E.., is found by using 
the final value theorem for sampled-data systems. 
E, = lim ((Z'- 1)E') (46) 
Z- I 
H(s) for a ramp input is 
R' 
H(s) =-- (47) 
where R. is the ramp rate constant. The Z-transforms for 
R(s) and R(s)/s become 
ReTZ 
! (Z - 1y (48) 
_ R (Z - 1(8 
/(s)* R T2 Z(Z + 1) (49)(42(Z9-1) 
From Eqs. (45), (46), (48), and (49) 
=RT 
-- G,, (50) 
Using R from Table 1, T equal to 1 s, and G equal to 
0.11 gives 
E, = 25 ns 	 (51) 
3. Noise analysis. The diagram of Fig. 4 may be re­
arranged to form the Laplace diagram for noise analysis 
shown in Fig. 12. N, is the quadrature correlator noise,
and J(s) is 	the Laplace function of the time error jitter 
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signal out of the loop. Since N and J are random pro- compensating circuit was incorporated into the equip­
cesses, it is desired to find the root mean square or stan- ment in order to null E. Requirements for this nulling 
dard deviation of $, c . Assuming a flat constant power were determined from the DC offset analysis Laplace 
spectral density for N., sampled-data noise theory gives diagram of Fig. 13. 
f IH,(Z) 12 do, Z = e- (52) In Fig. 13, a third rearrangement of Fig. 4, D(s) is the 
, ,Laplace function of the search oscillator DC offset voltage. 
where u, is obtained from Eq. (30), H,(Z) is the transfer E,
 
function of Fig. 12, and i is the square root of minus one. D(s) = - (56)

s 
The equations for Fig. 12 are found similarly as was done 
for Fig. 11, and H(Z) is found to be L(s) is the Laplace function of the loop error due to the 
search oscillator DC offset voltage. Using analysis tech-
G1T niques similar to the input analysis of Fig. 11, L* is found 
N;Z= I= G Z+11 (53) to be 
1 Z(Z - 1) L" GG fET 1 (57) 
=* Z -
Z - 1 + G Z 
. Using Eqs. (16), 	 (52),where G 1 from Fig. 12 is G/GT 2 
and (53) 
From the final value theorem of Eq. (46), the steady-state 
14 Goutput error, L.., is 
2-	 (54)
o-J =0.56 K 	 I_(5 4 GG EoT 
1 2 Ls G (58) 
For at equal to 1118 counts, K equal to 100,000 counts, Using the value of 4 mV for E,, and the remaining con­
and G equal to 0.11 stants as previously indicated, L., is found to be 
a= 5ns (55) 	 = 15ns (59) 
Eq. (54) shows that the loop jitter becomes infinite Thus to constrain the loop error due to the search oscil­
when G is made equal to 2. This agrees with the deter- lator DC offset to be within 15 ns, the DC offset must be 
mination from the root locus analysis of loop instability nulled to within 4 mV. Pre- and post-calibration pro­
at values of G greater than, 2. cedures for the encounter mission indicated that this 
nulling accuracy was indeed accomplished. The sum of4. Search oscillatordo offset analyss.The phase track- the three sources of loop output error described by 
ing loop operates with the search oscillator frequency at Eqs. (51), (55), and (59) is equal to 45 ns. 
zero when the loop is locked to a constant time offset 
input. If the transfer characteristic of the search oscillator 
is such that zero frequency out occurs for an input voltage Tabov he si. 
of E, volts rather 	than the desired value of zero volts, in the above analysis. 
then the loop at locked conditions will act to generate a 
search oscillator control voltage of E, volts. This E., IV. Operational Verification 
called the search oscillator DC offset voltage, represents 
a finite loop error since zero error would result in a zero The actual improvement in signal-to-noise ratio real­
quadrature correlator count and a subsequent zero volt- ized by the combining equipment can be estimated from 
age out of the D/A converter, a plot of bit error rate of the processed data over the en­
counter track period. This plot is shown in Fig. 14. The 
To minimize this search oscillator DC offset error, care- gradual increase of bit error rate at the beginning and 
ful adjustment of the search oscillator trimming compo- end of the track is due to the lower antenna elevations 
nents was made. In addition, a precision adjustable DC and hence higher noise inputs at those times. 
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Toward the end of the track during the time indicated nals arriving at the antennas with a time disparity of 
in Fig. 14, the combining equipment was switched out, over 50 ps were aligned in time to an accuracy better 
and only the signal from DSS 14 was processed. During than 50 ns. Moreover, the signals were combined in such 
this time, the bit error rate increased from 0.037 to 0.052. a manner as to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the 
This is equivalent to a loss of 0.7 dB in signal-to-noise signal at one antenna by the sum of the signal-to-noise 
ratio. Thus the actual improvement due to antenna array- ratios of the signals at the other two antennas. Also shown 
ing was within 0.1 dB of the calculated prediction. is that satisfactory equipment operation is relatively 
insensitive to the key equipment parameters of signal 
mixing ratios and tracking loop gain. 
V. - Conclusion A plot of the bit error rate during the encounter track 
Analysis of the equipment used to combine the base- shows that the actual combiner improvement in signal-to­
band signals from three antennas during the Mariner- noise ratio was 0.7 dB, a value within 0.1 dB of predicted 
Mercury encounter on Sept. 21, 1974 shows that sig- theoretical maximum. 
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Table 1. Design parameters 
Symbol Description Value 
R1 ST 1 /N0 at DSS 14 1.6 dB 
R2 8T8 /N, at DSS 18 -8.4 dB 
R3 ST 1/N, at DSS 12 -8.4 dB 
Subcarrier frequency 177.1 kHz 
i/T Data rate 117.6 kbits/s 
DSS 13 to DSS 14 time delay 28-92 zs 
DSS 12 to DSS 14 time delay 15-67 As 
DSS 14 microwave round trip delay 110 ps 
Ra Maximum rate of change in time delay 10 ps/h 
of the signals from DSS 12 and 18 with 
respect to the signal from DSS 14. 
Table 2. 	 Signal combiner constants 
Symbol Description 	 Value 
Ar 	 Maximum predicted signal-to- 0.8 dB 
noise ratio improvement using 
arraying 
ala2 Summing amplifier constants 0.8 
- for the baseband signals from 
DSS 18 and DSS 12 
B Low-pass filter noise bandwidth 1.57 MHz 
Gf 	 FIFO gain constant 0.4 gs/Hz/s 
Cge" 	 Quadrature correlator gain 0.56 K counts/ps/s 
constant
 
K 	 Observed in-phase correlator 100,000 counts 
count
 
Y RMS quadrature correlator 1118 counts 
noise 
G Digital attenuator gain constant 2R-10 a 

R Digital attenuator thumbwheel 4 
switch setting 
0 d 16 bit D/A gain constant 10/21.5 V/count 
G Synthesizer gain constant Af,/10 Hz/V 
Af Search oscillator decade setting 10 Hzs 

T 	 Control loop sampled-data 1 s 
period 
C 	 Open-loop gain constant 0.11 
E.. 	 Loop output error due to ramp 25 ns 
input 
ai RMS loop jitter 5 ns 
E0 Search oscillator DC offset after 4 mV 
nulling 
L38  	 Loop output error due to E, 15 ns 
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Appendix
 
Derivation of Integrate-and-Dump Sampled Data Function
 
A conceptual circuit for the integrate-and-dump func- where C(Z,m) is the modified Z-transform of C(s). Taking 
tion is shown in Fig. A-i. R(s), the Laplace function of the modified Z-transform of Eq. (A-i) and allowing 8 to 
the continuous input, is fed to an integrator of gain G. approach zero as a limit gives 
Periodically, at intervals of T seconds, an impulse func­
tion is fed to the integrator. This impulse function, C(Zm)'.,,- = G(R(s) (A-4) 
properly scaled by the attenuator, sets the integrator 6- 01 
output, C(s), exactly to zero. A small amount of pure 
delay approaching zero in the limit, is required to de- From Eqs. (A-3) and (A-4), X* is found to be 
couple the zeroing of the output and the formation of the 
impulse function. X. = -z R) (A-5) 
Equations for the loop variables are and Eq. (A-i) becomes 
C(s) G R(s) _ X. G (A-i) C(s)=CG ~.)GsZZ- (A-6) 
S s 
s eC(s) is-sampled at the instant before the impulse function 6X(s)- C(s) 0 (A-2) sets it to zero. Thus the Z-transform of C(s) istT, --
Since X(s) contains a pure delay term, its Z-transform is C* = C(Zm),, = = z 1 (Rs) (A-7) 
X* ( A block diagram representing Eq. (A-7) is used for theC - C(Z,),, ,_5, S- 0 (A-S) quadrature correlator in Fig. 4. 
INTEGRATOR
 
R(S) C(S) 
IMPULSE S- 0TMODULATOR 
PURE DELAY ATTENUATOR 
Fig. A-1. Integrate-and-dump Laplace diagram 
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DSN Research and Technology Support 
E. B. Jackson 
R. F. Systems Development Section 
The activities of the Development Support Group. in operating and 
maintaining the Venus Deep Space Station (DSS 13) and the Microwave Test 
Facility are discussed and summarized and progress noted during the period 
December 16, 1974 through February 15, 1975. Major activities include 
preparationfor a planned "automated station" demonstration and hardware/ 
software testing therefor, observations of rotation constancy of various pulsars, 
continued collection of Faradayrotation data with which to effect correction of 
spacecraft datafor Earth'sionosphere effects, solarenergy instrumentationdata 
collection activities,400-kW X-band radar,Block IV receiver/exciter testing at 
DSS 14, and testing for electromagnetic compatibility with the proposed 
Goldstone surveillance radar.Extensive DSN 100-kW klystron testing, routine 
clock synchronization transmissions, and radio science support activities are 
.also reported., 
During the two-month period ending February 15, 1975, 1. In Support of Section 331 
the Development Support Group, in operating the Venus 
Deep Space Station (DSS 13) And the Microwave Test 
Facility (MTF), made progress on various programs as In support of the station automation program (RTOP 
discussed below. To meet budgetary limitations, the 68-Station Monitoring and Control Technology), which 
contractor staffing of the Development Support Group will demonstrate an automated station by performing a 
was reduced from 16 to 10 and the operating hours of the pulsar track under complete, remote, computer control-at 
Venus Station from 80 to 40 hours per week, both actions DSS 13,we provided 62-3/4 hours of testing. The software 
effective on February 3, 1975. for on-site operation is essentially complete, and the 
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intercommunications among the computers is complete 
and functioning. Pulsar observations, complete with data 
collection, are being done under control of the master 
computer (the SDS-930 at the Venus Station) during these 
tests. 
B. Pulsar Observations 
In support of Pulsar Rotation Constancy (OSS-188-41-
52-09), we provided 64-1/2 hours of pulsar observations, during which the pulsars tabulated in Table 1 were 
observed, and precise pulse-to-pulse timing, pulse shape, 
and pulse power content were measured. These observa­
tions, which use the 26-m antenna and SDS-930 computer 
for data collection, were made at 2388 MHz, using left-
circular polarization (LCP). 
II. In Support of Section 333 
A. Faraday Rotation Data Collection 
Observing Applications Technology Satellite Number I 
(ATS-1) at 137.25 MHz, two complete receiving systems 
record the angle the received electric field vector makes 
with the horizon. The data are recorded onto an.analog 
chart recorder, a digital printer, and punched paper tape 
for later computer processing at JPL. The data are mailed 
to JPL at the end of each day's observations, and, after 
processing, are used to correct observed spacecraft 
doppler and range data for the effects of passing through 
the Earth's ionosphere. These data are collected automati-
cally 24 hours/day, 7 days/week. 
B. Sky Survey/NAR Reliability Testing 
Using the 26-m antenna, the station receiver, and the 
Noise Adding Radiometer (NAR), data are automatically 
collected at night and during weekend hours when the 
station is unmanned. The antenna is fixed in position at 
180-deg azimuth, and observations are made at several 
fixed elevation positions. During this period, observations 
were made for a total of 613-1/4 hours, at elevation angles 
of 80.6 through 81.9 deg, at a frequency of 2295 MHz, 
right-circular polarization (RCP). 
C. 	 Radio Star Calibration 
As part of the Antenna Gain Standardization Program, 
observations are made at DSS 13 to determine received 
flux density of a number of radio sources. These 
observations, at 2278.5 MHz, RCP,were made of radio 
sources Cygnus A, Virgo A, and 3C123, using the 26-m 
antenna, the station receiver, and the NAR. The NAR has 
control of the antenna offsets and provides a semi-
automated data collection cycle, as well as recording the 
data. 
D. Solar Energy Instrumentation 
In support of RTOP 69-Tracking Station Operations 
Technology, the Solar Energy Instrumentation Data 
Acquisition System (SEIDAS), which was relocated from 
DSS 14 to DSS 13, has had additional sensors added. 
SEIDAS currently has two pyrheliometers and three 
pyranometers, as well as sensors which airmeasure 
temperature, dew point, pressure, and wind speed. The 
data are recorded onto magnetic tape for later processing 
by the 1108 computer at JPL.
 
III. In Support of Section 335 
A. Microwave Power Transmission 
In preparation for testing of the final array of 
"rectennas," additional cable pairs were extended from 
the collimation tower to the operations building (G-51). 
(These pairs formerly terminated at building G-63.) 
Additionally, at the collimation tower, a three-phase, 100­
ampere ground fault interrupter (GFI) was installed to 
increase personnel protection. 
In preparation for the modifications necessary to the 
structure of the collimation tower, several prospective 
contractors visited the facility. At the end of the reporting 
period, the contract was awarded to Plas-Tal Corporation 
of Sante Fe Springs, California; they visited the site to 
make final measurements preparatory to fabricating the 
necessary steel. 
B. X-Band Radar 
With continued maintenance and operations support 
from us, the X-band radar was used to successfully obtain 
returns from the rings around the planet Saturn, as well as 
the minor planet Eros, when it came close to Earth in 
January 1975. The ring observations were made at a 
power output of 150 kW per klystron (two klystrons 
installed), but for the Eros observations the power output 
was successfully raised to 200 kW per klystron. 
A variable load was fabricated to test the traveling-wave 
tube (TWT) power supplies; one of the Logimetrics 
power supplies failed during test. The other Logimetrics 
power supply is installed and powering the Varian TWT. 
The helix drivers have also been installed, and the system 
is functioning well although some temporary equipment 
still remains. 
C. DSS 14 Block IV Receiver/Exciter 
In support of the implementation of the Block IV 
receiver/exciter at DSS 14 for use during the Viking 
mission, we aided in the installation and testing of the 
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receiver and exciter control panels, interface testing, and 
various troubleshooting. Also, using a test facility setup at 
DSS 13, we modified, repaired as necessary, and tested 
various modules for the system using newly generated test 
procedures with which to measure performance. Although 
some monitoring and other interface functions are still 
undergoing test, the Block IV receiver/exciter at DSS 14 
is functioning well. 
D. Goldstone Surveillance Radar 
With the higher intensities of non-ionizing radiation 
now being emitted by the Goldstone antennas, a way to 
avoid accidental irradiation of aircraft which may fly into 
the dangerous part of the antenna beam. is desirable. As 
part of the planning for the possible installation of a short-
range surveillance radar, we made measurements of the 
possible interference between such a radar and the normal 
DSN operations of spacecraft reception. 
Using an FPS-18 type radar as a baseline, measurements 
were made at DSS 14 using a simulated radar operating at 
2835 MHz. Appropriate pulsed signals having a peak level 
of -10 dBm were coupled into the maser, and their effect 
upon the demodulation of telemetry was examined.' With 
the station demodulating telemetry with a signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) of 3.6 dB, no difference in the computer's 
estimation of SNR could be detected between the radar 
on/radar off configuration. However, this telemetry test 
was only of short duration and a longer test at higher 
powers is planned. Examination of the RF performance of 
the receiver and monitoring system was also performed 
during the 10-hour test period, 
E. DSN Klystron Testing (100 kW) 
In support of the implementation of the 100-kW 
transmitters into DSS 43/63, extensive testing of the 
X-3060 klystrons to be employed has been conducted at 
DSS 13. These klystrons have been modified by Varian 
Associates, the manufacturer, and incorporate a new 
cathode design. 
Although some difficulty has been experienced with 
klystron dimensional variations that affect both body 
current and installation into the socket tank, complete 
parameter testing and a 12-hour "stability" run at 100-kW 
output power have been completed on klystron serial 
numbers A6-17-12, H5-30-R2, K5-24-RI, and L5-34-R1. 
IV. In Support of Section 391 
Differential VLBI 
In support of the Differential VLBI Experiment (OTDA 
310-10-60-56), DSS 13, in conjunction with DSS 63, 
provided 8-1/4 hours of station support. During an actual 
5-1/4 hours of observation, 28 radio sources were 
observed with a new source being selected every 12 
minutes. Observations were made at 2290 MHz, using the 
26-m antenna adjusted to receive RCP. The data were 
recorded on a special recorder installed for this experi­
ment. 
V. In Support of Section 422 
A. Clock Synchronization Transmissions 
As scheduled by the DSN, transmissions were made as 
tabulated in Table 2 for a total duration of 12-1/2 hours. 
These transmissions are made at 7149.9 MHz, using the 
9-m antenna equipped with a 100-kW transmitter. 
B. Viking Mission Configuration Tests, DSS 14 
In support of the configuration testing at DSS 14, which 
is necessary in preparation for the Viking missions, we 
have provided on-site support to assure correct operation 
of the Block IV receiver/exciter, or to aid in troubleshoot­
ing in the event the system does not perform as expected. 
Except for some monitoring difficulties, we have sup­
ported the telemetry and command configuration testing 
to a successful conclusion insofar as the installed 
equipment will allow. A total of 88 hours of support was 
provided to this testing effort, 
VI. In Support of Section 825 
Planetary Radio Astronomy-
In support of the Planetary Radio Astronomy Experi­
ment (OSS 196-41-73-01), we observe the planet Jupiter
and various radio calibration sources. Received flux 
density, at 2295 MHz, LCP/RCP, is measured using the 
26-m antenna, the station receiver, and the NAR. 
Observations were made as tabulated in Table 3 and are 
made semi-automatically with the 26-m antenna offsets 
under the control of the NAR. 
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Table 1. Pulsars observed at DSS 13 (December 16, 1974 
through February 15, 1975) 
0031-07 0828+26 1706-16 2021+51 
0829+54 0883-45 1749-28 2045-16 
0855+54 1133+16 1818-04 2111+46 
0525+21 1237+25 1911-04 '2218+47 
0628-28 1604-00 1929+10 
0786-40 1642-03 1988+16 
Table 2. Clock synchronization transmissions (December 16, 
1974 through February 15, 1975)-
Station Number of transmissions 
DSS 42 8
 
DSS 48 3
 
DSS 61 8
 
DSS 62 1
 
DSS 63 2
 
Table 3. Radio calibration sources observed at DSS 13 
(December 16, 1974 through February 15, 1975) 
3C17 8C188 80858 
8C48 8C147 PKS 0287-23 
3C128 80848 1C5146
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Diagnostic and Control Panel for the
 
Coherent Reference Generator
 
C.F.Foster
 
R. F. Systems Development Section 
This report describes the diagnostic and control system developed for the 
Coherent Reference Generator(CRC). All elements of this assembly are designed 
to -have configuration control, failure analysis, and fault location performed 
either manually or by a remote computer. The mechanical control portion 
provides the selection of a frequency standardas well as either computer or 
manual mode of operation.To facilitaterapidsystem repair,all CRG input and 
output, signal levels, and power supply levels are monitored for performance 
within their specified limits, with the failed elements triggeringthe CRG alarm, 
and displayingthe location offailure on the front panel. 
I. Introduction 
The Diagnostic and Control Panel for the Coherent 
Reference Generator (CRG) is designed in accordance 
with the requirements set forth in DSIF Standard DesignRequirements 00001. This panel features fully automated 
performance monitoring, including indicators that allow 
the operator to determine the operational status of each 
module, as well as the presence of all input signal levels, 
Frequency standard selection is made by a single front 
panel switch, as is manual/computer selection, and fault 
indicator test. The elimination of complex displays, 
multiple switches, and controls assures the necessary 
performance requirements to minimize operator expense. 
To provide for future growth, this panel incorporates 
computer interface and control logic so that system 
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configuration, failure analysis, and fault location can be 
performed by a remote computer. The computer capabil­
ity is designed such that all the necessary logic is on plug­
in cards. This allows sites presently without computer 
control to eliminate the cost of the computer interface/ 
control logic until such time that a computer does become 
available; then, to achieve full computer capability, all 
that will be required is to purchase the necessary cards 
and plug them into prewired sockets. 
II. Implementation 
A simplified block diagram of the Diagnostic and 
Control Panel (Fig. 1) shows the major logic functions. All 
inputs and outputs are internally monitored at the module 
level, and signal presence confirmation signals are 
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presented to the Diagnostic Panel as active transistor-
transistor logic (TTL) "low" levels. All module status as 
well as power supply and switch conditions are fed in 
parallel to the CRG's good/bad alarm. If anything is out of 
tolerance, even if a module is not plugged in, the operator 
is alerted by an audio alarm and the remote computer sees 
a fail signal. 
For description, this panel easily breaks down into two 
major functions: manual control and computer control. In 
the manual control mode, the frequency standard selection 
is accomplished with a mechanical fail safe switch so that 
if ac power is momentarily interrupted, the operator will 
not have to re-select the frequency standard. This switch 
also establishes the code for the station 1-MHz clock 
driver to assure that the proper secondary standard is 
selected in the event the primary fails. The individual 
module status lights shown in the lower-left corner of Fig. 
2 indicate the location of a failed module using a grid 
system whereby each separate panel in the cabinet is 
numbered starting from the top as Al, A2, etc., and 
modules within a panel are numbered left to right as Al, 
A2, and A3 (i.e., the third module from the left in the sixth 
panel would be located by a light at position A6A3 in the 
front panel module grid). This method of module 
identification greatly reduces the cost of expansion and 
change, as control panel engraving will not have to be 
changed when modules are added. The input signal 
display, upper-left corner of Fig. 2, indicates if either the 
1-MHz or the 5-MHz signal is not present, and if the 0.1-
MHz or 10-MHz is not present. The station clock standard 
indicates the presence of the I-MHz primary and 
secondary standards. This indicator provides a monitor on 
the backup frequency standard, which is automatically 
placed into service in event of a primary standard failure. 
Other front panel indicators display power supply and 
backup battery status. The condition of each coaxial 
switch in the frequency standard selector is displayed, as 
they are designed to be replaced by the operator in the 
event of failure. A test switch is designed into the front 
panel for the operator to check proper operation of the 
indicator lights. Four pushbutton switches select the 
primary frequency standard, with adjacent lights verifying 
that the correct sequence of switch operations has taken 
place. A front panel switch with a mechanical lock selects 
either manual or computer mode of operations. 
In the computer mode all front panel indicators 
operate. The computer interface is designed to be fully 
compatible with DSN Standard Interface Specification 
ES508534, and incorporates the hybrid handshaker circuit 
(Ref. 1). A single status output alerts the computer in the 
event of a Coherent Reference Generator failure, thus 
allowing the computer to perform functions other than 
continually monitoring all the individual modules. When 
the computer is alerted that there is an anomaly in the 
CRG, the DSN standard interface protocol is put into 
effect to interrogate the module status word generator, 
thereby locating and displaying the fault for operator 
action. Computer configuration control is initiated through 
the standard interface circuit only if the computer/manual 
switch is in computer mode. 
The control circuit is designed using shift registers as 
digital filters to eliminate the possibility of noise on the 
interface lines from changing the frequency standard 
selection. The control sequence requires the computer to 
place the code corresponding to the frequency standard to 
be selected on data transfer lines (2) through (5) along with 
a separate control bit on data line (1) of the interface. 
After the handshaker has cycled through the proper 
protocol, an XEQ command generated by the handshaker 
is applied to the decoder, and the command is transferred 
to the frequency standard selector. The decoder has a 
volatile memory that is protected against power line 
outage by a backup battery system, thereby providing fail 
safe operation in both computer and manual modes. 
1II. Conclusion 
The Diagnostic and Control Panel has been developed 
and fully tested in the laboratory. It has been installed and 
is operating at DSS 14, meeting all design goals. Present 
plans call for adding this capability to the remaining 
Coherent Reference Generators installed in the 64-m net. 
Reference 
1. 	 Foster, C. F., Complete Logical Operation and Test Procedureof Handshaker 
Circuit,Spec. TP510942A, in preparation (JPL internal document). 
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Automation of Data Gathering and Analysis 
for the Fourth-Harmonic Analyzer 
Y. L. Grigsby 
R. F. Systems Development Section 
The Fourth-HarmonicAnalyzer is used to measure the magnitude of the fourth 
harmonic of the S-band transmitter in waveguide for any mode or combination 
of modes to develop operational techniques in measuring harmonics. The 
gathering and analyzing of datahave been automated to reduce the number of 
man-hours needed to perform this task by hand. 
I. Introduction 
An analyzer called the Fourth-Harmonic Analyzer has 
been developed (Fig. 1) to measure the magnitude of the 
fourth harmonic of the S-band transmitter in waveguide 
for any mode or combination of modes and to develop 
operational techniques to establish measurement accuracy 
in measuring harmonics. (Refer to Ref. 1 for technical 
information on the analyzer.) Previously it took two 
people two hours to gather the data. An additional two 
days were needed-to analyze the data. With the use of a 
PDP-11/20 computer along with its real-time program-
ming and operating system, RT-11, and a general 
microwave digital power meter, the time required for 
gathering and analyzing data is drastically reduced, 
II. Summary 
A PDP-11/20 with RT-11 program was used to analyze 
data of the Fourth-Harmonic Analyzer. A program was 
written to (1) read the voltage standing 'wave ratio 
(VSWR) values from a file stored on Digital Equipment 
Corporation (DEC) tape, (2) read the power-level data 
typed in at the teletype (TY), (3) save the power-level 
data on paper tape, (4) analyze the data, (5) compute the 
total power, and (6) provide the option of listing only the 
total power or the total power, all data, and calculated 
values. The preliminary results were within ±1.8 dB of the 
measured harmonic input. The time required to gather 
.	 and. analyze data was reduced from two days to three 
hours. 
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The automation of data gathering and analyzing is the 
first step in establishing, measurement techniques and 
instrument precision. With automation many tests can be 
run to achieve maximum accuracy in a laboratory 
environment prior to inserting the analyzer into the high-
power microwave system and making the actual power 
measurements. The time required for gathering and 
analyzing data is drastically reduced. 
III. Previous Analyzing Techniques 
The power level at each port xhas read by a power 
meter and recorded on a work sheet. In the laboratory 
only the test procedure requires placing objects, such as 
metal, in the waveguide to obtain various combinations of 
modes. The data gathering process took two people two 
hours. One person alone took an additional two days to 
analyze the information and calculate the total power. 
The calculation involved 960 pieces of data. 
The analyzer has a total of 240 ports. The ports are 
divided into nine groups labeled A through I. Each group 
contains 30 ports with the exception that there are no 
ports for C16 through C30 and 016 through G30. For 
programming purposes the ports become a 9 x 30 matrix. 
Using the measured VSWR of each port, the measured 
power levels were corrected for all ports. The corrected 
values were then summed and multiplied by the insertion 
loss to obtain the total power. For each port, a total of 
four data values were used (two given data values and two 
computed values), giving a grand total of 960 values-
TechniquesIV. Automation 
To automate the procedure of gathering and analyzing 
data, the following equipment was used: 
(1) PDP-11/20 computer with eT-l operating system. 
(2) Teletype or cathode-ray tube (ORT) terminal. 
(3)Fourth-Harmonic Analyzer. 

(4) General microwave digital power meter with test 
probe. 
Figure 2 shows how the equipnment is set up. 
A program was written to analyze the data and 
compute the total power. The program also has the option 
of listing only the total power or the total power, all data, 
and calculated values. The flowcharts (Figs. 3-8) describe 
in more detail how the program works. The measurements 
are typed in at the TTY or CRT from the recorded data. 
Each data value typed in is saved by the high-speed 
paper-tape punch. The VSWR values are stored and read 
from a file maintained on DECtape. This is possible 
because one advantage of RT-11 Basic is the ability to 
read and write data files while .running a basic program. 
All measurements are analyzed in the computer and the 
process of analyzing data which, took two days was 
reduced to three hours. 
If a listing of the analysis (all data and calculated values) 
is required at a later date, the data on paper tape are fed 
through the high-speed paper-tape reader. A second 
program was written for the sole purpose of reading the 
data (measured power levels) off of paper tape, reading 
the VSWR values off of a file on DECtape, analyzing all 
data, and reproducing a complete listing of the analysis. 
The paper tape saved time because it eliminated the need 
of typing in the data at the TTY again. 
V. PDP-11/20 and RT-11 
One outstanding feature of RT-i is its ability to link an 
assembly language routine with a basic program. This 
feature makes it possible to insert the test probe into a 
port of the analyzer, read the power level, and transmit 
the data to the assembly language routine in the 
computer. The basic program then calls on the assembly 
language routine for the data. The linkage of an assembly 
language routine to a basic program works on the same 
principle as fortran and its subroutine. This linkage will 
completely eliminate the need of typing in data at thefTY in the future. 
VI. Future Plans 
In the near future the gathering and analyzing of the 
data for the Fourth-Harmonic Analyzer will be fully 
-automated. Data will no longer have to be recorded on a 
data sheet and typed in at the TTY. There will be a direct 
connection between the digital power meter and the 
computer. As the power levels are displayed and read by 
the meter, they will automatically be stored in the 
computer by way of the "data line" (see Fig. 2). The 
entire task will require only one person instead of the two 
people required to perform the present automation 
techniques. 
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Reference 
1. Smith, R. H., "Fourth Harmonic Analyzer," in The b9eep Space Network 
Progress Report 42-20, pp. 121-123, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, 
Cali., Apr. 15, 1974. 
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Goldstone Solar Energy Instrumentation
 
Project: Description, Instrumentation, and
 
Preliminary Results
 
M.S. Reid, R. A. Gardner, and 0. B. Parham
 
Communications Elements Research Section
 
A solar energy instrumentation project has been initiated at Goldstone in 
order to support the investigation of Goldstone as a possible site for a 
demonstration project by acquiring fundamental information about solar 
radiationcharacteristicsat that location and by helping to build an adequate 
technological base for the engineeringof solar-basedenergy systems suitablefor 
Goldstone. The initial instrumentation and resultsfor the first three months of 
operationare'discussedand presentedin tabularand graphicalform. 
I. Introduction 
The Coldstone Space Communications Cornplex has 
several unique characteristics which make it appropriate 
for consideration as a solar energy demonstration project 
that could attain a high degree of energy self-sufficincy 
and possibly make a significant contribution to the 
achievement of a national goal of energy independence, 
This work supports the investigation of Goldstone as a 
possible site for a demonstration project by acquiring 
fundamental information about solar radiation characteris-
tics and by helping to build an adequate technological 
base for the engineering of solar-based energy systems 
suitable for Coldstone. 
The work unit is divided into two parts, which are of 
nearly equal import-e and magnitude and have nearly 
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concurrent schedules. BotlY parts require the acquisition of 
data over extended periods. Part A acquires solar radiation
and meteorological data to improve the accuracy of 
probabilistic models essential to engineering design. Part B 
acquires performance data on measurement equipment 
placed at Goldstone for feedback to the technological base 
to improve the basic physical models used for system
 
analysis and evaluaion.
 
Solar- collectors potentially suitable for a solar-electric­
hydrogen fuel generation subsystem at Goldstone will be 
analyzed to determine what site-peculiar information is 
needed to specify, design, and evaluate them. The 
information falls into three classes: (1) insolation, both 
specular and diffise; (2) meteorological, such as wind 
speed and direction, temperature, relative humidity, etc.; 
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and (3) environmental, such as dust and sand deposition 
and erosion. The information does not include characteris-
tics that can be determined by measurement at places 
other than Goldstone, such as absorptivity and emissivity, 
or other properties of materials, 
-Raw data from measurements are not directly usable for 
the engineering of solar collectors or for the analysis of 
complete solar-hydrogen fuel subsystems; the probabilistic 
models must be fitted to the raw data. A probabilistic 
insolation model will be devised for the total insolation 
and for the specular component as a function of collector 
concentration, and a probabilistic meteorological model 
will be devised for wind speed and direction, temperature, 
relative humidity, etc. In all cases, the models will include 
probability density functions for the year and for each 
month. The insolation and meteorological models will be 
fitted to the data to improve their accuracy and to 
establish the degree of correlation among the random
variables in the models. This correlation, however, will not 
be included in the early models. 
As a result of examining potentially suitable solar
collectors and probabilistic models, a set of measurements 
will be defined. Commercial instruments have been, and 
to make aswill continue to be, specified and procured 
many of the measurements as possible. Where commercial 
such as devices forinstruments are not available, 

measuring the specular component of insolation as a 

function of collector concentration, the necessary instru-

ments will be designed and built, 

Some of the measurements are already being made 
under other Office _of Tracking and Data Acquisition 
(OTDA)-funded activities (Microwave Weather Project, 
Operational Meteorological Data System, Conscan Pro-
ject). Whenever possible, common measurements will be 
made by instruments already incorporated into the other 
data-gathering equipments. 
A complete program of measurements at other NASA 
tracking stations is not required at this time. However, an 
operational meteorological data system is being imple- 
mented at DSSs 14, 43, and 63, which will incorporate a 
single insolation instrument, a hemispherical pyranometer. 
The data from each of the systems will be delivered to this 
project for reduction and analysis. The reduced data from 
DSSs 43 and 63 will serve as the basis for preliminary 
insolation and meteorological models for those stations 
when needed. By correlating the data from the three 
stations, it will be possible to extend the Goldstone models 
to obtain preliminary models for the other complexes as 
needed. The extension technique will be useful in devising 
preliminary models for other NASA tracking stations and 
complexes. 
Part B of the project is concerned with developing the 
technological base needed to analyze and evaluate an 
entire solar-hydrogen fuel subsystem for Goldstone, 
including its component parts. Particular attention will be 
paid to identifying the key parameters that would be 
needed in each case to specify devices and-subsystems. 
When sample collectors or other components are 
procured from industry (not by this project) or are 
supplied to JPL for evaluation, instrumentation will be 
developed or procured to measure actual performance. 
The performance data will be used to compare actual 
versus theoretical performance, and the information will 
be fed back to improve the technological base. 
When a complete solar-hydrogen subsystem is installed 
at Goldstone (there may be more than one), instrumenta­
tion for the long-term evaluation of its performance willbe developed or procured, installed, and transferred to the 
operations organization for maintenance and operation.
Data acquisition will be monitored to assure the validity of 
the data. The actual performance data will be compared 
collected at the same time by the instruments provided 
c d at A m 
under Fart A. 
The use of actual field test data will permit the 
economic feasibility of proposed modifications to the 
solar-hydrogen subsystem to be determined. The data will 
also permit an assessment of the economic factors relating
to the possible installation of solar-hydrogen subsystems at 
other NASA tracking stations or complexes. The assess­
ment will be facilitated through the use of preliminary 
insolation and meteorological models developed for the 
Spanish and Australian tracking complexes based on data 
from Part A. 
1 Initial Instrumentation 
A pyrheliometer was installed on the roof of the main 
control building at DSS 14 on June 19, 1974. A 
pyrheliometer is a commercial instrument which measures 
the total incident radiation, both specular and diffuse, over 
a hemisphere. Its orientation is horizontal to measure the 
total radiation from the sky. 
This instrument is an Eppley-type pyranometer, which 
has a radial wire-wound differential thermopile as a 
detector. The hot junction receivers are blackened and the 
cold junction receivers are whitened. When exposed to 
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solar radiation, the black and white surfaces develop a 
marked temperature difference, and the resulting voltage 
is proportional to the intensity of solar radiation. The 
instrument has a built-in temperature compensation 
circuit for a standard matching condition through the 
range -20 to + 4000. The thermopile unit is formed of 48 
artificial junctions by copper-plated Constantan wire and 
mounted under a precision-ground optical quartz glass 
hemisphere. The wavelength response is maximized from 
0.32 to 2.5 microns. Instrument linearity is t1% over 0 to 
2 langleys/min (0 to 1.3956 kW/m 2 ) and the temperature 
dependence is ±1.5% consistency over -20 to +400C. 
Response time (lie) is 3 to 4 seconds. 
The clear day data from this instrument will be useful 
for determining or verifying a theoretical clear day 
insolation model for Goldstone. Data for cloudy days, will 
be useful for determining or verifying a probabilistic 
model of Goldstone insolation. This report presents the 
data from this instrument for the period June 19 through 
September 30, 1974. 
Other instruments that were operating at Gldstne 
(DSS 14) during this period were meteorological instru-
ments. These included temperature, barometric pressure,
dew point, wind speed and direction, and rainfall. The 
data that are presented in this report are temperature, 
barometric pressure, and absolute humidity in terms of 
grams of equivalent water per cubic meter of air. 
An automatic data acquisition assembly has been 
procured and is presently being commissioned. It consists 
of a central recording station which has the capability of 
interfacing with up to 10 remote stations. The remote 
stations will interface with transducers in a given 
instrument, or set of associated instruments, and condition 
the signals for transmission to the central station. The 
various signals will be time-multiplexed for transmission 
under the control of the central station. The central 
station will control the multiplexing of the remote stations 
so that the signals from all of them are interlaced. The 
station will condition the signals and record them on a 
magnetic tape that is computer-readable. The recording 
will be time-tagged. 
Ill. The Results 
The pyranometer output is a voltage which is calibrated 
in terms of langleys per minute (kW/m2 ) of solar flux. The 
data system recorded one data point per minute. When 
these data are plotted on a daily basis, the result is a curve 
of langleys per minute (kW/m2 ) versus time. Figures 1 
through 5 show samples of these daily graphs which cover 
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the range of weather conditions experienced at Goldstone 
since the start of this project. Figure 1 is a clear day. 
Figure 2 shows some noon haze in an otherwise clear day. 
Figure 3 is the graph of a day with clouds in the 
afternoon. Figure 4 shows a day with fast moving clouds, 
and Fig. 5 is the graph of a heavily clouded day. It must 
be noted that the peaks in Figs. 4 and 5 are higher than 
would be expected from a clear day. This is due to 
reflection off large white clouds not in ther direct sun-line. 
Computer integration of the area under these curves 
yields the total energy received for the day.The units are 
kW/m2 , sometimes quoted as langleys, where 1 langley = 
1.1630 X 10-2 kWh/m 2. 
Table 1 is a listing of the pyranometer data by day 
number and date for the period June 19 through 
September 30, 1974. The table lists peak energy for the 
day in kW/m 2 and total received energy for the day in 
kWh/M 2. These two columns list measured data only, and 
only those days have been included when data were 
recorded continuously throughout the sunrise-to-sunset 
period. The next column lists total energy for the day in 
kW/m 2 as determined by a theoretical clear day model. 
This model is the JPL theoretical clear day model forGoldstone based on the ASHRAE formula (Ref. 1). The 
next column in the table lists the dimensionless ratio of 
..measured total daily radiation to total daily radiation by 
the clear day model. 
One of the first objectives of this project is to determine 
a clear day model of solar insolation at Goldstone from 
which a probabilistic model of cloudy day insolation can 
be built. On those days with light or moderate clouds the 
graph of langleys per minute (kW/m2 ) versus time was 
curve-fitted to remove the effects of the clouds and thus 
simulate a clear day. This was possible on a number of 
days when the langleys per minute (kW/m2 ) curve could 
be filled in with reasonable certainty. The curve with 
cloud effects removed was integrated to yield a corrected 
clear day total energy. The last column in the table lists 
these data. 
Figure 6 is a plot of the daily measured peak energy as 
a function of time for the period June 19 throughSeptember 30, 1974. Figure 7 is a plot of daily total 
energy together with a curve of the JPL clear day model 
for Goldstone. Figure 8 shows daily total energy for all 
clear days, both real and corrected, for the period June 19 
to September 30 above. The standard deviation of these 
data from the clear day model is 0.316 kWh/m 2 or about 
4%. Some data points, however, are above the model and 
135 
this is under investigation. Figure 9 is a graph of the ratio meter of air calculated from measured dew point and 
of measured data to clear day model. The data are total ambient temperature. 
daily energies and the horizontal line indicates measured 
data equal to the clear day model. IV. Conclusion 
Figures 10 through 13 show certain meteorological Preliminary data have been obtained and reduced. The 
parameters measured at DSS 14 for the same period as the results demonstrate the clear requirement for more data 
solar figures. Ambient temperature and daily maximums, and more consistent data acquisition. Other measuring 
minimums, and means are plotted in Figs. 10 and 11; Fig. instruments will be added when they are built or procured 
12 is barometric pressure. Figure 13 shows absolute and more efficient data analysis techniques will be 
humidity in terms of grams of equivalent water per cubic investigated and implemented. 
Reference 
1. 	 ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals, American Society of Heating, 
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE), Inc.,, New York, 1972. 
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Table 1. Solar insolation data, specular and diffuse, for Goldstone for the period June 19 through September 30, 1974 
Clear and 
Day number Date " Peak, kWfm 
Measured total 
energy, kWh/m2 
Clear day
model, kWh/m 
Ratio data/model corrected total 
energy, kWh/m2 
171 Jun 20 0.973 8.800 9.176 0.905 8.802 
172 Jun 21 1.004 8.503 9.173 0.927 8.605 
178 Jun 22 1.000 8.454 9.171 0.922 8.536 
174 Jun 23 0.999 8.464 9.169 0.923 8.554 
115 Jun 24 0.991 8.182 9.166 0.893 8.278 
176 Jun 25 0.969 8.232 9.162 0.898 8.302 
177 Jun 26 1.008 8.551 9.157 0.984 8.688 
178 Jun 27 1.027 8.824 9.151 0.94 8.906 
179 Jun 28 1.026 8.738 9.145 0.955 8.822 
180 Jun 29 0.995 8.471 9.188 0.927 8.540 
181 Jun 80 0.988 8.373 9.131 0.917 8.378 
196 Jul15 1.157 6.849 8.932 0.711 
197 Jul16 0.985 8.172 8.913 0.917 8.172 
199 Jul 18 1.017 8.260 8.873 0 981 8.495 
200 Jul 19 1.098 4.140 8.853 0.468 
201 Jul20 1.060 7.669 8.831 0.868 
202 Jul21 0.968 7.994 8.809 0.907 8.163 
203 Jul22 1.046 7.137 8.790 0.812 
- 204 Jul28 1.173 6.501 8.770 0.741 
212 
213 
225 
226 
227 
228, 
229 
230 
281 
282 
288 
284 
235 
236 
289 
240 
241 
242 
Aug 1 
Aug 2 
Aug 13 
Aug 14 
Aug 15 
Aug 16 
Aug 17 
Aug 18 
Aug 19 
Aug 20 
Aug 21 
Aug 22 
Aug 23 
Aug 24 
Aug 27 
Aug 28 
Aug 29 
Aug 30 
0.982 
1.034 
0.991 
0.972 
1.007 
1.018 
1.020 
1.069 
0.997 
1.008 
1.005 
1.000 
1.015 
0.992 
1.014 
0.975 
0.946 
1.028 
6.828 
4.966 
7.895 
7.861 
8.140 
8.200 
8.183 
7.848 
7.942 
7.707 
7.981 
7.914 
7.991 
7.808 
7.976 
7.863 
7.357 
7.628 
8.587 
8.561 
8.197 
8.162 
8.127 
8.091 
8.055 
8.018 
7.981 
7.924 
7.904 
7.870 
7.836 
1.802 
7.694 
7.657 
7.619 
7.581 
0.795 
0.580 
0.963 
0.963 
1.002 
1.013 
1.016 
0.979 
0.995 
0.973 
1.010 
1.006 
1.020 
1.001 
1.087 
0.962 
0.966 
1.006 
7.994 
8.013 
7.929 
8.181 
8.262 
8.219 
-8.059 
8.083 
7.981 
7.914 
7.991 
7.808 
7.993 
7.520 
7.502 
247 
248 
249 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
256 
257 
258 
259 
Sept 4 
Sept 5 
Sept 6 
Sept 7 
Sept 8 
Sept 9 
Sept 10 
Sept 11 
Sept 13 
Sept 14 
Sept 15 
Sept 16 
0.928 
0.927 
0.873 
0.878 
0.849 
0.858 
0.859 
0.855 
0.851 
0.861 
0.858 
0.858 
6.510 
6.921 
6.618 
6.513 
6.441 
6.510 
6.553 
6.444 
6.483 
6.502 
6.509 
6.447 
7.877 
7.836 
7.294 
7.251 
7.209 
7.165 
7.122 
7.077 
6.988 
6.942 
6.896 
6.850 
0.882 
0.948 
0.907 
0.898 
0.893 
0.909 
0.920 
0.911 
0.921 
0.937 
0.944 
0.941 
7.141 
6.689 
6.545 
6.494 
6.517 
6.565 
6.444 
6.448 
6.520 
6.541 
6.468 
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Table 1 (contd) 
Day number Date Peak, kW/m 2 
Measured total 
energy, kWh/m 2 
Clear day
model, kWh/m2 
Ratio data/model 
Clear and 
corrected total 
energy, kWh/m 2 
260 Sept 17 0.855 6.421 6.803 0.944 6.436 
261 Sept 18 0.853 5.752 6.756 0.851 
264 Sept 21 0.822 6.094 6.613 0.922 6.117 
265 
271 
Sept 22 
Sept 2 8  
0.822 
0.860 
6.066 -
6173 
6.565 
6.276 
0.924 
0.984 
6.066 
6.204 
272 Sept29 0.849 6.029 6.227 0.968 
278 Sept 30 0.863 5.873 6.178 0.951 6.360 
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Fig. 10. Ambient temperature at Goldstone, DSS 14, for the period June 19 through September 30, 1974 
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Software for Multicomputer
 
Communications
 
J. W. Layland
 
Communications Systems Research Section
 
This article contains a brief discussion of the alternatives which exist for 
software support of intercomputer communications in a multiple minicomputer 
network, and a detailed description of a software package which implements a 
relatively flexible option on the Xerox 910/9201930 and Sigma computers. The 
materidl should be applicableto the intercomputer communication needs of the 
tracking stations as the number of subsystem control minicomputers within 
these stations increasesin the nearfuture. 
I. Introduction 
The tracking stations of the Deep Space Network 
currently use a few computers for handling telemetry and 
command data streams, for control of the large antenna, 
and for monitoring various performance measures of the 
station. It is expected that computerized control and 
monitoring of station functions will greatly increase in the 
near future in order to generally improve maintainability, 
and to increase the fraction of time that the station is 
available for spacecraft tracking. Given current trends, this 
increased computerization will likely be accomplished 
through a. number of small computers, each of which is 
interfaced to some specific subset of the tracking station 
equipment. Each of these subsystem computers would be 
interfaced in some fashion with the other computers in 
order to enhance the coordinated operation of the station, 
and to enable the pooling of certain resources, such as 
computer unit-record peripherals. Multiple minicomputer 
networks have been used successfully in industry in a 
variety of process control and monitoring applications. A 
similar multiple minicomputer network is under develop­
ment as the DSN Network Control System (NCS), 
wherein each of the minicomputers performs a dedicated 
monitor/control function for the network operation as a 
whole. In the NCS, the separation between functional 
entities effects a well-defined physical interface between 
software development teams for each of the functions. 
This separation has been viewed as a means to increasing 
software reliability and easing some of the problems 
inherent in developing large multi-function systems. The 
communication paths which exist between the minicom­
puters must support the interface between the various 
functions of the system, hence the organization of these 
paths, and the associated features, represents a significant 
item in the overall system design. 
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A previous article (Ref. 1) described one approach to 
the capabilities and features of an intercomputer commu-
nication structure usable in these applications, and a 
second article (Ref. 2) is a detailed description of our 
"twin-coax" intercomputer communications hardware and 
interfaces. Within this framework, a large amount of 
flexibility still exists for communication modes to be 
supported by the software, and the overall system 
organization. Section II of this article contains a brief 
discussion of the alternatives which exist in software 
support of intercomputer communications; succeeding 
sections contain a detailed description of the software 
which implements one of the more complex and flexible 
options on our Xerox 910/930 and Sigma computers. 
IL Features and Capabilities 
The communications paths which are established 
between computers in a multicomputer structure have 
one primary reason for their existence: to provide 
distributed access to resources and/or data which are 
maintained as a private or localized resource for reasons of 
economy, reliability, or policy. In a tracking station, 
examples of such resources could include the current-exact 
antenna position, the most recent estimate of the 
telemetry downlink signal-to-noise ratio, the floating-point 
arithmetic capability needed to evaluate predict polyno-
mials, data-storage devices, and computer input/output 
devices. One of the more important considerations in 
defining capabilities is that the overall system must be 
robust and tolerant of both data errors in messages and 
of the subsystems. A straightfor-failures inside any one 
ward system organization, and one which can be the most 
resistant to propagation of errors is a simple hierarchy: 
Each subsystem minicomputer "owns" a small segment of 
the overall system, and performs all control, monitoring, 
and data handling functions associated with that segment 
of the system. Groups of the subsystem minicomputers are 
in turn owned by a supervision-type minicomputer, and so 
on. Capabilities which are needed by a subsystem are 
mostly contained within the subsystem minicomputer, and 
those capabilities not contained are provided by a higher 
level of the hierarchy. Physical communication paths exist 
only along vertical lines of the hierarchy. The simplicity of 
such an organization limits the propagation of failures 
through the system, makes it relatively easy to intelli-
gently allocate resources, and restricts the growth of 
complexity in the software developed to support the 
intercomputer communications paths. 
This simplicity also restricts flexibility for changes and 
for recovery from certain types of computer failures. The 
greatest flexibility would be obtained by providing a 
universal communication bus which allbwed any computer 
to communicate with any other computer and/or any 
item of system hardware. Such flexibility enables "instant" 
failure recovery but also enables extensive error propaga­
tion through the system. It also appears that it would be 
quite difficult to build. Our overall approach (Ref. 1) 
utilizes a functional equivalent of the universal bus 
between computers, but retains "ownership" of subsystem 
hardware by the subsystem control computer. Logical 
communication paths would be established on this bus for 
current operations, and revised as needed for mission 
changes. Intercomputer communications software could 
be organized into a simple hierarchy using this bus, or the 
software could be made transparent to the bus organiza­
tion, retaining its flexibility and complexity for the 
"'applications-level" software. In the software package to 
be described later, the logical communication paths are 
not "'built in" the software, but are established dynami­
cally during program execution. 
During initialization and system start-up, these commu­
nication paths would carry programs and operating data 
bases from a pooled storage facility to each of the 
subsystem control computers, and, in response to a failure 
in any part, additional diagnostic programs could be 
transferred from the same facility to the one affected unit 
or units. Activation and deactivation of various program 
parts in each subsystem would also occur in response to 
messages transmitted on these communication paths. 
During normal operation, data describing the current 
o esytem d besranferre tsus oa 
status of parts of the system would be transferred from the 
subsystems which measured or computed those data to 
other subsystems which need them. Assuming a hierarchi­
cally organized system, such communication would only 
occur along the lines of authority within the system. 
During software and system development, yet a third 
mode of operation occurs, where a subsystem control 
computer has some, but not all, of the resources needed 
for software development. The software loaded into the 
subsystem computer from the central repository is in this 
case the assembler/compiler for that machine's language. 
When this program is activated, the computer communi­
cations paths provide it access to three or more distinct 
and independent devices which exist as peripherals to one 
or more of the other computers, or which are emulated 
through software or data storage devices on other 
computers. This is closely analogous to a "remote batch" 
operation, except that here the computing element is local 
to the subsystem engineer's interest, and the unit-record 
peripherals are remote. 
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An intercomputer communications driver package has Multileaving terminology is used to identify the other 
been developed which appears in principle to be capable overhead bytes, where applicable. 
of performing in any of these operational modes. 
Complete error control logic is included for data errors Both address bytes are of the form' X'CO' + n, where 
and errors in addressing of messages. Some features are n is the computer identity number, in the range from I to 
provided, such as data type identification, and multiple 63. They serve to uniquely identify a communication path 
logical paths between any computers, for which as yet from computer "SRC" to computer "DST.." The reverse 
only a hypothesized need exists-in the belief that such path is denoted by a reversal of the address codes, and is 
features were easier to include in the initial package, and always activated simultaneous with the forward path. The 
then remove if not needed, than they would be to add at a Block Control Byte (BCB) is of the form X'CO' + in, 
later date. where m is a 4-bit block sequence counter. Blocks are 
numbered sequentially on any SRC/DST path-pair, and 
are transmitted alternately in a half-duplex fashion. Along 
I1. Link-Network Software Package any path-pair, the lower computer identity number 
designates the "master," which receives only even-
The communications software package consists of a numbered blocks, and sends only odd-numbered blocks. An 
collection of interrelated subroutines which provide the alternate BCB form of X'FO' is used to initialize the 
direct interface between a subsystem's main, or "applica- communication path, and a BCB of X'FF' is used to 
tions-level" program, and the intercomputer communica- terminate. Either end of a path-pair may initiate 
tions hardware which physically connects the computers. communication, but both must send and receive the 
In addition, this package provides error detection and initialize BCB before data communication can begin. 
control logic, message formatting, buffer management, and 
a variety of lesser services for the calling program. The The Record Control Byte (ROB) and Functional Control 
computer link-network is organized conceptually as in Fig. Sequence (FCS) bytes serve to divide each path-pair into 
1, although the physical organization may differ. Each seven logically independent duplex channels. The RCB 
minicomputer has a unique identifying number which is also identifies the type of message block. Each bit of the 
used to address messages to it from any other minicom- FCS signifies, when set to 1, that data may be transmitted 
nX" Upputer through the switch to seven distinct bi- on the corresponding logical channel. It is reset to 0 when 
directional logical channels may exist between any pair of the requested data have been received, and set to 1 when 
computers, as determined during program execution, 	 data are again requested. For example, an FCS value of 
Table 1 lists the subroutine entry calling sequences for X'40' signifies a data request on channel 1, and an FCS of 
the two currently existing implementations of the link- X'31' signifies data requests on channels 2, 3, and 7. The 
FCS value of X'80' is used in terminating. The format ofnetwork communications package. The principal entry 
points are those for establishing read-requests, or requests the RCB is shown in Fig. 3. The least-significant three bits 
to receive data; for writing data along a path to a specified of the byte identify the logical channel to which this 
destination computer on any of the logical channels; .and message belongs. A type code of B'10' indicates that the 
for checking the completion of prior requests. Entry message block contains data, and that the String Control 
1 provide for general Byte (SCB) contains the total byte count for the block,points in the lower half of Table 
management of the communications paths. A description including overhead bytes. For data blocks, B1 ­
of these subroutine calling sequences and their effect indicates binary (non-text) mode data, B2 = 1 indicates 
appears in Section V, together with a description of the string-compressed data, and B3 = 1 indicates machine­
tables which must appear in the calling program. The dependent data format. B, = B3 0 indicates American 
descriptions which follow in Sections IV to VI are in Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) text. 
sufficient detail to serve as a manual for the user of the String-compressed data are not supported by existing 
software, but could be implemented within user programs.link-network package, and may be skipped by the casual 
A type code of B'01' or B'00' indicates that the messagereader. 
block is a signal or channel operation which requires user­
program action. The total message package is the six 
IV. 	Message Protocol overhead bytes. Bits B1, B2, and B3 and the SCB specify 
the signal value. No specific response to the signals is 
The adopted message format is shown in Fig. 2. It is a 
close derivative of the formats of the IBM Multileaving 'In the following, X'yy' means hexadecimal constant yy, and B' W " 
protocol, with the addition of the two address bytes. The means binary constant yy. 
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implemented within the communications software, but 
conventions should be established for specific signals to 
implement device/file positioning operations. A feasible 
set appears as Table 2. A type code of B'11' indicates a 
null or idle message block, which may appear during 
initiation, termination, or to maintain synchronism when 
no data are available to be transmitted on channels with 
active requests. 
Data transferred through the link are maintained error-
free and in-sequence as far as possible. Any message 
blocks that are received in error, are truncated, are out of 
sequence, or have been misrouted are discarded by the 
receiving error control logic. Message blocks which have 
been transmitted in error, or for which no reply block is 
received within a pre-determined time period, are 
retransmitted. 
V. User/Software Interface 
This section describes the interface between a user or 
applications-level program for the link-network communi-
cations package, and that package. The description is 
based upon the 910/930 implementation of the link 
software. Variations in details for the Sigma 5 implemen-
tation will be described at the end of this section. 
The user program contains several tables which define 
the structure and status of the multicomputer network. 
The first of these is the Link Table (LNKTAB), which is 
illustrated in Fig. 4. It contains one word for each 
computer, which is defined to the link-network package. 
The most significant byte of each word contains a text 
character, which is the software name for the associated 
computer. The less significant bytes contain a pointer to 
the Link Control Block (LCB) for the associated computer, 
or they may contain zero if no LCB exists. The software 
name characters have been assigned sequentially starting 
with 'A' to facilitate table operations. The current 
assignments appear in Fig. 4. The LNKTAB must be set 
up by the user programs. The user program must also 
provide an address word labeled "MYNAME" which 
contains that computer's link, name in the form X'CO' + 
n in the second most significant byte. 
The Link Control Block contains the data used by the 
link-network package to control the transfer of data along 
the associated path-pair and maintain synchronism 
between the attached user programs. The format of the 
LCB is shown in Fig. 5. The 29 words for each LCB are 
provided within the user program. The first word, the 
LCB chain word, is pointed to by the appropriate 
LNKTAB entry, and by the chain of the next lower LCB, 
and points in turn to the next higher LCB, or contains -1. 
The LCB chain word is set up by the user program; the 
remainder of the LCB is set up by a call to IOCLEAR. All 
LCBs connected to LINKTAB plus lower-level routines 
are initialized by calling IOCLEAR with the A-register ­
0. Only the specified LCB is initialized if the A-register 
contains a pointer word from LNKTAB when IOCLEAR 
is called. 
The second word of the LCB defines the current state of 
operation along the path-pair, and will be described in 
some detail in Section VI. State includes the block 
sequence counter, read/write mode flags, initialization 
flags, the error-retry counter, etc. CURBLK is a pointer to 
the current or most recent past transmitted block, and is 
-1 if said block is undefined. TIMER is the clock-count 
cell used to recognize lost data and is negative when 
ticking. The fifth through ninth words contain flags which 
define the state of each of the seven logical channels; they 
are in the same format as the FCS byte of the transmitted 
data block. The RDFLG and HSRDFLG, in fact, contain 
the next FCS to be sent, and the most recent FCS 
received in their most significant byte. The write-stack 
(WRTST$) contains a queue of data blocks which have 
been enabled for transmission by read-requests from the 
incoming FCS. The channel-write-buffer pbinters 
(CHNWB) contain addresses of the current or most recent 
data blocks associated with each logical channel. If 
transmission is not enabled (the write is blocked or is 
complete), the data block address will only appear in the 
CHNWB. The remainder of the LCB represents a 
shortened dummy data block which is used for initializa­
tion, termination, and idling messages on the associated 
path. 
Data to be transmitted by the link-network package are 
contained in buffers with content-specifying header. 
Identical buffers are used to receive data. The general 
format of these buffers is shown in Table 3. The QCHAIN 
word is used to link the buffer into FIFO queues, as 
needed in handling. OWNER contains the software name, 
computer path plus channel, to which the data buffer 
belongs. BUFSZE is the available data space within the 
buffer block, in words. Oversize incoming data blocks will 
be truncated to this value. WCW contains the number of 
words from the data portion of the buffer block which 
should be transmitted, and is meaningful only when data in 
the buffer block are being prepared for transmission. 
AWCW and STATW are meaningful only after data 
have been transferred in or out of the buffer block. 
AWCW contains the number of words actually transfer­
red, and should be equal to WCW for transmission, and 
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less than or equal to BUFSZE for receiving. STATW 
contains the link hardware cumulative status at the end of 
I/O transfers. The remainder of the buffer block contains 
the data words, including overhead bytes, actually 
transferred on the links. A subroutine IOBUFSET is 
provided to carve up an arbitrarily sized storage area into 
preformatted buffer blocks with space for 132 data bytes. 
The beginning and ending addresses of the buffer storage 
area are specified to IOBUFSET in the A- and B-registers, 
respectively. Three of these buffers are immediately 
transferred to a low-level subroutine for incoming data. 
The remainder are queued in a buffer pool. Buffer blocks 
are placed into this pool by calls to BUFPUT, and 
removed from it by calls to BUFGET with the A-register 
containing the buffer block address. Return from BUFPUT 
is to the calling-address+l. Return from BUFGET Is 
call + 2 if successful, and call + 1 if no buffer is available. It 
is a user-program responsibility to avoid losing buffers and 
emptying the buffer pool. 
Data transfer between user programs and the link-
network package is handled by five subroutines, with 
auxiliary services handled by three others. Arguments are 
transferred to these subroutines in the A- and B-registers, 
with the A-register identifying the intended computer/ 
channel pair by its software lin name, and the B-register 
pointing to a buffer block, if needed. The software link 
names are composed of the channel number in the least-
significant byte, and the text character identifying the 
destination computer in the next least-significant byte. 
Return from the subroutines is to the call-location+2 if 
the requested operation is accepted, and to call+ 1-if the 
request was invalid or rejected. With minor exception to beuoed, buffervalock arretrned intthe rxceptiogbe noted, buffer blocks areturned to the user program
via pointers in the A-register. End-action for any 
previously completed transfers-is performed on entry to 
these routines. 
IOSTART requests the start of operation of the 
identified logical channel on the specified path. If it is the 
first channel on the specified path to be started, a path 
initialization is also performed. IOSTOP terminates 
operation on the identified logical channel. If this is the 
last active channel on the specified path, that path is 
terminated. IOSWAIT is a convenience routine which 
rejects all calls until the opposite end of the path-pair has 
been initialized. 
IOGET establishes a read-request for the identified 
logical channel, which is subsequently communicated via 
the FCS to the opposite end of the path-pair. IOPUT 
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attaches the buffer block in the -register to the identified 
logical channel and prepares to transmit the data 
contained in that block along the appropriate path. The 
identified channel is immediately set Busy. The transmis­
sion is blocked until a corresponding read-request has been 
received from the opposite end of the path-pair. 
IOSIGNL transfers the signal bytes in the B-register into 
an available buffer from the pool, and then proceeds 
similarly to IOPUT. Any transfer request on an already 
busy channel is rejected. 
IOCHEKR is called to test the status and availability of 
the incoming half of the identified logical channel. A 
returned value of A = -8 occurs if the channel has not 
been started. The value A = 0 occurs if there is no 
completed incoming data transfer. If a data block has been 
received for the identified channel, it is returned via an 
A-register pointer. If a signal has been received, the 
A-register returns the identified channel's software-link 
name with the addition of the bit-flag X'08' in the most­
significant byte. The signal value is returned in the 
B-register. 
IOCHEKW is called to test the status and availability of 
the outgoing half of the identified logical channel. A 
returned value of A = -8 occurs if the channel is not 
busy, and no read-request has been received from the 
opposite end of the path-pair. The value A = 0 occurs if 
the channel is not busy, but an active read-request has 
been received. The value A = -1 occurs if the channel is 
busy and the transmission is not complete. If the channel 
is busy and the transmission is complete, the channel is set 
to not busy, and the current buffer-block pointer (or signal
value) is returned in the A-register together with a 
completion flag of X'08' in the most-significant byte. 
A summary of subroutine calls for the 910/930 appears 
in Table 1, together with a rudimentary description of its 
action. The primary reason for the unpleasant complexity 
which has appeared here is the need to maintain 
synchronism over the independent logical channels 
between user programs at the opposite ends of the path­
pair. 
The principal difference between the link-network 
software package described above for the 910/930 and the 
corresponding package for the Sigma 5 is that the latter is 
embedded within a semi-permanent operating system, 
whereas the former is a part of the transient user 
program. In the Sigma 5, each defined path-pair is 
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considered as a re-usable resource which may be 
transiently owned by a user program. 
The link software is accessed via the system-call 
instructions CAL3,12 N from either a background 
program or a terminal-user program. The LNKTAB and 
the defined LCBs are a part of the resident monitor, as are 
a minimal set of buffer blocks through which the actual 
1/O is done. Data are exchanged between the monitor 
buffers and corresponding user-space buffers via the 1O 
calls. Table 1 also lists the link package calls for the Sigma 
5. Two new routines have been added to manage the 
"'ownerslip" of the link paths, and several routines which 
were accessible in the 910/930 have been subverted to 
these routines, or to monitor initialization. ATTACH 
establishes ownership of a specified path, if it is not 
already owned by another active job, and RELEASE frees 
the specified path from ownership by the current job. All 
owned paths are released at the end of any job step. 
Arguments are transferred via Register 8, corresponding to 
the 910 A-register, and Register 9, corresponding to the 
910 B-register. Requests for operation on a path which has 
been terminated cause the job to be aborted. All calls, 
arguments, and acti6ns are basically the same as in the 
910/930 version. The principal change to be noted is that 
Register 9 must contain a buffer-block address within the 
users' area when IOCHEKE is called, to provide a place 
for the received data to be transferred from the monitor's 
buffer block, 
VI. Software Internal Structure 
The link-network software package has been designed 
to provide an elastic interface between the user-level 
programs which communicate through it, and the time-
and-event-driven realities of the physical link communica-
tion signals. Three distinct levels of operation exist within 
this software. Each level consists of a collection of 
complete non-interrupted processes. The interface be-
tween the asynchronous processes at adjacent levels is 
effected via a limited set of queues and flags. Each single 
process was implemented using a "Structured Program-
ming" approach (Ref. 3) to increase the understandability 
during design, and during possible later modifications. The 
interface between asynchronous processes was specified 
using finite state machine representations for the cause 
and effect relationships which had to be defined (Ref. 4). 
Structured programming was avoided for multiple asyn-
chronous processes because the structuring introduces 
more irrelevant complexity than it removes. Requests for 
services by a lower level are best regarded as primitive 
within the upper level. The actual performance of those 
services proceeds in parallel with operations on the upper 
level, and only the events of request and completion are 
relevant to the progress of the upper level. 
A change-of-state of the bi-level interfaces actually 
occurs when the lower-level process has acted upon a 
service request from the higher level. The top-most 
software level was described in terms of its calling or user 
interface in Section V. These calls serve to transfer the 
care of a data buffer between the calling user process and 
the queues which interface to the single intermediate­
level process. One such process exists for each path-pair, 
and its total state is contained within the Link Control 
Block. The format of the state word is shown in Fig. 6. 
The contents of this word are altered when a block has 
been sent or received over the path-pair. The block 
number contains the block-sequence number associated 
with the current transmit block. The LCB is in "write 
mode" if a block is actively being transmitted; it is in 
read mode" if a block is to be transmitted to it; or it may 
be in "no-mode" if there is no data to send, an idle 
message has just been sent, and an idle message has just 
been received from the opposite end. The bad-block 
number and associated flag are used to facilitate recovery, 
if possible, if a totally out-of-sequence block is received. 
The transmission-retry counter allows seven repeated 
attempts to transmit over a given path before it is 
declared inoperative. The path may also be declared 
inoperative through a terminate operation, or on receipt 
of a terminate message. The full-initialize bit must be set 
before data transfer can occur, and can only be set after 
initialize messages have been both received and sent on 
the path. It is reset when the path is declared inoperative. 
The intermediate-level process functions as an end­
action or "CLEANUP" operation for any messages which 
have been transferred over the communication paths. It 
interacts with the user-level interface routines via the data 
placed in the LCB. It requests services from the next 
lower-level process via calls to interface subroutines 
LMREAD and L9WRITE, and obtains completely transfer­
red blocks from the queues by calls to L9GET. The 
A-register (Register 8 for Sigma 5) for these calls contains 
a pointer to a data buffer block of the format described in 
Section V. If the link hardware is not active after the 
buffer in the read/write calls has been properly queued, it 
is activated by the software. Transfer of the data is then 
under control of signals from the link hardware. Whenever 
link hardware activity terminates with completion of data 
transmission for a given block, the hardware is reactivated 
for any block then contained in the queues of the lowest­
level software process. It should be noted that the 
hardware can override the direction of an activation kick 
from the software whenever the opposite end of the path 
is simultaneously activating. 
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VII. 	 Status and Plans will be added to the Sigma CLEANUP process to allow 
communication between the other machines without 
The software described herein is currently operable on requiring an active job within the Sigma. It is also 
three computers: the Sigma 5, Xerox 910 and 930. This expected that the link-network software package will be 
small network is centered by the Sigma, which has an translated to execute on other computer types, principally 
expandable four-way multiplexer allowing it to selectively the DEC PDP-11, and the MODCOMP-I. Hardware 
communicate with up to four other computers. Only two interfaces to the twin-coax intercomputer communication 
machines are currently defined to the Sigma operating links and the L9READ/WRITE level of software already 
system, and only the 910 and 930 are currently connected, exists for the PDP-il (Ref. 2). Hardware twin-coax link 
The 910 computer is interfaced via the GCF TTY lines to interfaces for the MODCOMP-T will be implemented 
Goldstone, and it and the Sigma will be used with the using the JPL-DSN 14-line interface (Ref..6). 
software described here to monitor and control an 
automated pulsar track at the Venus Tracking Station. The entire software package occupies 1300 words on 
These two computers were previously used with a simpler the 910/930, and slightly more on the Sigma 5 because of 
intercomputer communications structure in the monitor- the complexity of the monitor interface. The required 
ing of Spacecraft Ranging Operations with Mariner 1971 tables and buffer blocks are not included in this figure. 
(Ref. 5). Slightly over 1000 of the instructions are associated with 
the link-network structure and arefindependent of the 
Several additions to this link-network structure are physical intercomputer communications hardware. The 
planned for the near future. In the software area three remaining instructions represent the lowest-level hard­
things will be done: the designed support for ASCII as a ware-driven process, and as such is tied to the use of the 
common-denominator text-data type will be implemented twin-coax links. The link-network software package is 
within the Sigma system and made available as part of the unpleasantly large, much larger than expected when 
910/930 package. The CLEANUP process within the initially defined in function, and as a result, a desideratum 
Sigma 5 will be integrated with the job scheduler of the under consideration is the shrinking of this software 
Sigma operating system so that Sigma jobs can be initiated package by limiting communication to one logical channel 
from the opposite end of the link. Store-and-Forward logic and one computer path for some application in the 910. 
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Table 1. Summary of subroutine calls 
Name SigmaCALS,12 
Arguments
A-register (RS) B-register (19) 
Skip­
return? Response 
IOGET 6 PATH/CHANNEL 
- Y Establishes read-request 
IOPUT 10 PATH/CHANNEL BUFFER POINTER Y Queues buffer for writing 
IOSIGNL 11 PATH/CHANNEL SIGNAL Y Queues signal for writing 
IOCHEKR 8 PATH/CHANNEL BUFFER POINTERb Y A = -8, not available 
A = 0, available 
A > 0, buffer complete: B = signal value 
IOCHEKW 12 PATH/CHANNEL Y A = -8, not available 
A = -1, busy 
A = 0, available 
A > 0, A = buffer pointer 
IOSTART 4 PATH/CHANNEL 
- Y Open specified channel 
IOSTOP 5 PATH/CHANNEL 
- Y Close specified channel 
IOBUFSET N/A START END OF SPACE N Initialize buffer space 
IOCLEAR N/A 0 
- N Full initialization of all LCBs and system 
LCB-POINTER Y Clear specified LCB 
BUFGET N/A 
- A = system buffer pointer 
BUFPUT N/A BUFFER POINTER - N Retuns buffer to pool 
ATTACH' 0 PATH/CHN = 1 - - Claims job ownership of path 
RELEASEb 1 PATH/CHN = 1 - - Releases job ownership of path 
a910/930 only. 
bSigma 5 only. 
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Table 2. Feasible signal conventions 
Operation T B, B 2 B, Channel SCB 
OPEN 01 0 0 0 # I.D. Byte 
CLOSE- 01 0 0 1 # 0000 0001 
END FILE* 01 0 0 1 # 0000 0010 
REWIND* 01 0 0 1 # 0000 0100 
undefined0 01 0 0 1 xxxx x000 
POSITION 01 0 1 0 # I.D. Byte 
SKIP 01 1 F R # Number 
unassigned 00 X X X # Any 
0 Starred operations may merge 
F Indicates File operation if 1, record if 0 
R Indicates Reverse direction if 1, forward if 0 
Table 3. Buffer block format 
Label Contents 
QCHAIN Block Chaining Link
 
OWNER Channel/Path ID
 
BUFSZE Size of buffer, words (44) 
WCW Number of words to send 
AWCW Number of words sent/received 
STATW Hardware status at termination 
DWD1 Data 
o to 
o send/receive 
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M I 	 LABEL VALUE ASSOCIATIONMINICOMPUTER 1 
LNKTAB +4 	 NUMBER OF DEFINED LINKS 
'A' ADDRESS OF LCBA SIGMA 5 
'B' 0 930 
'C' ADDRESS OF LCBC 910 
'D' 0 UNASSIGNED 
LNKTBT -4 NEGATIVE INDEX 
Fig. 4. Link Table structure for four machines 
LABEL 	 CONTENTS WORD NUMBER 
LCBA CHAIN POINTER 	 I 
STA E 	 2 
CURRENT BLOCK 3 
TIMER 4 
CHANNEL-ON-FLAGS 5 
READ FLAGS 6 
HIS READ FLAGS 7 
BUSY WRITE FLAGS 8 
BLOCKED WRITE FLAGS 9 
Fig. 1. Link network structure 	 WRITING STACK HEAD 10 
WRITING STACK TAIL 11 
$ -2{CHAN 12 NEL 113 
BLOCKS 
19IC-7JES G 
BODY$+12	 +1DST SRC BCB FCS RCa SC 1 MESSAGE I 	 20 BLOCK CHAIN 	 21 
t 	 'A] 22 
SHORT 
BODY MAY BENULL BUFFER 
DST = DESTINATION ADDRESS BLOCK 29 
SRC = SOURCE ADDRESS 
BCB = BLOCK CONTROL BYTE (BLOCK SEQUENCE NUMBER) 	 Fig. 5.LCB format 
FCS = FUNCTION CONTROL SEQUENCE (READ FLAGS) 
RCB = RECORD CONTROL BYTE (MESSAGE CONTENT IDENTIFIER) 
SCB = STRING CONTROL BYTE (MESSAGE BYTE COUNT, OR "SIGNAL") 
Fig. 2. Message format 
F 1 01 M D RETRY BIERRORED R W BLOCK 
U N U D A 0 COUNTER A BLOCK E R NUMBER 
L T L S 0 0 W D NO. A I 0 0 
L ET N 	 D T 
E FLG E 
CHAN INIT. RB2 BTYPE B1 	 3 
Fig. 3. RCB format 	 Fig. 6. LCD state word format 
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Confidence Bounds on Failure Probability Estimates 
0. Adeyemi 
Communications Systems Research Section 
One common way of 6stimating the failure probability p of a system is to 
simulate the system until a fixed number, say r, failures are-observed and then 
set p = rIN, where N is the number of trialsrequired.In this paper this technique 
is analyzed, and, in.particular,the relationship between r and the reliability of 
the estimatorp is studied. 
I. Introduction 
It is often necessary to analyze the behavior of a corn-
plex system by simulation rather than by direct analysis. 
That is, we make a probabilistic model for the system 
inputs and drive the system with pseudo-random inputs 
generated according to the model. We then estimate 
various performance parameters from the result of the 
simulation. 
Now suppose the results of the system's behavior on a 
particular set of inputs can be classified as either "suc­
cess" or "failure." Success could be, for example, "program 
execution time is less than one second," "antenna con-
verged to target in 10 seconds," or "decoder correctly ree-
ognized command," etc. In such a case we might use 
binomial sampling, i.e., perform a fixed number n simu-
lations of the system, and estimate the probability p of 
failure by p = k/n, where k is the number of observed 
failures in n trials. But without some a priori knowledge 
of p, the number of trials n required to obtain good esti­
mate of p will not be known. Thus a better way is to 
perform trials until a desired number of failures, say r, 
have been obJserved, and then set p --r/N,where N is 
the number of trials required.It is this technique for esti­
mating p that we shall analyze inthis paper. 
The sequence of successes and failures may be thought 
of as Bernoulli sequence in which a 0 represents a 
success and a '1' represents a failure. The number of 
successes, say X, before the r failures occur is a random 
variable distributed according to the negative binomial, 
i.e.,­
+x-
F(X = x) X P'(1 7 P); 0,1,9,. 
(-1) 
A number of methods is provided for constructing 
1 - y interval estimates for p. A two-sided I - -yconfi­
dence interval with limits p and p for p is defined as an 
interval (p,p) such that 
P(p< p < p)= 1 -Y (2) 
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The length of the interval is L = p - p. If p = 0, p is 
called the upper 1 - - confidence limit. The interval 
(pp)is said to be the shortest (1 - y) interval if its length 
L, is minimum.among all the intervals satisfying Eq. (2). 
Finally a two-sided 1 - y confidence interval (p,p) is 
called symmetric if 
P(p <p) = P(p > p) = /2 
If the number of successes before the r failures is X = n 
and Z is the total number of trials required to obtain the 
r failures, then our first method gives as 1 - y confidence 
limits p and p defined by 
I4(r,n + 1) = y/2 
and (8) 
I,(r,n) = 1 - y/2 
where I.(A,B) is the Incomplete Beta Function with 
parameters A and B; 0 < x < 1. Our computationally 
easier second method gives 
p = a-- p= -b 4 (4)Z = 
where 
P(xi, < a) = y/2= 1 - P(x2 < b), 
X2, being a chi-square variate with 2r degrees of free­
dom. Limits in Eq. (4) are good for all p small enough 
that -n(1 - p) - p. In Section III we show that the 
shortest 1 - y interval is L. (b - a)/2Z where ab are 
such that hr(a)= h2,(b), a bh, h2 (t) is the X.r-density 
function. A table of a and b is provided for r = 1,2, ... , 
120 and y = 0.01(0.01)0.05. This table is believed to be 
new.
 
It is important to know how good p is as an estimate of 
p. Suppose it is desired that p = r/Z not be more than 
10% greater than p, i.e., p < 1.xp, where Z as in Eq. (4) 
is the number of trials required to obtain r failures. In 
Section IV it is shown in general that if p/p<a,a> 1 is 
desired such that P(p < p) =1 - y, then the number of 
failures required is bounded by 
r q 2 _I q = 1 -pa) 
-- 1binomial 
where Pi-r is the lower 1 - y point of the unit normal 
distribution. The minimum value of r that is good for all 
p is thus 
2 
r ( 1)2 - (Sb) 
The exact values of r for given ap and y is 
- 6 
but it is not of much use because p is unknown, hence the 
importance of the estimate in Eq. (Sb). 
We shall illustrate many of our techniques with the 
example p = 0.005. This value of p is the classical maxi­
mum acceptable for the bit error probability in a deep­
space television picture. For example to achieve a p which 
is only 10% greater than p and such that P(p <p)= 1 -- y, 
-y= 5%, by Eq. (5b) we need r > 327 whereas by Eq. (6) 
r > 818 would do. This shows that r estimates in Eq. (5b) 
are very good. For comparison a graph of r values given 
by Eq. (6) for y = 0.1, a = 1.1 (i.e., 10% error) and 
0.001 < p < 0.05 is plotted. 
II. Methods of Construction of 
Confidence Limits 
Method A 
A usual method for constructing confidence intervals 
based on Eq. (1) directly is to use the maximum likeli­
hood estimate of p, p = rir+ x (Refs. 1 and 2). If the 
experiment results in X = n successes before r failures are 
obtained, then the 1 - y symmetric confidence limits p 
and p for p are, respectively, the solutions to the equations 
FX(n,r,p) = (r + x- 1 ­p 
and 
+(r x - 1 pr(I p)t =1- F.(n -tsp) =­
.. x 
(7) 
It is known (see Ref. 3 for example) that the negative 
distribution is related to the Incomplete BetaFunction by 
F(n,r,p)= Ip(rn + 1); 0 < r < co 
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where 
P 
I - Bm) ut (1 - )' du'(m,v) 
J. Bhere. fB(myv) = t-I(1 - u)v-1 du (8) 
Thus p and p are such that 
1(rn+ 1) y1 2 
and 
- (rn)= I - y12 (9) 
We can read off the values p and p from the table of 
Incomplete Beta Functions in (Ref. 4) if r and n are fairly 
small, say. For larger values of r and n it is convenient to 
use the tables of the F-distribution and the relation 
P(F > Fo) = () 
2 
where 
P v . + v1F 
and F' is an F-variate with v,0,. degrees of freedom, 
Applying Eq. (10) to Eq. (9) we see that 
=P =r+ (n + 1)!22("+' ) (12) 
and 
F'.((/2) 
n +-r F'1 (y12) 
where 
P(Ft " > Fv,_, (7y2)) = y/2) 
For example, for p = 0.005, r = 10, the expected value 
ofn is 1990. F- " ' 1) (0.025) = 2.09, F2' (0.025) = 1.71 and 
the expected 95% symmetric confidence limits for p are 
p = 0.0024 
p = 0.0085. 
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Method B 
Apart from its computational simplicity, the following 
construction is better suited for the range of p of interest 
Let X1 , = 1, .. , r be the number of trials after the t
- I)st failure to the occurrence of the j h failure. Then 
X, has the geometric distributions with parameter p, i.e., 
P(Xj n,) = 1 - (I - p),; nj = 1,2,.. 
The geometric distribution may be approximated by
exponential distribution 
-P(Xj < x) = 1 - e o 
such that x = 2n'(1 - p). With this approximation, the 
sequence X,X_, X, X, becomes a sequence of ex­
ponentially distributed random variables with a common 
parameter A. It is known that 
Z ZXjz= 
1 
is then distributed according to the Gamma distribution 
such that 
W = 2xZ 
has the X] distribution with 2r degrees of freedom with 
density function given by 
1 
h2,(X) 2 xr- e -1 2 ; x > 0. (11)9r) 
Thus a I -- confidence interval for Xis given by 
x = a/2Z, x = b/2Z 
such that 
P(a< 2AZ < h)= 1 - -y. (12) 
a and b may be obtained from the Xr table in Ref. 4. For 
small p we may take p = A= -In (1 - p). The effect of 
this approximation on the confidence intervals for p is 
very negligible indeed. 
Suppose we sample till r = 10 failures occur and 
Z = 2000, then we may conclude that with probability0.95 
p < 0.00785 
157 
or that with probability 0.99 That is, the a and b which gives minimum confidence 
length L. are the pair satisfying Eq. (15) for a ==b. 
p < 0.00939 
Table 1 gives the values of a and b satisfying Eq. (15)Because tables of ;2-distribution exist for high degrees for y = 0.01(.01).05 and r = 1, ---,120. We think this 
of freedom this method is useful when p is small so thatr table is new. 
is large. 
By Eq.(12)it is clear that if,corresponding to a given Let us find the expected length of the interval in theclearred f, coX+rrlsnyq, it is12 tohat to a egiven case r = 10, p = 0.005. In this case expected Z = 2000 
r, it is required to have Zo =X ±-r trials to achieve level adab rmtetbe iig9%cniec np r 
- y, 1 - e my efoe ththe r ailresare and a,b, from the table, giving 95% confidence on p, are1 sopy, smplng failures arewe may stop sampling before r 
observed and conclude that Eq. (12) holds if the number 
of trials Z is already greater than Z0. a = 8.5841, b = 82.607398 
Thus 
III. Shortest Confidence Intervals p = a/2Z = 0.002146, p =b/2Z = 0.0081518 
If for a fixed y, confidence intervals of lengths L, and 
L2 are constructed for p such that L, < L,,we would and the length L, = 0.0060058. 
normally prefer L,to L2. In this section a method of con­
structing shortest confidence intervals will be given (see 
Ref. 5). The symmetric case given by Eq. (12) makes 
From Eq. (12), the length of the interval for Ais a = 9.59088, b = 34.1696 
9
from x otable. Thus 
p = 0.0028977, p = 0.0085424 
We want to-minimize L subject to 
 and the length L = 0.0061447. In this case the shortest 
interval results in a modest 2% gain over the symmetric 
h,(t)dt = 1 - (14) 95% confidence interval. 
where hg,(t) is given by Eq. (11). Partially differentiating The table we have constructed is useful not only in the 
Eqs. (13) and (14) we have case of Bernoulli parameter p but generally in construct­
ing shortest confidence intervals for X whenever the 
8L 1 1db statistic to be employed has the xf-distribution. In all 
a -2Z these cases the a and b giving the minimum interval and 
satisfying Eq. (12) can be read off from the table. 
and When, however, the Bernoulli p is so large that p X = 
-In (1 - p) we need to be able to get the shortest inter­
db 0vals directly for p. In such a case we may use the fact 
h r(b) - - hnr(a) = 0 that by Eq. (12): ­
which gives - -b/2P(I - e 2z< p < 1 - e z) = I --Y (16) 
8L _ (h2r(a) 
a 2Z 1:ha(b) 
SL/Da is minimum when 
har(a) = h2,(b) (15) 
The length of the confidence interval L = e - 1/ z - e - /2z 
and just as in the case for A , we want to minimize L 
subject to Eq. (14). It turns out that L is minimized if 
-b/2Z e-al2Z 
h2;(b) - h2,(a) (17) 
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If the number of trials to give r failures, Z, is large not known beforehand. Hence we need to have a method 
enough, which is the case either when r is larger or p. is of evaluating r that is independent of the particular value 
small, then Eq. (17) reduces to Eq. (15) for X. of p. It turns out that a good bound on the minimum 
value of r can be obtained by considering the comple­
mentary requirement to Eq. (18) that 
IV. Minimum r Required for Prescribed 
Estimate Accuracy (p < T 
In a number of applications it is enough to show that 
the true value of p is almost surely less than the critical T 
value for the system (i.e., with probability 1 - -y). Since That is to say that the probability that the true value of 
y).our estimate of p is based only on the value of r, the the parameter is ever greater than pa be very small ( 
number of system failures observed and Z the number of 
system operations required to observe r, then it becomes We may now use the fact that the maximum likelihood 
important to be able toestimate the minimum number of estimate of p, p = r/Z is, for large r, approximately nor­
failures that would give an estimate p = r/z which is only mally distributed with mean p and variance 
slightly greater (5%, say) than p with very high proba­
bility. Put equivalently, the problem is to find the mini- 1 
mum value 6f r that would give an estimate p within a= /8 2\ (21) 
100/2% of p with probability 1- y, 6> 0, and small. rEK Inf(xp)) 
In our tenninology, this reduces to finding the least r 
such that where 
P p >!l I=- , =+(1sf(x,p) = P(xj = X) 
= p(l - p'-; x 
In other words we want the probability that the true 
). X, j = 1,2, r being the number of trials after thevalue of the parameter be less than pal to be small (= (i - 1)st failure to the occurrence of the pth failure. Writ­
ing L = In f(x,p) we have 
Since Eq. (18) can be written as 
P (Z> T) =1-7 Eap 2) - 2q 
then, we can use the distribution of Z in Eq. (1) to calcu- and 
late r for a given 9 and -y and each 0 < p < 1. Thus 
Eq. (18) becomes 
- p qr 
L iZ - 1\rq,, 19 Thus (r/Z)a is, for large r', approximatel9 normally dis­
2
- 1 jpqZ = v (19) tributed with mean ap and variance a p2q/r and hence 
We iterate the left-hand side of Eq. (19) until a value aTp~q 
of r satisfying the equation is obtained. We note that any
 
larger value of r would give a sum less than y. has the unit normal distribution.
 
This method is not convenient, however. Even if the Now Eq. (20) is equivalent to 
computation of r in Eq. (19) were easy, the volume of 
table of r values to be required to cover all p such that Ep r (r J 22 
0< p <1, poand y of interest, would.be so large as to - )P 2 < r- -P s - 3 
discourage such effort. Moreover, the value of p to use is (2) 
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Hence 
-
(24)p(1- .,wpq 
where 0, is the lower (1 - a) percentile of the unit 
normal distribution. From Eq. (24) we see that 
r=q ( _l)at0 = 1 +/3 
That is the value of r good for all p is 
&2 
r - 1)2 1 
(25) 
(26) 
If we denote by r, the r obtained by the direct method 
in Eq. (19) and by ret (estimate) and r.amp (asymptotic), 
respectively, those of Eqs. (25) and (26), to achieve an 
estimate error of less than 10% (/ = 0.1) with 90% 
confidence (-y = 0.1) on p = 0.005 we need to wait for at 
least ro = 190 successes. The corresponding r.., = 199, 
r,,,p = 200. Values of r for p = 0.005 and some values 
of and y are: 
rD rest 
= 0.1 =.1 190 199 200 
/3= 1.05 710 724 728 
Y= 0.05/3 0.1 818 326 827 
A graph of , for y 0.1, j= 0.1 and 0.001 < p 
0.05 is plotted below. 
V. Conclusion 
A sequential sampling'technique has been applied to 
the problem of estimating the failure probability of those 
systems whose operation history can be modeled by the 
Bernoulli sequence with small failure probability p. 
Methods of obtaining 1 - ), confidence bounds on p are 
presented, and several tables for constructing the limits 
of these bounds are indicated. The desirability of obtain­
ing short I - -yconfidence intervals prompts us to investi­
gate the conditions for the shortest such intervals in this 
case. A new table for use in constructing these intervals 
for usual values of y and a wide range of r is provided. 
The question of the minimum number of system failures 
required to achieve a prescribed accuracy of the p esti­
mate is answered. 
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Table 1. Values of a and b for the shortest confidence intervals 
Table of a and b such that hr(a)= hr(b) where 
h r(x)=-Xr)-
2'T(r) 
e-0/2,x > 0 
and 
fbhr (t)dt = 1-y. 
a is the first entry and b is the second for each y and n = 2r. For example, if y = 0.05 and n 2r 20, then 
a = 8.5841, b=82 607393 
When r = 1, A.2(T) reduces to the exponential distribution with parameter X = 'A. 
n = 2r 0.05 0.04 
7 
0,03 0.02 0.01 
4 
6 
0.0848 
95282394 
0.607 
12802453 
0.068 
10.062034 
0.539 
13.388847 
0.0514 
10.734574 
0.464 
14.128164 
00345 
11.684643 
0.376 
15.164491 
00175 
13.281327 
0 264 
16.900628 
8 1.425 
15.896601 
1.3083 
16.525274 
1.1738 
17.325344 
1.01 
18.436192 
0.7856 
20.295983 
10 
12 
2.4139 
18860515 
3.5161 
21.729099 
2.2528 
19.531733 
3.3147 
22439061 
2.0643 
20.383955 
3.0767 
23.339668 
1.8296 
21.565627 
27771 
24583977 -
1.4978 
23.533077 
2.3444 
26.653195 
14 4.7004 
24.524892 
4462 
25.270476 -
4178 
26.216824 
3.818 
27.520418 
3.291 
29.684001 
16 
18 
5.9477 
27,263128 
7.2452 
29.954814 
5.6743 
29,04377 
6.9395 
30.766807 
5.348 
29.030965 
6.573 
31.793831 
4.9315 
30.390159 
6.103 
33.20639 
4.318 
32.641633 
5.4041 
35.540208 
20 8.5841 
32607393 
8.2477 
33.449596 
7.8434 
34.513723 
7.323 
35.975951 
6.5444 
38.389569 
22 9.9575 
35 227546 
9.592 
86.098361 
9.1515 
87.198528 
8.5834 
38.707429 
7.7289 
41.196762 
24 11.3613 
37.81774 
10.9675 
38.717077 
10.493 
39.850243 
9.8786 
41.405594 
8.9515 
43.967203 
26 12.7908 
40.383458 
12.3704 
41.308935 
1L8627 
42.475229 
11204 
44.074835 
10.2073 
46 705532 
28 14.243 
42.927308 
33.797 
43.878022 
13.2574 
45.076108 
12,5564 
46.717492 
11.492 
49.416424 
30 15.7155 
45451379 
15.2446 
46.426908 
14.6744 
47.655306 
13.9324 
49.337469 
12 8033 
52.10051 
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Table 1 (contd) 
n = 2r 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.01 
32 17.2061 
47.957866 
16.7113 
48.957043 
16.1115 
50.214788 
15.3298 
51.936489 
14.1379 
54.762048 
34 18.7132 
50.448126 
18.1951 
51 470521 
17,5665 
52.756972 
16.7464 
54.516847 
15.4935 
57.403297 
36 20.2352 
52 923807 
19.6945 
53.968712 
19.0381 
55282712 
18.1806 
57.079891 
16.8685 
60.02534 
38 21.7708 
55.386172 
21.2082 
56.452832 
20.5246 
57.79397 
19.6308 
59.627288 
18.261 
62.630384 
40 23.3189 
57.836276 
22.735 
58.924084 
22025 
60.29148 
21.0959 
62.159881 
19.6696 
65 219739 
42 24.8786 
60.274932 
24.2739 
61.383428 
23.538 
62.776738 
22.5145 
64.679327 
21.0934 
67.793854 
44 26.449 
62.703059 
25.824 
63 831749 
25.063 
65.250007 
24.0657 
67.186391 
22.5314 
70.353626 
46 28.029 
65.122002 
27.384 
66.270743 
26.599 
67.712431 
25.568 
69.683141 
23.981 
72.903478 
48 29.619 
67.530537 
28.955 
68.69785 
28.145 
70.165218 
27.082 
72.167619 -
25.447 
75.432389 
50 31.217 
69.731697 
30.535 
71.116189. 
29.701 
72.607796 
28.606 
74.642475 
26.917 
77.965244 
52 32.824 
72.323363 
32 122 
73.528802 
31,265 
75.043303 
30,14 
77.107124 
28.405 
80.472543 
54 34.438 
74.708599 
33.718 
75.931784 
32.839 
77.467702 
31.683 
79.562951 
29.9 
82,976087 
56 36.06 
77.085409 
35.322 
78.326562 
34.42 
79.885977 
33.235 
82.009512 
31.401 
85.477027 
58 37.688 
79.456858 
36.932 
80.716237 
36.01 
82.294267 
34.795 
84 448257 
32.914 
87.963049 
60 39.323 
81.821041 
38.55 
83.097149 
37.605 
84.699231 
36.362 
86.880625 
34.435 
90.44157 
62 40.964 
84.179387 
40.174 
85.472433 
39.208 
87.095386 
37.936, 
89.30627 
05.965 
92910289 
64 42.611 
86:5317 
41.804 
87.841859 
40.818 
89.484241 
39.518 
91.723148 
37.505 
95.36705 
66 44264 
88.877814 
43.44 
90.205233 
42.433 
91.868955 
41.108 
94.131061 
39.047 
97.826457 
68 45.922 
91.219172 
45.082 
92.56239 
44.055 
94245964 
42.701-
96.53847 
40.598 
100.27512 
70 47.585 
93.555623 
46.729 
94.914796 
45.682 
96.618434 
44301 
98.938184 
42.158 
102.7129 
72 49.253 
95.887035 
48.381 
97.262298 
47.314 
98.986182 
45.907 
101.33176 
43.721 
105.15047 
74 50.925 
98.214848 
50.038 
99.604764 
48.954 
101.34417 
47.519 
103.71903 
45.291 
107.58031 
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Table 1 (contd) 
n = 2r 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.01 
76 52.602 51.7 50595 49.139 46.871 
100.53739 101.94208 103.70367 106 09652 109.99698 
78 54.284 53366 52.242 50.759 48.451 
102.85459 104.27571 106.05641 108.47747 112.41801 
80 55.969 55.036 53.894 52.386 50.041 
105.16942 106 60554 108.40391 111.85002 114.8256 
82 57.659 56711 5555 54.017 51.631 
107.47873 108.92993 110.74766 113.21905 117.23707 
84 59.352 58.391 57.211 55.564 53.231 
109.78549 111.24882 113.08599 115.58116 119.6349 
86 61.049 60.072 58876 57.294 54.831 
112.08811 113.56826 115.42039 117.94115 122.03622 
88 62749 61.758 60.546 58.939 56.441 
114.38802 115.88202 117.74921 120.29566 124.42379 
90 64 453 53.448 62.217' 60.589 58.051 
116.68366 118.1916 120.07862 122 64463 126.81451 
92 66.161 65.142 63.893 62.241 59.671 
118 975 120.49693 122.40231 124.99279 129.1914 
94 67.871 66.939 65.573 63.901 61.291 
121 26493 122 80096 124.72176 127.33049 131.57118 
96 69.585 68538 67.255 65.581 62.911 
123 55046 125.10066 127.04 129.67038 133 95363 
98 71.301 70.241 68942 67.222 64.541 
125.83446 127.39739 129.35236 132.01074 136.3221 
100 73.021 71.948 70.632 68.892 66.171 
128.11398 129.68971 131.66186 134 33895 138.69305 
102 74.743 73.658 72.326 70.562 67.811 
130.39189 131.97902 133.96693 136.66907' 141 05 
104 76.468 75.369 74.022 72.237 69.451 
132.66669 134.26824 136.27055 138.99323 14340928 
106 78.196 77.084 75.721 73.915 71.091 
134.93835 136.5529 138.57116 141.3145 145.77072 
108 79.926 78.801 77.421 75.595 - 72.74 
137.20827 138.8359 140.87169 143 63436 148.11972 
110 81.659 80.521 79.125 77.275 74.389 
139.475 141.11573 143.16762 145.95581 150.47074 
112 83.395 82244 80.832 78.964 76.039 
141.7385 143.39237 145.46042 148.26503 152.82208 
114 85.132 83.969 82.542 80.653 77.698 
144.00159 145.66725 147.75005 150.57575 155.16094 
116 86.872 85.697 84.254 82.343 79.357 
146.26141 147.93888 150.03796 152.88638 157.5106 
118 88.615 87.427 85.968 84.039 81.017 
148.51792 150.20867 152.3241 155.18931 159.8424 
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Table I (contd) 
n = 2r 0.05 0.04 0.03 0 02 0.01 
120 90.359 89.159 87.688 85.736 82.677 
150.77393 152.47661 154.60261 157.49208 162.18483 
122 92.107 90.895 89.408 87.436 84.347 
153.0252 154.7398 156.88222 159.79162 164.51316 
124 93.856 92.632 91.128 89.136 86.017 
155.2759 157.00251 159.16289 162.09239 166.84305 
126 95.606 94.371 92.854 90.842 87.687 
157.52606 159.26329 161.43588 164.3854 169.17441 
128 97.359 96.111 9458 92.549 89367 
159.77281 161.52353 163.70986 166.67809 17149172 
130 99.114 -97.855 96.308 94.258 91.047 
162.01754 163.77895 165.98191 168 96893 173.81046 
132 100.87 99.6 98.038 95.968 92.727 
164.26162 166.03379 168.252 171.25937 176.13056 
134 102.629 101.347 99.772 97.683 94.407 
168.50226 168 28661 170.51726 173.54349 178.45194 
136 104.398 103.096 101.506 99.399 96.096 
168.74223 170.5374 172.78339 175.82717 180.76083 
138 108.151 104.846 103.243 101.116 97.776 
170.98011 172.78754 175.04608 178.11035 183.08464 
140 107.915 106.599 104.982 102.836 99.466 
173.21589 175.0342 177.30674 180.39011 185.3944 
142 109.681 108.353 106.722 104.556 101.166 
17544957 177.28018 179 56678 182.67077 187.6902 
144 111.448 110.109 108.462 106.282 102.856 
177.6825 179.52406 181.82757 184.94363 190.00224 
146 113.216 111.867 110.208 108.008 104.556 
179.91465 181.76583 184.08063 187.21736 192 30029 
148 114.986 113.626 111.954 109.735 106.256 
182.14466 184.00686 186.33443 189.49048 194.59942 
150 116.759 115.386 113.702 111.465 107.956 
184.37116 186.24713 188.58612 191.76011 196.89957 
152 118.532 117.15 115.451 113.195 109.656 
186.59821 188.4825 190.83709 194 03052 199.2007 
154 120.307 118.914 117.201 114.925 111.356 
188,82308 190.71846 19308733 196.3017 201.50277 
156 122.082 120.679 118.952 116.66 113.066 
191.04847 192.95363 195.3368 198.56646 203.79091 
158 123.861 122.447 120.707 118.4 114.776 
193.26896 195.18524 197.58134 200.82484 206.07999 
160 125.641 124.216 122.462 120.135 116 486 
195.48861 197.41604 199.82648 203.09105 208.36997 
162 127,421 125.986 124.222 121.875 118.201 
197.70874 199.64601 202.0653 205 3584 210.65344 
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Table 1.(contd) 
n = 2r 0.05 0.04 0.03 0 02 0.01 
164 129.203 127.756 125.977 123.615 119.911 
19992665 20187648 204.31161 207.6113 21294511 
166 130.987 129.531 127.738 125.36 121.626 
202 14234 204.10068 206.5502 209.86536 215.23025 
168 132.771 131.305 129.499 127.105 123.346 
204 35847 206.32672 208.78933 212 12006 217.50888 
170 134 556 133.08 133.264 128.85 125.066 
206.5737 208.55188 211.02351 214 37539 219.7883 
172 136.345 134.858 133.029 130.6 126.786 
208.78402 210.77346 213.25822 216.6243 222.06848 
174 138.133 136.637 134.794 13235 128.506 
210.99609 212 99416 215.49343 218.87382 224.34939 
176 139.923 138.416 136.56 134.1 130.231 
213.2059 215 21529 217.72777 221.12393 226.62378 
178 141.713 140.196 13833 135.85 131.956 
215.41611 217.43551 219.95715 223.37459 228 89887 
180 143.506 141.979 140.1 137.605 133.681 
217.62273 219.65214 222 187 225-61883 231.17464 
182 145.299 143.762 141.87 139 358 135.411 
219.82972 221.86918 224.41731 227.8664 233.44388 
184 147.092 145.545 143.643 141.114 137.141 
222.03708 224.08661 226.844 230.11032 235.71378 
186 148.888 147331 145.416 142 874 138.871 
224.24084 226.30044 228.87113 232.34923 237.98432 
188 150.684 149.12 147.192 144.63 140 601 
226.44495 228 51067 231.09464 234.59417 240.25547 
190 152.483 150.906 148.968 146.39 142.341 
228.64547 230.72525 233.31858 236 83407 242.51295 
192 154.282 152.695 150.744 148.15 144.071 
230 84633 232.93622 235.54293 239.07445 244.7853 
194 156.081 154.487 152.524 149.913 145.811 
233 04751 235.14358 237.7623 241.7623 247.04399 
198 157.883 156.276 154.304 151.676 147.551 
235.24508 237.35526 239.98206 24354935 249.30326 
198 159.685 158.069 156.084 153.442 149.291 
237.44298 239.562 242.20222 245.78187 251.5631 
200 161.487 159.862 157.864 155 208 151.031 
239.64118 241.76907 244.42275 248.01584 253.82349 
202 163.29 161.659 159648 156.978 152.771 
241.83837 243.97121 246.6383 250.24477 256.08441 
204 165.094 163.452 . 161.432 158 744 154 511 
244.03455 246.17893 248.85421 25247959 258 34584 
206 166.901 165.249 163 219 160.514 156.261 
246.22713 248.38172 251.06649 254.70936 260.5937 
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Table 1 (contd) 
n = 
2r 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.01 
208 168.708 167.049 165.003 162.284 158.011 
248.42 250.58088 253.28311 256.93955 262.84209 
210 170 515 168 846 166.79 164.054 159.751 
250.61313 252.78428 255.49607 259.17012 265.10501 
212 172.325 170.646 168.58 165.831 161.501 
252.80266 254 98405 257.70539 261.39159 267.35438 
214 174.132 172.446 170 367 167 601 163.251 
254.99633 257.18411 259.91902 263.62293 269.60423 
216 175.945 174.246 172.157 169.381 165.001 
257.18252 259.38446 262.12899 265.84112 271.85454 
218 177.755 176.049 173.947 171.155 166.751 
259.37283 261.58117 264.33928 268.06778 274.10531 
220 179.568 177.852 175.741 172.932 168.511 
261.55953 263.77817 266.54459 270 29076 276.3426 
222 181.381 179.6855 177.535 174.712 170.261 
263.74648 265.97543 268.75021 272.51005 278 59426 
224 183.194 181.462 179.329 176.492 172.021265.93367 268.16776 270.95613 274.72969 280.83245 
226 185.008 183.269 181.123 178.272 173.771 
268 11981 270 36036 273.16234 276.94968 283.08493 
228 186.825 185.073 182.92 180.052 175.531 
270.30234 272 55711 275 3649 279.17000 285.32397 
230 188.642 186.883 184.717 181.832 177.291 
272.4851 274.74633 277.56774 281.39064 287.56343 
232 190.459 188.69 186.514 183.612 179.051 
274.66809 276.93968 279.77086 283.61159 289.8033 
234 192 276 190.5 888.311 185.402 180.811 
276.85129 279.1294 281.97425 285.8195 292.04355 
236 194.093 19231 190.111 187.182 182 571 
279.0347 281.31936 284.17398 288.04107 294.28419 
238 195 912 194.12 191.911 188.972 184.341 
281.21451 283.50956 286.37397 290.24962 296.51147 
240 197.733 195.933 193.711 190.759 186.101 
283.39452 285.69612 288.57422 292.46246 298.75286 
We are grateful to I. Eisenberger for assistance in computing this table. 
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p 
Fig. 1. Minimum number of system failures r giving 90% (i.e., 
-y = 0.1) confidence that estimate error is within 10% (p = 0.1), 
rasymp = 200 
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An NCS Standard Interface for the
 
XDS 900 Series Computers
 
W. Lushbaugh 
Communications Systems Research Section 
The Network ControlSystem standardinterface has been adoptedas a standard 
computer interface for all future minicomputer-basedsubsystem development for 
the Deep Space Network. This article describes a standardinterface adapter for 
existing XDS 900 series computers that will enable the design of equipment com­
patible with the presently availablemachines and easily transferableto new mini
computers as they become available. 
I. Introduction 
The Network Control System (NCS) standard interface 
h'as been adopted as a standard computer-interface -for 
all future minicomputer-based subsystem development 
for the DSN. In order to design and test equipment for 
currently existing 900-series machines and be able to 
transfer that equipment conveniently to new minicom-
puters as they become available, a standard interface 
adapter (SIA) is needed which can be attached to the 
900 series machines. The following article provides a 
design overview of such an SIA. 
II. Review of 900 Series I/0 Structure 
The 900 series XDS computers are 24-bit machines 
with input/output (I/O) performed in the register mode, 
i.e., transfers to and from an external piece of equipment 
are on a-24-bit basis. An energize output machine (EOM) 
instruction and parallel input (PIN) and parallel output(POT) instructions perform I/O on a word-by-word 
central processing unit (CPU) controlled basis. Executing 
an EOM-POT (or PIN) sequence delivers (or receives) 
data from the device addressed by the EOM. An EOM-
POT (or PIN) sequence cannot be interrupted by an 
external interrupt. 
Two interrupts are typically used in an I/O sequence. 
One is a data interrupt to signify that the input/output 
buffer is full/empty, while the other interrupt is used 
to signal special conditions such as end of message or 
errors. 
Reference I gives a detailed description of the XDS 
900-series computer interfacing for those who find the 
above description too brief. 
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III. Review of the Standard Interface Format 
The NCS standard interface output consists of fourteen 
signals and a power sense line. The fourteen signals con-
sist of eight data signals, two function code signals and 
four control or handshaking signals. Three of the four 
combinations of function codes are available for tagging 
data transmission while the fourth, the 1-1 condition, is 
reserved for commands out of the computer or status in 
from the device connected to that computer. Two of the 
control signals are used as stimulus signals; one from 
computer (STC) and one from the device (STD). Both 
of these signals are unidirectional and go true for the 
complete duration of a message. The remaining two 
signals are bidirectional control signals called response 
(RSP) and ready (RDY), which control the handshaking 
of data across the interface. Response and ready each 
make one complete cycle (false to true to false) for each 
byte transferred across the interface, 
IV. Programming Characteristics of the 
Interface
 
To the programmer, the standard interface appears to 
be a device, with two associated EOMs. One EOM is 
used to channel the input or output of the data to the 
interface while the other is used to communicate status 
information to and from the program. 
A typical data-out sequence is as follows. A status 
EOM-POT sequence is executed by the program to alert 
the interface that the data output mode is starting. The 
hardware will generate a data interrupt at this point to 
notify the software that the output buffer is empty. The 
software responds to this interrupt by executing an 
EOM(DATA)-POT sequence which fills the output 
buffer and clears the interrupt. This sequence of data 
interrupts and data POTs will be continued until the 
desired number of words has been transferred from the 
computer. There will be one last data interrupt telling the 
program that the buffer is empty, at which time a status 
EOM-POT sequence is executed, which terminates the 
data output mode and automatically clears the data inter-
rupt. This normal data-out mode only uses one of the 
two interrupts, i.e., the data interrupt. If at any time 
during this mode, the device connected to the other end 
of the SIA interrupts the data out mode by either a status 
insert or by turning the data transmission around by 
initiating the data input mode, the program would be 
notified by a service interrupt, 
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The data-in mode is started by the device. The hard­
ware in the SIA holds the data-in buffer ready when not 
in use so that three bytes will be transferred to the com­
puter before the first data interrupt occurs. This data 
interrupt is the same physical interrupt as used in the 
data out mode, but no confusion can result if the inter­
face is programmed properly. For example, the status 
of the device can be read at any time to clarify which 
type of data interrupt is occurring. 
V. Status Register 
The status register is the means by which software and 
hardware communicate. The software delivers commands 
to the SIA via the output status register and reads back 
various status information from the input status register. 
Despite this split input/output function, the status 
register is a single 24-bit register. 
A list of input and output bit assignments is given in 
Table 1. Following is a detailed description of each 
signal. 
C,-C1, Command Byte/Status Byte. These 8 bits are 
used to communicate to the device connected to the SIA. 
When a command is to be sent from the computer to the 
device (see bit 15) the contents of these 8-bit locations 
are stored in the SIA and transmitted to the device at the 
proper time in the handshaking sequence. 
When the device delivers an 8-bit status byte to the 
computer, these 8 bits are stored in the SIA and delivered 
to the computer following an EOM (STATUS)-PIN se­
quence. These bits are only changed when a new status 
byte is delivered and so are meaningless unless C, is set 
(see C7). 
C,, Command Flip Flop. Setting this bit via an EOM 
POT STATUS sequence, causes the hardware to inter­
rupt (at the proper time) whatever I/O process is hap­
pening and send a command to the device. If this bit is 
not set, the contents of C, through C, do not get copied 
into the SIA. 
C1'C3. These two bits are the two function codes to 
be used in the data output mode or the received function 
codes in the data input mode. These two bits must be set 
to the desired value at the beginning of each data trans­
mission AND MUST NOT BE CHANGED until the 
next message. 
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When the hardware in the SIA detects the data input 
mode, it switches these two inputs from the output fune-
tion code flip-flops to the input function code flip-flops, 
so that these two bits have different meanings depending 
upon what the hardware is doing. 
C,~Data Request. Setting this bit causes the hardware 
to attempt the data output mode to the device. This re­
quest will be honored as long as the device does not 
override it. Resetting this flip-flop terminates the data 
output mode. 
C 11, C,, - B,, B.. B1, B 0 are interpreted in the hard­
ware as a binary number (B = LSB) giving the number 
of bytes per word to be transferred in the data output 
mode, or the number of bytes received before a data 
interrupt is generated, in the data input mode. It is pos-
sible to change these bits during a message, but this 
should only be done during a data interrupt. 
C9 Reset SIA. Setting a 1 in this position triggers a 100-ns 
pulsethat resets the SIA. 
C. Reset Device. Setting a 1 in this position sets a flip- 
flop which sends a RESET COMMAND to the DEVICE. 
To release the device reset, a zero must be set in this 
position. 
C, Status Byte Here. A one read in at this position 
means that a status byte was received from this device. 
This bit causes a status interrupt and may be reset by 
putting a one in this position or by RESET. When this 
bit is set, data output mode is temporarily cut off. 
C ASTD. This bit is set to 1 when STD (stimulus from 
the device) makes a 1 to 0 transition. This bit causes 
a status interrupt and can be reset by putting a 1 in this 
position or by RESET. 
C, STD. This is a raw copy of.the signal stimulus from 
device (STD). 
C, Device Power. This bit = 1 when device power is 
off. This will cause a status interrupt to be generated as 
long as this signal is set, but this can be masked out of 
the interrupt by a 1 in this position. Setting a 1 in this 
position does not affect the value read in during a status 
PIN. 
C Device Override. This bit is set to, 1, causing a status 
interrupt when a data byte is received while the data 
request (see 012) is set. 
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CrC,, R1-R 1 , Respectively. These two bits give the 
number of received bytes in UNARY. Both are reset to 
"0" .on an EOM-PIN of data (or start or reset). A data 
interrupt is developed when R, = Ri,= I and a third 
byte has arrived. 
C, Data Interrupt. This bit is a copy of the data inter-
VI. Design Philosophy 
Since it was felt that most noise pulses encountered in 
practice are high-energy short-duration voltage spikes, 
and furthermore that most system noise is synchronous 
with a system clock, it was decided to investigate the 
possibility of building an asynchronous (clockless) SIA. 
There was a further line of thought leading to this investi­
gation, i.e., that ther6 is no inherent demand at either end 
of the interface to have a clock. Certainly the 900-series 
computer end of the link could use computer timing 
signals where necessary and the interface would supply 
other necessary timing signals, e.g., data here, data taken, 
etc. There also is no need to supply a clock at the device 
end, for if the device does have a clock, it will not neces­
sarily be the 5-MHz reference required in the DSN 
specification. 
VII. Design Results 
The design objectives were completely met in that, a 
completely clockless interface was built and demon­
strated. The heart of the system is the low-pass filtered 
line receiver shown in Fig. 1. The line receiver is National 
Semiconductor's DM8820A,a dual line receiver in a 14­
pin package. Figure 1 shows one of the control signals 
terminated in the standard 220/330 Q terminator and 
feeding an RC network consisting of the 1 k a resistor and 
the 220 pF capacitor. This RC network forms part of the 
low-pass filter, as the device itself with the feedback as 
shown also has an inherent filtering capability of about 
10 MHz. The 4.3 k a resistor to ground from pin 3 of the 
DM8820A causes the device to compare the signal on 
pin 1 to approximately 1.7 V when the output is high, 
while the 1 kgn and the diode to the output drops the 
comparison voltage to about 1.1 V when the output is 
low. The combined effects of these external components 
is to add hysteresis, and increase the noise rejection to 
greater than half the voltage swing in both the high and 
low signal states. 
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Laboratory tests of the combined filter and line re-
ceiver gave the following results: (a) A square wave input 
varying between 0.3 and 3.0 V of 3 MHz or higher did 
not get through the line receiver, (b) A single positive-
going pulse of less than.200 ns never got through the line 
receiver, and some circuits rejected pulses as wide as 
250 ns; (c) A single negative going pulse (i.e., signal 
normally 3 V pulsing to 0.3 V) of less than 200 ns would 
never trigger the output of the line receiver, and some 
circuits rejected pulses of 250 ns. The variation in pulse 
widths rejected can be attributed to variations in external 
components as well as variations in the line receivers 
themselves. 
Figure 2 shows RSP (on the upper trace) and RDY 
(on the lower trace) of an actual handshaking sequence 
between the SIA for a 900-series computer as it was con-
nected to an external test box which had the full comple-
ment of handshaking logic. The signals are as they appear 
inside of a short (negligible delay) cable. The horizontal 
calibration is 500 ns/cm, while the vertical scale is 
1 V/cm, with ground at the bottom reticle and center 
reticle for the lower and upper traces, respectively. The 
upper trace showing RSP from the test box (a device), 
starts the sequence asserted, as the SIA on the 910 com-
puter does not have any data ready. When the 24 bits of 
data are loaded into the SIA, RDY is asserted by the SIA, 
as seen on the lower trace of Fig. 2. Approximately 300 ns 
later, the device recognizes the assertion of RDY and 
generates a 100-ns data strobe pulse (not shown) after 
which RSP goes high. Approximately 250 ns later the SIA 
recognizes the raising of RSP, and it completes the cycle 
by raising RDY. A new cycle is then initiated by the de-
vice about 350 ,ns later, when it observes the raising of 
RDY when it again lowers RSP. The total length of the 
handshaking sequence is about 1.3 Ip. Three handshaking 
cycles are shown in Fig. 2, the sequence ending there, 
since the buffer in the SIA is now empty. All three pulses 
on both traces appear synchronously in Fig. 2, since the 
relative timing of each is derived from fixed delays rather 
than a system clock. This synchronous feature consider­
ably aided in the speedy debugging of the initial design 
and will certainly be helpful in repairing a malfunction­
ing SIA or device in the future. 
VIII. Conclusions 
An SIA for XDS 900-series computers has been built 
without using a system clock. Rather than validating the 
signal by interrogating it with two clock pulses, the 
signal is assumed valid only when it is present long 
enough (200 to 250 ns) to pass through a low-pass filter. 
The resulting SIA has a peak data transmission rate of 
approximately 770 kilobytes/s (minus software I/O time). 
The unit has been successfully tested using a completely 
functional clockless test unit. The unit has also been 
successfully tested over 100 n (300 ft) of cable and con­
nected to the precision signal power measurement unit 
(PSPM). The PSPM is a device with an SIA adaptor, de­
veloped by the Digital Projects Group, which uses the 
double clocking method of filtering the received signals. 
A device is now under development which will convert 
the twin-coax intercomputer communications link (Ref. 2) 
to a device with an SIA adaptor. This will enable any 
computer with an SIA adaptor to communicate via coaxial 
cable to another computer up to 600 m away. 
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Table 1. XDS 900-Series 14 line interface status register 
B, S 
900-Series 
Bit Number 
28 Least sig. bit DI 
22 D2 
21 D3 
20 Command byte on pot D4 Line of 14 line 
19 Status byte on pin D5 interface 
18 D6 
17 D7 
16 Most sig.bit D8 
15 CMD F.F. Set one EDM Pot status. Reset by start and when CMD sent 
14 F 1 Function codes to be used in data out mode, or 
18 F, Received function codes 
12 DAT RQST. Indicates data output mode (not needed for CMD out) 
11 B0? B,, B, are interpreted in the hardware as a binary number (B, = LSB) giving the number of bytes per word to 
10 be transferred in output mode, or the number of bytes received before a data interrupt is generated, in input mode 
9 Reset Setting a one in this position triggers a one-shot pulse to reset the 900 series end of the comm. link 
a Reset device. Setting a 1 in this position sets a flip-flop which sends a reset CMD to the device. To release the reset a 
0 has to be plotted in this position 
7* Status byte here. Cuts off data out transfer until cleared 
60 ASTD. Set to 1when STD makes a 1 to 0 transition 
5 STD. faw copy of STD line 
4* Device power = 1 when device power is off, masked out of status interrupt by entering a 1 in this position 
3. Device override. Set to one when a data byte is received when the hardware is in data out mode 
2 R1 Number of data bytes received in unary. Both are reset to 0 on EOM-PIN data or start. A data in interrupt is 
1 R,, developed when R1 = R, = I and a third byte has arrived 
0 Data interrupt 
0 Status bits 8, 4, 6, and 7 are either masked or reset by potting a I in the corresponding position of the status register. Any one 
of these bits set generates a status interrupt-
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Fig. 1. Filtered line receiver with hysteresis 
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Operational X-Band Maser System 
H. R. Buchanan, R. W. Hartop, J. G. Leflang, J. R.
 
Loreman, and D. L. Trowbridge
 
R. F. Systems Development Section
 
Laboratory tests on the first operationalX-band maser system for Viking have 
been completed in the laboratory. Over 50-MHz bandwidth has been achieved 
with 45-dB gain and a noise temperatureof 8 kelvins. Implementation at the 64­
meter stations is scheduled for the first half of calendaryear 1975. 
I. Introduction 
The ground support requirements for the Viking project 
include low noise reception in the 8400- to 8435-MHz 
frequency band. The design parameters of the traveling-
wave maser amplifier structure were discussed in detail 
and preliminary test maser results were presented in an 
earlier report (Ref. 1). The design of the overall maser 
system has now been completed. The fabrication and test 
phase is nearing completion with implementation at the 
64-meter stations scheduled during the first half of 
calendar year 1975. This report describes the hardware 
and test results. 
II. Design Considerations 
At the outset of the operational X-band maser program, 
the desired amplifier performance was established: 
(a) Frequency range: 8400 to 8435 MHz 
(b) Instantaneous 1-dB bandwidth: 35 MHz minimum 
(c) Gain: 45 dB 
(d) N6ise temperature: 8 kelvins 
Other decisions made in the early phase of the program 
were to use a superconducting magnet for improved gain 
and phase stability and to base the operational design of 
the traveling-wave maser structure and the magnets on 
R&D developments reported earlier (Refs. 2 and 3). The 
same closed-cycle cryogenic system as that used with the 
operational Block III S-band maser system was selected. In 
planning the design philosophy of the instrumentation, it 
was decided to utilize Block IV receiver modules in the 
maser monitor equipment wherever practical. This eased 
the design requirements, simplified station spares and 
maintenance, and resulted in fabrication economy. The 
X-band maser instrumentation was planned to be inte­
grated with the Block III S-band maser equipment so as to 
utilize existing calibration equipment where feasible. 
The use of existing packaging designs was stressed to 
minimize design and documentation costs. Provisions were
made for the future addition of a second X-band maser 
where this could be done without adding significant cost. 
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Il1. X-Band Maser System Equipment 
A block diagram of the X-band maser equipment is 
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Figure 1 details the portion of the 
equipment installed within the X-Band Receive Only 
(XRO) feed cone assembly. Figure 2 details the equipment 
mounted in module 3 of the tricone, in the alidade 
compressor room, and in the station control room. 
The major units housed in the XRO cone assembly are 
the Traveling-Wave Maser/Closed-Cycle Refrigerator 
(TWM/CCR) assembly and the X-band monitor receiver, 
The TWM/CCR assembly shown in Fig. 3 includes-the 
helium refrigerator, which houses the traveling-wave 
maser structure with its field spreading coils and the 
superconducting magnet. The input and output 
waveguides with cooled low-pass filters for preventing 
pump leakage are also housed in the refrigerator along 
with the magnet charging heater and a Mistori bridge 
circuit for measuring the magnetic field. The interior of 
the refrigerator is shown in Fig. 4. The TWM/CCR 
assembly also includes the maser calibration and pump 
boxes. The maser calibration box permits test signals to be 
routed into either the maser input or the maser output. 
The pump box includes two klystrons which are simulta-
neously combined arid injected into the traveling-wave 
maser structure. The pump box also includes a modulatoi 
(Ref. 1) which frequency modulates the two klystrons at a 
100-kHz rate. 
The X-band monitor receiver elements are shown in 
Fig. 1. All of the elements shown are identical to Block IV 
receiver components. A sample of the maser output is 
coupled into an X-band mixer with the local oscillator 
(LO) signal supplied through a times 17 frequency 
multiplier. The intermediate frequency (IF) output is 325 
MHz. 
As indicated in Fig. 2, the maser output signal is 
transmitted to the receiver select assembly in module 3 of 
1Mister is a trade mark name for a solid-state, thin-film magnetic flx-
sensitive resistor. 
the tricone where the signal is distributed into four 
available output channels for the Block IV receiver. 
The output of the X-band monitor receiver is transmit­
ted to the IF selector box. Provisions are also made in this 
box to receive 325-MHz signals from the Block IV 
receiver. The operator selects one of these signals, which 
is then transmitted to the 325-MHz IF amplifier and mixer 
assembly, where it is mixed with a crystal-controlled 270-
MHz local oscillator. A dual output is generated: one 
output at 325 MHz and one at 50 MHz. The 325-MHz 
output is transmitted to the control cabinet and into a 
commercial spectrum analyzer on which the passband of 
the maser is displayed. The 50-MHz signal is routed into 
S-band control cabinet No. 2, in which it can be selected 
for the existing Y-factor equipment for calibration 
purposes. The monitor receiver cabinet in the tricone also 
includes a times 10 frequency multiplier fed by a 47.6-
MHz crystal-controlled oscillator mounted in the control 
room in the X-band maser control cabinet (cabinet 3). The 
times 10 frequency multiplier, the 325-MHz IF amplifier 
and mixer, and the times 6 frequency multiplier are all 
standard Block IV receiver modules. In addition, cabinet 3 
houses the various power supplies, controls, and quartz 
thermometer readout for operation of the X-band maser. 
Figure 5 shows the equipment mounted in cabinet 3. 
The compressor for operating the helium refrigerator of 
the X-band maser is housed in the alidade compressor 
room. 
IV. Results 
The first X-band maser system has now been assembled 
and has been tested in the laboratory. A typical response 
curve of the maser is shown in Fig. 6. It is noted that a 45­
dB gain is achieved with an instantaneous bandwidth of 
more than 50 MHz. The noise temperature of the maser 
has been measured at 8 kelvins. A detailed report on the 
traveling-wave maser structure development is planned in 
the near future. The laboratory tests of the first 
operational system indicate that the design goals have 
been met with some margin to spare. It is anticipated that 
all three systems will be completed and installed in the 64­
meter stations during the first half of calendar year 1975. 
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Implementation of DSS 43 and DSS 63
 
High-Power Transmitters
 
. R. Paluka 
R. F.Systems Development Section 
Progress of installation and test of the DSS 43 and DSS 63 high-power 
transmitters is traced through procurement, installation, and test of the 
equipment at DSS 13 to overseas shipment and installation status at DSS 63 as 
of January 25, 1975. The schedule for this activity is to have the DSS 63 
subsystem installed,tested, and transferred to operations for the Viking project 
by mid-July 1975, andthe DSS 43 subsystem operationalby mid-October1975. 
1. Introduction 
In 1970 a high-power transmitter was ild tested, 
and transferred to operations at DSS 14. Plans were then 
initiated to provide high-power transmitters at each 64-m 
station. In January 1974 the implementation schedule was 
accelerated by two years. This required a very intensive 
effort to complete the design and the procurement, and to 
provide training and test at Goldstone. Present plans are 
to install high-power transmitters at DS 43 and DSS 63 
during 1974 and 1975. The schedule for this activity Is to 
have the DSS 63 subsystem installed, tested, and 
transferred to operations for the Viking project by mid-
July I975, and the DSS 43 subsystem transferred to 
operations by mid-October 1975. 
Procurement of major components for these transmit-
ters was started in late 1972. Delivery of most equipment 
was made in 1973 and 1974. Some of these components 
were shipped directly to the overseas stations from 
vendors; and others, as noted below, were shipped to DSS13 for testing before overseas shipment 
The high-power transmitter is comprised of four main 
equipment groups: the control group, the power amplifier 
group the coolant group, and the high-voltage (HV) 
power supply group. Figure I is a simplified subsystem 
block diagram of the control group, the power amplifier 
group and the parts of RV power supply group that were 
tested at DSS 13. The tests for each subsystem were 
conducted at the assembly level, at the group level, and at 
the subsystem leveL Major components of the DSS 13 
tsansmitter were substituted to provide an almost 
complete transmitter subsystem. The main reason for not 
testing the motor-generator of the power supply group 
and the coolant group at DSS 13 was economy. Factory 
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testing was performed on these units before being shipped 
directly overseas. 
I. Testing at DSS 13 
Testing of the DSS 63 transmitter was started at DSS 13 
in mid-February 1974. Initially the control group was 
tested using a test fixture to simulate other parts of the 
transmitter. Figure 2 is the local control console, the main 
part of the control group. By late March 1974 the group-
level testing of the controls was completed and interface 
testing with the DSS 13 heat exchanger was started. In 
early April the transformer/rectifier, choke, and crowbar 
were added to the construction of the subsystem using this 
test configurationgroup. Bothand the DSS 13 motor-generator andcoolant the DSS 63 and the DSS 43 power 
groups were successfully load-tested into a dc load to a full 
megawatt for approximately twenty-four hours. This test 
assured sufficient wattage from the power supply group 
for either a 100-kW or a 400-kW klystron. In early June 
1974 the power amplifier group containing a 100-kW 
klystro (Varian X-3060) was added to complete the test 
configuration shown in Fig. 1. During June and the frst 
hal of July, subsystem-level tests were performed on the 
transmitter subsystem. On July 15 dismantling and 
shipping of the subsystem to DSS 63, near Madrid, Spain, 
was started. During the testing four personnel from DSS 
63 were at JPL and DSS 13 a few weeks for training. 
Assembly of the DSS 43 high-power transmitter was 
started in the manner described above in early August 
19W Again, the same portions of the DSS 13 high-power 
transmitter were used to substitute for those portions of 
the subsystem which were shipped directly to DSS5 43from vendors. Four personnel from DSS 43 arrived at D 
13 in July and remained until December and January to 
conribute todtemteind andto receiverinene oe 
contribute to the testing and to receive intensive on-the-
job training. In early December the subsystem was 
dismantled and shipped to DSS 43. 
III. Installation and Testing at DSS 63 
Construction of facilities for the high-power transmitter 
subsystem was started in August 1974. The new facilities 
at DSS 63 consist mainly of a building to contain the 
transformer/rectifier, the filter choke, and the control 
junction box, and a complex of concrete pads for the 
motor-generator set (1750 HP (1305 kW) and 1300 kVA), 
the motor control center, the auxiliary heat exchanger, the 
distilled water replenishing unit underground water tanks, 
and miscellaneous circuit breaker housings. Figure 3 is a 
184 
view of this pad area as it appeared in late January 1975. 
Of the units described above, the motor-generator set, the 
motor control center, the auxiliary heat exchanger, one 
circuit breaker box for the synchronous motor, and the 
2 00 0 -gallon tank for the water replenishment system are 
in place. Figure 4 is a view of the transformer/rectifier 
building construction as it appeared in late January. A 
portion of the pad area described above is visible in the 
backgroun& The center of this entire area is approxi­
mately 70 meters north of the DSS 63 antenna. 
In addition to the installation of units pictured in Figs. 3 
and 4, the majority of the transmitter equipment located 
in the antenna pedestal and the operations building has been installed, and interconnecting control cables have 
been connected. These units include the local control 
console (Fig. 2), the remote control console, the crowbar 
cabinet, the motor-generator controller, the field and 
focus magnet power supply racks, the high-voltage 
junction box and high-voltage splice box and all power and 
control cabling from the pedestal and operations building 
to the tricone where the power amplifier group will 
ultimately be located. Prior to the arrival of JPL and 
Coldstone contractor personnel at DSS 63 in November 
and December 1974, DSS 63 station personnel had 
installed and partially tested the heat exchanger of the 
coolant group, which is located on the antenna alidade. 
Interface tests were successfully conducted for the first 
time between the control group and the alidade heat 
exchanger n late December 1974. In mid-January 1975the power amplifier cabinet was raised to the antenna 
tricone (Figs. 5 and 6), and the cabinet was temporarily
oe(is n ) n h aie a eprrl
installed in the tricone for a period of ten days. During 
this period water flow tests were successfully conducted 
between the power amplifier cabinet and the alidade heat 
exchanger for the first time. The purpose of these flow 
tests was to verify that the heat exchanger can provide 
sufficient coolant water to the klystron and water load at 
all elevation angles of the antenna. These tests ensured 
that a sufficient flow of cooling water is available to the 
power amplifier cabinet for either a 100-kW or a 400-kW 
klystron. 
The other purpose of temporarily installing the power 
amplifier cabinet was to assure that the mechanical 
interface of the cabinet waveguide output port would 
properly align with the DSS 63 microwave subsystem 
when the cabinet was bolted in its pre-assigned location. 
This test was also successfully completed and the cabinet 
was removed from the tricone and reinstalled in the 
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antenna pedestal to allow continuation of assembly level 
and group testing when installation of the power supply 
group is completed. Scheduled beneficial occupancy dates 
(BOD) were November 1, 1974 for the pad area (Fig. 3) 
and January 15, 1975 for the transformer/rectifier 
building. Scheduled completion date (transfer to opera-
tions) for the DSS 63 high-power transmitter presently is 
July 15, 1975. 
IV. Installation at DSS 43 
Most of the transmitter subsystem has been shipped to 
DSS 43. To date the main heat exchanger has been 
installed on the antenna alidade. and selection of a 
facilities contractor has begun. October 15, 1975 is the 
scheduled date for transfer of the DSS 43 high-power 
transmitter to operations. 
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X-Band Tracking Operations During 
the Viking Orbital Phase 
A. L. Berman 
Network Operations Section 
X-band tracking of the Viking spacecraftin orbitaround Mars will be compli­
cated due to the combination of high periapsisdoppler rates and low downlink 
carriermargin.This reportpresentsmethods to implement X-band trackingof the 
Viking spacecraft by ramping either the ground transmitter frequency or the 
ground receiverfrequency. The operationalimpact of the two methods is assessed. 
I. Introduction 
Tracking at the 64-m deep space stations with the 
Block IV X-band receiver in a 10-Hz tracking loop filter 
setting will be quite difficult at Viking Orbiter periapsis 
because of high doppler rates. As an alternative, use of the 
30-Hz tracking loop filter during Block IV X-band track-
ing is not promising because there is only marginal carrier 
power above threshold (-8.7 dB) in this mode. Addi-
tionally, it had been thought (Ref. 1) that in order to 
maintain a reasonably small phase error while tracking 
with the Block IV X-band receiver in a 10-Hz tracking 
loop filter setting, as many as 20 digital controlled oscil­
lator (DCO) ramps (frequency rates) per periapsis pass 
might be required., It is therefore the intent of this report 
to analyze in greater detail the operational capabilities 
and constraints wliletracking a Viking Orbiter with the 
Block IV X-band receiver(s) in a 10-Hz tracking loop 
filter setting. 
II. Orbits Utilized in the Analysis 
Reference 2 analyzed in great detail four separate 
orbits. These consisted of permutations of periapsis alti­
tdes of 1200 and 500 km and of lines of apsides either 
normal to or parallel to the Mars-Earth vector. These canbe abbreviated as 500 km/N, 500 kr/P, 1200 km/N and 
1200 km/P. The highest periapsis doppler rates are en­
countered with the 500 km orbits, so it was considered 
adequate to limit this analysis to the 500 km/P- and 
500 km/N-type orbits. The periapsis doppler rates 
(X-band, two-way) for these-two orbit types can be seen 
in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. 
Ill. 	Consideration of Static and Dynamic 
Phase Error 
In the initial consideration of the adequacy of a given 
receiver to track a given signal, one is concerned with 
both the static phase error (SPE) due to frequency dis-
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placement and dynamic phase error (A0) due to frequency 
rate. As it turns out, the pacing criterion for the worst 
Viking orbital case (the 500-km/P-type orbit), in terms 
of necessary ramping of the X-band receiver, is the 
dynamic phase error, and hence this study will be mostly 
focused on this particular parameter. Also, any receiver 
ramping schemes which will alleviate the dynamic phase 
error problem, coupled with judicious choices of starting 
receiver frequencies, will almost automatically keep the 
total frequency displacement small, and hence negate 
most static phase error buildup. Quite simply, if one is 
ramping the receiver to keep the received frequency rate 
within certain bounds as in Fig. 3, the cumulative fre-
quency displacement 
f/ R" - d (D2) dt 0 
(where R. is the receiver ramp rate and d/dt (D2) is the re-
ceived doppler rate) is relatively small when compared to 
that frequency displacement which would result from no 
ramping of the receiver. 
IV. Analysis of Receiver DCO Ramps to 
Maintain Dynamic Phase Error 
Below 13 deg 
Rather arbitrarily selecting a (conservative) objective 
of maintaining the phase error (AO) at 13 deg or less, one 
has the following pertinent information from the DSN/ 
Flight Project Interface Design .Handbook (Ref. 3) and 
from Ref. 1: 
Block IV X-band receiver carrier margin at 10 Hz 
tracking loop filter - 13.51 dB 
= 
Downlink frequency rate required to produce 
AO 
13 deg at a carrier margin of 13.5 dB - 15 Hz/s. 
The periapsis 2-way X-band doppler frequency rates 
versus time for the 500-km/P-type and 500-km/N-type 
orbits are shown in Figs. I and 2, respectively. Over- 
laying the doppler frequency rates in Figs. 1 and 2 are 
the required receiver ramps to keep the dynamic phase 
error approximately equal to or less than 13 deg, and 
hence from the information above, to keep the (relative) 
frequency rate at the receiver (= downlink frequency 
rate minus receiver ramp rate) approximately equal to or 
less than ±15 Hz/s. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the 500-km 
P-type orbit is the more extreme case, requiring 11 re-
190 Sb 
ceiver DCO ramps during the periapsis period. The 
500-km/N-type orbit (see Fig. 2) is only slightly less diffi­
cult, requiring 8 receiver DCO ramps during the periapsis 
period. 
V. Error Analysis 
In the previous section the number of receiver DCO 
ramps required to produce a AO of 13 deg or less was 
analyzed; however, this (implicitly) assumed that the pre­
dictions used to generate the required ramp parameters 
would be perfectly matched to the actual data. At this 
point it would be reasonable to briefly examine the effect 
of using (slightly) inaccurate predictions. 
Let one assume that a reasonable goal would be thegeneration of a ramp scheme designed to keep A0 at 
13 deg or less, but that one would tolerate occasional AO's
of up to 17 deg because of inaccuracies in the predictions. 
Given this ground rule, one needs to determine what 
magnitude of prediction error would cause a combined 
AO of 17 deg, and, if one could expect prediction errors 
for the Viking orbital phaseto be bounded by this (to-be­
determined) prediction error. For a AO = 17 deg, one has 
from Ref. 3, the following received doppler frequency 
rate: ±-L20 Hz/s. Differencing this value with the ramp 
scheme goal of -15 Hz/s for the (relative) received fre­
quency rate, one wishes to determine what size prediction 
error would thus cause a two-way X-band doppler fre­
quency rate error of ±-+5 Hz/s. 
For both the 500-kn N-type and 500-kn P-type orbits, 
the maximum rate of change of frequency rate is 
( r (10 Hz/s)/min 
such that a frequency rate error would translate into an 
equivalent (prediction) time error of 
At 5 Hz/s 
(10 Hz/s)/min 
If recent past experience with respect to prediction 
accuracy at planetary encounters, etc., proves to be a 
reliable guide, one can indeed expect that, in general, 
trajectory errors during the Viking Orbital Phase will be 
less than 30 s (At), and hence expected errors in the pre­
diction data from which ramp rates will be generated 
should add less than 4 deg of AG. 
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VI. Operational Considerations 
Let one consider the simplest case of just one receiver 
-a Block IV X-band receiver in the two-way mode with 
a 10-Hz tracking loop filter setting. If one considers a 
500-km P-type orbit, and using the criterion previously 
established in Section IV, 11 separate ramps will have to 
be programmed into the receiver DCO per periapsis pass. 
At the DSS the operation will be complicated because 
the DCO holds only 4 ramps at any given time, and, as 
the initial ramps are executed, subsequent ramps will 
have to be manually entered into the DCO in near real 
time. Additionally complicating the receiver operator's 
job is the fact that the ramps are exhausted in as little as 
three minutes, thus allowing little time for the operator 
to enter and verify new ramps. 
Generation of the ramp instructions in the Network 
Operations Control Area (NOCA) should also prove to be 
difficult, and in particular, time-consuming. Receiver fre-
quency predictions are not generated in the prediction 
system, and the only method by which they can be gener-
ated (now) is manual, with the aid of Hewlett-Packard 
Programmable Electronic Calculators. Also, the Block IV 
DCO receiver frequency level is quite unfamiliar to most 
of the Network Operations Control Team (NOCT). 
Finally, assuming the ramp instructions are generated by 
the NOCT, they will have to be transmitted manually 
(via teletype) to the DSS, with a greatly increased risk 
of transmission errors, etc. 
The above considers only the difficulties in ramping 
one receiver. If the Block IV S-band receiver is also in a 
10-Hz tracking loop filter configuration, it too will require 
ramping, under some circumstances. Consider a 500-km 
P-type orbit. The maximum frequency rate at X-band 
(two-way) is z 160 Hz/s. Thus at S-band it would be 
z (3/11) (160 Hz/s} 44 Hz/s. From Ref. 2, the Block 
IV S-band receiver carrier margin equals 21.8 dB, so that 
(from Ref. 8), a phase error equal to 18 deg results from a 
receiver frequency rate of : ±80 Hz/s. Thus, to avoid 
excessive phase error, the Block IV S-band receiver will 
also require some ramping. 
Finally, if three-way X-band doppler is ever desired 
from another 64-m DSS during a periapsis pass, the ex-
tremely laborious and time-consuming tasks described 
above will be doubled. 
To summarize the above, receiver ramping during 
Viking Orbiter periapsis passes can be accomplished; 
however, it will: 
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(1)Place additional burdens on the DSS receiver 
operator 
(2) 	Consume large amounts of manpower from the 
NOCT, because of the semimanual mode of re­
ceiver level ramp generation 
(3) 	 Entail considerably more risk of error because of 
the manual mode (teletype) of transmission 
VII. Use of Uplink Ramping 
The idea of utilizing the DCO capability to ramp the 
uplink and thus reduce the total downlink frequency rate 
is obvious and certainly merits being investigated. For 
instance, considering the 500-kin P-type orbit, the total 
periapsis 2-way doppler rate excursion is - 170 Hz/s(-10 to + 160). If one chooses and appropriately locates 
five uplink ramps at the following equivalent X-band fre­
quency rates of +10, +40, +70, +40, and +10 Hz/s, 
then one will have tnodified the uplink such that the 
spacecraft will see a maximum frequency rate (at equiva­
lent X-band level) of ±15 Hz/s. More importantly one 
would reduce the total 2-way X-band downlink frequency 
rate excursion to 110 Hz/s (-20 to +90). 
Instead of 11 DCO ramps in the receiver, one would 
now require only 7. However, 5 ramps are now required 
in the exciter, making a total of 12 ramps altogether. 
Considering the added complications of ramping the ex­
citer and the receiver, it does not seemh that ramping the 
uplink in the above described fashion will buy anything 
substantial. 
A more interesting (although perhaps seemingly bi­
zarre!) approach might be to consider over-ramping the 
uplink by a factor of 2. This poses no particular difficulty 
for the S-band spacecraft receiver, and, i any case, pro­
duces the same frequency rate at the spacecraft as if the 
uplink was not ramped at all. But more importantly, it 
should theoretically drive the downlink doppler frequency 
rate to some small limit such that the X-band receiver 
would not have to be ramped at all. As a matter of fact, 
this is exactly what happens. Quite simply, let one define 
at some time: 
F = two-way X-band downlink frequency 
TSF = track synthesizer frequency (transmitted up­
link frequency at DCO level, z 44 MHz) 
r, = uplink range rate 
191 
rn = downlink range rate Finally, from the previous definition of F, rate, one has 
c = speed of light d - 221 d 
(TS ) -- 48(880) cit [Pu] 
T ) 4T(80Then one has 
221 ( 
F. rate = - []-- 48(880) (Fsrate) 
Following the above logic, uplink ramps correspondingdi 880 F (r,~+ 
= T f48-TSF 1- to those in Fig. 1 (approximately twice the uplink fe­
t T221 Lquency rate and, of course, moved backward (earlier) 
880 dr (1., ± rdfl) ~from the times in Fig. 1 by one round-trip light time 
= -48-TSF (RTLT)) were input into the 500-kn P-type orbit pre­
2/1 dictions. The results in the downlink doppler frequency 
Now if one assumes a ramped TSP, say TSPR, and a rate are just as expected-the X-band downlink frequency 
corresponding , say (ssu,, one would have rate is constrained to ±15 Hz/. These results can be 
seen'in Fig. 4. For this ease no ramping of the receiver 
d would be required. At first glance, it would not seem that (F., rate = Tt P-- n anything of particular value has been achieved, since one 
now has 11 exciter ramps instead of 11 receiver ramps. 
d 8 SP0 (r1, + r) However, on closer inspection, a number of operational 
= -at k48 _22 [SF dj} benefits would appear to accrue, i.e.,i 
(1) The uplink frequency level is far more familiar to 
d{(880F + rdfl] de the NOCT. 
= 48221 I (TSPR)
1 1 C at (2) The necessary uplink ramp parameters can be 
di (rup+ rO obtained from prediction output quantities (XA1
-TSP, Tt cn and DD2) with far less effort than producingreceiver level predictions and receiver level ramp 
To drive the downlink doppler frequency rate to zero, parameters. 
one requires (3) Uplink ramping requires no individual receiver fre­
quencies, whereas receiver predictions require fairly 
d (cI t=0 current individual receiver parameters (the 21-MHz 
-~FT hJ= free-running oscillator) measured at the DSS. 
or (4) Uplink ramps would routinely be transmitted within 
nonnal predictions (via high-speed data (HSD)) and 
di FRr. rd) would thus be virtually guaranteed free*of trans-
TSFe -1 j'mission errors, in contrast to sending large amounts d(TSF) =- L of receiver ramp data manually (via teletype).(-F-+ ) 
L , j (5) When one considers the possibility of Block IV 
S-band tracking with a 10-Hz tracking loop filter, or,
since I.>> (rn _ far more important, the addition of X-band 3-way+ r.). 

s tracking at a separate 64 m DSS, no additional re­
ceiver ramping is required, in marked contrast to 
(TSF) F (r,,, ± ra)) the receiver ramping case, where the number of 
TS T L total required ramps increases by 100% or more­
one ramped uplink covers all receivers! 
and since TSF z TSF 
In consideration of the above, the possibility of using 
-i(TSF, -TSF J [r (r,,, + mr.).t overcompensated uplink ramping might merit further 
192 o j PTSC R Einvestigation. E REdtL 
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TDA Data Management Planning: Readability of Flow Charts 
E.C. Posner
 
TDA Planning Office
 
This article proposes a "global" readability standardfor flow charts in DSN 
software implementations. The standardlimits the kinds of closures and returns 
that can occur from decision nodes. It is proved that the standardis equivalent to 
permitting only those flow charts thatare constructiblefrom hierarchicalexpan­
sion of the three structures BLOCK, IFTHENELSE, and LOOPREPEAT. The 
LOOPREPEATstructureis the simultaneous generalization of DOWHILE and 
DOUNTIL. Considerationsof code as opposedto flow chartreadability,however, 
may rule out the use of LOOPREPEATin favor of allowing only its'specialcases 
DOWHILE and DOUNTIL. 
I. 	Introduction 
We propose a standard for flow charts to be used in 
DSN implementations. We first define a flow chart as 
a finite directed graph with five kinds of nodes: 
(1) 	 START nodes with no links entering the node and 
one link leaving. 
(2) 	 END nodes with one link entering and none 
leaving. 
(8) 	FUNCTION nodes with one link entering and one 
leaving. 
(4) 	DECISION nodes with one link entering and two 
leaving, 
(5) 	 COLLECTOR nodes with two links entering and 
one leaving, 
We further require that there be exactly one START 
node and one END node. We also demand that the flow 
chart be connected in the sense that, given any node, 
there is a directed path from START to END going 
through the node. The condition on DECISION nodes 
that they have only two outputs is a mathematical con­
venience for proof purposes, and the use of multiple out­
put decisions (cases) would be allowed in any DSN 
standard. A similar comment applies to COLLECTOR 
nodes. 
More precisely, a (finite) directed graph is a collection 
of points called nodes, and directed edges, called links. 
Nodes are connected to nodes by links, where the direc­
tion is indicated by an arrowhead at the forward end of 
.	 the link, the other end being called the rear.Each link 
must start and end at a (possibly the same) node. It starts 
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at its rear end and ends at its forward end. A path from 
one node n.to another n.is a sequence of nodes ii, = in, 
mn,- -, in, = n. and links I., 2,, - -, 1,,, such that 
link Ij starts at m, and ends at in, ,, 1 < j< p - 1. 
A flow chart then is a directed graph, where the graph 
nodes are the function boxes, decision boxes, and collec-
tor nodes. We will, however, draw all nodes as dots, since 
the definition of "flow chart graph" makes it clear whether 
a given graph node corresponds to a function, decision, 
or collection. 
Given flow charts G and G, together with a function 
node F of G, we define the hierarchicalexpansion of G0 
by replacing F by G,, H (G,, F; G,) as a new flow chart 
G. Specifically, let link 2, end at F and 2, start at F. 
Remove node F from the set of nodes of G, and add the 
set of nodes of G, other than START and END. Let 2, 
end at the first node of G reached from its START, and 
let 2.start at the last node before the END of G_.Then 
the START and END of G have been removed, but all 
other nodes remain and are the same kind of node. The 
fact that 0, is a flow chart can be readily verified. 
Let G be a flow chart and F a function node bf G. 
We an get a new flow chart 0' with one less node and 
one less link as follows: Remove F from the set of nodes 
of G.Let 1, end at F, and '1,start there. Remove these 
two links from the set of links and add a new link ' 
which starts at the node from which 2, started, and ends 
where 2,ended (see Fig. 1). This operation permits us to 
remove a "no-op" function at a FUNCTION node. 
Let A be a finite set of flow charts, called structures, 
Define A0 = A, and A, the one-step completion of A, as 
the class of all flow charts which can be obtained from 
the structures in A by removing a function node, or by 
replacing a function node of a structure G by a structure 
H in A, where H may be different from G. Define A. 
for n > 1, the n-step completion of A, to be the one-step 
completion of A,-,. Define A-, the completion of A, to be 
U A, 
"1= 

the flow charts obtainable from the structures in A by 
hierarchical expansion. Note that if G and H are in A., 
and F is a function node of G, then replacing F in G by 
H leads to a flow chart still in A.; that is, A, is complete 
under hierarchical expansion. 
Finally, let us define a looping decision and a non. 
looping decision. A nonlooping decision node in a flow 
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chart is one for which all paths to END starting at the 
decision ultimately coincide at some collector node before 
any path from the decision again reaches that decision 
node. Otherwise the decision node is called a looping 
decision. A link starting at a decision node with the 
property that all paths to END starting with the link 
avoid the given decision node is a non-looping link; if 
there is a way to reach the decision node starting with the 
link, it is called a looping link. 
Let us now define a set R of structures which consists 
of the three structures BLOCK, IFTHENELSE, and 
LOOPREPEAT, as in Fig. 2. Note that LOOPREPEAT 
becomes DOWHILE'if node G is removed and DOUNTIL 
if F is removed. Hence, by Mills' Theorem (Ref. 1), every 
algorithm can be flow charted by a flow chart in R., 
since it can be flow charted by a flow chart in the 
completion of BLOCK, IFTHENELSE, and DOWHILE 
(or alternatively of BLOCK IFTHENELSE, and 
DOUNTIL). 
II. Readability of Flow Charts 
A nonlooping decision node is said to have the Unique 
Merger Propertyif the node at which all paths out of the 
decision first merge has the property that any two paths 
starting with different links out of the decision node also 
merge for the first time at that node. The decision node 
in IFTHENELSE satisfies Unique Merger. 
A looping decision node is said to have the Forced 
Loop Closure Propertyprovided the following holds. An 
external input to a loop is a collector node reachable from 
the decision that has an output path to the decision node. 
It also has an input path from START not containing the 
same output link of the given decision node that was on 
the input path to the collector node. Note that each loop­
ing decision node has-at least one external input to a loop 
it creates. We require that the following hold for at least 
(itturns out exactly) one of the output links of the looping 
decision; such links are called looping links: every path 
starting at a looping link must return to the looping deci­
sion. We require that there be only one external input 
node. We also demand that every path starting with the 
looping link go through the external input, and go through 
it on only one of its two input links, before returning to 
the looping decision. It follows from connectivity that 
only one of the two outputs of a looping decision can be 
looping-otherwise there is no way to reach END starting 
from the decision. Note that the decision node of LOOP-
REPEAT has the Forced Loop Closure Property. 
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We say that a flow chart has the Readability Property 
provided every nonlooping decision satisfies Unique 
Merger, and every looping decision satisfies Forced Loop 
Closure. Observe that if G, and G, satisfy the Read-
ability Property, or, more briefly, are Readable,then if F 
is any function node in G, the flow chart H (C,, F; G2) 
is also Readable. Thus every flow chart in R. is Readable. 
The next section proves the main result of this article, 
that every Readable flow chart is in R.. Hence, the 
Readable flow charts can be obtained by using the three 
structures in R together with hierarchical expansion, and 
every flow chart so obtained is Readable. By Mills' 
Theorem previously referenced, then, we also conclude 
that every algorithm can be flow charted by a Readable 
flow chart, 
III. The Main Theorem on Readability 
The theorem below is proved by contradiction, but the 
proof is actually a recursive procedure for hierarchically 
expanding a Readable flow chart using the three struc-
tures in R: BLOCK, IFTHENELSE, and LOOPREPEAT. 
TBoREM. R. is exactly the class of Readableflow charts. 
PROOF. That every flow chart in R. is Readable has already 
been noted in the previous section. The hard part is to 
prove that every Readable flow chart can be obtained 
from hierarchical expansion of the three.structures in R. 
If not, let G be an alleged counterexample with the 
smallest number of nodes among the counterexamples, 
that is, among the Readable flow charts not in R.. Note 
that G has no function nodes, for they could be removed 
to yield another counterexample. We will show that G 
has no looping decisions. Let p be such a looping decision, 
with external input C as in Fig. 3. 
Let r, denote the set of paths from C to p, and r, the 
set from p to C. Can there be a path x from a node r 
on a path in r2 to a node D on a path in w,? No, because 
all paths from p starting with the looping link of p go 
through C, by the definition of Forced Loop Closure for 
the.loop started by p. 
Can there be a path g from a node s on a path in r, 
to a node E on a path in r,? The answer is again No, but 
for a slightly more complicated reason. This time, look 
at the loop started by s, which must satisfy Forced Loop 
Closure. The node C is still an external input node, but 
so is E because of the path C-s-*p--E.This situation is 
of course ruled out, so p does not exist either. 
Then Fig. 3 can be thought of as Fig. 4, where there 
are no paths between the nodes in A and in B (which 
each might be empty sets), and where there are no 
entries or exits from A and B other than the ones shown. 
That is, the original G is a hierarchical expansion (includ­
ing possibly node removal) of a graph G. which has a 
function node in place of the structure of Fig. 4. Figure 4 
itself is a hierarchical expansion of IFTHENELSE, the 
two graphs corresponding to A and B being the graphs 
replacing the FUNCTION nodes of LOOPREPEAT. 
These two graphs are also Readable, however, and have 
fewer nodes; hence they are in R. (or are null). The 
graph G, as we have observed can be obtained from a 
Graph G. by hierarchically expanding at a function node 
by IFTHENELSE. But G, has fewer nodes than G, 
hence fewer nodes than G, and so is in R.. So G itself 
would be in R.. This proves that G has no looping 
decision nodes. 
So G has only nonlooping decisions. Let p be such a 
node, with merger node M. An external input is a node 
C on a path from p to M that can be reached from 
START without going through p, or, if it cannot be 
reached from START without going through p, then such 
paths must go through M before reaching C. If we knew 
that there were no external inputs, we would be done as 
in the LOOPREPEAT case, for Unique Merger plus the 
lack of external inputs would cause the nonlooping 
decision to look like Fig. 5. The same hierarchical ex­
pansion idea would work. 
First note that if C were an external input, there is 
no path from M to C not going through p. For it must 
be possible to reach END from M, and it must therefore 
be possible to reach END from M without going through 
C. Let r be a node at which a path to END first leaves 
the path from M to C. This r is, of course, a decision 
node, but it is looping because of the path r->C-*M-4r. 
Since G has no looping decision nodes, there is no path 
from M to C not going through p. 
Thus, if C exists at all, the situation of Fig. 6 must 
prevail: there is a path from START to C not going 
through p. 
There is of course a path to p from START also. There 
are two possibilities: i) there is a path from START to p 
not going through C; ii) every path from START to p 
goes through C. 
In case i), there is a last node s where the paths from 
START to C and to p agree, as in Fig. 7. However, s 
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violates Unique Merger; since paths starting with both 
links out of s meet for the first time at C and also at M. 
So we are in case ii), in which every path from START 
to p goes through C, as in Fig. 8. In this case, there is a 
path from M to p, for there is no way of leaving the path 
from C to M without going through M, by Unique 
Merger. Then p is a looping decision, already ruled out. 
This proves the theorem. 
IV. Reversing a Flow Chart 
This section proves an amusing corollary to the theorem 
of Section III. Some people read flow charts backward 
in trying to understand them, so define the reversal of 
a flow chart as the flow chart with the same nodes 
but arrowheads reversed. Then FUNCTION nodes 
remain FUNCTION nodes, DECISION nodes become 
COLLECTOR nodes, COLLECTOR nodes become 
DECISION nodes, and START and END are inter-
changed. However, we still have a flow chart, as is easy 
to see. If G is a flow chart, let G4 denote its reverse. 
Note the commutativity of reversing and hierarchical 
expansion: 
H (G, F;G ) = 112 (G, F; G2) 
Likewise, note the commutativity of reversing and com-
pletion: 
(AR). = (A.)R 
We then have the following Corollary to the theorem of 
Section III. 
COROLLARY. The reverse of a readable flow chart is a 
readable flow chart. 
PROOF. By the theorem, if G is readable, G is in R , where 
R consists of BLOCK, IFTHENELSE, and LOOPRE-
PEAT. Hence G is in (RR).o. But the reverse of BLOCK 
is BLOCK, of IFTHENELSE is IFTHENELSE, and of 
LOOPREPEAT is LOOPREPEAT. So R2 = R, and G9 
is in R.. By the theorem again, GQis readable, as required. 
V. Readability of Code 
We have seen that if one adopts the flow chart read­
ability requirement, the only permitted structures 
automatiealy become BLOCK, IFTHENELSE, and 
LOOPREPEAT. Therefore, those are all we would ever 
propose to even consider permitting as a DSN standard 
set of structures. It may however be preferable to not 
allow the full force of LOOPREPEAT but only permit 
DOWHILE and DOUNTIL, for reasons of code read­
ability. The reason would be that the code for LOOP-
REPEAT is less readable. 
The reason is that the EXIT from the loop of Fig. 9 
occurs in the middle of the code, looking like Fig. 10. 
On the other hand, DOWHILE and DOUNTIL have 
their EXITS at the end of their code, as is proper for 
top-down readability (Fig. 11). But the exact form of the 
code and the tradeoffs involved seem rather language 
dependent, and the problem of whether to universally 
ban LOOPREPEAT for DSN software implementations 
is still under investigation. 
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Automatic Cable Tester 
W. D. Schreiner
 
Quality Assurance DSN and Mechanical Hardware Section
 
Because of problems encounteredand the time required to test multiconductor 
cables, the Automatic Cable Tester was designed and built by JPL Quality 
Assurance. This instrument has significantly reduced test time and increasedthe 
reliabilityof the hardware. 
I. Introduction 
Due to the increased number of cables and the time 
required to test them, it was necessary for Quality 
Assurance to find improved methods of performing the 
tests. A review was conducted of all commercially 
available equipment that would meet our requirements. 
The constraints were: 
(1) 	 The need for test flexibility at low volume, 
(2) Compatibility with existing equipment. 
(3) The need to be more cost effective, 
No equipment was available that would meet our 
requirements. Therefore, it was necessary for JPL Quality 
Assurance to design and build the Automatic Cable Tester 
(ACT). The use of this instrument has increased the 
accuracy and reliability of test results, while reducing the 
man-hours required to perform necessary tests. 
II. 	Description of Equipment 
The JPL Automatic Cable Test Set (Fig. 1) consists of 
one commercial piece of test equipment plus three JPL­
designed panels. These units are: 
(1) 0-1000-volt commercial power supply and 100­
circuit relay scanning unit. The scanning unit 
accepts only pin-to-pin circuits. 
(2) Multicircuit patch panel. The patch panel provides 
the capability to test cables that are not wired in the 
normal pin-to-pin configuration, thus eliminating the 
need for additional testing in a manual mode. 
(3) 	Connector adapter panel. The connector adapter 
panel provides a full selection of connector adapters 
without the operator having to stop and locate 
specific adapters for the particular cable under test. 
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(4) Branch circuit switching panel The branch circuit 
switching panel is designed to pre-program the test 
set to accept multi-pin circuits on a cable under test. 
Without the branch circuit panel, the unit would 
reject the cable as being shorted. 
The test set automatically tests each circuit for proper 
terminal-to-terminal resistance (continuity) and simulta-
neously checks each circuit against all other circuits for 
shorts and high-resistance leakage. Cables can also be 
checked separately for shorts or continuity. In the "shorts 
only" condition, only one end of the cable needs to be 
connected to the tester. The operator can select high 
voltage for dielectric breakdown tests, or use very low 
voltage for testing circuitry that cannot withstand high 
voltage. All test parameters, such as test time, type of test. 
reject levels, etc, can be selected on the contrl unit. 
Results of AutomaticIll. Implementation 
Test Equipment 
The previously used method of testing multiconductor 
cables was limited to a continuity test with an ohmmeter 
or a battery/buzzer (this method is incapable of determin- 
ing poor terminations such as cold solder and uncrimped 
pins) and a Hi-Pot and/or megolun test by hand between 
each pin and all adjacent pins (individually). The manual 
method is subject to human error (i.e., failure to test a pin) 
and at best was incomplete. A tue dielectric strength (Hi-
Pot) and insulation resistance test (Meg) should be 
performed between each pin (circuit) and all other pins, 
shields, and connector shells tied together in common 
Operation of the tester (Fig. 2) is simple and can be 
performed with minimum operator training. Once the 
cable under test is connected and test parameters have 
been set it is necessary only for the operator to push the 
start button. The test is completely automatic with the 
tester stopping and Identifying all faults. 
A significant benefit of the new equipment is the savings
in test time. For example, in testing a 100-wire, 
2-connector cable, excluding setup time, the old method 
took two persons 30 minutes each, while the new method 
only required one person approximately 1 minute to 
perform the same task. 
An additional advantage of the test equipment is safety 
of operation. Previous methods of testing using high 
voltages were hazardous in their actual use, plus the side 
effect of "charging" the unit under test, where electrical 
shod ad possible injury could result The Automatic Test 
Unit self-shorts all circuits after test, thus eliminating such 
The significant increase in relibiity was a contributing 
factor in the DSN Engineering decision to discontinue 
procurement of spare cabling for the Deep Space 
Network.
 
IV. Future Plans 
AD multiconaductor cables are electrically inspected 
using the new JPL Automatic Cable Tester. Cables not 
meeting the required electrical parameters are separated 
and identified to prevent their being put into service. A 
program has already been initiated to Identify the exact 
cause of failures, and steps are being taken to prevent 
further occurrences. 
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FIg1. JPL Automatic Cable Tter 
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Fig. t Operatw using Automatic Cable Teeter 
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